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Steve Harris
Editor

ou may be reading this before
14 September, in which case
it's not too late! Get to the
Ramada Hotel, Heathrow at the
weekend. The HiFi Show will be in
full swing with more than 125
exhibitors. The list appears in this
month's ' Stop Press' [page 23],
which carries information too late
for last month's ' Show Preview'.
Details of all exhibitors ( including
addresses and telephone numbers)
are to be found in the HiFi Show
Guide, available at the Show. And
if, after all this, you missed it,
console yourself by looking forward
to the full-length Show report we'll
be publishing in the December issue.

GOODBYE TO THE BANANA PLUG

The Hi Fi Show
has well over
125 exhibitors
representing
more than
double that
number of
brands,
and it's easily
the biggest
and best hi-fi
show in
Europe this
year...

E-MAIL
1011 CUP!

contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223(a
aPlease specify
'HiFi News' in
the subject field of
your message

Convenient, near-universal, but
already
outlawed
by
safety
regulations, the 4mm 'banana' plug
connector cannot be used legally by
UK speaker makers on new models
in Europe after the end of this year.
Even before it became clear that
loudspeakers, along with other hi-fi
components, needed to carry the CE
mark to be sold legally in Europe,
the banana plug's days were
numbered. The UK manufacturers'
trade body, the British Federation of
Audio, has been co-ordinating efforts
to find the best replacement. So it
seemed a good moment to ask the
BFA to give a report on what
progress was being made on this,
and to give an overview of the
impact of the European legislation.
Roger Walker, the BFA's Operations
Manager, explains why the banana
has to go:
'British Trading Standards have
said that passive loudspeaker systems
in enclosures need to be CE marked
for distribution in the UK because
they contain magnets and fall under
the
EMC ( Electro
Magnetic
Compatibility) regulations. Drive
units alone, spare-parts etc, do not
require CE marking. Under the
original
EMC
documentation,
loudspeakers for use in vehicles
appeared to fall into this "raw-driver"
category, but a subsequent revision
put all equipment destined for use
in vehicles, including hi-fi systems,
telephones, etc, into a separate
category, covered by a specific
Directive. Details of how this will be
implemented in UK will be
published by the Department of
Transport in due course.
'The BFA has advised members
that they should CEmark passive
loudspeaker enclosures and state in
the Declaration of Conformity for
each product that it conforms with

current EMC regulations only.
'From January 1st 1997, the CE
mark will extend to cover Safety of
electrical equipment under the Lowvoltage Directive or LVD. The
relevant safety Standard is BS \EN
600
65.
CE-marked
passive
loudspeakers will have to conform
with BS\EN600 65, which includes
requirements for connectors. The
LVD appears to state that speakers
capable of being driven by an
amplifier with apower rating above
75W RMS must have connectors
which prevent users touching " live"
parts. (Above 75W input, the voltage
appearing across the terminals
exceeds 34V peak and therefore
ceases to be " low-voltage". Voltages
above 34V peak must be treated in
the same way as mains voltage, for
example.) This would put currentlyfashionable bare bi-wiring links and
4mm connectors out-of-bounds,
unless the whole terminal panel was
fitted with an insulated cover, after
the connections were made, acover
which required atool to remove it.
'4mm banana plugs are deemed
unsafe because they can be inserted
into an unshuttered European mains
socket and can be unplugged without
the use of atool and expose the user
to " live" voltages. They can also
short-circuit the amp if accidentally
touched together, with associated risk
of amplifier damage, fire, etc.
'The Industry is faced with a
major re- think on connectors and
terminal arrangements, if products
are to be able to comply with all the
regulations in force after January 1st
next year. The BFA has atechnical
sub-committee for its membership
and this committee has also set up
aworking party to investigate anew
type of connector that can conform
with BS\EN600 65. Already several
promising designs have evolved of
both plugs and sockets and we are
close to a situation where the BFA
members involved can pick which
one suits best and run with it.
'The question of bi-wire links will
be more difficult to resolve elegantly.
Certainly, current bare gold-plated
links cannot possibly comply and
insulated links ( or total shrouding
after the connections have been
made) will be required. It is how the
links are connected to the binding
posts that may present aproblem.'
Of course, not all British hi-fi firms
are BFA members, and it remains to
be seen how smaller firms will cope.
But the BFA hopes it will succeed
in establishing aconnector that will
become aworld standard, and which
all manufacturers can use freely. 43
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LARK SECRETS...
RIDDEN
DEPTHS...

The Wilson Audio Grand SLAM M redefines everything about the
'state of the art'.This unique professional tool for the critical analysis of
musical signals was described by leading reviewer Martin Colloms in
HiFi News (October 1994) as giving '
anew insight into recordings and
performances'. Colloms continued:, '
my enthusiastic recommendation
comes without reservation...unquestionably state of the art:
The original WATT was ahigh-performance nearfield professional
monitoring loudspeaker that, once heard, was adopted for domestic
use by the audiophile community.The miniature high performance
2way WATT is partnered by ahigh output Puppy woofer in
System V.This new partnership builds on aperformance
already described as having '
fine detail and transparency...
matched by substantial improvements in dynamic ronge,
rhythmic ability, bass evenness and precision'.
The Wilson Audio family has now been joined by the
exciting WITT—a 3-way floor standing loudspeaker Priced
at around half the cost of System V, the WITT delivers far
more than half the performance and brings ownership of
one of the finest audiophile products within reach of many
more buyers. In his February 1996 review (HiFi News)
Martin Colloms said: '
Igrew to like its sound very much; for
its rarely encountered honesty and fine stereo, high resolution
and exceptionally good bass. Its sound was consistently
musical and easy on the ears at all listening levels'. And in his
Stereophile review of the same speaker Colloms rated this
speaker.. 'very highly, and Ibelieve it to be Wilson's most
completely balanced design to date...undoubtedly afullronge
Class A component at awholly realistic price.'
Absolute Sounds
offers unrivalled advice
on system integration
and will be pleased to
refer you to adealer
who can
emonstrate and
install these rare
and extraordinary
loudspeakers.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Fax 0181-879 7962
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'There were
300
exhibitors
and the
highlight to
me was the
availability
of top class
vinyl at
dollars for
pounds rate
or less'
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NEW YORK, NEW YORK
Dear Sir, Iread Ken Kessler's
article about the New York HiFi
Show [August ' 96, pp 54-57] with
special interest as Iwas fortunate
enough to be visiting New York at
the time of the Show. Iwas even
more fortunate that my wife
decided that as it was our first visit
to the city that we should stay at
the Waldorf Astoria — without
knowing what was being held
during our stay.
Ihave attended afew shows in
Britain but nothing prepared me for
the scale of what was on offer in the
Big Apple. For astart, the rooms
open for the show were on floors 4
through to 18, which meant plenty
of exercise.
There were 300 exhibitors and
the highlight to me was the
availability of top class vinyl at
dollars for pounds rate or less. Had
we been staying at the hotel and not
been hi-fi enthusiasts we might
have just been atad upset that
overnight the place took on zoo-like
qualities.
Vast numbers of people, waiting
for alift at the Waldorf (unheard
of), full bars and restaurants and
always the babble about valves or
horns or somebody else's new
product.
Iconcentrated on listening to
high end American equipment that
is available for purchase in the UK
such as Krell, Mark Levinson and
Conrad-Johnson, but which
otherwise is not so easy to find in
Cheshire.
However, Iwas caught out in the
Wilson Benesch room by the
president of Illinois trader Pro
Audio Ltd, Brian Tucker. Mr
Tucker looked at my name badge
and said ' I've been trying to
persuade your brother to buy the
ACT One loudspeakers for some
time'. Nothing strange in that,
except Iam an only child and as
this was atrade day (as well as our
last day in New York) Iwas
wearing the badge of another
Illinois trader! Of all the luck, but I

OCTOBER 1996

came clean immediately and this
led to an interesting conversation
with the Wilson Benesch man and
how Iwas going to try his
company's loudspeaker, turntable
and the carbon arms at Doug
Brady's (with or without his
jacket!).
Two particularly impressive
pieces of kit for me, neither of then
American, were the Copland CDA
288 CD player and the GinS (this
is the correct spelling according to
their brochure) Mania loudspeaker.
Ihad not heard the Copland before
but its ability to retrieve such detail
combined with openness and
neutrality was arevelation at the
price.
When Icomplimented the GinS
man on the sound quality of the
Mania speaker, Idid suggest that
the size of the horn opening might
present problems to wives and for
the safety of children. 'No
problem,' he said 'we offer achild
removal service on an 800 number
completely free!'
Andrew Cripps, Cheshire
TRULY MADLY DEEPLY BASS
Dear Sir, having read recently your
excellent April issue small speaker
review, Ifelt prompted to say that
there is still avery good case for
using small, quality speakers as a
very realistic alternative to the
floorstanding variety.
In comparison to the
floorstanders, the only serious
disability of small speakers seems to
be the lack of realistic bass response
in the bottom octave. Given that
most small speakers give avery
good response to about 70Hz, they
don't miss out until adeep note is
called for from their relatively small
bass units, usually around 5or 6
inches in diameter. This also
inhibits the speakers from
producing the presence and feel of
bass frequencies on arecording if
present. This is mainly due to the
fact that to produce deep bass
notes, large amounts of power is
needed.
With this in mind Idecided to
read up on the subject and try to
design and make my own passive
subwoofer. Ihave made asealed
rear chamber subwoofer, using a
compound push-pull arrangement.
High power handling, good deep
bass, and cost were important to
me. Ipurchased two Longmill
PSW 1000 dual voice coil, 8inch
subwoofer units. These were asteal
at £ 16.99. And what's more, the
Thiele-Small parameters just fit the
bill for the design Iwas to use. The
actual size of the subwoofer is only
three cubic feet. It is placed out of
sight in my 18 x 12ft listening

room. The crossover used is a
simple first order inductor, which I
made to bring the subwoofer in at
around 80Hz, in conjunction with
the acoustic filter in the cabinet. So
no interference with the main
speakers (Mission 731s) takes
place.
After extensive tweaking with
cabinet filling and bracing Ifeel
that Ican confidently say that my
subwoofer certainly can compete
with commercial passive designs at
three or four times the price.
Comparing it to my friend's REL
Strata subwoofer, the differences
are not as great as you would
expect. (Well, not a £400
difference anyway!)
It must be said then that my
subwoofer only cost around £60 to
construct. And that with alot of
planning and alittle bit of time,
real, deep, true bass quality is
available for only afraction of what
it costs to buy commercially
available subwoofers. In the
American magazine Stereo Review,
subwoofers seem to be avery
topical subject and they seem to
give alot of advice to the home
constructor. How about if you
devote the odd page or two to the
subject now and again for us poor
old real bass freaks?
Ian Knight, Leicester
NOT REMOTELY INTERESTED
Dear Sir, Amplifiers are now
available with aremote control
volume knob. Presumably this is to
enable the listener to reduce the
impact of the tuttis and/or make
audible the pianissimo bits without
leaving the sofa. Don't laugh, I've
seen salesmen do this at
demonstrations at hi-fi shows.
Absolutely ridiculous of course, but
there is aserious aspect. The
dynamic range made possible by
CD, if fully utilised by the
recording engineer, is unsuitable
for replay in typical living rooms.
Many modern instruments have
evolved to meet the needs of the
concert hall. Many instrumental
combinations do not exist outside
large public spaces, notably the
orchestra.
So how are we to listen to music
made on apublic scale in private
circumstances? How should we
reproduce the sound of an
orchestra or pop group in a
domestic room? What is required is
awindow on the original event, not
the original event.
Anything approaching the
dynamic range of the original is
inappropriate in my (average)
home, painful even. This prevents
my enjoyment of many CDs. Some
are better then others; Naxos for
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CEIEC-HUNAN CO.
From us, you can have access to Chinese best
audio products!
Through us,your products can reach millions of
Chinese audio fans!

TO GET PROMET AND THOROUGH UNDERSTANDING OF OUR

MAKES,

JUST PAY A VISIT TO OUR SHOWROOM IN HI-FI SHOW 96
BOOTH NO.:

1043 FIRST FLOOR,RAMADA HOTEL HEATHROW, LONDON,
SEPTEMBER 12-15 , 1996.

We represented China's best Valve Audio manufacturers in the High- End Audio Show,
Winter CES '96 in Las Vegas.We are specialized in exportation & importation of Valve
Amplifier, Preamplifier, Decoder, Loudspeaker, Audio Electron Tubes, Tubes' Sockets,
Output- Drive- Power Transformers, Audio Connectors and Cables, etc.etc. We are ready
to bring Shenzhen Dajidian Electronic Industrial Co., Ltd, Shenzhen Valve Audio Lab.
Shuguang Electron Tube Factory and other Valve Audio manufacturers to cooperate with
you on O.E.M. production, developing new models of Valve Amplifier, Electron Tube
and other audio products according to your samples and designs.

For further information, please contact us by Fax. +86-(731)-444-2191/ 445-6999, or by
E- Mail: ceiec@public.hnpta.cn.net , for attention of Valve Audio Connexion.

(China National Electronics Imp/Exp Corporation, in short, CEIEC, is the leader in
promoting China's Electronics Industry to the world. With an annual turnover of over
US$2.9 billion, CEIEC ranks No.7 in top 500 Chinese international trade companies.)
Shenzhen Dajidian Electronic Industrial Co., Ltd.
Shenzhen Valve Audio Lab.
Tel: +86-755-3335370 3601536 3601977
Fax: +86-755-3605486 3330240

China National Electronics Imp./Exp. Hunan Company
Valve Audio Connexion
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example tend to use arather distant
acoustic which helps curb dynamic
excesses. Some older analogue
recordings on CD also sound OK.
It is ironic that budget recordings
READERS'
LETIERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
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publication,
which should be
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contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
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will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

can be more enjoyable than those
full price CDs where the recording
engineer attempts to demonstrate
what the technology can do rather
than produce an enjoyable
experience for the listener at home.
Iwould be happy to buy an
amplifier that gave the option of
signal compression. Remote control
is too much exercise frankly.
PJ Jesson, Bournemouth
HEAD TO HEAD
Dear Sir, In response to D.
Lambert's query `Three heads
better..?' in the August issue, here is
apossible answer.
Isuspect that the 'glitch' that he
refers to happens when he begins
recording in the middle of a
previously recorded tape. If so, I
believe this is nothing to do with
three heads; it happens with two
heads and on both cassette and reel
to reel machines.
The reason is that there has to be
afinite distance between the erase
and record heads; the portion of
tape between the two when
recording begins does not get
erased but Mr Lambert may notice
that it is slightly erased by the new
signal. Users of reel to reel can
easily overcome this problem by
moving the tape backwards the
required distance; something very
difficult with cassettes! If he begins
at the start of arecorded cassette,
then the leader takes care of things.
The solution to the problem is
now avery simple one, change over
to MiniDisc. This recording system
is now very close to CD quality, has
immediate playback, and has
comprehensive editing facilities. I
often liken the system to aword
processor for music. An added
advantage is that there is 75
minutes recording time but on the
downside, the blank discs are very
expensive; perhaps Sony has plans
to reduce the cost to that of 31
/
2in
floppy discs?
Idecided to 'go digital' earlier
this year and looked at the various
systems available, none are as
comprehensive as the MiniDisc. I
have no connections with Sony!
John Collins, W. Sussex
ROGERS TO 'THE RESCUE
Dear Sir, The recent acquisition of
several British hi-fi manufacturers
by large corporate enterprises has
led to fears on the part of some
observers.
Cherished attributes such as
design independence, service,

repair, quality etc have been to be
under threat.
However, Iam happy to report
that in the case of one recently
acquired stalwart, all appears to be
well.
When Rogers announced the
AB1 sub-woofer for the legendary
LS3/5A acouple of years back I
immediately phoned them to see if
they planned asimilar device to suit
their Studio 3 (derived from the
LS3/5A), which Ihave been using
since Iwon apair in acompetition.
(The Studio 3s don't really need
help in the bass department if used
close to awall but the layout of my
room forces me to use them on a
windowsill (not ideal) or in free
space, which loses too much bass.)
The news from Rogers was
encouraging. An AB3 'sub' for the
Studio 3was in the design pipeline.
All was going well until, early this
year, Iwas told that the AB3 for
which Ihad been waiting and
saving, had been cancelled. Igot
the impression that this was aresult
of the recent takeover of Rogers.
Somewhat gutted, Ifound myself
cursing corporate take-overs,
bottom line merchants, and so on.
However, having 'vent my spleen'
and thinking more or less rationally
again, Iwrote to Rogers with
several queries and suggestions for
ways round my problem. Their
reply offered astunningly simple
and very welcome solution.
If you want AB3s that much we'll
make you some, they said.
So, Irecently picked up what I
believe to be the world's only pair
of AB3 subwoofers from the Rogers
factory. Iwas also treated to atour
of the design development and
manufacturing facilities and a
chinwag with designer Andy
Whittle.
The fact that car problems
caused me to arrive late on Friday
afternoon when Godfearing folk are
heading for home or the pub was
brushed aside.
One or two cynics told me that
Rogers only needed to modify a
pair AB is . This is to completely
miss the point. Rogers could have
said ' tough' but they didn't. Instead
they went out of their way to
produce abeautiful pair of subs,
properly decked out with AB3
badges and so on, all for the
standard price of the AB1.
Inow have avery nice sounding
system and cannot thank Rogers
enough for its contribution to it. So
long as we have companies with
this commitment to customers,
Rogers' slogan ' Great British hi-fi',
will continue to be more than just
words.
Colin Berresford, Lanes

•
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PAN ELS

The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's,
and at least 6panels
""-- for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet,
remove foam and/or
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker ( if fitted)

Place the flexible Deflex
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when
played loud

Wile the eleket haw) U©
"...a marked improvement was obvious

the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

from

llIF
" .. Defies panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."

But one things for sure - the Deflex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audlo Video - December 1994
'the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and a morenatural sound..."
HI-19 Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Value for money

1111.BED

Standard Panel £7.95 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel
Small Panel

£6.95 (28cm x 18cm)
£5.95 (24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £14.95 (34cm diameter)
Adhesit e £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make arange of products to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Weds ISOLATION FEET, DAMPIws,
'IET. SERI
TRIP, easicEr-

For aFPF information pack &
details of other products from
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 571600
(
01745) 570194

Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)

A

tOmmo3rnm
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Rogers International ( UK) Ltd
Sales and Marketing Centre
Unit 13
Bath House Road
Beddington Lane
Croydon

Introducing...the Rogers dbl 01,
afusion of traditional Rogers
craftsmanship with modern
streamlined design from
Peter Stevens, stylist of the
McLaren Fl ' Supercar'.
Powerful and efficient, the fully
shielded db101's unique floating
tweeter and high definition bass
driver suit professional and
project studios, domestic
applications and commercial
installations alike.
nine different finishes (and
custom finishes to order) each
bonded to high-gloss aluminium
and natural surfaces. The dbl 01
is designed by Rogers, styled
by Peter Stevens, powered by
125 watts of db technology
and driven by all
privileged amplifiers.

tiou can reallti drive ‘ititt

4111111111lik

audio
The quest for audio perfection is nothing new
for Denon. In 1972, the compatiy designed
and

built

the

world's

first

digital

audio

recorder. Today, that experience hears fruit in
audio products that define new standards for
sound quality at all price levels.

Innovative Alpha Processing technology, once
the preserve of Denon's high-end players, is
now to be found on more modest Denon CD
equipment, while home-cinema products that
combine sophisticated surround sound with
real

hi-fi

performance

are

leaving

the

competition standing.

rff
amimM

Denon: when only the
best is good enough.

.4916

For further information, a free brochure
or details of your nearest stockist, simply
call 01234 741 200.

news

ARCAM OVERHAULS
ALPHA LINE-UP
A STRING of new Arcam Alpha models in revised livery
reflects amajor range overhaul, while December will see
the introduction of the most exotic new CD player, the
Alpha 9. Its multibit DAC is in the final stages of
development, but Arcam has selected the digital filter,

newly restyled, softer-looking
Alpha line-up are three new

integrated amplifiers, the
Alpha 7, 8 and 9 priced at
£250, £ 350
and £ 500
respectively. They replace the
a 24-bit 64-times oversampling device from Motorola.
Alpha 5 Plus, 6 Plus and
Leading up to the Alpha 9
launch, Arcam has replaced Simultaneously, the Alpha 5 Delta 290.
Matching Alpha 7 and 8
all its mainstream hi-fi Plus and 6 make way for the
models. Starting at the base new Alpha 8, featuring aPulse AM/FM tuners have also been
of the CD player line-up, the Width Modulation ( PWM) introduced. And for those
Alpha 1 makes way for the DAC mounted on a double seeking a no-frills power
new Alpha 7.
sided PCB. Its Sony CDM-14 amplifier, or upgrading a
Fitted with the latest mechanism, 20-bit NPC deal system to bi-amp, Arcam has
French-sourced Sony digital filter and local power supply created the 50W per channel
servo controlled CDM-14 mechanism are designed to Alpha 8P and 70W per
mechanism, and afluorescent make Alpha 8outperform both channel 9P power amplifiers.
display in place of LCD. Alpha 5and 6, at aretail price Contact A&R Cambridge Ltd
Alpha 7 retails for £ 310.90. of £ 519.90. Completing the on 01223 861550.

NAIM BOXES CLEVER

N

airn has unveiled its most affordable speaker to date, the Intro.
Sharing the Separate Box design principles central to Naim's top
loudspeakers, the SBL and DBL, Intro retails for £ 597, while abeefedup version, the Credo, retails for £987. The Intro and Credo effectively
replace the Naim IBL. Completing atrio of Naim product launches is the
new NAC102 pre-amp, derived from the esoteric NAC52 pre-amp, and
upgradable by means of ahierarchy of external Naim power supplies.
The Intro and Credo are floorstanding, two-box, two-way loudspeakers
featuring a200mm cast chassis bass/mid driver operating in its own enclosure
mounted on top of alarger box containing a 19mm Scanspeak tweeter. The
reasons for this apparently topsy-turvy technology are to ensure minimal
mechanical interaction between bass and treble drive units, and to provide a
controlled, distributed reflex port unspoiled by air turbulence problems. PIPs
(Precision Interface Pins) on the bottom enclosure support the bass/midrange
cabinet, defining the air gap between the two boxes. On the base of the lower
enclosure, aleaf spring/spiked foot system is fitted for critical speaker/floor interfacing. The
main difference between Intro and Credo is their power handling: 75W and 90W respectively.
The Naim 102 pre-amp (£999) has six line-level inputs, one of which can be adapted
for phono use by means of a 5-series plug-in RIAA board. The 102 is supplied with
infra- red remote control handset. It can be upgraded from the base option, in which it
derives its power supply from Naim's smallest power amplifier. Contact Naim Audio on
01722 332266.

1 aunching a new * CD- R Owner's
P oneer has also announced
much cheaper CD- R discs. Ownership
of a Pioneer PD- R05 recorder entitles
you to a free 60- minute blank disc,
exclusive ball-point pen. and a club
membership number entitling you to
free jewel-case inserts for your CD- R
compilation and privileged entry to hifi show demonstrations. Meanwhile,
Pioneer says larger- scale production
has allowed it to cut the price of
consumer CD- R discs by almost half.
New shipments of Pioneer RDD-60A
CD-R 60-minute recordable audio discs
are now priced at only £ 7.95 each.
Pioneer's £ 1300

PDR-05

CD

recorder was launched earlier this
year. Call 01753 789500.

REGA CD READY

APOLLO Cables has moved to 11 Fishers

CD BACKLIGHT, the lightweight

Mead. Puckeridge, Ware, Herts SG11 1SP.

phosphorescent CD mat, is now available in

Telephone and fax 01920 823 208.

the UK along with other AudioPrism

AUDIO EXCELLENCE will open its

products new to the UK. Contact Power

seventh branch on 1 September. The new

Supply Corporation on 01702 200934.

store is at 156 Sidwell Street, Exeter, EX4

DOLBY Surround supplied seven encoders

6RT. tel 01392 491 194. Manager of the

and 15 decoders for use on site at the

new store is Mike Simmonds, previously

Atlanta Olympic stadium.

with Radford Hi Fi.
BADA has dropped its Real Hi Fi promotion

from a bay on the Devon coast, has moved

campaign in favour of an Authorised Dealer

to Cornwall: Heybrook HiFi Ltd, Clemo

HEYBROOK, which took takes its name

Scheme. The idea is to convey BADA

Road, Liskeard, Cornwall PL14 3NH.

dealers strengths as specialists who have

Tel 01579 342866.

detailed product knowledge, direct access

MUSICAL IMAGES has joined the British

to manufacturers' spares, and give full after-

Audio Dealers Association ( see next item).

sales support, and unqualified customer

SEVENOAKS HI -FI has joined BADA.

guarantees. BADA is on 0171 226 4044.

Membership now totals 128 UK outlets.

HI- Fl NEWS .4 RECORD REVIEW
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O

n sale at the beginning of
October, Rega's long-awaited
Planet disc player will retail at £398.
A minimalist' design, the player
carries only basic fascia controls
(play/pauseltracWskip controls), but a
full range of facilities is available on
the optional remote (£25). Rega offers
no information about the technology
inside the player, claiming only ' it's
different'. Call Ftega on 01702 333071.
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IMAGINE

IMAGIOSERIES
Imagine aworld where sound has

ICT drivers, they are capable of

ro boundaries, where perfect

superb stereo performance thanks

stereo images combine with

to their unique point source design.

magical sound quality to create

And because they have no crossover

the perfect high fidelity experience.

to intrude on the music, they bring

A dream? it reedn't be, with GLL's

real freedom to music.

new Imagio range of loudspeakers.

The Imagio series from GLL...

soe

The first hi-fi loudspeakers to
incorporate GLI:s world-beating

•••
••- L

•/•
•
- t

For more information and a FREE Imagia Series brochure simply call GLL Loudspeakers Ltd on 01705 492777

'/'
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EXTRA CLASS, EXTRA HEADROOM
8.8dB, maximum input

A

udio
Alchemy
reckons it has
solved the problem of

voltage

3.7V

maximum

and
output

voltage 6.5V.
The
Headroom
Audio
Image
Processor mixes ' a

unrealistic headphone
sound quality. The
HPA v1.0 combines a
class A amplifier with
switchable Headroom Audio Image
Processor designed to tackle the two main
sources of distortion: inadequate drive
and unnatural sound localisation.
A Dale potentiometer, high

speed

Analog Devices op amps working in pure
class
A,
and
premium
grade,
complementary pair Toshiba output

precise

amount

of phase

delay

and

frequency response contouring' between
the two channels. The idea is to create a
continuum instead of the extreme left,
right, centre- of- the- head sound source
problem which commonly undermines

transistors lie at the heart of the design.

headphone listening. A front panel switch
allows the circuit to be bypassed.
Price of the HPA v1.0 is £ 250. Contact

Gain at maximum volume is rated at

Path Premier on 01494 441736.

OLD SCHOOL SPEAKERS

L

aunching the V Series loudspeakers,
based on traditional technology, is

SECRETS OF
COUPLED CAVITY

F

eaturing more than 30 designs
of subwoofer, The Coupled
Cavity Handbook, written by David

Mordaunt-Short's VS- 300, a
£200 floorstander finished in
vinyl rosewood laminate.

300 has a rated sensitivity of

Purton, is now in its third edition.
Based on Thiele and Small data,
the handbook contains tabulated

90dB (for 1W at lmetre) and
150W peak power handling. The

text outlining how to tackle the

Targeted at students and others
on restricted budgets, the VS-

drive unit data accompanied by
task of designing and building

775 x 208 x 195mm (hwd)
cabinet is constructed using high
density particle board, and its
five-way binding posts take the

Coupled Cavity subwoofers to
match stereo speakers.
Available from Falcon Acoustics

audio input via hardwired firstorder crossover network to a

Cavity Handbook

and Wilmslow Audio, the Coupled

LIMITED EDITION
PIANO BLACK
FROM KEF

A

limited edition KEF LS3/5A
loudspeaker finished in piano

black lacquer went into
production this summer. 500
pairs will be made, each having
its own 24ct gold plated identity
plaque on the cabinet rear.
An owner's certificate and special
packaging indicate the prestige
status of the product, which
retails for £1799 per pair. For
more information contact KEF
Audio on 01622 672261.

ARTFUL JAMO

'M

odern art meets modern
speaker design in The Deco
Art loudspeaker range by Jamo
(below). Danish artist Jens Chr
Vestergaard, commissioned by Jamo,
produced original artwork which has
been transferred to

lOmm Polyamide cone/dome

retails for £ 5.

the front grille of

tweeter and 165mm thermoformed cone bass/midrange

Contact
Obsession

these loudspeakers.
The picture- frame'

driver.
Contact Mordaunt-Short on

Loudspeaker

style loudspeakers
contain a 135mm
bass/mid driver and

Company on
01727 857804.

01705 407722

25mm impregnated
textile dome

MYRYAD CORRECTIONS
1 ast month's review of the Myryad
MI120/MA120 [' Three
Steps To
Heaven', p351 stated that adding multiple
power amplifiers in series would multiply
distortion. We now accept that this was
incorrect.
Though the link to the first add-on power
amplifier is taken from the power output
of the MI120, suitably attenuated, further
power amplifiers are linked in parallel
through their input/output sockets without
any extra signal processing. The MI120 is
able to drive up to 10 power amplifiers in
this way for multi-speaker or multi- room

Myryad MI120 headphone output as being
'apparently unattenuated', ' hazardous' and
too loud in relation to the speaker level at
a given volume control setting. However,
Myryad designer Chris Evans says that the
Myryad headphone outlet is attenuated
conventionally, and behaves similarly to
other amplifiers on the market; he tried a
variety of headphones with the MI120 and
has found no such problems. We'll be
asking Alvin to listen to the Myryad MI120
on headphones again!

EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS
12-1 5 SEPTEMBER The HiFi

19 -23 SEPTEMBER TOP Audio
high-end show, Quark Hotel, Milan,
Italy. Contact + 39(0)2 935 65250

Show, Ramada Hotel, London
Heathrow Airport, sponsored by
HiFi News. Trade only: 12th-13th,
open to the public 14th-15th.

24 -29 SEPTEMBER, Live 96
consumer electronics exhibition,

20 -21 SEPTEMBER Meridian
Digital Theatre at Grahams HiFi,

Earls Court, London. Blenheim
Exhibitions, 0171 742 2828.

London Nl. Call 0171 226 5500.
19 -23 SEPTEMBER SIM Show

31 OCT-2 NOV Top Audio
Exhibition, Olsanka Hotel, Prague
7-10 NOVEMBER Malaysia

96, International Multimedia Show
at the Milan Fairground, Milan,
Italy. Contact + 39(0)2 481 5541.
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tweeter. All
purchasers of The
speakers will be

use. In another September article [' Grand
Divide', p63], Alvin Gold criticised the

Audio Show ' 96. The Legend

presented with a
limited edition print
of the same
painting. Contact
Jamo on 01327
301300.

* COMPETITION WINNERS *
PETER GRIMES COMPETITION
The ten winners of our July ' Peter Grimes'
competition ( page 57) were: A Bidwell, Saffron
Walden; Mrs JClay, Sidmouth; P Bishop,
Leatherhead; R Copson. Cleveland; H Foster, Derby;
D Hawkins, Cheltenham; D Hobson. London N1;
M Kerr, Bangor; S Montague, Hove; R Winterton,
Cumbria. Each has received the 2CD Chandos
recording conducted by Richard Hickox.
The Correct answers were: lb. 2a. 3b, 4b.

ROKSAN COMPETITION
The winner of the Roksan Xerxes turntable is
L. Casling from Pontypridd, Mid-Glamorgan

Hotel, Kuala Lumpar.
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the ultimate home speaker system"
,117_V, April/May 1996

"I was blown away...awesome."
Widescreen Review, April 1996

The foremost critics of America and Europe agree,
Polk's SRT system is "an astonishing achievement.”*

Matthew Polk, co-founder
and chairman

Critics have raved about the performance
of Polk's Signature Reference Theatre
system. It uses five proprietary Polk
technologies to bring you 'performance

Because our program of fundamental
research leads to products with unmatched
performance and value.

without limits' for movies and music.

For the complete story of Polk
technologies and information on the
entire line of Polk loudspeakers, call
01727 827311 or visit us on the
web http://www.polkaudio.com.

But at £9500;* the SRT is not for everyone.
That's why we use many of its exclusive
technologies in our more modestly priced
models. So whether you're looking for
speakers big or small, for stereo or home
theatre, look to Polk Audio.

The Speaker Specialists '
5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA

'VW, April/May, 1996
• 'Manufacturer's suggested retail price

WARNING: THIS SYSTEM IS CAPABLE OF EXTREME SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS. SRT SYSTEMS ARE
SUPPLIED WITH ASOUND PRESSURE LEVEL METER TO HELP YOU ESTABLISH SAFE LISTENING LEVELS.

"Polk Audio". " The Speaker Specialists". and "SRT". are registered
trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by
Polk Audio Incorporated.

news

P
ATENT WRANGLE OVER DV
The DVD Alliance is cracking up. After six months of wrangling,
the ten member companies of the DVD Consortium have failed to
create apool of all DVD patents and a 'one-stop-shop' to sell licences
to any other company that wants to make DVD Movie or ROM
players or discs. Sony and Philips have now lost patience, pooled
their own patents on DVD and are offering licences. Sony has agreed
that Philips can act on Sony's behalf,
as Philips has done for the last 15 years
on its pooled CD patents.
Thomson also has experience of handling
patent pools, on TV technology. But
Toshiba and Thomson have fallen out over
DVD licensing, and the other members of
the Consortium cannot agree on the best
course of action.
On 2August Philips announced ago-italone initiative and Jan Oosterveld (below),
President of Philips Key Modules, and
Philips' Mr DVD, answered
questions at a press conference
which was relayed by telephone
from New York.
'We have made this move
because we cannot wait any longer',
said Oosterveld, admitting that the
technical standard for DVD was still
stuck at Version 0.9, en route to
final Version 1.0. 'The biggest impediment
is Copy Protection' says Oosterveld.
`No-one can make DVD without our
patents. You cannot go round them. They
cover the disc structure and modulation,
and are essential' warned Oosterveld. 'We
have been talking about a pool for half a
year now and must end the uncertainty.
The Consortium members have many
differences.'
Oosterveld believes that the other eight
members all have patents on which they,
too, will make claims. He also expects
outsiders to make claims.
'We do not know who owns what patents

by BARRY FOX
and how important they are'
says Oosterveld. ' But we do
know that Philips and Sony own essential
and extensive patents'.
Oosterveld compares the situation with
the launch of CD, when Philips and Sony
pooled patents and granted a one-stop
licence. Then, other companies such as
Thomson, DVA and ORC, made
completely separate claims. There
are marked differences, however.
Philips and Sony are pooling their
DVD patents only afew months
before the DVD launch, promised
for this autumn. But they pooled
their CD patents in October 1989,
in the far less frenzied run- up to
the first sales of CD in Japan in October
1982. 'The world was far simpler then' says
Oosterveld.
In the early 1980s, manufacturers of
players and discs thought that the licence
they bought from Philips was the end of the
matter, and did their costing sums
accordingly. The other claims came later,
and as a nasty surprise. So these claims
upset the industry's sums.
Oosterveld admits that the Sony-Philips
pool accounts only for half, or less, than the
total number of patents which are likely to
cover DVD.
The MPEG-2 compression system is

DVD COPYRIGHT ISSUE STILL TO BE RESOLVED

D

ecisions on dates for the roll-out of
DVD Video and ROM players

continue to be held up by the absence of
an agreed copyright management system
for the high density disc system. At the
industry DVD briefing held in San José,
California, in early June, Geoff Tulley,
president of multimedia firm Geoff Tulley
Inc detailed many of the provisional plans
of the hardware manufacturers. Although
most prices and release dates remain
undecided, some companies have revealed
plans for the US market. Here are some
of the key model numbers, and their
projected US prices.
Panasonic's two DVD video models are
to be the DVD-A100 and DVD-A300.
Pioneer's projected price for its base
standalone model is $ 595, its combination
DVD/LaserDisc/CD Audio player is under
$1000, while ahigh end combination is
scheduled for $ 1750. Toshiba remains
determined to meet its autumn target
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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launch. Its SD- 1006 and SD- 3006 video
models are scheduled to retail for $499 and
$549. Thomson expects to be selling
models at $499 and $ 549 this autumn.
On the DVD ROM front, Samsung,
Goldstar, Toshiba and JVC have prototype
units with Compaq, Gateway and IBM in
the wings anticipating inclusion of DVD
ROM as soon as drive mechanisms become
available.
Meanwhile the DVD Pure Audio Group
is
still
deliberating
over
the
recommendations in the report by the ADA
committee of the Japan Audio Society. One
of the remaining technical headaches is
how to achieve the recommended
backwards compatibility with CD Digital
Audio. The issue centres around how to
produce a single sided DVD Pure Audio
disc containing both HQAD (High Quality
Audio Disc) information and Red Book
CD-DA that can be read by both CD
players and HQAD or Super CD players.

covered by a raft of completely separate
patents, owned by 12 companies. After
three years negotiation there is now apool
run by US company Cable Labs, with a
likely one-stop royalty of $4payable on each
decoder.
Philips will charge aroyalty of 2.5% on
the ex-factory cost of aDVD player and 4.5
US cents on each disc pressed. This
compares with 2% on the cost of a
conventional CD player and 3US cents on
each CD. The higher cost reflects the higher
technology and the fact that aDVD player
must also be able to play ordinary CDs. In
each case Sony gets ashare of what Philips
collects. Under the CD licence scheme,
Philips charges aone-off fee of $ 25,000 for
the standards books. The DVD Consortium
charges $ 5000.
The DVD consortium has promised that
players will cost only $ 500. Observers
believe they cannot be made for this price,
without loss or subsidies. But on the
conservative estimate of an ex-factory cost
of $400, Philips will charge aroyalty of $ 10
per player. On the even more conservative
assumption that all the other known and
unknown patent-holders will, in total, charge
only as much again, the royalty cost per
player rises to $ 20. Add to that the MPEG2 royalty of $ 4 and the profit margin on
DVD looks absurdly slim.
The main benefit of Philips' move to the
trade and consumer is that it should
guarantee compatibility between all DVD
players and discs. Oosterveld admits concern
that the DVD Consortium has not yet
addressed this problem. So Philips will
police its DVD patents, just like its CD
patents. Anyone taking alicence for Philips
will have to adhere strictly to the technical
standard.
Oosterveld shows clear sympathy for a
scenario in which all members of the DVD
Consortium would put the launch on hold
for ayear, to give everyone time to sort out
all the uncertainties. He estimates that even
after the final Ver 1.0 standard has been
set, it will take 3 to 4 months for
manufacturers to produce players. And there
is still no sign of agreement on Copy
Protection. But Oosterveld acknowledges
that Philips is just one voice amongst ten.
'I don't exclude the idea of such adelay'
he says. ' At the moment I see more
confusion than anything else'.
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ADDED VALUE
ECTILIN

CLAIM FREE
ACCESSORIES
When you purchase any of the
following makes (at their RRP) by
presenting this voucher you can

claim 20% of
their value in
free accessories.
Selected models from GLL, KEF,
DENON ( inc mini/micro systems),
KENVVOOD, MORDAUNT SHORT,
MARANTZ ( not K.I. Signature),
MISSION, NAD, PIONEER, POLK,
REL and TEAC.

the finest selection of quality hi fi for everyone's budget
From trie moment you step through the

With the Sevenoaks Price Promise, you can

door of any one of our 23 branches

be sure that you will not be able to buy

nationwide, you can be sure that you will

cheaper from elsewhere. When you buy

be well looked after For over 24 years
we've been at the forefront of hi fi
retailing, supplying our customers

any of the selected makes, you can
claim 20% of their value in free
accessories*. Simply take the

with the right equipment at
the right price.
We offer the most competitive
prices .ind comprehensive range
around The added value offers we
make a-efamous throughout the industry.

voucher on this page to your
/

local branch to claim.

The combination of staff who
care, dedicated listening rooms and
an excellent product range ensures
that Sevenoaks is the only place to visit.

Select from top brands that include Atacama.Audio Quest, Cable Talk, lxos. QED Qudas,Sennheiser. Sound Style and Van Den Hul.
PRICE PROMISE We always try to ensure that our prices are competitive. However, ir the unlikely event an authorised competitor within 30
miles advertises an identical product as available from stock at alower price, even in asale, we will match that price! 0% Finance and Added
Value Offers are not available on Ex- Display. Superdeals and Price Match Sales. All prices are valid until at least September 30.1996 E&OE 0

MUSICAL
EXPRESSION

STIC ENERGY, ARCAM,AUDIOLAB, CASTLE, CYRU,
- ,
ITOR

•

Ayp

•

quality hi fi with style and value for music connoisseurs

0% FINANCE

Whether you want to build your first hi fi

Our customers want their hi fi separates

system or you are an experienced hi fi

system to reproduce their favourite music
with the excitement and drama of a live

With Sevenoaks Ht Fi you have the
chance to spread the cost of buying
quality hi fi separates and loudspeakers

ccnnoisseur, visit any one of our 23
banches nationwide and you will
discover that our carefully selected
-ange of leading components are
second to none.
The opportunity to listen in
comfortable surroundings and
talk to knowledgeable staff means
that you can always be sure of the
right combination.

=:1
114E IN,ININTIL IN
SOUNLIAEN/4.1;

using our 0% finance terms

performance in their own home.
These

discerning

music

lovers

appreciate the qualit es required
to turn their desires

into

reality.
To ensure the systems optimum
performance, we can also deliver
and install your purchase. Simply ask
your local branch for further details.

SEVENOAKS HI I. IIS A MEMBER OF THI. BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION
SYSTEM FEATURED • MIcromega Sage 6 Aucholab 8000Q. Auclkalab 8000M k 28 Ruark Cr.de II ekr ,udes rack. crterconnect 8 cable).
SYSTEM PRICE £ S,250.00 - DEPOSIT LI 100.00 - BALANCE L4,150.00 - 18 PAYMENTS OF £ 230.00
The example illustrated is only an apprceomation All lances are oI,d unol at least September 30. 1996 180E. CD

OPTION I
A minumum balance of £400 after a 10%
deposit, followed by 6 equal monthly payments.
Example, Cost: £ 999.95 Deposit: 99.99 Six Equal
Monthly Payments: £ 149.99
OPTION 2
A minumum balance of £400 after a25%
deposit, followed by 9 equal monthly payments.
OPTION 3
A minumum balance of £400 after a50%
deposit, followed by 12 equal monthly payments.
OPTION 4
A minumum balance of £ 1000 after a20%
deposit, followed by 18 equal monthly payments.

PRODUCT
SELECTION
SEVENOAKS SUPERDEALS

23 BRANCHES NATIONWIDE
SEVENOAKS

ENFIELD

01732 459555

0181 342 1973

109-113 London Rd

7 Genotin Road

ABERDEEN

ESSEX

01224 587070

01376 501733

491 Union Street
BARROW-IN-

1The Grove Centre,
Witham

FURNESS

GUILDFORD

01229 838757

01483 36666

46 Cavendish Street

73b North Street

BEDFORD

KINGSTON

01234 272779

0181 547 0717

29-31 St Peters

43 Fife Road

Street
BIRMINGHAM

LEICESTER
0116 255 7518

0121 233 2977

94 Granby Street

Arch 12, Queensway

OXFORD

Arches, Livery St

01865 241773

BRIGHTON

41 St Clements

01273 733338

READING

SS Preston Street

0118 959 7768

BURY ST

3&4 Kingswalk

EDMUNDS

Shopping Centre

01284 753776

TUNBRIDGE

47 Churchgate St

WELLS

CHATHAM

01892 531543

01634 846859

28-30 St Johns Rd

4 Railway Street

WATFORD

CHELSEA

01923 213533

0171 352 9466

478 St Albans Road

403 Kings Road,

WOOLWICH

SW10

0181 855 8016

CHELTENHAM

162 Powis Street

01242 241171

WORCESTER

24 Pittville Street

01905 612929

CROYDON

2 Reindeer Court

0181 665 1203

MAIL ORDER

373 London Road

01732 458985

fantastic hi fi bargains on leading brands and with our price promise you will not be able to buy
cheaper from elsewhere ( see terms and conditions of price promise on opposite page)
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer N460G inc spks 4049 L359.00
Tannoy 631
79.00
Maranta F9134
4149 L 89.00
Pioneer N560M inc spks 6-449 L399.00
TDL RTL2
4409 L 199.00
Maranta PM55SE
4444 L 169.00
Pioneer N760M inc spks
L539.00
TDL RTL3
4498 L299.00
Pioneer A400X
4144 L 199.00
Sony MHC801 inc spks
L339.00
TURNTABLES
Rotel RA920AX
4-149 L 99.00
CASSETTE DECKS
Technics SL I
2IO II
4499 L389.00
Sony TAF246E
6-148 L 149.00
Famous Make Twin
4-95 L 84.00
TUNERS
Sony TAF448E
4449 L229.00
Famous Make
4449 L 99.00
Maranta STSSL
4-145 L 89.00
Sony TAFA3ES
6-aiici c349.00
Nakamichi DR3
4445 L369.03
Pioneer F204RDS
4-149 L 9903
Technics SUA600 Mk11
6-i49 L 189.00
Sony TCK66IS
64109 L229.00
Sony STS26 I
4149 L 119.00
Technics SUA900 Mk11
4449 L359.00
Technics RSBX501K
4-140 L 159.00
CD PLAYERS
MINI/MICROS
Technics RSTR474 Twin 4.114 L 179.00
Audio Alchemy DAC
4424 L 179.1X)
Mention this magazine to claim
HOME CINEMA
Maranta CD46
4-449 L 129.00
these special mini/micro prices
(EL MR Centre
4-90 L 79.00
Philips CD602
4144 L 59.00
Aiwa LCX100 inc spks 4-wie c 129.00
JVCAXV6BKAmp
4109 L 159.00
Philips CD7 I
0
4144 L 79.00
Aiwa LCX51}0 inc spks 4449 C 199.00
JVC RXV6I6RBK
4240 L249.00
Pioneer PDS703
44441 L 199.00
Aiwa NSXV7I 0 Mc spks 64» L239.00
Kenwood KRV6070 Rec ‘-a48 c 199.00
Sony CDP313
Aiwa NSXV50 inc spks‘i140 L269.00
449 L 89.00
Pioneer CLD-D515-1
46441 L499.00
Sony CDP36 I
Aiwa NSXV800 inc spksi-2441 L279.00
4445 L 119.00
Pioneer CLD-0925 ID 4749 L719.00
Aiwa NSXAV90 inc spics 4-we c399.00
Sony CDP76 I
E
4449 L 199.00
tel Strata II Subwoofer 4444 L499.00
Sony CDPXE900E
4i419 L279.00
VC MXD4T
inc :plu 6.338 L289.00
tel Storm Subwoofer
4444 L639.00
VC UXD66
inc spits 4474 L339.00
Technics SLPG480AK
4144 L 119.00
Yamaha NSC80 Surr Pr 6-90 L 69.00
VC UXC30
inc spics 4129 L249.00
Technics SLPG570AK
SPEAKERS
44461 L 139.00
enwood UD303 inc spks 6.105 c269.00
JPW Minim
4-.19 L 49.00
Technics SLPG580AK
4149 L 139.00
Kenwood UD403P inc spics 4-4419 L359.00
Revolver Purdey
4-49 L 139.00
Prices valid until September 30,1996
Kenwood UD553 inc spics eu» c499.00
Sony SSI76E
4149 L 169.00
E&OE

f

ADDED VALUE SELECTION Zr
this fine selection of qua% hi fi includes our free accessory offer which we ask you to claim
using the voucher on the following pages (free accessories are not available on price match sales)
AMPLIFIERS
Kef 80C Centre [ 129.95
Tannoy 63ISE
L 169.95
Aura
P.O.A.
Kef 90
Centre
L259.95
TURNTABLES
Denon PMA250SE
L 159.95
Kef 100 Centre
L359.95
Nad 533
inc. tan
L21995
Denon PMA3SOSE
L 199.95
Kenwood KRV7080 Receiver
L379.95
Project 0.5 inc. cart
L 15995
Kenwood KA3020SE
C 199.95
Mission 735 Surround ( Pr)
L 99.95
Project 1 inc. cart
L 199.95
Maranta Pr166SE
L229.95
Mission 73C
Centre
L 149.95
TUNERS
Nad 310
L 99.95
Mission 75C
Centre
L249.95
Denon TU260L
L 119.95
Nad 312
L 199.95
Nad AV716
Receiver
L599.95
Denon TU2 I
5RDS
L 14995
Nad 314
L259.95
Pioneer VSX505RDSReceiver
L299.95
Denon TU38ORDS
L 19995
Troc ABX7R
L699.95
tel Q- Bass
Subwoofer L349.95
Nad 412
C 189.95
Teat ABXIO
L999.95
tel Stadium Il
Subwoofer L999.95
Nad 414RDS
f249.95
MINI/MICROS
Wharfdale Valdus
Centre
C 99.95
CD PLAYERS
Denon DCI
inc spks
L379.95
SPEAKERS
Aura
PO.A
Denon DC30 inc spks
L499.95
GIL IC100
Arcam Alpha 5+
L39995
L 169.95
Denon D77
ex spks
L649.95
GIL ICI IO
L299.95
Arcam Alpha 6
L479.95
Denon DF07
ex spks
C64995
GIL
IC120
L
419.95
Denon DCD425
C 149.95
Denon OPIO
ex spks
L999.95
Kef Coda 7
L 129.95
Denon DCD625
L 199.95
CASSETTE DECKS
ICef Coda 8
L 189.95
Denon DRM550
Denon DCD825
C23995
L 159.95
Kef
Coda
9
L299.95
L229.95
Harman Kardon
P.O.A
Denon DRM6505
Mission 731i
L 129.95
Denon DR5640
L 199.95
Kenwood 093080
L 169.95
Mission 73ILE
149.95
Denon DRW580 Two
L 199.95
Maranta CD67
L26995
Mission
732
199.95
Nad 613
L229.95
Maranta CD63SE
L349.95
Mission 733
L299.95
Nad 616 Twin
I299.95
Maranta CD17
C799.95
Mission 734
L429.95
Pioneer CTS250
L 149.95
Nad 510
L 19995
Mission
7511
(Deluxe extra) L349.95
Pioneer CTS550S
L249.95
Nad 512
L24995
Mission 752f
Pioneer CTS830S
(Deluxe extra) L579.95
L499.95
Pioneer PDS505
L 19995
Teac W416 Twin
Mission 753f
(Deluxe extra) L799.95
L 9995
Pioneer PDF605
C229.95
Mission
754(
Teat V6 I0
(Deluxe extra) LI299.95
L 129.95
Pioneer PD5705
f299.95
Troc V60305
M Short VS31)0
L 199.95
L549.95
Teat DT IDAC
L49995
M Short MS05i
Teat V80305
L 99.95
L649.95
Teat VRDST ITransport
L54995
HOME CINEMA
M Short MS10i
L 139.95
Teac VRDS7
L649.95
Celestion HT in abox
M Short MS20i
L749.95
L 199.95
L849.95
Teac VRDSIOSE
Denon AVR900
M Short MS25i
L349.95
L299.95
Teat VRDS25
£ 129995
Denon AVC77
L399.95
Polk RT3
L 199.95
Prices valid until September 30. 1996
Denon LA2300 User Disc
L549.95
Polk RIS
L399.95
E&OE ©
Kef 60S Surround ( Pr)
L 199 95
Sony SS I
76EB
L249 95

OPENING SOON IN NORWICH

MUSICAL EXPRESSION

01603 767605 29/29A St Giles Street

quality hi fi with style and value for musk connoisseurs - sread the costm o f buyilthese
products by using our 0% finance terms (for full details of % finance ters see fo owing pages)

SEVENOAKS

Hl Fl

there is no better
place to buy hi fi!

Me

AMPLIFIERS
(
Blk) £399995
Cyrus AV Master [ 699.95
Monitor Audio Studio
SO
Arcarn Alpha 7 Integrated
L24995
C 35995
Cyrus MR3 Multi Route
L499.95
Ruark Icon
Arcam Alpha 8 Power Amp
L249.95
Meridian 541
Processor £ 1094.95
f49995
Ruark Templar
Arcarn Alpha 8 Integrated
C349.95
L749.95
Meridian 565 AC3
£2699.95
Ruark Talisman II
Arcam Alpha 9 Power Amp
C399.95
£ 159995
Ruark Dialogue
Centre
L289.95
Ruark Crusader II
Arcam Alpha 9 Integrated
L499.95
P.O.A.
Yamaha DSPE390
Processor [ 249.95
Tangent
Audiolab 8000A Integrated
L499.95
Yamaha DSPE580
Processor L44995
TURNTABLES
Audiolab 8000C Pre Amp
L549.95
PO.A.
Yarnaha DSPE I
000 Processor L699.95
Michell Gyrodec
Audiolab 80005 Integrated
L649.95
P.O.A.
Yamaha DSPA590 Amp
L349.95
Michell Mycro/Syncro
Audiolab 8000P Power Amp
C749.95
Yamaha DSPA780 Amp
L599.95
TUNERS
Audiolab 8000M (each)
L799.95
L
22995
Yamaha DSPA990 Amp
L899. 95
Arcam Alpha 7
Audiolab 800OPPA
L899.95
C279.95
Yamaha DSPA2070 Amp
L1099.95
Arcam Alpha 8
Audiolab 8000Q
LI099.95
Yamaha DSPA3090 Amp
LI699.95
L 39995
Arcam Delta 280
Cyrus XPA Power Amp
C299.95
L79995
Yamaha RXV390
Receiver
L299.95
Audiolab 80001
Cyrus PSXR
C329.95
Yamaha RXV590
Receiver
I449.95
f399.95
Cyrus FM7
Cyrus SI Integrated
L399.95
L694.95
Yamaha NSC60
Centre
C 59.95
Meridian 504
Cyrus Power Amp
L499.95
L299.95
Yamaha NSC 150
Centre
L 109.95
Micromega Minium
Cyrus Ill Integrated
L599.95
L49995
Yamaha NSE60
Surr (Pr)
L 79.95
Quad 77
Cyrus Pre Amp
C64995
Yamaha NSE105
Surr (Pr)
L 109.95
CD PLAYERS
Yamaha
YSTSW80
Sub
L
179.95
Exposure Super 20
C699.95
L 319.95
Arcam Alpha 7
Exposure Super 15
L799.95
L51995
Yamaha YSTSW I
50 Sub
L279.95
Arcam Alpha 8
SPEAKERS
Exposure 17
L849.95
£ 139995
Audiolab 8000 CDM-96
Exposure Super 18
L849.95
L89995
Acoustic Energy AE I
00
L 199.95
Audiolab 8000 DAC-96
Meridian 551
L794.95
L59995
Acoustic Energy AE109
C329.95
Cyrus DAD3
Meridian 502 Pre Amp
£ 1294.95
L49995
B&W DM302
L 129.95
Maranta CD6311 KI Signature
Meridian 557
L1399.95
C99495
MW DM60 I
L 199.95
Meridian 506
Micromega Minium
L349.95
L1094.95
MW DM602
L299.95
Meridian 566 DAC
Micromega Tempo 1
L699.95
£
1244.95
B&W DM603
L499.95
Meridian SOO Transport
Quad 77 -Power Arnp
L599.95
£ I684.95
MW CDM I
L599.95
Meridian 508 20 bit
Quad 77 Integrated
L699.95
L34995
B&W P4
L674.95
Micromega Minium
B&W P5
L874.95
Quad 707 Power Amp
L79995
L59995
Micromega Stage 4
Quad 77 Pre Amp Inc Remote L849.95
L74995
Castle Isis
Deluxe extra L229.95
Micromega Stage 5
Rotel RA930AX Il
C 149.95
L94995
Castle Tay(Deluxe extra L329.95
Micromega Stage 6
Rote! RA930BX
L 199.95
C69995
Castle Severn
Deluxe extra C499.95
Micromega Drive 1Transport
Rotel RA970BX
L249.95
L69995
Castle Harlech
Deluxe extra t799.95
Micromega DAC
Rotel RC970BX Il
L 174.95
P.O.A.
Castle Howard Il Deluxe extra £ 1099.95
Pink Triangle
Rotel RB970BX II
L224.95
Meridian A500
(Elk L749.95
£
129995
Pioneer PDRO5 Recording
CD
Meridian M60
(Bk £2149.95
Sansui
P.O.A.
L69995
Quad 77 Bus
CASSETTE DECKS
Monitor Audio Monitor 3
L399.95
Quad 77 Powered
L89995
Yamaha KX390
f 149.95
Rotel RCD930AX
L 179.
Monitor Audio 700PMC
w
,
MlL 599.95
Yamaha KX580
L249.95
Monitor Audio 703PMC
Blk L799.95
Rotel RCD950
L24995
HOME CINEMA
Monitor Audio 705PMC
Blk £ 1399.95
Rotel RCD970BX
L349.95
Arcam Xeta Two Processor
L649.95
Monitor Audio Studio 2
k) L599.95
Prices valid until September 30, 1996
B&W CC3 Centre
C 149.95
Monitor Audio Studio 12 ( 131k) L999.95
E&OE
B&W CC6 Centre
L 199.95
Monitor Audio Studio 205E (Ifilk) £219995

SEVENOAKS
SUPERDEALS
Rotel RA920AX £ 99.00

Sony CDP361 E 119.00

SPEAKERS

AMPLIFIER

TDL RTL- 2 £ 199.00

. 0 .004118111

With all types of music, especially rock the RTL2's
pack apotent punch.
Were C299.95 ( pi.)
L 299.00 ( pr)

With the same pedigree as the ' 95 Award Best Buy

control operation.
Was C 149.95
ALSO Sony CDP3 I3 CO Player Only L 89.00

RA930AXMk11.

Marantz CD46 £ 129.00

Tannoy 631 £ 79.00

Philips CD602 £ 59.00

=

Leading technology from this superb value for

Sevenoaks offer this famous make of loudspeakers

money CD Player from Philips.
Was
ALSO Philips CD7 I0 CO Player Only

at an incredible price.
ALSO JPW Minim Spkrs

119.95
79.00

Kenwood KRV6070 £ 199.00

Was L 119.95

ALSO Sony TAF246E Amplifier Only C 149.00

CD PLAYER

ALSO TOI RTL 3 Spkrs Only

Fantastic direct access CD Player with full remote

Were
Only

129.95 ( pr)
49.00 (
pr)

When used in aquality budget system the CD46 is
areally fine buy.
Was
149.95
ALSO Marantz PMSSSE Amp Only £ 169.00

Revolver Purdey £ 139.00

Technics SLPG580AK £ 139.00

AMPLIFIER

cc
3
www.iw

For AN there is no match at this price. Was C349.00
ALSO Sevenoaks AN System Only
599.00
Inc Kenwood KRV6070/Mission 73e, 73s & 733

••

_

It sounds even better than the 1995 What Hi Fi
award winning SLPG570AK.
Was C 159 95

'The lowest price for quality floorstanding speakers

ALSO Technics SLPG480 CD Player Only

ALSO Sony SS176 Spkrs

119.00

fantastic hi fi bargains on all the leading brands
At Sevenoaks Hi Fi you will find a wide

through every step of your purchase.

range of products with the emphasis on

At Sevenoaks Hi Fi, we take pride in our
exceptional customer service and always

value for money.
Every item we sell is on display and
available for an audition in our
shops dedicated demonstration
rooms, so you can enjoy the
experience of choosing your
equipment, as well as being able
to hear the difference between
individual components. Our friendly
and experienced staff will help you

try to ensure that our prices are the
most competitive around. However,
if

an authorised competitor
offers an identical product at
alower price, even in asale,
we will match that price*.

So whatever your budget or
requirement there is no better place
to buy hi fi.

in the UK!' Plinth L 20 extra

Were L 199.00 ( pr.)
Only L 169.00 ( pr)

*PRICE
PROMISE
We always try to ensure
that our prices are
competitive. However, in
the unlikely event an
authorised

competitor

within 30 miles advertises
an identical product as
available from stock at a
lower price, even in a sale,

0% FINANCE AND ADDED VALUE OFFERS ARE NOT AVAILABLE ON EX- DISPLAY, SUPERDEALS AND PRICE MATCH SALES.
ALL PRICES AREVALID UNTIL AT LEAST SEPTEMBER 30TH, 1996 E&OE.LD

we will match that price!
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY

• The AEI and AE2 Series II
Industry benchmarks set new
standards again in performance
and quality.

cc •
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•

AE's stunning new flagship AE5 reference series. A full
range fourway loudspeaker of
breathtaking sonic ability
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in r(Dv(t-fif, CHrtrki,fL
18 Monmouth Street
COVENT GARDEN
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205
E-mail: Sales@musical images.co.uk.

Branches also at:
45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW31RH
Tel: 0181 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864
NEW STORE IN BECKENHAM
OPENING OCTOBER '96

•
HIE

STOP PRESS STOP PRESS STOP PRESS
Last month's Show preview gave brief details of all the confirmed
Show exhibitors who had sent us information in time for
the September issue press deadline. Here are details of afew 'late entrants'
who have booked since then and information from some exhibitors who
had already confirmed but missed the deadline for September.
Don't forget there'll be a total of well over 120 exhibitors, representing
around . 300 brands, to be seen and heard at the Show.
Densen Audio Technologies

Monitor Audio Ltd

Room number 1145

Comet

New Products: Densen will introduce its

Featuring: Visitors to the Show will have
achance to win apair of Monitor Audio's
superb Profiled Metal Cone ( PMC)

HIFI

çlt

SHOW

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th .
September 1996

Silvaweld Audio Lab
Room number 1175

first CD player, the Beat B-400, part of
the Beat series of affordable high-end with
a price of approx. £ 750. The Densen
trademarks
of
engagement
and
involvement in the music, rhythmic
sense, transparency, dynamics and pure
musicality are here in spades.
Featuring: The Beat 100, an integrated

speakers worth £ 1500 in a special
HFNIRR free-entry competition. See the
Show Guide for your entry form.

Roksan Ltd
Room number 1029

New Products: Pre- amp SWC-550,
OTL power amp ' Tube Reference'.
Featuring: Vacuum tube amplifier all
regulated by tubes. Power amplifier
output Transformer less. Tube headphone
amplifier OCL/SEPP type.

Target Audio Products
Stand 5

amplifier using non-feedback topology.
Equipped with ahuge power supply with
custom-made capacitors, the Beat 100
retails for £ 600. Also on display will be
the DM- 10 dual mono integrated
amplifier and the DM-20/DM-30. This is
high-end with goose bumps. However, the
DM-20/DM-30 retails for a modest
£1199 per unit.

New Products: Roksan will launch their
new Caspian integrated amplifier and
Caspian CD player with the Rokone
loudspeaker system.
Featuring: They will also be playing the
new Xerxes X and Radius 3record players
with the new Artaxerxes X phono
cartridge amplifier.

New Products: Spike shoes set of four
£12.95. HM stands starting at £82.50.
GR rack 5shelf for £ 160.
Featuring: The complete range from
Target Audio provides the most extensive
array of furniture to fulfil the requirements
of any A/V or hi-fi system in the home.

KLH Audio Systems

Rum* Acoustics Ltd

Townshend Audio

Room number 11139

Room number 1009

Room number 1178

Featuring: a revolutionary new range of
audio, home cinema and multi- media
products which have been developed in
the UK. These high fashion, high fidelity
products are designed to fit more
harmoniously with decor than any other
speakers currently on the market. They
are shielded and can work practically
anywhere. If you want apersonal speaker
for your desk, the wall, the ceiling or even
the bathroom — we have it. In six
different finishes!

New Products: The Sceptre, Templar II
and Prologue One speaker systems. The

New Products: 3D Seismic Sinks. 3D
stands for movement in three dimensions
left/right, forwards/backwards, up/down.
Fully revised Rock MkIlla turntable with
Excalibur tonearm. Credo deluxe range of
amplification. Oasis cartridge, Blue, Signature
and Reference. Goetz Interconnects.
Featuring: Rock turntable or new
Pioneer/Supreme CD player through
Credo amplification and speakers.

Sceptre is a compact, quality shelf/standmounted monitor. The Templar II retains
all of the distinctive hallmarks of the first
model but with further distinctive
enhancements. The Prologue One has
been developed with the AV market very
much in mind. This tall, slim fioorstander
"s awelcome addition to the Ruark range.

A&R Cambridge Ltd ( Arcam). Aanvil Audio. Absolute Sounds Ltd. Alema UK Ltd. ALR

Lynwood Electronics

Akustik. ARO Perfromance Systems Ltd, Audio Arts, Audio Engineering Systems UK.

Room number 1046

Audio Kits. Audio Note ( UK) Ltd. Audio Physic. Audiofreaks. Audiophile Club. Audiophile
International Ltd, Audio Synthesis. Audusa & Co. AV International Ltd, Beam Echo. Bell

Featuring: Lynwood Electronics will be
doing on off demonstrations of their new
mains power supplies. These units do
much more than filter and clean the
mains; they bring awhole new life to your
existing equipment — an essential
accessory. Also on demonstration will be
the successful OPAL range of amplifiers.

McIntosh Laboratory Inc

Furniture Manufacturing Ltd. BIB Ltd. Burmester. Cabasse SA, Cable Talk, Castle
Acoustics. Celef Audio International. Celestion International Ltd, Chelmer Valve
Company, Chesky Records, China National Electronics Import/Export Association.
Chord Electronics Ltd. CR Developments Ltd. Credo. Densen Audio. DNA Marketing,
DPA Digital Ltd. Esoteric Audio Imports, Exposure Electronics, Focal SA. Gamma
Acoustics. Goldring Products. Harbeth Acoustics, Harman UK, Heybrook Hi Fi, Horn
Acoustics, Impulse Loudspeakers, Ing Agostinello Paulo. JPW Loudspeakers Ltd, KEF,
Keswick Audio Research. Linn Products. Loricraft Audio, Lynwood. Marantz Hi-fi,
McIntosh Laboratories Inc, Monitor Audio Ltd. Moth Group. MPI Electronic. Musical

Room number 1174/1176

Technology. Myryad Systems Ltd. Naim Audio Ltd. Nottingham Analogue Engineering.

Featuring: The very latest from the
company known throughout the world for
its record of technological innovation.

Ltd. PM Components Ltd. QED Audio Products Ltd. QLN UK Ltd. Quad Electroacoustics

McIntosh equipment is unique in its
appearance, setting it apart from all rivals.
Look out for the MA6800 and MA6400
pre- and power amplifier combination and
the recently launched C100 pre-amplifier
and SL1 amplified subwoofer.

Samsung Electronics. Shearne Audio Ltd. Silvaweld Audio Lab. Sourd Image Ltd.

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

OCTOBER INS

Onix Electronics Ltd. Ortofon UK Ltd. Partington & Co. Path Premier. Pioneer Hi Fi ( GB)
Ltd. RATA. Reference Imports, Revolver UK Ltd. Rik Stoet High End Audio BV. Rogers
International Ltd. Roksan, RT Services, Ruark Acoustics Ltd. Sambell Engineering Ltd.
Stereophile. SSL LDA, Stands Unique. System Audio, Systemdek. Talk Electronics Ltd.
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COMPETITION

Revolver speakers
worth over £2000

I

n the first of this month's gala free-to-enter
competitions (see also page 31), we are offering
nine pairs of speakers from Revolver.

Our twin first prize consists of two pairs of

Revolver Model 260 speakers. Two lucky readers
will win apair of these handsome floorstanders
with their twin 165mm polypropylene bass/mid
drivers, 25mm polymer dome tweeters, 4mm heavy duty
gold plated binding posts and
mounting spikes to ensure improved
bass and maximum stability on any
surface. The Revolver 260 is
suitable for use with amps of 40200W output and has anominal 6
ohms impedance. This speaker
normally retails for just under £350
per pair.
As our second prize, three pains of
the 260's little brother, the Revolver
250 are on offer. Also afloorstander,
the 250 is abi-wireable two-way
design suitable for use with amps of up
to 150W. This speaker features asingle
165mm bass/mid driver and asimilar tweeter to the 260.. It also has
anominal impedance of 6 ohms and normally retails for afew
pennies under £250.
The 'small but perfectly formed' 230 is abookshelf model which
normally retails for around £ 170. As our third prize we are offering
four pairs of this handsome Revolver speaker with its new 165mm
long-throw mid/bass driver and 25mm soft-dome ferrofluid cooled
tweeter. Suitable for use with amps rated at 40-120W, the 230
features ahardwired crossover, a. ported bass reflex enclosure which
allows delivery of high volumes, and has a6 ohm normnal

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK tendon only. 411 entries 11.
111,1 he on the story
form provided. No other correspondence should be caelosel with the :miry form. 2) There
will he no casli tir tar, alternatives to the priori offesed. Tile winners mill he the It,,,
correct croies opened. 3) Employees of Unk House Nag:wines awl Rev dyer and their
agents will no be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must ht received by foist post on Endity 25
October 1996, when judging wil be carried out. The Fei " deu.sion still ye tin:1 aid
binding. No correspondence will be entered into regoading the eompoition. 5)111.:
prizewinners still be nutified by post, and the results will be publiihed its the January 1.07
HiFi Nev., & Record Review. 6) Entry forms receiJed become the pn:peety
link Ilvo.se
Mauazinr.

impedance.

y

NOW TO ENTER: To win these superb prizes, just answer the
questions and send your completed entry form to: Revolver Competition,
Hi-fi News & Record Review, Link House Magazines, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive by the closing date of
Friday 25 October 1996.

THE QUESTIONS
1 Which of the prize speakers is abookshelf model?
a) Revolver 260 b) Revolver 250 c) Revolver Purdey

d) Revolver 230

2 The revolver 250 is which of the following?
a) atwo-way design
b) athree-way design
c) horn loaded
d) an electrostatic
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Revolver Go,THE ANSWERS
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II
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Name
Address

3 The bass/mid units on the 260 are made of what material?
a) gold
b) aluminium
c) paper
d) polypropylene
4 The 260 is suitable for use with what range of amplifier powers?
a) 80-220W
b) 80-300W
c) 40-200W
d) 40-360W
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technology

WC and
other TV
makers
claim you
can have
surround
sound
without rear
speakers.
But perhaps
the biture of
hi-fi lies not
with AV, but
with PCs...

M

any hi-fi enthusiasts and
music
lovers
have
rejected home cinema.
They do not want to watch TV
pictures while listening to music;
and they do not like Dolby Pro
Logic as amusic surround system.
Speaking at the industry dinner
held in Harrogate by the Consumer
Electronics Trade Interface,
Gordon Provan, Chairman of the
British Federation of Audio,
admitted that home cinema is
growing a lot more slowly in the
UK than the industry hoped and
expected. Sales of widescreen TV
sets are up 400%, he announced,
adding that ' 400% of not very
much is still not very much'.
One of the greatest lost
opportunities in audio history was
the failure of the NRDC (now the
British Technology Group) to strike
deals which put Ambisonic
decoding circuitry into home
cinema surround amplifiers,
alongside Dolby Pro Logic. If the
NRDC had not missed this trick,
Ambisonic decoders would have
gone into millions of homes round
the world and made it worth the

Saks of :oidescreen
TVs are up by 400%
— but '400% of not
very mudi is still not
very much'

InVil Ai

coM MEW

record industry's while to release
Ambisonics music recordings.
So what comes next? Will there
be another hi-fi boom? More likely
we shall see two completely
different areas open up. JVC's
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factory in Scotland is now working
to capacity, making over 5000 3DPhonic TV sets a month for the
European market. These sets offer
Dolby Pro Logic surround from
just two speakers built in. The
Dolby decoder feeds the 5-channel
signal to a two-channel processor
which adds phase differences to
create an illusion of extra width.
People know that they ought to
have Dolby Pro Logic, but they do
not want five speakers cluttering the
room. JVC is anxious to remind
that 3D Phonics has ' confounded
the experts'. Audio and home
cinema journalists had said they
heard a wide spread of sound, but
nothing from the rear. Booming
sales do not alter this appraisal,
they just prove that JVC was
commercially astute and the general
public does not know what full
multi-speaker surround sounds like,
so does not notice the difference.
Now JVC's rivals are jumping on
the bandwagon, with competing
technology. Sharp is the first
manufacturer in Europe to use
SRS, the Sound Retrieval System,
in a TV set. Hughes Aerospace
developed SRS in the 1980's but
sold its audio division and the SRS
technology to SRS Labs when
General Motors bought Hughes in
1993. SRS tries to create a
surround effect from two speakers,
but without using Dolby's circuitry.
In any stereo recording an offcentre sound, for instance a
trumpet to the side of the stage, will
be louder in one channel than the
other. Also this side sound must
travel further to reach one
microphone than the other. So offcentre sounds are slightly delayed
and thus out of phase with their
replicas in the other channel.
The SRS circuit exploits this by
subtracting the left and right
channels from each other. This
generates ` difference' signals built
from the phase and level differences
between the two channels. SRS
adds these difference signals to
the original stereo pair. This
emphasises the phase and level
differences.
Iwould dearly love to have
seen the late Michael Gerzon in
debate with the marketing
people from SRS when they
talk their techno-babble about
psychoacoustics. It seems that
the SRS system is very similar
to the old Hafler set-up that hifi buffs used 20 years ago to
create pseudo surround sound.
The Hafler system subtracted
the stereo channels from each
other, to create difference signals
which are fed to rear channel
speakers. SRS adds the difference

signals back into the stereo pair.
Because the difference signal contains
alot of outof-phase information, this
makes the sound spread wider. The
effect is most noticeable on HF
sound with random content, for
instance, applause at Wimbledon.
Sharp hopes that SRS will
become 'ubiquitous like Dolby' but
wisely is hedging bets by also
launching a range of TV sets that
use Dolby Pro Logic for multispeaker surround.
Hitachi is promising a third
system, called 3D Spatial Sound.
This, says Hitachi, will be
'welcomed by those who damned
the JVC 3D- Phonic system'. If
nothing else, Hitachi proved that
the effectiveness of surround-sound
from two loudspeakers lies in the
ears of the listener, thanks to a
recent demonstration of a 3DS TV
set to agroup of electronics dealers
and journalists.
Hitachi now admits that no-one
actually heard 3DS working. The
set was a`mock-up' says a Hitachi
spokesman, explaining that ' there
was no Spatialiser circuitry in it'.
This did not stop some journalists
enthusing over the surround sound
effect they thought they heard. It
also did not stop dealers signing
orders for sets!
I'll stick my head on the block
and
predict that
the
next
development to interest the genuine
hi-fi enthusiast, with ears, will be
hi-fi from PCs. Many people own
both a hi-fi system and a PC. The
PC has a CD-ROM drive than can
play CDs. It can take sound from
the Internet, too. But the owner
keeps the hi-fi and PC physically
separate, often in different rooms.
Why? Because the sound from the
PC is so rotten. Feeding it through
a decent amplifier and high quality
speakers merely makes the digital
hash noise more annoying.
Dolby and Microsoft recently
struck a deal to put two speaker
surround into multimedia PCs.
This works because the user is
trapped in the ideal sweet spot for
phase-enhanced effects. Dolby has
lined up 50 allies in the computer
industry, including main players
Intel and Motorola. This creates a
massive market opportunity which
has so far been ignored even by
those hi-fi companies (Mission and
Linn) which have in the past
dabbled with computers.
I'll bet that in five years time high
quality stereo and surround-sound
will be aselling feature for PCs. Hifi magazines will be reviewing PCs
for sound quality, and bankrupt hifi companies will be complaining
that the computer industry has
stolen their livelihood. Barry Fox
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The Jamo Concert Series.
HEAR—SEE—RELAX&ENJOY...
Advanced technology, innovative design and refined
workmanship is not always the perfect recipe for success, we believe alittle more is required.
The Concert series has enabled Jamo to produce a
range of loudspeakers which will reproduce music that
is clean and neutral. The dynamic range transparency
and sound stage are all raised to ahigher dimension.
The successes attained by the Jamo development team
is the result of efforts to design high-quality loudspeaker components which are critically
matched to one another.
It is an honour for us to introduce this new generation of loudspeakers to you...
...Jamo Concert

Jamo Concert 8and jamo Concert Centet

THE SOUND OF EXCELLENCE - Made in Denmark.

Jamo°
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JAMO UK Ltd, .5Faraday Close, Drayton Fields, Daventry, Northants NN II 5RD Phone: 01327 / 301 300, Fax: 01327 300 511
International enquiries: JAMO AIS, PO. Box 220, DK-7870 Glyngoere, Denmark, Phone: +45 99 76 76 76, Fax: +45 97 73 20 75
Web page: hnp://www.jamospeakers.com
E-mail: speakers@jamo.dk
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TEST R ECORD
All you need to get the best out of your
turntable, arm and cartridge

THE

HI-FI NEWS
TEST RECORD
abold audiophile would dare to
call himself 'The Cartridge Man',
but
O
nly Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados.., which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade-plus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew that there was areal demand, judging
by the 'wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is the most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bible' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
channel identification, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the same
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for setting bias.
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ability, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections, all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last tracks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
(Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

Clt enclose Cheque/PO/M0°

ORDER FORM

please send me
copies of TEST LP HFN001
at £ 1
4.95 each.
I
enclose remittance of £

IADDRESS

Postcode

OCTOSER uRS

1

I
wish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex*

My Card number is
Expiry date

INAME (
CAPS)

HSFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

atangential orm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving tf there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical L
Rsignal at +6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves. And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler-drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aquiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to mike out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have afresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record 'in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!
Ken Kessler

111111111111111
Signature

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
.
I
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories
;
Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline e (
01234) 741152.
i
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage 1
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE.
I
*Please delete as necesscny l
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The Listening Rooms
London SW5
0171 244 7759
Musical Images
London WC2H
0171 497 1346
Studio 99
London NW6
0171 624 8855
Grahams Hi Fi
London NI
0171 226 5500
Hi Fi Experience
London WI P
0171 580 3535
Audio T
Enfield
0181 367 3132
Audio T
London NW6
0171 794 7848
Pl Hi Fi
Guildford
01483 504801
Jeffries Hi Fi
Portsmouth
01705 663604
Audio Excellence
Bristol
01179 264975
Audio Excellence
Cardiff
01222 228565
Paul Green Hi- Fi
Bath
01225 316197
Chelston Hi Fi
Torquay
01803 606863
Audio T
Cheltenham
01242 583960
Audio T
Swindon
01793 538222
University Audio
Cambridge
01223 354237
Audio T
Oxford
01865 65961
Leicester Hi- Fi
Leicester
0116 2539753
Technosound
Milton Keynes

One affair worth having...

01908 604949
The Hi Fi Room
Manchester

LIFE AND YOUR ABILITY ro CRAFT IT,

0161 832 0888

will have rewarded you with astatus that creates an

Manders Hi Fi

intoxicating cocktail of pleasures. 11 your dreams and reflections of life's experiences,

Grimsby

there remains but one pure affair, an affair of the heart, the mind and the soul, an

01472 351391

ultimate passion that surpasses all others...

Vickers Hi Fi
York

THE PURITY OF SOUND

generated by AE Reference Series loudspeakers seduced the

audio industry and hi-fi press into rapturous worldwide acclaim, awards and accolades.
Conceived ir the late 80's, the range was soon heralded as the industry benchmark.
IN THE RELENTR ESS PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE,

Acoustic Energy has once again raised the

threshold. The new AE1 and AE2 Series ii have been acoustically re-engineered with
'no compromise' design objectives and the latest technological advances. Completing
the range, the new flagship AE5 is afloor- standing, muliple drive unit design; proven
technology of the Reference Series, coupled with significant new developments, creates
asophisticated full- range loudspeaker of breathtaking sonic ability.
THESE NEW LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE,

dynamic range and clarity will be arevelation.

01904 629659

qtAlE)))

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
THE NEW REFERENCE SERIES

Gilson Audio
Middlesborough
01642 248793
Hi- Fi Corner
Glasgow
0141 2482840

ACOUSTIC ENERGY LIMITED
16 Bridge Road, Cirencester
Gloucestershire GL7 1NI
Telephone: 01285 654432
Facsimile:

01285 654430

Whatever your aspirations, pursJe your ultimate passion, contact us direct or through

Web site:

www.acoustic-energy.co.uk

one of our carefully selected exclusive dealers, for an uncoloured audition.

Email:

info@acoustic-energy.co.uk

COMPETITION

over

£1500
of Denon prizes

II

n the second of this month's gala free-to-enter
competitions (see also page 25), we are offering
two prizes from Denon.
First prize is the extremely handsome (not to
mention stylishly compact) D-F10 Mini Component
System. The top of Denon's range of mini systems,

"m°

the DF-10 is more like acollection of real hi-fi
separates than atraditional mini system, with each
unit available individually on amodular basis.
Our lucky winner will receive acomplete system
consisting of the UPAF10 integrated amplifier, UTU-F10
AM/FM RDS tuner, UCD-F10 CD player and UDR-F10
horizontal-loading cassette deck, each of which has its own
power supply and can therefore be used
independently as separate components,
outside the system context if you so

6

61.161•16ammle.

To complete the system Denon and
HFNIRR are also offering apair of the UK designed and
manufactured Denon SC-E313 bookshelf speakers. This
two way anti-magnetic design features 16cm bass units and
offers real wood veneer with red mahogany finish. And of
course, full system remote control is available through a
user-friendly handset. This complete Denon system retails
for just pennies under £ 1150, but it could be yours merely
by filling in the entry form on this page correctly.
This month's second prize consists of Denon's
DCD-1015 CD player. Retailing for just under

choose.

£350, the DCD-1015 uses Denon's Alpha
Processing conversion technology (first introduced on
the £6500 DAS1 DAC) and aims to offer near 20bit quality replay from a 16-bit original, improving
low level resolution and reducing quantisation noise.
Features include dimmable display, programmable
play and optical and coaxial deal outputs. Also
part of the second prize is aDenon classical CD.

5

1 5

o

RULES: I) This competition is open to UK readers only. All entries must be on the entry form provided. No other
correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form. 2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes offered
The winners will be the first correct entries opened. 3) Employees of Link House Magazines and Denon and their agents
will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday 25 October 1996, when judging will be
carried out. The Editor's decision will be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into regarding the
competition. 5) The prizewinners will be notified by post, and the results will be published in the January 1997 HiFi Ne,
& Record Ret.Ü.-tr. 6) Entry forms received become the property of Unit House Magazines Lad.

HOW TO ENTER: To win these superb prizes,
just answer the questions and send your completed
entry form to: Denon Competition, Hi-fi News & Record
Review, Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive by the closing
date of Friday 25 October 1996.

Denon Competition

THE QUESTIONS
The 1.IDR-F10 cassette deck offers which of these facilities?

a) horizontal loading
c) reel to reel

b) three heads
d) high speed dubbing

THE ANSWERS
1.
2.

2 What is the size of the bass units on the SC-E313 speakers?
a) 200cm
b) 160cm
C) 16cm
d) 45cm
3 Denon's Alpha Processing conversion technology was first
introduced where?

3.

1
-1

4.

Name
Address

a) NASA's space shuttle
b) British wartime radar
c) Denon's DCD-1015 CD player d) Denon's DAS1 DAC
4 The D -F10 system on offer consists of which components?
a) CD player, DAC, tuner, speakers
b) CD player, DAC, cassette deck, speakers
c) CD player, amp, cassette deck, tuner, speakers
d) CD player, amp, tuner, speakers
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Everything
you wanted
to know
about your
valves —
and now you
can do the
testing at
home

SUPPLIER
DBS Audio,
PO Box 91,
Bury St
Edmunds,
Suffolk
IP30 ONF
Tel: 01284
828 926
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directory. When running the tests,
we found, for example, that asingle
extra letter suffix on a Russian
equivalent of arectifier valve meant
a reduction of certain voltages by
25%. With another type of tube, a
popular output valve, heater current
varied 30% on models usually
thought of as drop-in substitutes.
(And, no, I'm not starting up the old
EL34-versus-KT77 debate...) With
an RCA Receiving Tube Manual or
the manufacturers' spec sheets to
hand, you can set measurements for
just about anything.
Test procedures produce detailed
curves with variable scales, you can
zoom in on specific characteristics,
or check the numeric on-screen
displays for values of certain aspects.
Of even greater interest to the enduser and vendors of raw tubes, Sofia
can match tubes within batches or
be configured to perform automatic
pass-fail quality control routines. An
even neater touch is Sofia's ability to
predict through powerful simulation
routines, how a specific valve will
behave in several different circuit
topologies. Amp designers: take note.
Provided that you have access to
the necessary manufacturer's data,
any tube can be tested: diodes,
triodes, tetrodes, pentodes, either or
both halves of a ` dual', ultra-linear
configuration, you name it. The data
can be stored on your hard drive, and
printed out to any printer. Given the
range of laser printer labels available
today, atube supplier can append as
much information as can fit onto the
side of avalve's cardboard container.
Hook up a colour printer, and you
can even produce hard copies with
vivid overlays showing how the tubes
compare.
The reason why Sofia costs nearly
three grand is the hardware, which
consists of four 16-bit resolution
DACs which generate the required
voltages for filaments, grids and plates,
two ADCs used to ' resolve' the
currents used in the measurements
and amicroprocessor to control the
internal logic and the link to the PC.
There really aren't any short-cuts left
to be made, no ways to bring down
the price. What I'd love to see are
shops with Sofias allowing customers
to have their tubes measured for, say,
£2 per valve. Eight quid to check a
quartet of EL34s, with a print-out?
A bargain.
One other thing: we grabbed a
number of tubes at random,
including a couple of KT88s from
the GRAAF 5050, one from each
channel. And the two tubes were so
perfectly matched that the curves,
when overlayed, blended into one. I
wonder if it has anything to do with
Italians sticking together...
Ken Kessler
one need to test avalve not in the

fully-detailed manual and a standalone mains-operated box measuring
400x300x12Ornm. Load the software
(which only runs under DOS), hook
Igereromiétazje:::•r
up the hardware to your free COM
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,.111111111t111/•••
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port, and the PC will configure it in
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seconds. Then, make acup of coffee
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or tea and spend the next hour or
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two reading the manual before you
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do anything else.
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Look at the box: you'll note that,
in addition to the necessary on/off
switches and tell-tale LEDs which
monitor the procedures, its upper
surface contains four valve bases and
two rows of eight small sockets like
those found on AVO meters, plus
or as long as Ican remember, one marked ' ground'. The valve
there have always been 'civilian bases will accept either Octal, Noval,
audiophiles' —
that
is, Four-pin and (Transmitting) Seven
audiophiles without any financial pin tubes, which means everything
connection to the hi-fi industry other from 300Bs to 6L6s to ECC88s and
than as customers — who behave more. If you have atube that doesn't
more
like
professional
audio fit one of those bases, like an 845,
manufacturers than the manufacturers you can either order Sofia with the
themselves. Ihasten not to use the correct type in place of one of the
term ' amateurs' because this has a others, or you can attach cables
pejorative sense, but believe me: there directly to the pins.., with care!
It's this manual configuration which
are hi-fi hobbyists who could teach
the 'pros' athing or three. And since contributes to the unit's ultraany serious audiophile is, by flexibility. The eight pairs of sockets
extension, likely to read this magazine determine what's fed to each valve
(if not necessarily this column), I pin, with on-screen information telling
don't feel so bad writing about a
piece of test equipment way beyond
the reach or needs of most of us. But
the 'almost pro' audiophiles will lap
it up. And she's called Sofia...
If you think back ayear or so, Iwent
nuts over George Kaye's Tube
Checker. It costs under £500, it's easy
to use and it lets you hear the
differences between whatever tubes you
were checking. This remains the most
sensible buy for tube crazies of the
State of the an testing: Automatica's Sofia
more paranoid variety. But what about
Vacuum Tubes Curve- Tracer
the really anal types, those who want
to know absolutely everything about
the valves they're using, to ensure that you which socket represents which
their matched pairs and quartets and pin. Sofia is supplied with the eight
octets really are near-clones of each connecting cables to make sure that
other? Enter Automatica's Sofia the grids, plates and heaters are
Vacuum Tubes Curve-Tracer from connected correctly; these are also the
Italy, via Dave Berriman's DBS Audio. wires which you'd connect directly to
OK, so it's aimed at raw tube and the pins of avalve which doesn't fit
whole amplifier manufacturers and one of the bases. Once you've set up
raw tube vendors. Stretch it a bit, the correct mapping, you insert the
and you can add repair shops, tube and return to the computer.
Sofia's software, though not
restorers and audio retailers who sell
alot of valve gear. What makes this running under Windows, is still
more the preserve of the pro than primarily ' graphic', with a look
the civilian, given that its benefits reminiscent of Windows 3.0. And
are there for the end-user, is price. it's fully mouse-driven, so it's not at
In addition to ahalf-way decent PC all primitive. Large directories are
with afree RS-232 port, you'll need provided which contain all of the
£2799 (exclusive of VAT). Which, factory specifications for the tubes
to put Sofia into perspective, is the you'll be testing including electrical
price
of a single
high- end measurements and mechanical data.
component, for instance a superb What makes Sofia a ' killer app' is
pre-amp. But you do get your that the user can fine-tune the data
should the valves be slightly different
money's worth.
Sofia consists of asingle floppy's from the standard version, or should
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aim makes no concessions
to fashion or to the use of its
audio components in nonNaim systems. 'Uncompromising' is
the word that springs to mind here
[see box]. So when assessing a
Naim product such as the new CD2integrated CD player (retailing for
just under £ 2000), ideally one
should use a complete Naim
system.
In theory this narrows the field of
interest to prospective and current
Naim system owners in the relevant
price category, while in practice I'd
like to feel that a CD- 2 could be
used outside these tight limits, and
that with the appropriate selection
of output cable (DIN to phono) it
could stand comparison with the
best of the competition in its class.
So
taking care
to
employ
compatible interfacing, we used
both
Naim
and
alternative
amplification with the CD-2.
In style this CD player matches
the long-lived and low-key house
style of Naim products. It is
certainly unobtrusive, and went
unremarked by several visitors.
Presented in a single slim box, it
uses a robustly engineered swing
door to carry the magnetically
clamped ' top
loading'
CD
mechanism.
On unpacking, a clamp pad has
to be removed from the transport,

as do three thumbwheel transit
bolts from the underside. Front
panel controls are simple: previous,
next, stop and play. Indicators show
these active functions plus pause,
display time modes and repeat,
these three accessible via the remote
control. The clear display either
shows track or time, with overall
disc play time available when the
transport is in ' stop'. Mains supply
is via the usual detachable IEC
cord, with an adjacent power
switch, while audio output is via a
standard, 180° 5-pin DIN socket.
An interconnect is supplied for the
next stage in the Naim chain, or
alternatively the Chord Cable Co
has amoderate- cost DIN to phono
equivalent. The keen user ( such as
myself) could have acustom cable
made up for the purposes (Audio
Synthesis Silver).

There are no
digital
outputs, either
optical or
coaxial,
consistent
with Naim's
view that an
integrated
design is
superior to a
two- box model
in which there
is a break in
the digital
signal path via
the SPDIF
interface

model in which there is a break in
the digital signal path via the
SPDIF interface. It comes with a
neat remote handset that includes a
numeric keypad, pre- amplifier
control functions, plus programme
and repeat for the CD.

TECHNOLOGY
In the absence of a superior CD
transport and compatible digital
replay
technology,
for
the
immediate future at least, Naim has
made the decision to stockpile
components to maintain its
existing and successful
technology. On
the one hand
this is a

There are no digital outputs,
either optical
or coaxial,
consistent with Naim's view
that an integrated
design is superior
to a twobox

Intended primarily for use in an
all-Naim system, the CD-2
-«domiriewide
111~40.
adoprJplayer could have wider appeal.
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

IT'S A GREAT
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serious long-term tie-up of assets,
but at least it guarantees the quality
of Naim's CD players for some
years to come. After all, the
technology's founded on what is
arguably Philips' best exposition of
CD,
namely
CDM4/CDM9
transport plus Multibit DAC, a
combination now made obsolete by
cheaper alternatives from the Far
East. The CD- 2 employs a
Philips CDM-9 swing
arm
transport
fitted with
low-

digital/analogue circuit board. This
filters out external vibration above
20Hz and is said to have similar
benefits to comparable suspensions
used in good turntables.
Mechanical and electrical build
quality is excellent. The unit is also
CE approved.

SOUND QUALITY

In practice
I'd like to feel
that a CD- 2
could be used
outside of
these tight
limits, and
that with the
appropriate
selection of
output cable
(DIN to phono)
it could stand
comparison
with the best
of the
competition
in its class

susceptible to misinterpretation.
A/B switching between it and the
competition appeared to do it no
favours, and even the Marantz
63SE seemed to give the impression
that this Naim player was mildly
colored, with anarrowed frequency
response, as well as a drier, more
closed in, and less spacious sound
stage.
Any critic unduly focused on
aspects of neutrality, accuracy and
stereo image scale could well be
disenchanted by the Naim CD- 2.
After all, this is an expensive player
and surely we have the right to a
fair measure of the so-called
audiophile sound virtues.
But such a judgement entirely
misses the point of the Naim CD-2.
It in fact succeeds ( and how!) by
generating a high level of musical
involvement and satisfaction. Then
you know almost instinctively that
the initial impressions are based on
superficialities, aspects which are
quickly forgotten once the music
gets going.
While the tonal character of the
CD- 2 is recognisably divergent
from the mainstream, ultimately
this matters little. In any case some
perspective on this is worthwhile.
Very critical standards are used in
these comparisons and in practice
the differences between CD players
are much less than those which
exist between equivalent speakers
from different makers.
For equipment freaks possessing
systems with mild rhythmic power,
the CD- 2 would be faulted for a
narrower, smaller stereo sound
stage, in character nearer a club
than a stadium sound. It didn't
excel in retrieval of low-level
ambience and air, while the treble,
although more than clear enough,
lacked a degree of the sparkle and
delicacy known to be possible from

Working with a mix of electronics
including a Naim NAP250 power
amp, Musical Fidelity A1000,
Meridian 605 and Krell KAV300i
integrated, the CD-2 was matched
against basic standards such as the
Marantz CD63SE, with midpriced models including the
Orelle CD10 driving
aDA188 DAC, and
leading to a Krell
KPS 2 Oi/l.
Speakers
included
the
Wilson WITT,
the
WATT
System V, the
Audio Physic
Spark
and
Mordaunt
Short 880. Cables
included the Naim
interconnect and speaker
lines, plus custom links in silverTeflon and van den Hul examples.
Early trials indicated, in common
with the Krell 20i/I itself, that a
good equipment table would be
noise,
high- worthwhile.
Itended to leave the CD- 2 on,
resolution analogue
servos. Mounted in an only turning off the rear panel
effective polymer suspension, switch for extended periods of
it lies cradled in the swing tray, a absence. A few days use allowed it
SUPPLIER
structural moulding pivoted on a to settle in from new with
Nain: Audio Ltd,
Southampton
strong hinge. This drive is a low- significant gains in subtlety and
Road,
inertia, fast- response type, with an smoothness.
Salisbury,
First impressions indicated an
ultra low-mass clamp.
Wilts
unmistakable Naim sound, off the
The critical servo and digital
SPI 2LN
Tel: 01722
track
and
initially
acquisition electronics are incorporated beaten
332 266
locally in the floor of the swing tray disconcerting, and as a result,
and a flexible ribbon carries the more
IN NAIM ONLY
robust recovered output data to the
main board. Decoding employs the
PLL tuners; and straight-line signal paths.
The idea of auniversal. interchangeable
familiar 7225B/TDA1541A chipset,
The Naim product line extends from primary
component has always been implicitly
with this 4-times oversampled 16-bit
sources — tuner, CD ( three models of each)
discouraged by Naim, since the universal'
multi bit DAC of the selected
and LP components including the Aro
design approach brings with it the
`SICrown' type.
tonearm, Prefix head amp and Armageddon
undeniable potential to impair Naim's own
Jitter is minimised by the short path
turntable power supply — to amplifiers and
system optimisation. Too complex to cover
and direct coupling of raw data from
pre-amplifiers plus the three speaker models,
in detail here, Naim's system-matching
the transport section to the digital
and all of the latter can be permutated into
includes all cables, for signal, speaker and
filter. An OP42 fast IC amp serves for
full active form. A powerful matching synergy
supply, down to the coded variations of DIN
current- to- voltage conversion, two
exists between all these components which
multipole connections used ( no phono
more of these per channel forming
are designed to form optimised systems.
sockets here). There is atailored hierarchy
part of the overall Bessel output filter,
Naim CD technology is claimed by the
of bandwidth from source to speaker, a
with
a final
rolloff rate
of
company's rivals to be obsolete, while Naim
commonality of sound character and
140dB/decade helping to remove any
speakers are only usable in aclose to awall
attributes, and acarefully-considered
spuriae from the output.
boundary location, having aunique separated
hierarchy for component/system grounding.
Power supplies are generously rated
cabinet feature. But it all works, and what at
Divergences from mainstream practice
and a total of fifteen power supply
include the choice of aunipivot bearing for
first sight appears to be wilfully idiosyncratic
regulators keep the major circuit
can be seen on closer inspection to have a
the tonearm; the classic, even old-fashioned
blocks in order. A distinctive feature
sound engineering justification, backed by
amplifier designs largely using discrete
for this player is the three-point coilexhaustive technical research.
transistor circuitry; manually-operated nonspring suspension for the main
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Come and hear them play in:
The Trident Syndicate Room
at:
The HiFi Show,
The Ramada Hotel
12 - 15 September
1996.
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CD PLAYERS
CD replay. Likewise the CD- 2
didn't throw great depth, though in
general the available depth and
transparency did pass muster.
For those with a natural rhythm
consciousness, forget those A/B
comparisons and also those poetic
nuances of space and neutrality —
just sit back and enjoy musical
performances.
Naim's CD- 2 forges ahead of
the pack on dynamics, dynamic
expression and dynamic contrast.
When, for example, a quiet brush
pattern on hi-hat was punctuated
by arim shot, the CD-2 got it just
right. This player rivalled my
reference Krell player for excellent
image focus. Instrumental lines
were beautifully separate, stably
placed in the image, and given
believable perspective values.
And not least comes rhythm and
timing; in this class and higher,
Naim remains a master of the art,
getting ever closer to the
acknowledged standard still
available from front- rank LP
replay.
Time after time, CDs of
indeterminate rhythmic content,
disconcerting recordings from
which more was anticipated, but
which tended to be used for
background music, came to life
with the CD- 2 and demanded
renewed aural attention. A neat
example is the jazz recording Suru
by Rolf Schimmermann [ B&W
009] which made real sense at last
on the CD- 2. The band was
brought into focus, playing close,
with fine timing.
Before I forget, the CD- 2
midrange
was
fine,
nicely
balanced, crisp but not too
forward; and the bass was as you
would expect from a fine Naim
design, taut, fast, rhythmic and
tuneful.
To some extent contradicting
the sound quality report, the replay
frequency response was wide and
flat measuring -0.2dB at 10Hz and
18kHz. Channel balance was very
good.
The Naim CD-2 gave an output
of 2.027V, only 0.12dBV above
the nominal standard.
Deemphasis was pretty accurate, just
0.4 to 0.5dB down by 16kHz.
Track access was fast at 3
seconds, with excellent error
correction at 4mm of pure gap
tolerated. Mechanical noise was
low. The peak white noise
waveform was reproduced without
impairment while the player was
found to be excellently suppressed
for EM radiation. Barely awhiff of
signal could be found anywhere up
to my 250MHz measurement
limit. It may indeed have taken

much hard work to achieve this,
but the CD- 2 proves that
negligible EMC output can be
combined with fine sound.
After much careful comparison
and consideration Icame up with a
merit score of 34 marks on my
usual subjective listening-test scale,
which is a great result for a player

NAIM CD- 2
LAB REPORT

Standard tests
reinforced the
view that Naim
had engineered
this player well,
extracting the
most from the
in this price category. Rhythm fans
classic CD replay
are entitled to give it more, as in
technology.
awarding this score I've tried to
Linearity was
balance its recognised virtues with
accurate to -80dB
some more generally accepted
with mild
deviation at lower
aspects of sound quality.
levels held within
+2dB at - 90dB,
CONCLUSION
and with good
For some inexplicable reason Ihad
data recovery seen
first thought the CD- 2 was
down to - 115dB,
moderately priced and was faintly
assuming the
disappointed to find that it actually
usual lubricant of
cost around the £2000 mark. It was
encode dither.
fortunate then, that the sound,
Checking out
the basics,
engineering and test performance of
without whose
the player drew apositive picture of
confirmation
fine design, consistency and great
listening tests can
musical replay which left an
be suspect,
enduring impression and which
channel balance
justified that price.
was excellent at
In its music-making ability, and
better than
without direct reference to the
0.05dB over most
Naim CDS, the CD-2 successfully
of the range and
better than 0.2dB
took on the world's top references.
by 20kHz.
No it isn't as neutral, as
Channel
transparent or as pure sounding as
separation
the very best, but in terms of
exceeded 100dB
musical satisfaction, it conceded
up to ' kHz,
very little.
gently declining
Towering above its immediate
towards astill
competition on grounds of
good 70dB at
dynamics and rhythm, it rocked
20kHz. Channel
phase difference
really well for CD; a whole raft of
was essentially
Bitstream and related players, by
zero while the
comparison,
sounded
as
if
output is absoluteoverdosed on Mogadon.
phase-correct.
That said, the CD-2was also fuie
At full level,
on classical material, again
the total harmonic
possessing that extra zest of
distortion was
expression
and
musical
entirely negligible,
involvement.
typically -90dB,
At its best in a Naim system, I 0.003%. At lower
levels it remained
nevertheless felt that much of its
moderate, with
message could also be obtained
outside
the Test results
Halm CD-2
20kHz
20Hz
1.1cHz
Naim
camp,
Channel balance (dB)0.02
0.17
0.03
when
given Stereo separation ( dB)122
70
102
Channel
phase
components
difference ( degrees)
0
that likewise Distortion
-93 -89<-90
possessed good THD at OdB •
-80
THD at -10dB
rhythm
and THD at -70dB .
-37
Intermod
19/20kHz,
OdB
-104
dynamics.
If
Intermod 19/20kHz, - 10dB
-96
not, I suggest Frequency response
Left
(
cIB)
0
-0.16
you
don't
Right (
dB)
0
-0.35
bother with the Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz
—
20kHz,
unwtd
103
CD- 2 as its
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
101
particular De-emphasis
(error in dB) at : 1kHz
5kHz
16kHz
virtues will be L/R
0/+0.01 0.021+0.01
-0.4/0.53
2.027V 0.12dB
wasted and its Output level OdB
Output impedance ( ohms)
N/A
drawbacks too Spuriae to 100kHz ( dB)
-107
3 secs
clearly exposed. Track access (to track 15)
none
Digital output
In context the Error at -90dB L, R
-2.2/-3.1
430x76x300
CD- 2 is highly Dimensions (whcl, run)
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£1997.50
recommended. ,4
4
-

Fig 1. Nairn CD-2:

spuriae up to

10kHz

associated with !kHz tone at -70dB

1.10,1

10 000 It•

1,0•1 • ••••

Fig 2. Naim CD-2: dithered IkHz sinewave
at -90dB, distortion spectrum above

•••••

•••

Fig 3. Naim CD-2: linearity below 60dB

the typical results
expected for this
multi-bit DIA
chipset (due to
mild linearity shifts
below -80dB
modulation level).
Thus at - 70dB,
with dithered
encode, 1kHz, the
harmonic distortion
was -37d13, this
-107dB relative to
full scale, and
predominantly fifth
harmonic [Fig 1].
At still lower signal
levels, distortion
actually improved;
at - 90dB
modulation, it had
reduced to - 112dB
relative to full scale
[Fig 2]. Rejection
of spurious signals
also approached
110dB, agood
result. The
recovered sinewave
shape at -90dB
was fair enough.
With its special
output filtering, the
CD-2also showed
improved rejection
of spurious signals
above 100kHz,
the best seen for
this converter.
High frequency
intermodulation
was especially
good, -96dB at
-10dB and 104dB at full

level, the latter
result for the ¡ kHz
difference tone
indistinguishable
on the spectrum
analysis. The
usual higher
frequency
difference tones
remained,
primarily a
function of the
relatively low-order
digital filter, this
type valued for its
other merits such
as dynamic
expression.
Linearity is
shown in Fig 3,
holding on well to
-115dB before
player and system
noise blocked
measurement.
Signal-to-noise
ratios were fine, at
101dB for CCIRI
ARM ! kHz
weighting, 103dB
unweighted.

Technics' SL1200
has been the standard

ON A

DJ turntable for
nearly 25 years.
Now it is available in

1

agold- trimmed
limited edtiion
by KEN KESSLER

A

nniversary mania? Or just
Limited Edition fever? I
don't know quite where to
pigeonhole Technics' contribution
to the world of collectibles, but this
one differs from the reissues
produced by McIntosh, Quad,
Sennheiser and Marantz because,
well, it's not areissue.
The Technics SL1200 turntable
in its various forms has been in
uninterrupted production since 1972
[see box], so maybe the only other
gilded-badge items which can keep it
company are those like KEF's
Raymond Cooke Signature LS3/5A.
Even so, avid collectors should be
warned that there are only 10,000
Technics SL1200 LTDs for the
entire planet and a mere 1000 for
the UK, retailing for £ 1000. And
this time you're not just fighting off
other anachrophiles: the SL1200
LTD is also a lust object for every
self-respecting disc jockey and DJwannabee in the land.
Launched in 1972, and tied with
Limi's LP- 12 as the `oldest turntable
in continuous production', the
SL1200 has sold agob-smacking 1.6
million units from its inception
through to 1994 ( the last year for
which figures are available) And sales
aren't slowing down. Considering
that it's not a cheapo-cheapo item
even in its standard form, the sales
figures make interesting reading next
to other turntable results ( for
example, the LP- 12's 250,000

PLATTER
during the same near- quartercentury). With SL1200 production
still running at around 80,000 per
annum, keep that in mind the next
time your vision turns plaid.
It was developed for Technics by
Shuuichi Obata, who's now retired,
and Seiichi Ushijima and Haruyuki
The SL1200 LTD is
Otani, both of whom are still with
'the firm'. Apparently, the Daily the commercially
availabie version of
Mail gave the Technics the Blue
the SL1200 Mk II
Ribbon Prize back in 1972, and it
previously available
has garnered numerous DJ awards
only as aprize for
through the years. And as any jock winners of the
will tell you, it's still regarded as the
Technics World D7
industry standard.
Mixing Competition
For non- clubbing audiophile
civilians, the SL1200 LTD is part
cosmetics job, part tweak, and
totally agas. How often do you see
one of the largest companies in the
known galaxy responding to
esoteric customer demands? The
SL1200 LTD is the commercially
available version of the SL1200 Mk
II previously available only as a
prize for winners of the Technics
World DJ Mixing Competition. It
would appear that the mere sight of
an SL1200 finished in gloss black
piano lacquer, rather than the
normal ' Technics silver', and
trimmed with gold is enough to
have every scratch-master worth his
back- turned baseball cap panting
into his microphone. Technics
answered their pleas by issuing this
facsimile of the ultimate DJ prize.
To avulgarian, of course, all of this

SUPPLIER
Technics/
Panasonic UK,
Panasonic House,
Willoughby Road,
Brackuell
RGI2 8FP
Tel: 0990
?57 357

TECHNICS SL1200 MK II versus SL1200 LTD
The SL1200 LTD differ as follows from the

courterweight and pillar - are gold-plated.

standard version:

• A gold badge below the pitch control and a

• The LTD is finished in a piano-grade gloss

Technics sticker on the back panel alert all

black. Yes, its a dust magnet with a finish

observers to the brand and the model.

one would expect not to survive for long as a

• Iteatures an extra button. waich Restores

combination drinks holder and ashtray, so I

pitch settings instantly to the correct speed.

can't see too many DJ buying SL1200 LTDs

• Each SL1200 LTD comes with a pair of DJ's

for use in clubs.

heac phones worth £ 130.

• All other fittings - slicers, buttons, platter

• Each purchaser receives a gald

edge, 45rpm spindle adaptor, the tonearm,

com -nemorative disc with his/aer name on it.

black'n'gold is sheer bliss. And Ihave
to admit that, for the first couple of
hours, Ifound the look about as
tasteful as one of those disgusting
gold-plated Nikons or Leicas which
no real photographer would be
caught dead owning, let alone using.
Which begs a question: does the
SL1200 LTD deserve nothing better
than life on ashelf in the collection of
some crazed Japanese equipment
hoarder, some E-damaged raver or
some taste-free/leisure-suit-and-goldRolex-wearing lottery winner? Er, no.
After
a suitable
period
of
acclimatisation, once your pupils have
returned to their normal state of
dilation, you start thinking, hey, this
is a lot more fun than a wooden
plinth... and then you realise it
doesn't sound half-bad, either.
At the risk of looking a bit too
revisionist for my own good, Ihave
to say that maybe we should start
accepting
that
direct- drive
turntables don't ' suck', any more
than do idler- drive turntables,
currently the fave mode of rotation
for anachrophiles. Which begs
another question: why did so many
of us ever swallow the story that
direct-drives are intrinsically evil?
One industry guru said to me,
`Kenino, it's a provincial British
argument.' And he's right. There
were the terrific marble- based
Kenwoods, a few generations of
Denons and the critically- adored
Goldmund Studio, Studieno and
ST4.
Such
anti- direct- drive
stupidity as evidenced and exercised
by the British hi-fi press led to the
demise of fine decks like the JBE
and
caused
thousands
of
audiophiles to deny themselves the
sheer useability, ease of set-up and
dependability of hefty direct-drives.
The appearance of the SL1200
LTD is opportunity enough to
reassess the situation, even if it is a
case of locking up the corral after
Trigger split.
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ANACHROPHILE
provided by pitch-control through a Launched in
1972, and tied
long-travel slider, providing ± 8%,
while the LTD's push button with Linn's
LP- 12 as the
override ensures instant return to
'oldest
33.33 or 45rpm. Built to last, the
chassis is die-cast aluminium, with turntable in
continuous
a moulded rubber inner base and
production',
spring feet. The platter features
sloped sides bearing the strobe the SL1200
has sold a
markings, and the review sample
wore a nicely- finished, grippy gob- smacking
1.6 million
rubber mat. Igather that there are
suitably garish, logo- covered
units...
alternatives for the club crowd. The
platter-plus- mat weighs 2kg, the
platter also containing deadening
rubber underneath. The S-shaped,
detachable-headshell arm has an
effective mass of 12g, wow and
flutter are alow 0.01% (wrms), and
rumble is - 56dB unweighted/-78dB
As for more ' serious' audiophile weighted. So far, so normal: bombconcerns, the fitted arm has one of proof and silent, like all the classic
the best- ever height adjustment direct-drives.
Throwing caution — and
arrangements. A large rotating
collar around the tonearm pillar possibly a stylus — to the wind, I
takes care of up-and-down fitted a modern moving-coil to the
SL1200 LTD's arm. A Lyra instead
movement, with a range of 6mm,
of some Shure/Stanton/Pickering?
and it locks securely in place
through the turning of asmall lever, Damned right. Inever liked any of
like those on certain camera tripod the DJ-approved moving-magnets,
heads. The damped cueing is drift- with the exception of the later
Shure V- 15s, and Iwasn't going to
free, and playing force set by the
counterweight markings tallied with start listening to sizzle after having
the figures provided by the most spent adecade in digital hell trying
accurate stylus gauge in my arsenal, to find CD players free of it.
Furthermore, Iwas coming off an
the, er, Technics. Anti-skating is
intense period with the Ortofon
applied by adial near the arm pillar.
In basic terms, the SL1200 is a SPU-A, so I needed to try the
classic 1970s direct-drive deck with Technics with something no DJ
a high-torque motor whipping the would ever use. Hey, most of ' em
unit up to 33.33rpm in 0.7 seconds probably think that a ' Lyra' is
— hence its appeal to DJs. Start-up someone who told a
to 45rpm takes one second, still porky.

For me, it was more than abrief
trip in the Wayback Machine. My
first chore when Iwent to work at a
hi-fi shop in the late 1970s was to fit
atonearm to aTechnics direct-drive
and I still get all misty- eyed
whenever Isee one. Although the
colour of the SL1200 LTD proved a
bit jarring ( the opening of a
Technics turntable carton normally
results in an eyeful of grey-coloured
plinth), the accessories showed me
that time can stand still — especially
that superb stylus overhang gauge,
which clips over the neck of the
detachable
headshell,
the
illuminated strobe, the chunky feet,
the easy-to-adjust tonearm, that cool
lamp- in- a-pillar with the viscousdamped ascent so you can find the
lead-in groove in adarkened club.

Anyway, Iwas slapped upside the
head with a major dose of reality.
The blow knocked out any last
vestiges of resistance to direct-drive
decks, to record players with as
many buttons as most modem preamps. Armed with material ranging
from audiophile-pressed Nirvana (an
oxymoron
of
mountainous
proportion) to mono Mickey Katz to
12in dance mix singles, Isat down
expecting the SL1200 LTD to move
me for all the wrong reasons.
How on earth does such a
subtle, delicate, quiet, commanding
performance ever manage to adapt
itself to deliver the brain-numbing,
ear-bashing ruckus demanded by
club
conditions?
Or
more
accuretely, vice versa? It was like
finding out that a John Deere
tractor can handle like aLotus and
ride like aJag. Hi-fi's equivalent of
ajack-hammer turns out to be more
like surgeon's blade.
Nothing, and Imean nothing,
indicated that the Lyra was fitted to
something other than one of its
normal rides. There was detail by the
bushel, convincing sound- stage
recreation, delicious background
silences, top-to-bottom coherence.
The LTD commandingly shed its role
as a raver's lackey and emerged as
pure and as `audiophilic' as — Inow
realise — 1.6 million unit sales should
have told me it would be. Forget any
gags about hi-fi courtesy of Black &
Decker. The DJ's workhorse is
actually something of aLipizzaner.
So here's to the next millionplus SL1200 owners. And, er,
rave on indeed.

bearable in pro terms.
Further
appeal
is
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ou walk in to the Hi -Fi shop.

Across acrowded showroom, aHi -Fi
system catches your eye, then seduces your ear.
Infatuated, you pay your money.
Unfortunately, you also take your chances.
On the other hand, once the ear is wooed
by the sumptuous sound quality unique to
Arcam, alife-long love affair usually ensues.
Year after year, our dedication to sonic
excellence is rewarded with top industry awards
and, believe us, luck has nothing to do with it.
All of our Hi -Fi is produced at our
Cambridge HQ, where it must pass the most
rigorous set of tests, checks and double checks.
Then, just when another quality Arcam
product thinks it's safe to go into the loving
arms of anew customer, we check it again.
We work hard to produce Hi -Fi separates
of the highest quality, keeping construction
simple and building in long service and
reliability at every stage of production. So, if
you're about to invest in Hi-Fi, invest in an
Arcam. After all, we don't leave anything to
chance.
Should you?

ARCAM

Or invest in an Arcam

Return the coupon below to: Arnim, Pembroke Ave.
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9PB, Emland.
Or tehrhone: ( 01223) 203203 ( 24 hours)
e-mail: cusisery@arcam.co.uk

Please send me iermation on: ( Please tick)
Arcam amplifiers J Arcam CD players J
Arcam tuners J

Arcam home cinema _I

Arcam DACs J all Arcam products J

and the name (gmy nearest authorised dealer.
First Name(s)
Surname
in Australia: Stolmack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Bes, N.S.W., 2075. Tel: ( 2) 440 8755.

Address

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources. Sussex P.O. Box 19016,
720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 100A, Toronto, Ontaaio, MSS 3C9. Tel: ( 416) 596 7657.
In New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587 Mount Eden Rd., Auckland. Tel: ( 649) 638 9000.

PostcOde
Invest HFN 10/96

In South Africa: Hi -Fi Specialists, Durban Road 155, Bellville. 7535. Tel: ( 21) 946 1441.

•

In USA: Audiophile Systems Ltd. 8709 Casrle.Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256. Tek (
317)849 ,•

CD ENHANCERS

A

sk most audio fans and
they'll probably say they
need
a
line- level
conditioner like ahole in the head.
And in any case, what is it?
All Musical Fidelity says is that
for an outlay of £ 100 ( less than
many midprice audiophile line
cables) the X10- D will, in most
cases, improve CD sound quality. It
is suggested that the X10- D will
provide ideal impedance matching
from a moderately performing CD
player output, including the cable,
to the subsequent amplifier input
loading. This line-conditioning unit
presents a very high input
impedance and as Musical Fidelity
puts it, ' takes the load off the CD
player's shoulders.'
In this situation, the X- 10D can
be regarded as ahigh quality buffer
of low output impedance, a circuit
block which you might well find
built in to a more costly player to
improve its cable and load-driving
performance, ideally resulting in a
more consistent and cleaner sound.
There is one small catch: the
device needs an additional cable
from its output to the following
amplifier, which of course raises the
question of the possible influence of
this cable on sound quality.
Other approaches have been
used. Marantz, among others, has
worked with isolation transformers
which can break the ground paths
and thus isolate chassis noise
currents which might normally
appear between the source and the
load. Here no other component is
added, nor is there significant
change in matching impedance.
An ideal active line conditioner
should assume a mantle of audio
invisibility and is clearly of little use
if it presents abarrier to rhythm or
clarity, or if it introduces noise,
distortion or coloration. In truth
this is a tall order for any active
circuit, and explains why line preamplifiers themselves still show
audible differences in sound.
Housed in a black- anodised
aluminium extrusion, with built-in
side-rails acting as feet, the XIO-D
measures around 100mm diameter
and 220mm long. The power
transformer is a plug-top adaptor.
There are no controls, but it is safe
to pull the piing while powered up
and ' on-line'. The XIO-D simply
fades to zero over half a minute or
so. Start-up is almost as gradual,
and this behaviour gives aclue to its
technology!
It is specified to change the signal
very little. Gain is near unity,
frequency response ±0.2dB 10Hz to
100kHz, channel separation better
than 85dB, 20Hz-20kHz, noise better
than - 112dB, A-weighted ( at 2V
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BELIEVED
MISSIN

Claimed to improve CD sound, soes
Musical Fidelity's X10-D 'Missing
Link' conditioner really work?
by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

Mae
reference). Distortion is claimed to be
below 0.005% 10Hz to 100kFlz. The
input impedance is very high at 470k
ohm with amoderately low output
impedance of less than 200 ohms.

TECHNOLOGY
Several aspects, working in concert,
may be responsible for the
performance of an active line
conditioner such as the XIO-D. A
high input impedance is known to
improve the sound quality of a
number of signal sources, especially
those with lower-powered op-amps
in their output circuitry.
While anumber of middle sector
amplifiers have quite low input
impedances from 47k down to 10k
ohms, audiophile manufacturers
such as Audio Research and Cello
have been raising their values from
100k ohm to 470k ohms or even
1M ohm to gain this matching
advantage. In addition, an active
line stage will inevitably have some
upper bandwidth limit. CD players
often present spurious ultrasonic
high frequency signals at their
output, for example breakthrough
from the digital circuitry or from

An ideal active
line conditioner
should assume a
mantle of audio
invisibility and is
clearly of little
use if it presents
a barrier to
rhythm or clarity,
or if it introduces
noise, distortion
or coloration

SUPPLIER
Musical
Fidelity Ltd,
Unit 16-17
Olympic Estau,
Fulton Read,
Wembley
11249 OiF
Tel: 0181
900 2866

sample clocks and their harmonics.
Amplifiers often react unfavourably
to these signals even if they are
inaudible, and a ' clean' line buffer
with anatural ultrasonic roll-off will
help filter most of these from the
audio signal transmitted.
On the output side, it is known
that alow impedance helps control
the sound of the output cable and
can audibly improve the match to
an amplifier's input circuitry.
CD players intrinsically tend to
have very low distortion, but often
digital program suffers a degree of
quantisation, which tends to be
dissonant (high-order) if at a low
level. There is a view that such a
sound may be rendered more
acceptable to the ear if a touch of
low-order distortion is added to the
mix, not enough to degrade sound
quality per se. A valve or tube stage
with only moderate feedback tends
to impart the required touch of
consonant distortion
So if the active buffer is
intrinsically transparent, it could in
theory improve sound quality.
Inside the X1 0-D is apair of high
quality double-triode valves, type
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SEE IT. HEAR IT. BELIEVE IT

Looking for asystem, or adding to your existing one? Look no further.
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MICROMEGA STAGE 4CD f599
AUDIOLAB 8000 SAmp £ 649
inc. stand

AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC £ 899

COPLAND CSA 14 Amp £ 1100

TDL STUDIO ONE
Speakers

AUDIOLAB 800'0 CDM £ 1399

COPLAND CDA 288 CD £ 1800

AUDIOLAB 8000

B&W 804 Speakers £ 1595

£993

M x2monoblocks

TOTAL PAYABLE

LPAYABLE

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO

495
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£1599

AUDIOLAB 8000 Q Preamp £1100
20SE

Speakers

£2200

TOTAL PAYABLE

/197
There aren't many Hi Fi shops like Riverside when it comes to

SERIOUS SOUNDS

offering the perfect sound system. Here are only asmall

KRELL KPS 30i CD £ 5490
KRELL KAV 3001 Amp £ 2490
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 Speakers

f3399

TOTAL PAYABLE

selection of the many systems and individual products, we
can recommend or put together for you. Our combined
knowledge is vast and we keep constantly updated as to what
the latest products are.
Visit Riverside Hi Fi and you'll not only get up to the minute
products, air conditioned demo rooms and expert advice on
Multi- room Linking, you'll also get friendly, helpful service
from an established family business.
SOME OF THE BRANDS WE HAVE
ARCAM•AUDIO ALCHEMY•ALPHASON•ATACAMA•AUDIOLAB•AUDIO INNOVATIONS*
AUDIO QUEST•AUDIO RESEARCH•AURA•B&O•B&W•BEYER•BOSE•CABLETALK•
CASTLE•COPLAND•DENON•JADIS•KEE•KRELL•MARANTZ•MARTIN LOGAN•MERIDIAN•
MICHELL•MICROMEGMMITSUBISHI•MISSION•MONITOR AUDIO•MUSICAL FIDELITY*
MUSIC WAVE•NAD•NAKAMICHI•NHT•ONKYO•PIONEER•PROJECT•ŒD•QLM•
QUAD•REL•ROTEL•SENNHEISER•SONUS FABER•SONY•SOUND STYLE•STANDS UNIQUE*
TANNOY•TDL•TRANSPARENT•VAN DEN HUL•WILSON•YAMAHA

FOR VERY RICH EARS.
JADIS JA 80 Amps £9912

FINANCE AT 0% INTEREST and low cost finance sub ect
to status and fulfilment of certain criteria. Part exchange considered.

THETA DATA BASIC II CD £ 2298

We accept all major cards. Personal Overseas Orders welcome at

THETA PRO PRIME DAC £ 1800

competitive quotes on shipping. BFPO enquiries welcome.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS 28 Pre- amp £ 3398
SONUS FABER

GUARNERI HOMAGE

Speakers £ 5500
TOTAL PAYABLE
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Riverside Hi Fi
422 Richmond Road,
East Twickenham,
Middlesex TW1 2EB
At the foot of Richmond Bridge

Tel: 0181 892 7613
Fax: 0181 892 7749
Opening hours:
Mon-Sat 10am-5.30pm
Thurs till 7pm
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CD ENHANCERS
6992/ECC88
which
don't
necessarily require a high anode
voltage to work well. Thus avoltage
derived from a 12V AC input
suffices to energise these two stages
of common- cathode non-inverting
feedback amplification.
Two rails, ± 30V DC, are
generated and these are regulated
with transistors. The heaters are
run on 12V DC, regulated, the
filaments series connected.
With relatively low-value anode
resistors the loop gain is quite low,
while the traditional voltage
negative feedback delivers the low
output, high input impedance
characteristic; there is also about
ldB of residual gain. The circuit is
capacitor coupled throughout, in
part reducing the need for valve
selection or special biasing.

SOUND QUALITY
No audio component may be
assessed in isolation; the XIO-D is
dependent on the system used, right
down to the choice of cables.
Amplifiers tried included a Rotel
930, Arcam Alpha 6 and also a
Passion passive control feeding a
pair of Meridian 605 power amps.
CD sources ranged from an early
Denon player to a Marantz CD60
and CD63. Cables included low
cost Sony OFC coax as well as van
den Hul The First and The Second.
Allowance was made for the slight
increase in gain.
Time and time again listening
tests showed that as an active device
the X10-D was of excellent quality.
As a line stage, it compared very
well with high quality preamplifiers. In a top grade audio
system its insertion loss was very
low and this inspired confidence in
the matching possibilities.
Obviously the sound quality
would not have been so high if a

volume control, selector switch etc,
had been included; but as a line
stage it could score astill impressive
23 marks on my listeningtest scale.
When you get down to it the
XIO-D sounded much like a cable
— atouch of character here, asmall
change of spectral emphasis there.
The overall result was dependent
on the whole chain, and in
particular the cable preceding and
following the unit; if these were
unsuitable, then the small matching
advantage could be lost.
With
the
better

audio

components the XIO-D had little
effect, but with rougher, poorlymatched items, especially older,
grainy- sounding CD players with
weaker output stages, the XIO-D
had the ability to enrich their
sound, reduce sibilance and
sweeten the treble. Stereo focus was
more positive and the bass lines
were delivered with greater
precision and power.

CONCLUSION
Performing as advertised, the X10D is a neutral and transparent line
buffer. Build quality is high, and it
offers an impeccable technical
performance at an attractive price.
Despite the high overall accuracy, it
did have a hint of valve character
and smoothness, which together
with its matching abilities, can help
to lift the sound quality of some
CD players and digital sources
for a more musical overall
result. Like a good
cable, this is an item
to take home and
try out for yourself.
If it works for you
then for my part I
can help you out by
giving the X10-D a
clean technical bill of
health.

MUSICAL FIDELITY Xp.
LAB REPORT

The unsuspecting
listener needs to be
aware of the small
but significant lift
in loudness with
the X IOD,
increased when
used with
particularly highZplayers and lowZ input amplifiers.
(A 1kohm player
will drop 0.5dB
when feeding a
19k ohm amp; the
X10-D will
eliminate this too.)
On the bench it
performed very
well. There is no
special
compensation at
work here. Output
impedance was
respectably low; at
moderate signal
levels it was
around 22 ohms.
Very low
output loadings
understandably
revealed its output
current limit; for
example, a600
ohm load limited
the

•
(6,

Fig I. Musical Fidelity X-10D: total
harmonic distortion versus frequency at 0.5V

Fig 2. Musical Fidelity X- 10D: frequency

response (top trace); crosstalk (lower trace)
output to 800mV
for 1% distortion.
On loads above
10k ohm it was
more than healthy,
providing up to
5.5V into 100k
ohms for 0.1%
distortion. 2V
gave -80dB, or
0.01% distortion,
this amix of
second and third,
while at normal
music levels (0.01
to 0.2V),
distortion
remained very
low, with just
second harmonic
present [Fig 1].
The high input
impedance was
confirmed, as was
the slight gain of
I.103dBA (1.1 times). Loaded by
100k ohms, the
frequency response

was very wide and
very flat, with no
evidence of
tailoring
whatsoever. The
-0.25dB points
were 200kHz and
alow 8Hz [top
trace in Fig 2].
There was no
lapse on crosstalk
either, thanks to
the good layout
and relatively low
impedance
circuitry, with
better than 110dB
separation [Fig 2]
over much of the
bandwidth, better
than 95dB at the
response extremes.
Signal-to-noise
ratios were very
good at 100dB
including, or
106dB excluding,
hum (110dB,
CCIRIARM).

LISTENING TO THE LINK
On paper, the X10- D produces an insertion gain of about 0.7dB

Band' March from the Eastman Wind Ensembles

Live In Osaka

(mine was over ldB). low enough not to cause comment, yet high

album). Using the X10- D. the sound took several steps back from

enough to predispose towards a favourable outcome on audition.

the rather glarey, grainy quality — the sound of transistors, or

Accordingly. Iset up a series of tests using a number of CD

should that be opamps? — otherwise apparent with this very

players and two amplifiers, with levels set using a test tone to

difficult recording when played through the Cambridge Audio CD6,

mark two points on the volume control, randomly using and

though this is one of the best £ 300 decks around. Similarly, the

bypassing the X- 10D. The switches were performed single blind.

Musical Fidelity add-on

using a second operator.

the Trichord Genesis.

The amps were Electrocompaniet EC1-2 and Mission Cyrus Ill.

generated more weight and colour from

Ihad expected to find that the X10- D would make everything it

CD players included Trichord Genesis (£ 500), Audio Innovations

was used with sound much the same, and probably damped down.

Alto (£ 300). Cambridge Audio CD6 (£ 300). Arcam Alpha 5 Plus

In practice it was remarkably transparent to the source player.

(£470) and Micromega Minium (£ 350) — all towards the top end

and more dynamic and lively than the original in each case. The

of suitable candidates for The X10- D. Less expensive players can

Cambridge Audio was recognisably the same sharp, transparent

be expected to benefit proportionately more.
In general. use of the Musical Fidelity widget produced an
immediately more vital, energetic sound. one that was more

player, and the Micromega had its accustomed honey-toned
quality. Only better.
My guess is that the X10- D is doing precisely what it appears

obviously in control, an effect very similar to that obtained by a

to be doing, namely driving the pre-amp input more effectively. In

good amplifier upgrade. Strings had more * bite', and a more

any case it has to be the simplest, most elegant and cost-

organic, expressive quality. Brass had greater body, and a richer.

effective CD player upgrade yet, as well as being the most

more complex upper harmonic structure ( try the Ives Country

improbable. A knockout.
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The AVI HiFi system is now on permanent demonstration at Musical Images. Sit back, relax and
enjoy one of the finest HiFi systems available in the comfort and privacy of one of
Musical Images' luxurious demo rooms. With absolutely no pressure and ateam of
professional staff able to handle any queries, Musical Images is the perfect place to experience
the very best in miniature HiFi technology.
Designed by electronics genius Martin Grimond, the multi-award winning AVI HiFi
system has received arapturous reception throughout the HiFi press, "Highly
recommended to any serious music lover", said Pi Comeau in HiFi News
"The 52000MT is an exceptionally fine sounding amplifier and one which
would show the door to many competitors at and well beyond its price
in adirect A/8 comparision", commented Ivor Humphries in
Gramophone. The AVI audio accolades go on and on.

orib..

And at £2497 the AVI system represents
stunning value for money.

THE CLARITY AND WARMTH OF AVI HIFI SIMPLY HAS TO BE HEARD.
EXPERIENCE IT IN TOTAL COMFORT AT MUSICAL IMAGES

AVI at
45 High Street, HOUNSLOW,

Middlesex TW3 1RH. Tel: 0181 569 5802. Fax: 0181 569 6353

173 Station Road, EDGWARE, Middlesex HA8 7JX. Tel: 0181 952 5535 Fax: 0181 951 5864
18 Monmouth Street, COVENT GARDEN, London WC2H 9HB. Tel: 0171 497 1346 Fax: 0171 497 9205
NEW STORE IN BECKENHAM OPENING OCTOBER ' 96
Email: Sales@musical images.co.uk.
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CD PLAYERS

V

Iseems to be aiming at
music lovers who want

uality and convenience, by
offering a series of compact units
with remote control. On the surface
these might appear to be going over
familiar ground, which was first
explored in the UK by Meridian
and followed by Linn.
However, AVI's aim would
appear to be to produce a kind of
1990s version of Quad, with sound
quality taken as absolutely crucial.
So much for philosophy. I'm
taking a close look at the £ 1250
AVI S2000MC Reference CD
player. Taking the visuals first, this
unit looks very smart, with its glossy

black acrylic front. The angular
black mouldings which frame it
look very chunky. The sides are diecast alloy, while the top and bottom
are aluminium extrusions which
make for an impressively solid
frame on which to support
the whole player. Build quality
and finish are certainly impressive
and the appearance did eventually
grow on me.
My only criticism is the way the
plastic tray tends to shoot towards
the user at breakneck speed,
attempting to karate- chop one's

The AVI
CD player
is about
reproducing
music in a
realistic
accomplished
fashion

everyone will use the remote
control. Lifting off the grey Nextelsprayed steel lid revealed insides
equally well made. A single very
neatly laid- out and filled AVI
designed double-sided glass fibre
PCB covers virtually the whole steel
chassis. The sides are reinforced
inside by heavy 4mm thick steel
slabs.

TECHNOLOGY

right hand when operating the
'open' button. Only southpaws are
safe, but perhaps AVI assumes

REFERENCE
REQUIRED
AVI's S2000M
Reference co
the CD pl

At the right is the Philips CDM 12
mechanism with the 33MHz crystal
clock, decoder and servo control
circuits beneath. To allow the servo
circuits to cope with both high
and low currents (of optical sensor
and
servo/transport
servos)
simultaneously, AVI has designed
in star earthing, combined with
multiple ground planes.
At the rear is a toroidal mains
transformer and power supply, with
two sets of rectifiers and regulators
for + 5V and + 9V. To the
immediate left, are another five
regulated supplies (± 9V, ± 5V and
+5V) making seven in all. AVI has
designed its own board ( fully
licensed by Philips) rather than
simply taking a Philips board and
making some modifications, as so
many others do. Thus AVI has
been able to do things in its
own way. Instead of daisychaining the clock through
the digital circuits (which
caused
jitter
to
accumulate by degrees)
AVI distributes the clock
on a star basis to maintain
accuracy. In addition, AVI has
designed its own tracking servo,
C-MOS micro-controller and signal
processing circuits which are
claimed to improve sound quality
(which has been criticised in the
CDM-12), reduce track access time
and service adjustments.
At front left is a small front
panel- mounted PCB for the

e i.---r;...,„

.,

display and push buttons.
The latter are kept simple
— just three here plus
standby to the extreme
)
m
left. A handset allows
more comprehensive
• control of the player
(although potential buyers
should be aware that
facilities such as random play are
not available on this rather Spartan
unit). Static LEDs (not pulsed) are
used for the display, to eliminate
the noise produced by fluorescents.

/ ,c, ‘-• YS .\
-4•(2

w

Control logic is handled by a
Motorola chip close to the display,
while immediately behind this is the
Burr Brown DF1700P 8-times
oversampling filter, which reclocks
the data, feeding two BurrBrown
PCM63P multi-bit 20 bit DACs
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Audio Note cables are designed to interact between components
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as part of any high-end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
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It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical

••
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shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and

:-Qammiliammori

mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level ' interconnect' transfer
or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the

•

electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
and all our cables in each price /
eve/ take that into consideration.
Audio Note cables work better than any other cable on the market because they
are 'designed to work with your components'. Without Audio Note cables they would,
in effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
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Audio Note
Musics Finest Conductor
10

Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Rood, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498
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CD PLAYERS
complex heavily layered
AVI SC2000MC REFERENCE
recordings such as Joni
LAB REPORT
Mitchell's track 'The Jungle
Channel balance
Line' ( from The Hissing Of
was very tight,
Summer Lawns), a real living
within 0.03dB,
hell for CD players, was played
while stereo
without confusion, muddle or
separation was
harshness. The AVI also re-created
excellent at
(which a convincing impression of
around - 94dB.
AVI's Martin atmosphere ( for example James
Fig I. AVI SC2000MC: ¡ kHz tone at
Even at 20kHz
Grindrod believes Taylor's Best Live and Pink Floyd's
-70dB. Cleanly reproduced: mainly second,
separation
was
are the best available at Pulse) and this is just another aspect
third and fourth harmonics totalling to -3IdB
-93dB, an
of its `big', ` open' and essentially
any price).
(2.7%) distortion, about 101dB below full
excellent
figure.
uncolored
presentation.
The
same
AVI believes that 8- times
output in total
Likewise,
signal
oversampling is ideal because it is is true of orchestral music, which
to noise ratio was
high enough to allow out-of-band benefited even more from the AVI's
better than
nasties to be removed by gentle naturally transparent qualities,
-100dB full audio
analogue filtering, yet not so high as depth and fine stereo imagery, with
bandwidth
to cause problems, such as some recordings literally taking on
unweighted.
inaccuracies due to very fast data new life. Decca's Academy of St
Distortion figures
flow rates. Following the Burr Martin in the Fields recording of
were excellent
Vaughan
Williams'
Tanis
Fantasia
Brown DACs are a pair of
NE5532P high-grade low-noise op was brilliantly re-created, with a equivalent to
Fig 2. AVI SC2000MC: two-tone
0.004% at full
amps operated on separately fine sense of string tone.
intermodulation distortion at OdB. The 18kHz
output [see test
regulated power supply rails (for left
product was strongest (-82dB) but is very low
results
panel).
CONCLUSION
and
right
channels),
with
at only 0.008% distortion
Even at - 70dB
admittance-converter third- order An Achilles' heel? Well there must
dithered, [Fig 3]
I
ttrrielik'
\
analogue filtering, followed by be one somewhere in any product,
distortion totalled
another pair used as unity- gain no matter how good. The only
under 3%, with
thing Iwas aware of was that treble
output buffers.
individual
was marginally sharpened by the
harmonics lurking
AVI.
I
don't
mean
hard,
brittle
or
SOUND QUALITY
down at below
From the first few bars it was harsh, like so many CD players, just
^
-105dB [Fig 11.
obvious that the AVI was good, a slight edge added to percussive
Interenodulation
very good. Playing well-known sounds. Steel stings were more like
Fig 3. AV1 SC2000MC: ¡ kHz sine wave at
distortion was also
discs, it proved to be a highly steel and cymbals were nicely crisp,
-90.3dB dithered. Ihave seen better but this is
very
low
at
accomplished performer. It seems and it must be said that it is very
quite good, with some second, third and fourth
0.008% forfit!!
to combine clarity and depth to re- smooth and clean in its treble
harmonics above the noise floor, about 19%
output
[Fig
2].
create a big deep sound without delivery. The midrange and hence
distortion
Full output level
glare or hardness. Vocal quality was overall presentation is sometimes
was
almost
spot
remarkably fine. The AVI provides slightly distant, lacking the Audio
on 2V — just
clear, well-projected solo or massed Alchemy's more intimate and
0.18dB high
voices, lacking the harsh muddle so 'rounded' sound at times.
and output
Iknow it sounds like the oldest
often added by CD players. Bass
impedance
open
to
as
many
was also excellent, nicely full in cliché,
measured at alow
presentation. In hi-fi terms Ihave interpretations as there are
10.5 ohms, which
heard deeper firmer bass from CD opinions, but at the end of the day
should make the
(and shallower too!) but with the the AVI CD player is about
Fig 4. AVI SC2000MC: ¡ kHz tone at
player essentially
reproducing music in a realistic
AVI there is nothing missing at all.
-100dB dithered Very cleanly reproduced,
immune to cable
Indeed bass notes are well accomplished fashion and that's it,
with mainly second harmonic at - 10dB (just
capacitance.
'shaped', very clear and well really, end of argument.
under 32% distortion). (Remember this is way
Low-level
Icould quite happily live with the
rounded, not merely starting and
down at 110dB below full output)
accuracy was
stopping securely but with the S2000MC. As a bonus the AVI
0.9dB down at
1.5dB high for
excellent — only
natural envelope preserved. This offers remote control and can be
5kHz, to 0.67dB
both left and right
gives bass notes a truly tactile part of a no-fuss
down at 20kHz,
channels at -90dB.
AVI S2000MC
system. Test results
texture which is so often lacking AVI
RHC). Not
Frequency
20Hz
lkliz
20kHz
its
and the listener is left in no doubt However,
Channel balance (
dB)-0.02 -0.02 -0.02
enough CDs are
response was fine,
about what is being played. George validity as astand- Stereo separation (
dB) L/R
recorded with
-95/-94 -94/-93 -93/-93
essentially flat up
Harrison's guitar on Abbey Road's alone unit must
Distortion (
dB):
pre-emphasis for
to 10kHz and
'Because' rarely sounded so good, be in no doubt.
THD at OdB
-88
-89
this to notice, but
easing off gently
The AVI is a THD at - 10dB
nor did Ian Gilmour's wailing
THD at -70dB
-31
these might sound
and smoothly
guitar on ' Shine On You Crazy fine- sounding, Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB -82
Intermod
19/20kHz,
-10dB
-83
a
fraction laid
above
here
to
Diamond' from the live Pulse CD. well-built Frequency response
back.
around 0.7dB
dB)
0
0 -0.7
Vocal harmonies were reproduced machine. It's not Left (
Right (dB)
0
0
0.7
down at 20kHz
very clearly and naturally, exactly cheap, but Signal to noise (
SUPPLIER
dB)
due to filter action.
particularly where bass voices were at £ 1250 will 20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd >400
AVI,
De-emphasis
The only area of
Unit F3,
layered underneath others: there quite easily beat (error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
C.? Bath Road
censure was the de0.52/-0.52 -0.88/-0.89 -0.65/-0.67
were parts I have rarely heard very many players L/R
level OdB
2.04V +0.18dB
Trading Estate,
emphasis
hands
down, Output
properly, revealed plain as anything!
Output impedance
10.5 ohms
Stroud,
accuracy, which,
6 secs
Power and rhythm were here including a few Track access Ito track 99)
Gloucestershire
Digital output
SPDIF
while ahalf adB
GL5 .?Q1;
aplenty and, regardless of the type two- box Error at -90dB L/R +1.5dB/+1.5dB
too low at ¡kHz,
Tel: 01453
310x90x250
of music played, it was carried combinations at Dimensions hvhd, rnm)
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£1250
765 682
dropped to almost
along securely by the beat. Even twice the price. +
aaatlar-r -la—ar.eale
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NOSTI POM111 Melee.

PRIVILEGE
The CD player which gives you the best of both worlds. Advanced
digital technology, of course, impeccable construction, naturally. And
asound that is pure, sweet and involving, to give real musical enjoyment
from your CDs.

PLURI L
A truly versatile and musically accurate preamplifier.
Uses top class discrete componentry,Class A operation and is fully D.C.
coupled throughout.A gem of apreamp,which-like'a clear window-just
"disappears", letting all the music shine through.

HP1
This fully dual mono power amplifier has everything.
Superb design and construction, with all the power and control you
need, ut with those rare qualities of grace, transparency and delicacy
eta make listening apleasure.

MONA10
A flair for music
,
For details on the full range of Monrio Electronics please contact:

UKD 23 RICHINGS WAY NER SLO 9DA BUCKS, ENGLAND
TEL: 01753-652669

FAX: 01753-654531

IT CONSTRUCTION
The Adonis kit
amplifier joins Anion's
range of valve designs
by MATTHEW THORNE

ir

he world of build-it-yourself
(that is, affordable), seriously
designed hi-fi is woefully
underpopulated, so the latest
offering from Arion Acoustics
comes as a pleasant surprise. A
surprise for both your bank
manager (( 499 for the basic Adonis
kit, another paltry £50 for the sexy
chrome version) and for your ears:
for this sum you get a silky 20W
integrated valve amplifier with four
inputs, tape/source switching,
handy 4 and 8 ohm output taps, all
presented and finished in a very
good-looking package.
The Adonis operates fairly
conventionally, the first valve to see
an input signal being a double
triode ( 12AX7), which acts as a
pre-amplifier. This is direct-coupled
to asplit load phase-splitter and the
antiphase signals resulting are then
used to feed a 6SN7 driver stage,
which in turn feeds a pair of beam
tetrodes ( 5881) for each output
stage. The sonic benefits of triodecoupling (V sc „ en > Vanocie)are
employed for all stages up to the
output valves, which are wired in
pentode (ultra- linear push-pull)
configuration (Vscreen ' Vanodd•
The components all seem to be
high spec, and it appears that aspot
of careful tweaking has taken place
with some of them.

CONSTRUCTION
In terms of construction, there are
inevitable comparisons with other
valve amp kits, such as the Audio
Innovations Classic Stereo 25
[HFNIRR July ' 96]. A motherboard
is stuffed with capacitors, resistors
and valve bases, wired to three
smaller boards ( source switching
and tape output control, volume
and balance, and
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a power supply unit, mounted
vertically on one side of the hefty
175VA mains transformer) and
connected directly to two highquality output transformers.
There are differences too: putting
the Audio Innovations kit together
was like aFisher-Price toy, whereas
the Adonis was more like a
Meccano set. It was more difficult,
more of achallenge, and ultimately
more satisfying to build. Ileft out a
final ' therefore', because I think
some constructors might be put off
alittle, as they try to understand the
instructions and deal with some of
the slightly awkward soldering
tasks. The good news is: don't
worry about a thing, because
Arion's technical back-up is
exemplary. A quick call
will get you directly to an
engineer who is more
than happy to help with
any problems you have,
and Ithink that this is the
i
t way that Arion treats all of
its customers, such is the
company's enthusiasm to get
you `up and running'. I've also
mastered the technique of holding
the phone under my chin whilst
soldering-.

Arion's
technical
back-up is
exemplary.
Aquick call
will get you
directly to
an engineer,
and I've
mastered the
technique of
holding the
phone under
my chin
whilst
soldering...

The Adonis chassis
with left hand
channel output
transformer
volume/balance and
selector boards
installed (left)

Hard-wiring the heater chains
and connecting the input sources
were the two most difficult things
for me, but as Isaid, ultimately
satisfying if taken slowly and
carefully. Arion says that it
welcomes comments from builders,
and will incorporate any changes
that seem like a good idea, so here
goes: the spacing between the
solder pads used to attach the
signals from the rear phono sockets
to the selector switch could be
larger ( the use of tags or even a
plug-in header/ribbon cable might
even be considered); and soldering
the heavy-gauge wires to the bases
of the input valves would be easier
if valve bases with tags were
employed. In both instances, the
builder's confidence in the integrity
of his/her own soldering would be
firmer — although maybe I'm just a
wimp.
Arion is also working on the
instruction manual, which has
benefited from the recent addition
of a colour photograph of various
viscera. It is quite possible to find
all the information one requires
from the manual in its current state,
but there is definitely room for
improvement. It would be nice to
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At
last,
the
original
Quad
ESL
has
something
to
keep
it
company.
Hi Fi News,
Ken
Kessler,
January
'96

Doug Brady Hi Fi
KINGSWAY STUDIOS
KINGSWAY NORTH
WARRINGTON
WAI 3NU

K JWest One
26 NEW CAVENDISH ST
LONDON
W1M 7LH
TEL: 0171 486 8262/3

TEL: 01925 828009

so o
beceoc o
RAMADA ' 96 Vanguard Room and Room 1142
Tickets for the closed room demonstrations are available on the day from the VANGUARD ROOM

KIT CONSTRUCTION
see careful design and layout
applied here, as it obviously has
been with the hardware.
In building the Adonis kit, Iwas
unlucky enough to experience two
problems:
a faulty
output
transformer, which was very
promptly replaced, and a fault in
the main circuit board. As an
indication of Arion's helpful
attitude, Iwas asked to send the
board to its technical department. It
arrived by return of post, with the
fault corrected and everything
checked. Since this was one of the
first kits Arion has released, I

When the volume knob was pushed
even further round the clock, the

amplifier clipped gracefully at first,
and then major distortion set in,
but Ithink you could rock a party
or two without losing face.
Another quality shared
with the Quads was the
absence of irritating 50Hz
hum, so often found
emanating from valve beasts
costing huge sums.
A characteristic emerged
during my listening tests which
was quite hard to pinpoint, but
definitely there. A ' disembodiment'
should add that this fault will not be of the registers in terms of timbre,
for
present in subsequent versions, and perhaps. With
that a more reliable manufacturer instance, Moloko's
'Ho Humm' [
Do you
has
been
chosen
for
the
like my tight sweater?
transformers.
on Echo ECHLP 7D],
three separate layers
SOUND QUALITY
Listening to the Adonis was a became apparent: a
and
sibilant
pleasure:
this
amplifier
is harsh
subjectively ' loud' for its 20 watts. I treble, a rich and full
have a trainspotter's recording midrange voice, and then
[Reference Recordings R22], ' atrue a rather unconnected,
analogue recording by Prof slightly bloated bass line. Plugging
Johnson' (would you believe) of in aBeard P35 here brought things
Aaron Copland's Appalachian together, as it were, into the illusion
Spring, which is very good at of asingle performance. Ihappen to
believe that the Beard/Celestion
revealing
the
dynamic
ribbon-hybrid combination is a
capabilities of a system,
real giant-killer though, and for
when played with a
this reason I'd like to hear the
good cartridge
Adonis coupled with
such as the
something like a pair
Ortofon MC20
Supreme with
a Linn LP12/
Akito. It passed
the test, I'm
glad to say,
conveying anice
sense of ambience
and control —
something Iexpect
to hear from my
cherished Audio Synthesis
ADEQ phono stage. When
Copland says
the Pacific
Symphony Orchestra certainly
complies, and the Adonis was able
to meet the demands adequately. A
slight coloration was noted around
viola pitch (acharacteristic of ultralinear push-pull designs?) which
partly dulled the illusion of 'being
there'. I was there, but maybe
wearing a Stetson or something,
which was probably appropriate
anyway...
With a Micromega Duo CD
3.1/Audio Synthesis DAC, the
Adonis threw a soundstage which
belied its size (rather like the Quad
Ils). Bass transients were handled
quite well, too, Ronnie Jordan's
'The Jackal' [
Meets DI Krush on
Island IMCD 8024 524 017-2]
filling the room nicely with adeep,
pacy rhythm to good, high levels
with a pair of Celestion 7000s.
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of LS3/5As, which
have
a more
predictable,
standard
response. Idid get
some fairly satis-

factory boogie out
of a pair of JPW
Minims, and this
suggests that the
prospective buyer
would do well to consider
using small, efficient loudspeakers.
On, into the wonderful spaces
and shining textures of Brendel's
dream-like rendering of Haydn's
piano sonatas [Philips 426 815-2]
— and for me, the Adonis
lived up to its name. These
recordings
are
quite
demanding in terms of
dynamics, particularly in
the upper reaches,
and Ioften 'use'
them
(horrible
concept) to try
out cable characteristics. Inserting the
Adonis into my system
had me forgetting the object
of
the
exercise
almost
immediately: Ijust sat back and
enjoyed the maestro! In the louder

The Adonis motherboard (above)
is stuffed so that all capacitors are
on the underside (below)

It passed
the test, I'm
glad to say,
conveying a
nice sense of
ambience and
control —
something
Iexpect to
hear from my
cherished
Audio
Synthesis
`ADEQ' phono
stage

The 175 VA power
transformer (above
left) and PSU board
(below)

passages a slightly metallic quality
emerged in the treble, but nothing
to run home to mother about.

CONCLUSION
The Adonis will go a long way
towards satisfying the two main
types of people who buy kits.
The nut with burnt fingers and
tales of near-death experiences with
arcing 300B anodes will find in its
design an interesting approach to
the question of how to get the best
possible
amplifier
out
of
components that real people can
afford.
The other kind of buyer looks
around for bargains. These can be
found in the shape of second-hand,
high-end gear hurriedly left behind
in Knightsbridge by the fleeing
wealthy,
unbelievable
price
reductions on new stuff due to tiny
scratches, or well- respected kits,
where the money you put in is
perceived as going towards high
spec components and sound design,
rather than the director's Jaguar.
For these buyers, for what looks
like £200 less than anyone else on
the market, Arion has produced
this, a bargain. It's not a doddle
to build, but easy enough, and
the technical back-up is
excellent, should you run into
problems. The funny thing is,
for another £ 150 Arion
will build it for you,
and
with
free
shipping, Ithink
that's still abargain!
And for goodness sake,
don't even think about going
for the dowdy, all-black version.
Pay the man his 50 quid, and you
get a really nice bit of chrome to
admire...
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The VRDS-25 CD player from
Teac has forsaken bitstream for
a new 20- bit approach
by PAUL MILLER

A

ppearances are almost
always deceptive. Take
Teac's new £ 1300 VRDS25 CD player. Here's a player that
looks rather like the established
VRDS-10 and VRDS-7, featuring
the CMK3 version of its VRDS
transport with wafer-thin drawer
mechanism,
elegant orangecoloured display and basic range of
on-board controls. As ever, a huge
variety of track/index skip, repeat,
program and fade options remains
available on the matching remote
control.
Round the back you've the choice
of balanced (XLR) and unbalanced
(phono) outputs plus both coaxial
and optical digital ports to service

designed to compete with Burr
Brown's popular 20-bit PCM-63P.
Their internal architecture is rather
different, however, as every sample
is offset at the 4th Significant Bit to
ensurethat all signals below - 18dB
are shifted away from the nominal
zero-cross point. Consequently, any
non- linearity at this offset zerocross point will be 8x less significant
(216/ 213) than the same error at its

SUPPLIER
1E-IC UK Lid,
5Marlin House,
The Croxkv
Centre,
Watford
WD1 8YA
Tel: 01923
819 630

true MSB.
This is a fine idea, for though it
cannot replicate the monotonic
behaviour of a true 1-bit system, at
least the ensuing modulation noise
(a source of audible roughness) is

future upgrades. Inside, however,
the VRDS-25 has abandoned the
bitstream technology of its siblings

huge change in the player's
'character' over the uppermost
30dB of its dynamic range.
Indeed, the only spurious signal
to emerge on the - 30dB 3D plot

in favour of an advanced 20- bit
topology lifted straight out of the
exceedingly high-end X- 1s.

Complementing
its
VRDS
mechanism to the full, Teac has
also drafted-in two pairs of mono,
20- bit AD1862N converters all
addressed by a 25- bit resolution
SM5843AP 8x oversampling filter
from NPC. The latter yields a
minimum stopband attenuation of
105dB.
These sophisticated DACs are
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11013
221.1.1.
-1 30d3. Ott

16 5t/tz

Art

4001.
WIttEr
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FREQUENCY

Figure I

59.tz

8004
IOZNA

At

Indeed, the VRDS-25 is one of
the very, very few multi- bit CD
players to maintain a consistently
low THD from OdB through
-30dB to - 60dB.
At peak output, distortion is a
steady 0.0014% and is primarily
2nd/3rd harmonic in nature
while, at - 30dB, there is a small
increase to between 0.005-0.01%
that is attributable to noise rather
than discrete harmonics. Most 18
or 20 -bit piayers suffer an
increase in distortion to around
0.06% at - 30dB, resulting in a

TEAC YRDS-25: SPURIOUS OUTPUT e - 3003

TECHNOLOGY

reduced to + 9dB. By way of
comparison, bitstream converters
usually hover around + 5dB while
conventional multi- bit schemes
typically reach + 12dB to + 14dB.

SWEEP
FREQUENCY

[Fig 1] is a ' leaky' sample tone that
seems closer to 48kHz than
44.IkHz ( 1),
leaving
the
audioband ( 2) completely free of
distortion and the level of
ultrasonic noise ( 3) very low
indeed. This suggests the VRDS25 should enjoy a very consistent
performance with awide choice of
amplifiers even though its 1.2kohm output impedance is perhaps
alittle high.
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CD PLAYERS
JITTER ANALYSIS
Origin

Nature

Peak-to- peak
Jitter

Graph
Caption

Data- induced
Unknown

Fundamental
267Hz

51psecs
48psecs

mkrl
mkr2

Data- induced
Data- induced
Data- induced
Data- induced
Unknown
Weighted Total

3rd Harmonic
5th Harmonic
7th Harmonic
13th Harmonic
3036Hz

48psecs
50psecs
50psecs
57psecs
88psecs
195psecs

mkr3
mkr4
mkr5
mkr6
mkr7

45-,g,""e

Figure 2

-ru

Furthermore,
Teac
has
separated these 20- bit mono
DACs into differential pairs for
both L and R channels in a
further effort to reduce noise,
distortion and improve linearity.
This, plus the dithering action of
Teac's ZDII circuit, is realised in
the
wide
dynamic
range
(equivalent to a S/N of 110dB)
and freedom from distortion
visible on the - 70dB plot [Fig 2]
(4). Deviations in low-level
resolution, meanwhile, are held
within ±0.5dB over the first
100dB of this range!
A total jitter of 195psec pk-pk is
slightly higher than the very best
(though significantly better than
most two- box players) while its
spectrum
shows
this
is
a
combination of data- induced and
complex ( that is, unknown) jitter
patterns rather than hum or PSUinduced jitter.
On Fig 3 note the broadening of
the central peak ( 5) which reflects a
certain amount of low- rate ( sub40Hz) jitter which, in turn, is
known to compromise the focus of
stereo images.

SOUND QUALITY
At a time when so many of Teac's
VRDS-players are opting for a
thoroughly genial yet somewhat
faceless and idle sound, it's a
genuine delight to discover aplayer
that
retains
the
spark
of
individuality.
Like the X-1 before it, the
VRDS-25 strikes a chord with its
sheer unpredictability, introducing
subtle twists and turns that throw
new light on old and cherished
recordings.
Its strong and meaty- sounding
bass captures the weight and
momentum of grand classical pieces
with great confidence and this, in
turn, helps maintain the sort of
'walk-through' ambience rarely
entertained by CD players these
days. Then again, there is a rustic
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`bloom' about the VRDS-25, a
-12
euphony that typically makes for
2
3
glorious if not entirely realistic
-12
listening.
-1
Panufnik's Concerto for Timpani,
Percussion and Strings provides a
case in point as the festive
126
-2000 - 1000
1000
2000
3500
resonance of the chimes seems to
JITTER FRE
NCY IN Hz
fill the room with wave after wave
of shimmering harmonics. Once
Figure 3
joined by the slow slides of pedal
timpani, glockenspiel
CD PLAYER: TEAC VRDS-25
and vibraphone, launch
one headlong into a
20kHz
lkHz
20Hz
0.0dB
deep
cavern
of
0.0dB
0.0dB
Channel Balance
109dB
119dB
141dB
exceedingly colourful
Channel Separation
0.0dB
0.0dB
0.0dB
Frequency Response
and dramatic music.
-96dB
-97dB
-100dB
THD vs Level, OdB
Viewed somewhat
-86dB
-80dB
-82dB
-30dB
dispassionately, the
-65dB
-55dB
-53dB
-60dB
overall effect, while
-50dB
-33dB
-28dB
-80dB
thoroughly
-39dB
-23dB
Dithered. -90dB
-33dB
entertaining, is quite
-20dB
Dithered. - 100dB
obviously larger- than -8dB
Dithered, - 110dB
life.
Voices,
too,
0.0dB
0.0dB
Resolution @ -60dB
typically adopt this
-0.1dB
-0.1dB
-80dB
grand presence — with
-0.5dB
-0.4dB
-90dB
the likes of Loreena
-0.4dB
-0.2dB
-100dB
McKennitt
now
2.204V/2.202V
Peak Output Level. L/R
sporting
a
husky
+0.8dB
Relative Output Level
warmth that's more
1.15kohm
Output Impedance:
than reminiscent of
-105dB
CCIR IMD, OdB:
Christy Moore! And yet,
Suppression of
>105dB
stop- band images:
despite
this
+9.1dB
1Hz Noise Modulation:
embellishment
it's
S/N Ratio ( A-wtd),
difficult not to be carried
110.5dB
with emp. OLSB
away on the VRDS-25's
110.3dB
w/o emp. OLSB
tide of enthusiasm or
110.2dB
w/o emp, 1LSB
bowled over by its flair
De-emphasis Accuracy,
for
the
musically
0.0dB
lkHz
dramatic. So the VRDS+0.1dB
5kHz
25
has
a strong
+0.2dB
16kHz
Machiavellian streak, but
195psec
Total Correlated Jitter
it remains thoroughly
Coax + Optical
Digital Output(s)
friendly to the core.
-2ppm
Crystal Clock Accuracy
2.2secs
Track Access Time ( 99)
CONCLUSION
0020355
Serial Number
In
essence,
Teac's
£1300
Typical Retail Price
massively- constructed
succeeds, where a more neutra
VRDS-25 insists on painting with
player might fail, in bringing asmile
bold daubs of colour where mere
to the lips or a shiver to the spine.
pastel shades might perhaps have
What it does, it does well and with
sufficed. This is a player that takes
consummate flair, and for that it
more than a little artistic licence
comes highly recommended.
with the music at hand and yet
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The Monrio Pluri LIHP1 is
a solid-state pre-Ipower amp
combination from Italy
by

I

KEN

KESSLER

dentity crises might seem to Still, the unit is chunky and solid,
loom for the Italian specialist weighing adeceptive 4kg. The thick
audio industry, but you can
from panel and a peek inside will
relax: it's not all valve amps or account for the mass.
swoopy-cabinet loudspeakers. A
Although the single, beautifully
form of relief has appeared in a constructed
PCB
fills
the
straight-edged, gimmick-free, solid- 430x260mm interior, the main
state pre-/power combination that's circuitry is concentrated in the
probably as ' 1960s British' in centre 20% of the board, with the
concept as it is Latinate. But with least convoluted tracks Ican recall
Italian style, like a Michelotti
seeing on a circuit board. All of
Triumph.
them converge in the centre, the
Monrio's £950 Pluri L line-level
effect looking like arail map leading
pre-amp (' pluri' means ` plenty', as into King's Cross Station. The left
in plenty of inputs...) and the
and right amplification stages are
matching £ 1995 HP1 power about as close to dual-mono as it
amplifier are almost retro, they're gets while sharing the single hefty
so pure and so sensible, as in the toroidal in the rear right-hand
heyday of British minimalist corner. All circuitry is directelectronics. But it's the execution coupled and Class A; only discrete
which prevents you from thinking components are used and all of the
that someone in Italy got his hands components were auditioned and
on an old Cambridge P50 and
chosen for their sonic properties.
decided to clone the look and
The switching, volume and
layout. While the Pluri L emulates balance controls are soldered
and updates that turkey as far as its directly to the PCB, as are the goldergonomics, profile and presence plated input sockets, but the main
are concerned, the Monrio product and tape output sockets use
shares nothing else with that over- separate
rear -panel- mounted
rated, unreliable monstrosity.
hardware which is connected
Pluri L, asnip at £950, is afive- through two-inch lengths of twisted
inputs-plus-tape line level pre-amp
Cardas Litz wire. Component
employing the same philosophy as a quality is excellent and the
number of recent tube designs: less workmanship as tidy as can be; in
is more. Even the unit's height, at the unlikely event that the Pluri L
65mm, is somehow minimalist.
needs servicing, it should prove a
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The main
circuitry is
concentrated
in the centre
20 percent of
the board, with
the least
convoluted
tracks Ican
recall seeing
on a circuit
board. All of
them converge
in the centre,
the effect
looking like a
rail map
leading into
King's Cross
Station

doddle. All of the metal parts in the
Pluri L are aluminium, selected for
its resistance to vibration and sonic
coloration.
At the front, the array of knobs
provides selection of inputs 1-5, a
separate selector for tape/source,
mute on/off, balance, volume and
— at the extreme right — a rotary
on/off control. A small LED below
the Monrio logo indicates on status. All of this is elegant and
functional in the manner of an early
Counterpoint design, but Ihave
two concerns about the ergonomics.
Firstly, there's the problem of
having knobs all the same size,
including the volume control, then
compounding the problem by not
placing the volume rotary at the
extreme left or right, away from the
others. More than once Ireached
far the on/off when all Iwanted to
do was adjust levels. This takes
us directly to the second
minor gripe, which turned
out to be amixed blessing if
you're one of those who, like
Pollyanna, tries to find
something good in everything:
the ' feel' of the on/off switch is
so coarse and clunky that no one is
ever likely to confuse it with the
smooth action of the glorious ALPS
volume control to its left.
That aside, the Pluri L is an easy-
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to- use, straightforward, CE approved, basic line level pre-amp,
with the added nicety of a mute
switch which cuts the output level
completely. The maximum output
is 18.5V RMS, input sensitivity is
220mV, input impedance 47k ohm
and output impedance 46 ohms.
Gain is 14dB, and the frequency
response a deliciously flat 2020kHz, ± 0.4dB. Analogue lovers
will be relieved to learn that Monrio
produces aphono stage, the ADN,
which sells for £ 595.
Partnering the Pluri L for this
review is the HP1, again compact
yet deceptively heavy. Rated at
135W/ch, it costs £ 1995, which
places it amidst the entry level of
some of the high -end Yanks. It
measures a neat 430x90x390mm
(whd) though it weighs 18kg, it's
festooned with cooling fins and
shares with the Pluri L a nasty
on/off switch. This one's button
rather than rotary, and it feels like it
was sourced from Russia. Before
the Revolution. Please, change it
before someone takes ill...
Carefully matched MOSFETs
[see box] are the source of the
HP l's power, the devices rated at
better than 25 amps and capable of
working into loads as onerous as 2
ohms. A true dual-mono device, the
HP1 contains a separate 400VA
toroidal transformer for each
channel. All stages are balanced and
fully complementary, and computer
simulations were employed by
Monrio to achieve ' a very wide
open-loop bandwidth.' Openloop
frequency response without negative
feedback extends to beyond 30kHz,
though judicial feedback has been
employed. There are no capacitors
in the signal path, caps used in the
HP1 solely for power supply
decoupling
and
phase
compensation. Stability is provided
through aDC servocontrol system.
All of the resistors are one-percent
metal film types and the internal
wiring is Cardas Litz.
Though rated at 135W/ch, the
HP1 never showed any signs of stress
when Iabused it through speakers
able to present either tough or
hungry loads...or both; Wilson

MOSFET MISFITS
For most of us who lived through the 1970s,

on your generosity. What their presence in

MOSFETs are now nothing more than another

the Monrio HP1 does is remind me of sage

type of active device to set alongside

words which blow al arguments out of the

bipolars, valves and the rest in the lexicon of

war.er: ' It's not the device but how its used.

electronic pads. But the camps which formed
when MOSFETs first started appearing in

Whatever rumours, myths or prejudices
ma t, taint your react on to the HP1 bearing

high-quality audio products were in as much

MOSFETs. be aware of two things: the HP1

opposition as the single-ended versus push-

acts as if it has power to burn, like using a

pull tube rivals. or Class- A versus AB in the

Pentium to run Word Perfect 1.0. and it never

tranny world. The pros and cons meant

sounds harsh during crescendos or when

making a choice that was as much Jolitical

forced into clipping. Maybe those who

as it was practical. And MOSFETs either fell

hawked MOSFETs 15 years ago as sounding

out of fashion or found their niche, depending

'tubelike weren't entirely crazy,

linked by the excellent Nirvana
cable. And although Ihammered
the system with the abovementioned speakers, most of the
listening involved the original Quad
ESLs (now on the excellent Arcici
stands), LS315As or Sonus Faber
Concertinos, connected with
Harmonix speaker cables. As you'd
expect, Inever played with the
SPLs when the Quads were
connected. Iprefer to see sparks
coming from the back of an Fl car,
not my hi-fi. Main sources included
the Marantz CD12 and CD63SE
CD players.
'Di seta' is Italian for ' silky', and
I would have no objections if
Monrio changed the model names
to Seta 1 and 2. Whatever balance
Giovanni Gazzola and his team
tried to strike, they settled on a
smoothness which I've not heard in
any solid-state equipment, other
than hybrids using tube drivers and
solid-state output devices. The
Monrios certainly aren't classically
tube -like, neither do they shout
'canny'.
As used in the Monrio, the
MOSFETs demonstrate such
desirable canny traits as speed, detail,
quiet operation, low-end punch and
transient brilliance. But they avoid
entirely such ills as edginess, grain or
sizzle. An analogy, though only of
worth to those who have tried betubed CD players from Musical
Fidelity's to the legendary California
Audio Lab models, is that Monrio's
use of MOSFETs does to mid-price
solid-state amplification what atube
output stage does

UK Distributien,
23 Richings Way,
Iva., Bucks
SLO 9DA
Tel: 01753
652 669

to digits. The craft lies in keeping in
the good bits, like homogenising milk
while retaining the nutrients. And the
Monrio does it by sounding richer
than it has any right to do. But
without pretending to be avalve amp.
Especially when tried with small
two- ways, the Monrio pairing
provided a better-than-satisfactory
soundstage, impressively wide if not
quite so deep, with realistic height
capabilities confirmed by the Chesky
Test CDs. More transistor- than
valve-like was the image density, a
cut-from-solid array of performers
locked into place like school kids
with abitch for ateacher.
But back to the silk. No matter
what I tried, no matter which
recordings with treble-on-steroids I
could find, the Monrios refused to
spit, sizzle or stamp their feet. Horns,
twangy guitars, Nashville sessions so
bright that they make the artists'
Nudie suits look sober, some badlyengineered Sousa — it didn't matter.
The sound stayed sweet without
sounding de- fanged. The bite
remained, without the sting.
Remarkable stuff from solid state gear.
If there's a downside to this, it's
the failure of well-behaved gear to
impress. Normally, Idon't consider
composure and restraint to be
Italian traits. If most Italian hi-fi
came to life, it would be arms
waving, fingers jabbing, vendettas
for the next six generations, wet
kisses on both cheeks. But like I
said, this Italian thinks it's British.
Fortunately, the hybrid consists oî
the best rather than the worst of each
nation's traits.
4
-

WATT/Puppy System V and
Sonde Faber Extremas do
put amplifiers through their
paces. The HP1, though, is
beautifully
quiet
and
composed even when fed
Sonic Youth near the max,
it's never temperamental and
it's CEapproved, right down
to the multi-way binding posts.
Although Iplayed mix'n'match
with both products, Ispent most of
the review period with the Monrios
in tandem, the two components
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Metal drive
units have
traditionally
offered sonic
speec and
precision
and tie 703
PMC is no
exception

M

onitor
Audio
has
specialised in recent years
in all metal dome/cone
drive units [see box] of which the
PMC
range
is
the
latest
implementation. In the case of the
£800 703 PMC, the result is a
warm, gold appearance to both
units which helps the speakers look
resplendent, the finely crafted
veneers on all the panels adding to
their visual appeal. The treble dome
is protected by a wire mesh, also
gold finished, while the bass unit is
built onto a substantial cast chassis
and features acentral phase plug. A
large, slot-like reflex port completes
the detailing on the front baffle.

TECHNOLOGY
The 703 PMC is a floor-standing
speaker equipped with sockets for
spikes or an optional plinth. The

latter add stability to the svelte
columns of the cabinets and were
used for this review. Built from
various thicknesses of MDF panels
damped with 7mm bitumen pads,
the main enclosure is split into two.
The upper two-thirds is lined with
thick polyester foam and acts as a
bass reflex through the front
mounted slot port. The lower third
can be filled with sand or other
inert material to add mass damping
and stability to the cabinet.
For this review Iadded 1litre of
Sound Bytes to each cabinet base to
overcome the top heaviness of the
columns and to subdue the slight
hollow ring to the lower cabinet
panels.
A crossover panel which features
bi-wired gold-plated terminals is
fitted to the rear baffle behind the
treble unit. This carries the secondorder crossover components which
are hardwired and glued to the panel.
A large ferrite cored super power coil
is used for the bass crossover, and an
air cored low-loss coil in the treble.
Polypropylene capacitors are used in
both sections, and all wired
connections are soldered via Monitor
Audio speaker cable.

SOUND QUALITY
Metal drive units have traditionally
offered sonic speed and precision
and the output of the 703 PMC is
no exception. Bass and treble are
held under tight control yet
delivered with an attack which
softer materials find hard to
develop.
Despite this, the speakers refused
to blossom musically, even after an
extended run-in period of several
days. This seemed very odd at first.
There was definite drive and good
timing to the output of the two units
and no immediately discernible
crossover problems. In fact the units
blended extremely well, the alloy

diaphragms providing a virtually
seamless presentation on axis with
stable stereo images.
Rhythmically the sound had
bounce and drive, inducing foot
tapping appeal from rock music
without problems, and clarity of
detail seemed excellent. So why did
Ifeel that the speakers tightened up
and left me cold whenever the
music was supposed to rouse the
emotions? There was a coolness to
everything classical, with the
expected warmth on vocals and
strings just not developing in a
satisfying manner.
Funnily enough the clues to what
was wrong came not from any
classical disc but from the much
abused album of Chris Rea The
Road to Hell [
WEA 2292-46285-2;
memorably described by Johnny
Black as dire Rea — Ed]. The track
'Looking for a Rainbow' seemed to
have little depth to the opening
guitar, and Chris Rea's voice had
lost its guttural undertones and
seemed smeared in its overequalised sibilance. As a result I
went in search of warmth to offset
the cool approach of the 703s.
Moving the speakers further back
to the wall helped, though here I
encountered a trade-off between
bass tightness and upper bass
promotion. Too close to the wall
and the bass clarity was disturbed,
too far away and the 703s became
lightweight in the upper bass. As a
few centimetres made a huge
difference, speaker positioning in
your room is going to be critical to
these aspects of performance.
Noticing that the 703s sounded
better when Iwas sitting well off
axis, the speakers were placed so
that their backs were almost parallel
to the wall, with only aslight angle
inwards required to focus the stereo
image. Even so the image had little
depth — this is more of an ' up-
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Monitor Audio's 703 PMC
speaker is at the cutting
edge of metal cone
technology
by PETER .1 COMEAU
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FULL METAL JACKET

MONITOR AUDIO 703 PMC

LAB REPORT
Looking at the
response graphs
at 1metre gives
ascribed to cone breakup and diaphragm flexure are avoided.
Unfortunately metal is arelatively undamped material and the usual
little clue to the
methods of forming it into acone- like shape result in internal stresses
best listening
which have their own effects on modifying the sound output. Controlling
axis. Both below
both of these factors is adesign exercise fraught with difficulty, and such
and above the
Fig I. Monitor Audio 703 PMC: response
is the lack of success that many manufacturers prefer to stick with
treble unit axis
family at Imetre: on-axis (top trace); 15°
the responses
conventional plastic or paper technology where the problems and cures
below vertical axis (middle trace); 15° above
(second and third
are better known.
vertical axis (lower trace); 30° horizontal
traces on the
Not so Monitor Audio, which has attacked the problems head on and
(bottom trace)
found the answers through extensive development Diaphragms are made
graph) are more
of aluminium/magnesium alloy for agood combination of lightness and
even and just fall
rigidity, with the thin treble dome given agold anodised layer that
within the desired
improves stiffness and damping properties. The bass cone is drawn in a
+3dB limits.
three-stage process, each phase involving stress relief to achieve stability.
Sitting with ear
The metal is then sandwiched between 50 micron layers of alumina
level above the
ceramic to aid damping and stiffness. Temperature independence is helped
top of the cabinet
would therefore
by using heat dissipating ceramics and nitrile rubber surrounds.
be preferable, if
Fig 2. Monitor Audio 703 PMC: MLSSA
difficult to
front' presentation than one for There does seem to be an area of
waterfall of delayed resonance
arrange!
emphasis in the upper midrange that
making the walls disappear.
In
all
cases
makes
the
703s
more
cold
and
Next the grilles were removed to
there is a
see if they affected the smearing of analytical in nature instead of warm
peakiness centred
upper midrange. In most modern and forgiving.
on 2kHz which
Plus points are an ability to play
speaker designs the grilles usually
indicates a
loud without distress, excellent
have little effect — not so here.
crossover
Removing the grilles (they just pull dynamic range and afreedom from
deficiency,
coil colorations of
off and push on so it is easy and the usual movingthough the actual
quick to do) is like eliminating a cardboardy midband and boxy bass.
Fig 3. Monitor Audio 703 PMC: Room
transition to the
lump of cardboard from in front of Detail is finely etched into the
Averaged Response (top trace); impedance,
treble unit is well
soundstage, which tends to lie
the speakers. Not only does the
4ohms per division (bottom trace)
integrated. This
smearing disappear, but instruments between and just behind the speakers
is most obvious
now shine out in harmony with each when sitting on axis with the drive
MLSSA's
on the 30°
other. Just listen to the piano on units. Oddly enough, as the seating
Waterfall graph
horizontal trace,
'Daytona' from the Chris Rea position is raised so the stereo image
of Cumulative
and is
album — with the grilles on it becomes more three dimensional and
Delayed
representative of
becomes nondescript instead of a the overall tonality of the speakers
Resonance shows
the graph of the
becomes more natural too. Stand up
valued part of the accompaniment.
the treble dome
Room Average
Other sources of added warmth at over three metres from the
resonance at
Response
speakers
and
they
appear
to
offer
a
naturally rely on the partnering
26kHz, well out
(RAR). This
electronics. Swapping my Meridian superior performance.
of harm's way.
latter
response,
Generally
the
speakers
fared
best
508 for a newly arrived Marantz
The 2kHz peak
taken at 2
CD17 helped tremendously, and with well balanced, well recorded
also
shows up
metres,
is
discs
with
an
investment
of
bass
the substitution oç that epitome of
again, this time
indicative of the
amplifier warmth — the Musical power or at least some inherited
as an extended
output character
Fidelity A1000 — in place of my bass warmth. Brighter sounding
resonance which
in room and
standard AVI S2000 system recordings came over as thin and
spoils
an
shows
a
well
spiritless.
amplification produced alittle extra
otherwise clean
maintained treble
body to vocals and more thunder in
result. The lump
output with bass
CONCLUSION
the bass.
in the midrange
slightly raised in
With these changes in place the You may be able to do better
output is
level.
The
hump
than
I
could
in
matching
the
703
703s began to respond rather better
probably from
around 2KHz
to the music Ithrew at them, though PMCs to the rest of asympathetic
the front
would be expected
there was still an element of coolness system, as there is no doubt that a
mounted port.
to give abrighter
careful selection of partnering
in their reaction to some discs.
With little
result than if the
Charlie Haden's version of 'Farmer's CD player, amplifier and cable
'stuffing' in the
midrange were
choice can make or break the sound
Trust' [
Private Collection No.2,
cabinet there is
level.
naimcd006] was uninspiring and of these speakers. Get it right and
little to absorb
featured asax sound that was tubey the tightness of
Monitor Audio 703 PMC
Test resells
this.
output,
and raw. The March from Berlioz bass
Dimensions (
hwd. mm)
780x200x260
Impedance
Symphonie Fantastique [
Previn and seamless Recommended amplifier power
plot shows a
RPO, CDRP07016] sounded more integration per channel
40 - 200W
Recommended placement
relatively difficult
SUPPLI
the
raucous than fantastic, the brass between
free space
Monitor
drive with sharp
Bass
frequency
rolloff
(3d8
point
in
room)
units,
and
the
sections causing severe problems of
48Hz
Audio Ltd,
phase angles round
timbre for the 703s. Back to the fast attack and Voltage sensitivity
34 Clifton Road,
the
crossover
region
(ref
2.8.W)
at
lm
89d8/W
highlighted
Chris Rea disc and it was noticed
Cambridge,
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
in
an
otherwise
CB1 4ZW
that certain notes of the lead guitar detail rendition
8.2/8 ohms/poor
Tel: 01223
standard 8ohm
poor
pay Forward response uniformity
hardened and came across as more could
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £800
242 898
load.
dividends.
shrill and piercing than expected.
Metal has both advantages and disadvantages for loudspeaker use. It is
stiffer than most other materials and can thus retain apiston like motion
for most of the audio bandwidth. As aresult the colorations normally
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hen launched almost a markets, and which features a new
decade ago, the AE- 1 and fully encapsulated crossover,
was the first modern new cabinet control measures, high
loudspeaker to use abass drive unit purity silver wiring, better socketry
with a metal cone in combination and improved cabinet finishes.
with a metal dome tweeter, some When the time came to update the
two years or so before Monitor mainstream AE- 1with the Series II,
Audio, the other early exponent of it was natural to base it on the
the idea. For quite a long time, the Signature programme, within limits
AE- 1 defined what miniature
loudspeakers could do. It wasn't the
most famous miniature of course:
that honour will always belong to the
LS3/5a. But where the latter
practised the gentle art of aural
seduction, the AE- 1 could be
unnervingly credible. The LS3/5a's
skill has always been its ability to
cover its tracks, but close your eyes
with the AE- 1 and you could be
listening to abig speaker. Sometimes
you wouldn't hear it as aspeaker at
all. It was that good. There were
times when its slightly thin balance
rankled, and its appetite for superamps detracted from its practicality.
The new AE- 1 costs £ 950 in
rosewood (as tested) or piano black,
but is a mere £795 in satin black;
the optional ST-AE1 stands cost
£305 apair.

TECHNOLOGY
The AE- 1 125mm bass unit, for the
old and the new AE- 1alike, is based
on aspun aluminium cone, which is
formed on a lathe, giving superior
mechanical properties (says AE) to
pressed cones, and which allows the
unit to be formed with an accurately
graduated thickness — thinnest at
the periphery, and thickest at the
centre. It is then hard anodised on
both sides, in effect forming athree
layer sandwich, another innovation
introduced with the original AE- 1.
Thermally conductive adhesive
between the diaphragm and the coil
former gives improved heat
dissipation, reducing thermal
compression and improving power
handling. The driver is also said to
be more rigid, pistonic and linear
than conventional units.
The SEAS tweeter is a ferrofluid
cooled metal dome — magnesium in
this case — in thermal contact with
the voice coil. A damped rear
chamber
helpsreduce
the
fundamental
resonant frequency.
Of course things
have moved on in
the decade since the
AE- 1
was
introduced, and it
was decided that the model should
be updated to answer persistent
criticisms. There is already an
improved but more costly AE- 1, the
Signature ( starting price £ 1695),
primarily intended for Far Eastern
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set by alower target price.
Among the key design aims were
improved sensitivity and maximum
volume levels. The old model
sensitivity rating was about 86dB/W
Con agood day' Iwas told), which
meant using monster amps to
produce useful volume levels. The
Series II is a full 2.5dB more
sensitive, which takes it to around 88
-88.5dB, or close to average for
loudspeakers generally, achieved
partly with anew 5 ohm voice coil;
the old one was 8 ohms. The tradeoff is that the speaker, which now
has a6 ohm nominal impedance, is
alittle harder to drive.
The other key change is a much
simpler crossover, borrowed directly
from the Signature, replacing the
original complex high order network
with one featuring first order
(6dB/octave) slopes, and with a
simpler, shorter signal path, lifting
efficiency and helping produce a
more open, dynamic sound. It is also
fully encapsulated in a heat
conductive
resin
to
reduce
microphony and improve heat
dissipation, and presumably also to
prevent things falling off. The input
terminal block uses biwire 4mm
binding posts (the 4mm holes will be
blocked in due course in accordance
with the new regulations), and
wiring has been upgraded ( or
downgraded from the Signature
model) to silver plated OFC.
There are few other changes. The
cabinet is based on 18mm MDF
stock, with abonded cement lining,
which is thicker at the back than at
the front, which means there are no
internal parallel walls to encourage
standing waves. My rosewood pair

E
The Acoustic Energy AE1 was a classic small
speaker; now it's back in a revised form
by ALVIN GOLD
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the base. This was the stand Iused
for this test, along with an
Electrocompaniet EC 1-2 integrated
amp, Musical Fidelity F25/F16 pre/power amp, CD players from
Marantz and Wadia, and speaker
cables from Ixos and Roksan.
When the original AE- 1was on
form, it was a genuine class act. At
its worst, some found it on the thin,
SOUND QUALITY
One essential accessory for the bright side, perhaps a side effect of
AE- 1 is a suitable set of the original ' maximum information'
supports. Because this is a design brief. This is no longer the
genuinely high resolution case. The Series II mid and treble
loudspeaker, even small have been reformed into something
changes in the way it is used more accurate and neutral. There's
can have amarked effect on no trace of the slightly edgy top, nor
the way it sounds. Forget of what sometimes appeared to be a
about shelves, forget about narrow band, high- Q upper
wall brackets. Get the midband suckout. The new speaker
is an altogether more emollient
speakers a good 70cm
from the back wall — package: polished, with warmth and
'body', even a suggestion of grace.
more if you have the
Orchestral string quality, which is
room — and use tall,
rigid stands. Acoustic always a good litmus test, was ripe,
Energy themselves full and polished.
Despite the civilising tendency,
make just such a
stand in the ST- the corrections have not been taken
AE1, adramatically to excess. There is none of the overt,
styled, vertically almost lush warmth of the LS3/5a,
ribbed pillar affair, and none of the obvious loss of
heavy and non- subtle detail that for me limits the
.resonant, with use of that famous BBC- inspired
captive design when the going gets tough.
adjustable Fine detail may not be painted quite
spikes on the as sharply as with the original AE- 1,
top platform, but it is still there. This is one of
and
long those loudspeakers that make it
carpet possible to resolve grouped
piercing instruments of one kind, even to tell
spikes on roughly how many players there are
in each group.
The obvious limitations are those
set by the limited low frequency
passband. It was only with some
Sensaura
enhanced
stereo
recordings, notably the Kovacevich
Beethoven Op.31 Piano Sonatas
[EMI] and the Howells Requiem
[United], that the absence of areal
sense of acoustic was felt, to an
extent
spoiling
the
threedimensional qualities of these
recordings. It is improbable in the
extreme, however, that any
comparable size speaker will do
better, as the Sensaura process
appears to rely on the acoustic
information that is felt as much as it
is heard before it comes alive.
Despite this, the bass sounds
much fuller than you might expect
from 'such diminutive enclosures,
and there is no lack of the richer
tonal colours, or any want of
orchestral weight. A typical example
is the Bartok Concerto for Orchestra
(Boulez/DG), on which the new AE1distinguished itself with an image
scale, solidity and sonority that was
quite out of keeping with its size. Of
course the bass doesn't have the
capabilities of a really big box, but

looked superb and was clearly built
to the highest standards. The clip-on
baffle cover, however, is not
completely transparent acoustically
but removing it exposes the drive
units, including bright metal fixing
screws, which would have been
better in black.

BER 1996

The Series ll
mid and treble
have been
reformed into
something
more accurate
and neutral

somehow it always seemed to go
deeper than you would expect. In
the end the AE- 1 never missed a
beat. OK, the lowest pedal stops are
not really the AE- 1's forte (
piano
certainly, but not forte), but it's all
there, if slightly more distantly
balanced in the lowest registers than
you might otherwise expect. Even
piano ( Kovacevich again) has a
weight and dynamic quality that
suggest a much larger loudspeaker,
and excellent, consistent imagery,
both on and off axis.
And this is the clue to the startling
ability of the AE- 1 Series II, its
enormous consistency and dynamic
integrity, which is the obverse of the
coin
from
the
absence
of
compression referred to earlier.
There is nothing subtle about this:
the AE- 1simply goes louder as the
input goes louder, and it does so
with more conviction and freedom,
and less holding back than other
speakers, especially other small
speakers. Only those used to open
baffle speakers are likely to be
familiar with this quality, the
absence of which is often wrongly
identified as something more
mundane, such as boxiness.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
Acoustic Emir,'
16 Bridge Road
Cirencester
Gloucester
GL7 INJ
Tel: 01285
654 432

This is a specialised product which
embodies certain contradictions. It is
for example very small, yet it works
best with plenty of clear, open space
around it, which militates against its
use in the smallest rooms. The lack
of bass grunt is also a factor: its
absence cannot be simply written off
in the cause of abetter midband or
treble. These things said, the Series
II AE- 1is arevitalised design, never
happia than when punching outside
its weight range. It is less demanding
than its predecessor, though it still
requires a powerful, quality amp,
and it is considerably more civilised,
confirming its position at the top of
the field. This the one that sets the
standards for other ultra-compacts
to follow.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI SERIES II
Drive units: 1 x90mm spun alloy diaphragm, hard
anodised, and thermally bonded to the 32mm voice
coil, 1 x25mm magnesium alloy dome tweeter,
ferrofluid cooked and damped.
Power handling: Suitable for use amplifiers up to
200 watts
Impedance: Typically 6ohms
Sensitivity: 88dB/W
Speaker inputs: 2x4mm binding posts for biwire
operation
Frequency response: 65Hz - 22kHz (± 3dB)
Enclosure finish: Satin black, piano black, Santos
rosewood
Dimensions (whd): 180 x295 x255mm
Prices : £950 rosewood. piano black: £ 795 satin
black. Optional ST-AE1 stands cost £ 305 apair
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Audion Golden Night Monoblock hand engineered for your pleasure a sound investment from only £4,000 inc.
Alema U.K. Ltd 25 Montefiore Road Hove BN3 1RD 01273 202637 / 722250 fax

Harbeth's HL-K6 speakers feature
the company's radically revised
plastic dome technology
by

PETER .1 COMEAU

PLASTIC SURGERY
H

when a 19mm metal dome unit
takes over the treble output. Both
units are magnetically shielded for
optional AV use. A front-mounted
port extends the bass down to 50
Hz in room.
The cabinet is well built from
15mm MDF with a fixed front
Harbeth
has
spent
years baffle, all covered with superbly
investigating and formulating anew finished real wood veneer. The
plastic material, still with low interior is optimally damped with a
coloration but improving the lining of thick felt and panel
constrained
by
rigidity of the cone structure for its resonance
fibreboard blocks. The rear baffle,
new HLK6 loudspeakers (£975).
which carries the crossover and its
four gold-plated, heavy-duty
TECHNOLOGY
First introduced on the HL terminals for bi-wiring, is screwed
into place with twelve woodscrews.
Compact 7, the 200mm ' Radial'
cone is built on to an incredibly This locks the cabinet panels
strong cast chassis with inverted roll together to give what Harbeth call a
`Super Tuned Structure' — a
surround and central phase plug.
The cone really is very rigid for a controlled resonance cabinet which
plastic formulation — press in at its complements the bass unit
circumference and the cone moves performance.
Each pair of speakers is built
in and out like a piston. This unit
covers the midrange to 3.6kHz from matched drive units and

arbeth made its name using
the ultra low coloration of
polypropylene as a cone
material. For today's dynamic, fast
transient CD based sources,
however, the slow and wallowy bass
that came from this soft material is
just not good enough. Accordingly
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Its colorations
are low,
its balance
across the
audio range
exemplary
and its detail
rendition is
to a high
standard

SUPPLIER
Harbeth
Acoustics Ltd,
Unit I,
Bridge Road,
Haywards Heath,
West Sussex
RHI6 IUA
Tel: 01444
440 955

crossovers, measured against a
reference speaker, and the results
logged and archived. The cabinets
are also video archived; any part of
the speaker can be replaced in the
future by amatched component.
Such methods have been used by
other speaker manufacturers, but
perhaps not all of them at once.
What they do achieve is incredible
consistency. You can be sure that
not only does each pair of any
Harbeth model sound the same,
but that they will continue to
sound the same, come rain or
shine, repair or replacement.

SOUND QUALITY
As might be expected from the
technical hard work that has gone
into the design of these speakers,
the K6 is obviously a monitor type
loudspeaker. By this Imean that its
colorations are low, its balance
across the audio range exemplary
and its detail rendition is to a high
standard.
Positioning proved achallenge to
get the best out of the K6. After
much experimentation the correct
balance between low and upper
bass output still involving good
midrange integration was found at
around 0.5m out from the rear wall.
Similar
problems
were
encountered with amplifier choice.
Suffice to say it took the arrival of
the
latest
AVI
S2000MM
monoblocks to make the K6s
respond as they should (even AVI's
100W integrated couldn't make the
grade). The reasons for this seem to
be in the crossover. This is a
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Leading specialists in valve and vinyl replay systems for those who appreciate
music rather than hi-fi, we carry one of the largest selections of valve ampljfication
on permanent demonstration.
The demonstration equipment has been carefully selected
on the basis of sound quality but also offers something special
at their respective price levels.
Auditions are carried out by appointment durim which
we help you to select the best sound within your budget.
All our systems provide a natural, open sound with a
Art Audio single-ended amplifier with Vaic valves

realistic musical presentation.

Audio Note and Cary 3008 amplifiers

Gamma Rhythm amplifier and
Era pre- amplifier

Art Audio and Trilogy push-pull amplifiers

Analogue Replay Nottingham Analogue Turntables • Paragon Linear
Tracking Arms • Analogue Tracer Cartridges • Blue Oasis Cartridge •
Benz Micro Cartridge • Cartridge Man's Grado
Digital Replay DPA • Holfi • Parasound • Trichord
Graaf 5050 push-pull amplifier

Amplification Anon • Art Audio • Audio Note • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Graaf • Parasound • The Vamp • Trilogy •
Unison Research
Speakers Aeon Acoustics • Analysis Ribbons • Cary Audio Design •
Gamma Acoustics • Impulse • Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver cables • Petros granite isolating
platforms • Silver Sounds cables • VDamp Isolating System

0171 38o o866
Unison Research Mystery One and Smart 845

fax:oi7i 383 5028

Demonstrations by appointment only

e.mail:wióso,242@compuserve.com

LOUDSPEAKERS
complex, 18- element design that
crosses the drive units with
relatively steep slopes at 3.6kHz.
This might be considered to be
pushing the combination of 200mm
bass unit and 19mm treble unit to
the limit — and with alower order
crossover the colorations and
distortions of the units outside their
recommended passbands would be
audibly obvious. One of the
problems of higher order crossovers
is the complex impedance pattern
that the amplifier sees. No problem,
of course, for the technically
competent amplifier that is happy
delivering its full output current
and voltage into arapidly changing
load, and whose feedback network
is not thrown into disarray by
reflected signals from the crossover,
but how many of these are there?
This also seems to engender a
sense of strain and hardness, where
all should be sweetness and light, in
the upper midrange of the K6. The
metal dome treble unit is used in a
variety of good sounding speakers,
including the sweet sounding HLP3ES, so it should not, in itself,
cause such problems. In this case,
however, the midrange is not as
open as the imaging of the speaker
would suggest. The hardness
manifests itself as an overcrisp
delivery of string harmonics, and a
touch of grit is added to cymbal
crashes.
To some extent this is offset by
the natural warmth of the speakers
lower in the midrange — a feature
which should provide pleasing
results from orchestral music. This
area is the most impressive part of
the K6. The speakers respond well
to all types of music and positively
revel in heavy percussion and full
bass strings, guitar or synthesiser.
Delivery is tight and powerful with
an impact that is totally unexpected
from plastic coned units, fully
justifying Harbeth's work in its new
plastic formulation.
Imaging is placed high on the
Harbeth agenda, and here the K6
does not disappoint. The stereo
image is both high and deep with
impressive stability of instrument
and vocal placement across a wide
listening area. Seating position is
therefore not a problem — all
listeners can enjoy the Harbeth's
natural reproduction of the
recording acoustics, and the

speakers sound much, much larger
than their physical dimensions
would suggest.
Detailing in the sonic image is
also superb. This is the mark of true
transparency where the speakers
allow you through to minor
recorded detail which shows exactly
how instruments are being played,
or picks out every instrument in an
orchestra with ease. Only as
frequencies enter the lower and
upper extensions of the K6
response does detail become murky;
at the bottom end the porting takes
over and is aligned for extension
and weight rather than clarity, at
the top end the treble unit errs on
the side of crispness rather than
resolution.

CONCLUSION
Every loudspeaker is acompromise.
Such are the imperfections of the
electro/mechanical conversions we
use to change the electrical signals
from the amplifier to the pressure
waves in the room that there are
always shortcomings. The Harbeths
strive
for
accuracy
above
everything, and in the case of the
K6 the good balance and excellent
midrange transparency attest to the
design effort.
Compromises are forced into the
extremes of the sonic spectrum. For
the bass this is of little consequence;
the decision to aim for bass weight
rather than tight control with loss of
extension and power in asystem of
this size is sensible. In the treble,
however, the feeling is one of
tightness and strain so that the
upper midrange does not blossom
and soar as one would hope.
Musicality,
while
being
undeniably subjective in evaluation,
is difficult both to engineer and
judge. In my view the K6 does not
open up enough to stir the
emotions significantly, and if this
aspect of performance is important
to you then you may prefer
transducers which trade accuracy
for a more vibrant realisation as
part of their compromises.
But there is no avoiding the
conclusion that the K6 falls into the
monitor class of speaker with its
realistic vocal rendition, exceptional
imaging and detailed transparency.
Fans will be only too happy that the
traditional Harbeth standards are
thus staunchly maintained.
1-

STAND BY ME
The recommended wood- based

achieves superior bass depth and

single pillar stands (£ 200) suited

better balanced midrange from

the K6 well once they had been

Harbeth's design.

filled with the recommended Sound
Bytes. One doesn't often find wood

Clearly the speaker and stand
were designed together and work

stands outperforming the more rigid

best this way, as well as suiting

metal types, but in this case the K6

each other visually.
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Unusually the
Harbeth K6 gave
its best response
measurements
with the grille in
place. This is a
cleverly designed
cloth front which
fits snugly into a
recess in the front
baffle and is
clearly meant to
be left on.
Response
measurements
indicate aslightly
unruly wiggle
from the 19mm
metal dome treble
unit — entirely in
accordance with
this model which
has an on-axis
notch between 910kHz, corrected
by aphase plate
to asmoother
result off-axis.
The result above
and to the side of
the speaker, as
indicated by the
15° horizontal
axis trace, is
almost identical to
the on-axis
performance. This
is an outstanding
delivery of timbre
coherence across a
wide listening
area, and helps
tremendously with
good imaging.
Below the treble
axis the midrange
output dips, and
seating position
should be with
ears level with the
top part of the
cabinet (the
recommended
stands provide
correct
alignment). The
MLSSA
Waterfall shows
how good the bass
unit design and
cabinet work
together.
Midrange output
is really very
clean indeed.
Moving out to
2metres for the
average in-room
response, we get a
better idea of the

Fig I. Harbeth HLK6: response family at 1
metre: on-axis (top trace); 15° below vertical
axis (middle trace); 15° above vertical axis
(lower trace); 30° horizontal (bottom trace)

Fig 2. Harbeth

MLSSA waterfall of

delayed resonance

Fig 3. Harbeth HLK6: Room Averaged
Response (top trace); impedance, 4Ohms

per

division (bottom trace)

tonal balance of
the speaker. Both
bass and treble are
slightly raised in
proportion to the
midband which
slides gradually
downwards to
2kHz from
where the treble
unit begins to
add its output.
The reflex port is
tuned to around
44Hz and helps
extend the bass
to 50Hz
reference the
midrange level.
Impedance is
anominal 8
ohms, but the
sharp peak at
J. 5kHz with its

Test results

attendant phase
changes might
cause some
amplifiers to object
slightly to this
load.

Harbeth HLK6

Dimensions ( hwd, mmc
440x250x308
Recommended amplifier power
per channe'
40 - 150W
Recommended placement
free standing
Bass frequency runoff c-3dB point in room)
50Hz
Voltage sensitivity
cret 2.83V) at lm
86dB/VV
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
5.2/8 ohms/average
Forward response uniformity
escient
Typical price per pair (
inc VAT) £975
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AMPLIFIERS

A

udion's kit has always
elicited
praise.
It's
aesthetically pleasing, both
aurally and visually, and by and
large the sound quality is very good.
The renowned Silver Night (pushpull) monoblocks were hotly
followed by the simpler singleended stereo chassis version, and
this has now been superseded by
the £4000 per pair Golden Night
SCSE which stands for SelfCancelling Single Ended. The selfcancelling bit refers to the secondharmonic distortion which is
usually prevalent ( though not in
huge amounts) in single- ended
amplifiers. Here, the second
harmonic has been effectively
nullified by some ingenious
circuitry, and the effect is quite
remarkable.
As with the Silver Nights, the
Golden Nights are mono blocks,
but this time with a single 300B
output tube per channel yielding
some 8-9watts. The input and
driver stages of the amps are
something of a secret, using valves
not normally found in audio
circuits, and specifically chosen for
this particular application. One is a
single triode ( as opposed to the
more
usual
double- triode
arrangement).
Low-power triode amplifiers (or
any low- powered amplifier, if it
comes to that) need efficient
speakers if they are to give of their
best in both musical, and dynamic
and loudness terms. Bearing this in
mind, apair of Audio-Note Ks were
initially connected, and the amps
were fed by an Impulse Moskito
turntable, via an Audion pre-amp.
Starting from cold, the amps had
a bit of treble glare, and the bass
seemed abit hard, but after half an
hour of running these anomalies
had ironed themselves out, and the
system began to settle down.
The one thing which was
immediately obvious was the sheer
musical clarity of the design. I
suppose for £4000 you'd expect a
good product, but the ' see-through'
character of the presentation was
something for which Iwas quite
unprepared. This effect was made
all the more noticeable by the
immense quiet in the background.
Most amplifiers exhibit some
background noise, but the Golden
Nights were so quiet that Ihad to
check they were still on, or that the
mains fuse hadn't failed.
One interesting aspect of the
Golden Night's performance arose
on vocal jazz. The singer seemed to
be just slightly brightly lit, acquiring
a luminescence compared with the
accompanying musicians.
The bass here was tighter than
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GOLD
HANDSHAKE
Say hello to Audion's
Golden Night single ended
triode monoblocks
by CHRIS BEECHING
I'd known a 300B design offer
before, and despite all the musical
niceties
and
sweat
in
the
performances, the Golden Nights
were totally unflustered. They
seemed to have much more power
than their nominal rating would
suggest, and later with more
inefficient speakers this was
confirmed through listening — they
drove a pair of original Quad
electrostatics to quite surprising
levels before they began to run out
of steam.
There was no hint that the
Golden Nights exhibited any

The one thing
which was
immediately
obvious
was the
sheer musical
clarity
SUPPLIER
UK Ltd,
ontefiore
Road, Hove,
east Sussex
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slowness in the bass, and several
recent dance hits played loudly in
succession proved that no only can
the bass keep up, but it's there in
abundance. At the bottom end the
Golden Nights are no slouches.
They have weight, definition and
agility; commendable out of asingle
300B tube, though perhaps those
who prefer behemoth solid state
devices may find them a little
lacking.
In conclusion, these amps aren't
fussy about what sort of music you
play, though they are critical of
unsympathetic
partnering
equipment — speakers or sources.
Any weakness in the source will be
revealed and speakers need to be
chosen with due regard for the
amps' low output. Assuming those
caveats are taken into account, the
Golden Nights will certainly convey
the magic and music of every
performance, and you'll enjoy
music like you never have before. +
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Andromeda III 240 wpc, 200 amperes of
peak current. True balanced topology at the
input through to the balanced output stage.
The balanced output drives both terminals of
the loudspeaker directly.
RRP £1975

Stereophdellay 19(X) - "compared to a
Krell KS 100. the Andromeda was more
,I.jectire.
.
more .fficused and transparent' .
It'hat Iii Fi Stplember /995. *****
Supremely

pouvilitl and will fiicused.

41:lioless power and dynamic clarity.
Imaging is utterly criv, will, pristine
and irsolution .
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HiFi World May 19% - "More rahr-like
than nansistor ill souml: highly

The Sumo Polaris Ill a120 watt amp, comes
with true balanced inputs and can be easily
run as a350-watt monoblock
RRP £950

competent il not .spectacalar•
HiFi choice August 1995 - '
These amps
make an enjoyable and inch/ling
combination, one that Seasy to sit and hsten, enchuntging you to delve in your
music collectihn through the ore small
hours. What Hill PecemIxy 199j **** "Powellitl clean and articulate,
delight to listen to and live with

-

The new Ten/M monoblock, featuring the
most advanced Class A balanced circuitry in
Sumo history.
Delivering 240 W into 8ohms, it runs with
no overall negative feedback, yet has
superior damping factor and low distortion.
The Ten/M boasts a1KVA transformer and
can deliver over 150 amps of current.
RRP £4200/pair
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IC- 50 Interconnect - WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Spacious sound with an abundance of detail"

RRP £35 / 1m Pair

IC- 100-D Interconnect WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Drive, timing and sound stage are exemplary. defin tion
focus and seperation is supreme"
Asilver clad cable insulated with PTFE teflon.
Listed in What Hi Fi 1996 Best buy Guide.

RRP £89 / 1m Pair

IC-200-D Interconnect WHAT Hi Fi March 96****
"even better than the IC- 100-D, detail and definition
are stronger, helping to draw every nuance from arecording"

RRP £ 151 / 1m Pair
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NOW APPEARING AT COVENT GARDEN
411F

CENTRAL LONDON

18 Monmouth Street

Branches also at:
45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW31RH

COVENT GARDEN

Tel: 0181

London WC2H 9HB

Fax: 0181 569 6353

Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205
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Station Road, EDGWARE
Middlesex HA871X

Tel:

0181 952 5535

Fax: 0181 951 5864
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DEALERS FOR:

Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai

AKG
Alphason
Apogee
Arcam
Atacama

ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B & W •
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston

Cabletalk
Canon
Castle
Ce1estion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Creek
Cyrus
Denon
DPA
Dual
EPOS

Exposu
GLL
Goldrine
Grundig
Harman Kar
Heybrook
Infinity
Ixos
Jamo

JBL
JPW
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LaserDiscs
Lexicon
Linn
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monarchy
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Ortofon
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
PROAC
Project Turntables
QED
Quad
RCF Projectors
REL
Restek
Rogers
Roksan
Rot el
Royd
Ruark
SD Acoustics
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shearne
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Stands Unique
STAX
Sumiko
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDK
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Van den Hui

Wadia
Wharfedale
XL0
Yamaha
and many more
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DIGITAL CONTROLLER

Is the Lexicon DC- 1
the ultimate home
cinema processor?
by

KEN

KESSLER

y

oung it may be, but home
cinema already has its
hierarchy. And it's no
surprise that Lexicon has afirm grip
on
the
surround
processor
championship title. The year 1996
marks aquarter century of producing
state-of-the-art digital hardware for
the film and music industries and
involvement with the processing of
so many films that it appears in the
credits almost as often as ' Dolby'.
True, competition has increased
lately with dozens of audiophile
brands joining the fray, but a quick
survey suggests that Lexicon rules
the roost among the home theatre
installers.
Prior to the (£ 3000) DC- 1's
arrival, Lexicon's processors offered
few pre- amp facilities. The DC- 1
changes that by being afull-function
pre-amp. Every analogue signal fed
into the DC- 1passes through 16-bit
Delta-Sigma AID converters for full
compatibility with true digitaldomain functionality, so we're
getting into a cloudy area made
perilous by myriad identity crises:
does one approach the DC- 1 as a
pre-amp, a slick 20-bit Delta-Sigma
D/A converter, atrue AID converter
or merely as a video- switching,
surround-sound processor with more
bells than Poe and more whistles
than Saville Row? Call it, if you can
bear the surround sound word-play,
acase of quadrophenia.
The review sample marked the
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middle of three ' levels' of trim. A
basic DC- 1 at £ 2000 offers all
modes [see box on following page]
except those with THX in their
names. The review sample at a
£1000 more was fitted with THX,
with all the extra options that
implies. What wasn't ready for the
review is the Dolby Digital (nee AC3) version for £ 4000. ( A DTS
option is under discussion.)
To state the obvious, the owner's
manual runs to over 50 pages —
enough wordage to fill half this issue.
Luckily, Harman UK's Simon
Spears provided a training course
prior to the review, whizzing through
the menus so quickly that Ihad him
show me twice. Once you learn your
way around the remote control's
menu buttons, it becomes no more
difficult than programming a VCR
with on- screen displays. And you
only have to do the full-scale set-up
once. Installation involves tenth-ofa-decibel level setting for whatever
array of speakers you're using,
setting the defaults — the usual
chores. After this is calculated and
stored, your push-buttonry will be
limited to level setting and scrolling
through the surround modes.
In addition to eight line level
inputs via unbalanced phono
sockets, the back contains three SVideo inputs, five standard video
coaxial inputs, two standard video
and two S-Video outputs, one set
each of analogue outputs for record

Once you learn
your way
asound the
remote
control's menu
buttons, it
becomes no
more difficult
than
programming a
VCR with onscreen displays

SUPPLIER
Hannan Audio
Unit 2,
Borehamwood
Industrial Park,
Rowley Lane,
Borehamwood,
Herrs WD6 5PZ
Tel: 0181
207 5050

and a second stereo- only zone ( a
mini- multi- room facility as per
Mission's M- Time), outputs for
front and rear left and right, centre,
subwoofer and left and right side
channels for 7-plus- 1setups. Digital
inputs include atwo Toslink opticals
and two coaxials, while remote
facility inputs are included for
customers with Lexicon amps,
powered curtains, advanced lighting
arrays and the like. The on/off switch
is at the back, the unit resting in
stand-by mode between sessions to
maintain settings.
So clean is the front panel that
you'd be forgiven for thinking that it
holds no surprises. A row of press
buttons runs across the bottom, the
first on the left taking the DC- 1out
of stand-by mode. Next are the eight
buttons to choose VCR 1and 2, Vdisc (laser or DVD), TV, Aux, CD,
Tuner and Tape. A space isolates the
next, which chooses between record
and Zone 2, another space and
there's the button which scrolls
through the effects. Lastly, a pair
provides mute and bypass. Above
this are only four items: a yellow,
illuminated Lexicon logo, an LEDplus -IR receptor, a dot-matrix
display, and arotary volume control.
Being digital, it rotates infinitely, fine
by me as adjustments are ` by the
decibel'. All this in acase measuring
a tidy 440x292x92mm ( wdh) and
weighs 4.8kg.
Special mention goes to the
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Demonstrating some of the World's Finest Audio Equipment
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No other amplifier is built like it.
No other amplifier sounds like it.

Fortunately most people
arc discerning enough to know
-and hear- the difference.
They're aware that many
manufacturers arr now trying
to duplicate the unique design
and outstanding performance
of Mirage, the imentieneaf the
original Bipolar iondipeakei
•
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"Since there aren't
any faults that
we can hear,
the standard in
loudspeaker design
may well be at
hand.., the benchmark of modern
engineering."
-Tilt INNER EAR REPORT
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La Dolce Vita
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To go fonvards, sometimes you must first go backwards. This may seem strange in our
modern age, but it is certainly true of quality audio equipment. If you doubt that,
ask yourself how it is that agood single-ended valve amplifier can beat its
solid state counterpart hands down for sheer musical enjoyment, esen
though the salve design may be forty or more years old. But of course, it is
not enough just to revamp old circuit designs. The true genius of Unison
Research lies in taking the single-ended concept, then taming and
radically improving it. And finally, in turning it into awork of art.
Consider our Simply Four integrated amplifier. Not only does it sound
superb, it is beautifully made, dependable, it can drive almost any
loudspeaker you care to name, and yes, it is abargain too.*
And like all Unison Research products, from the delightful
Simply Two to the awesome Absolute 845 it is made to give
you alifetime of musical pleasure.
* Unison Research Simply Four P, £ 1555. For full information on the Simply Four and all the
Unison Research products, plus the name of your nearest stockist, please contact:

Simply Four
by Unison Research

UKD
23 Richings Way,
Iver, SLO 9DA, Bucks, England
Tel: 01753 652669 FAX: 01753 654531
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display, which runs through a
sequence of messages when you
switch on. Up comes the model's
name, the copyright date ( for the
software), and then a sequence of
self-inflicted tests. It then settles into
adisplay naming the effect in use, for
instance Dolby Pro or TV Matrix,
according to the default you set during
the installation. Press the level control
and it changes to abar graph and a
decibel read-out, again referenced to
the defaults you created during the
set-up programme. Be advised that
the display is only legible at eye level. I
had the DC- 1sitting on a rack of
components which placed it about 18
inches above eye level when Iwas in
the 'viewing' seat and couldn't make
out athing. Just acaveat...
If you think of the remote
controller as operating on three
levels, you'll be less wary of it. The
primary functions include power on
and off, volume up and down, mute,
and source select, plus effect
scrolling. All of these are selfexplanatory, the last named simply
proceeding through the fourteen
surround modes.
Next are the set-up keys, a
quadrant aray surrounding the word
'menu'. The four buttons consist of
two direction keys for scrolling
through the options, another marked
'select' and a fourth marked ` done'.
Any simpler, and I'd be looking for a
Fisher-Price logo. To the south-east
of these is another four-button array
marked ' balance', allowing you to
steer the sound to the left or right,
front or rear, without having to enter
the set-up procedure. Also in this
group is the button choosing
between Record and Zone 2.
Lastly is the button marked
`ACCY',
to
access ' hidden
functions'. With this you can alter
bass and treble, assign effects to the
source buttons, centre the balance
controls and more. This sucker will
provide hours of fun for the whole
family, to confuse you with even
more comprehensive finality than is
possible even with the options on a
mobile phone. Although Isampled
the hidden features, my current
fragile state meant concentrating on
the unit's performance. Still, Iknow
that it has no equal as a ' component
with
overwhelming hands-on
interactivity', that is toy potential.
I've seen flight simulators with fewer
operations...
Let's start with abold claim: forget
everything you've ever learned/loathed
about directionality beyond mono,
stereo and Dolby Surround/Pro
Logic/THX. The DC- 1will have you
doing things you'd never admit to a
fellow audio casualty. Because the
extras — even the hall effects — take
place in the digital domain, because
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Lexicon's expertise precludes the
release of coarse, gimmicky sound
butchery and because you can finetune the effects with limitless freedom,
you'll find yourself using a lot more
than normal choices. And there's
something common to all which makes
such usage politically acceptable.
Essentially, the beyond- stereo
sound of the Lexicon defies
traditional multi-channel chaos. So
devoid
of processing
noise,
background
hash
and
other
compound-channel swill is the DC- 1
that you'll feel ashamed for ever
thinking that its extra effects can be
likened to similar processes on lowend receivers pretending to be hometheatreware. Do not cut your ears off
to spite your head: the multi-channel
chicanery of the DC- 1is nothing like
the synthetic sound produced by
lesser devices. Although you cannot
A/B the modes beyond those which
are adjacent to each other — I
couldn't find a way to alter the
sequence as it appears during the
scrolling — you will find yourself
preferring many of these options. I
was particularly taken with the way
the DC- 1 enhanced mono TV
broadcasts, the added definition,
ambience and clarity improving even
Full Metal jacket, which I was
horrified to learn was not recorded in
Dolby Stereo despite its recent
vintage.
Settling on LaserDisc as source, I
revelled in convincing, seamless, but
above all lifelike surround from wellproduced discs such as Showgirls, the
remastered Star Wars trilogy and the
like. And I'll resist the hyperbole: no,
Icouldn't hear Elizabeth Berkley's
hairs rustling, nor Kyle McLachlan's
jeans stretching, but there was detail
aplenty. More impressive, too, than
the explosions, tyre- squealing and

Next are the
set-up keys,
a quadrant
array
surrounding
the word
'menu'. The
four buttons
consist of two
direction keys
for scrolling
through
the options,
another
marked
'select' and
a fourth
marked
'done'. Any
simpler, and
I'd be looking
for a FisherPrice logo

If you were wondering how a controller could have
14 surround modes. ( briefly) here's what they do.
Oh. and remember that each one has its own set-up

ammo discharging of basic Amieware
were the examples of low-level detail:
nervous breathing during tense
moments in thrillers, heavier
breathing in Showgirls, the tumbling
slots
in
Casino.
And
the
directionality... whew.
Ever a fave is the peerless pulpfiction action flick, The Rocketeer.
What better than the fly-bys for
judging the directional capabilities of
the DC- 1? My preferred mode was
THX Cinema, even though Iuse
unapproved gear. ( Idefy anyone to
tell
me
that
some
of the
undistinguished dreck wearing those
three letters can better five Marantz
or Acurus-driven Apogees.) But I
digress. Even without side- channel
dipoles, THX bettered straight ProLogic with cleaner dialogue, a
smoother left- to- right span at the
front and far more precise image
positioning.
But what about straight pre- amp
operation? The DC- 1's role as a
stand-alone DAC? It seems a shame
having to dissect what stands as
bargain when you tally the cost of
equivalents made up from separate
ingredients, but here goes: As apreamp, the DC- 1sounds like agood
£1500 solid- stater, its cleanliness
and three-dimensionality consistent
with its role as asurround processor.
As aDAC? Ireckon it could hold its
own with today's £ 1000 champs.
But as a surround processor? For
that alone the Lexicon is worth three
big ones. To me it's like getting a
video switcher, a pre- amp, a DAC
and an ADC thrown in for free.
The DC- 1gave me a real buzz,
more fun than I've had since Ifirst
loaded Doom. Iabsolutely loved it.
Indeed, if this weren't a family
magazine, I'd say that the DC- 1is
effing amazing.

programmes, helpful for cleaning up dialogue
9. Logic 7 ( THX): for use with musical material.
it provides ' maximum separation' and ' uses

menu with user-adjustable parameters — hours of

intelligent steering to extract wide bandwidth

fun for the whole family!:

stereo surround channels'

1. Panorama: adds spaciousness by extracting
the recording's natural ambience
2. Nightclub: generates the appropriate early
reflections to suggest intimate spaces
3. Concert Hall: as above, but suggesting a large
hall
4. Church: uses a reverb algorithm to make you
feel holy
5. Cathedral: as above, but holier
6. Music Logic: provides steering to exploit the

10. Mono Logic: and Iquote, ' takes a
monaural soundtrack and sends music and sound
effects to the sides and rear through a room
simulator mode while keeping the dialog ( sic) in
the center ( sic). Don't laugh: it works
11. Pro Logic: your proper, familiar Dolby Pro
Logic Surround decoding
12. THX Cinema: Dolby Pro Logic with icing
13. Party: provides unprocessed stereo signals
to all speakers: amusingly, it gives you some idea

extra speakers for surround usage for stereo music

of what AC- 3 will be like if you've ever wondered

material, also steering signals at the front

what happens when full- bandwidth signals come

7. Music Surround ( THX): as above, but the front
left and right channels receive unprocessed L/R
signals
8. TV Matrix: a KK fave. this provides surround
effects for mono, stereo and stereo synthesised TV

from the rear speakers
14. Two Channel: good, ol' stereo...
In a nutshell. Iused numbers 7. 8. 11. 12 and 14 a
lot and dabbled with the rest. With the exception of
numbers 2-5. they're all worthy.
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block box
PERILS OF A BAD
TOPODIVERSITY

Power
amplifiers:
an
anniversary,
a book,
topological
awareness
raising, and
a suggested
burial

[If Ben Duncan.
High Performance
Power Amplifiers,
Newnes. Available
Oct 1996 from
the Hi-fi News
Accessories Club.
Old Colony Sound
Lab (US), and
technical booksellers
worldwide.
[21 Ben Duncan.
Simulated attach on
slew rates, Electronics
World, Apra 1995.
Two lighter
publications of
interest to reader: are
(SAE to HFIsliRR
for details):
(1) Studio Mains
Supplies — a reprint
of in-depth class:c
articles by the author
about ,nains supplies
for audio.
(ii) IC test results —
a bound set of over
70 graphs showing
the crosstalk and
harmonic spectra of
over 30 notable IC
audio op-amps and
related parts,
following-up a zecem
article in Studio
Sound.

ALL IN THE BATHWATER

With some topologies, it is obvious
The importance of topological why they failed or withered away.
Causes include anally tight R&D
diversity (that is, the continued
aimed
availability of amplifiers employing budgets, timid or badly mismarketing, trying to do something
diverse circuit schemes) is akin to
that of bio-diversity. Few but narrowly clever before the support
enthusiasts, foremost reviewers, and technology is ready (ask Mr Gates),
museums can afford to maintain and
and many other reasons that have
concurrently operate more than a nothing to do with the rightness of
few of the enormous number of the topology per se. Often, an unfair
different combinations of hi-fi trial appears to have occurred; or the
equipment — to maintain a daily annals cry (in a Scots accent) ' not
reality check on the extent to which proven'.
the newermost device, topology or
Typically, a hi-fi maker has
fashion really is superior to other developed a new topology (or subprior (or even later) ways that have topology) that overcomes or refreshes
one of the engineering problems
his year is the 40th birthday mainly fallen by the wayside.
small or large that beset all amplifier
Fortunately,
domestic
hi-fi
not just of HFN/RR, but also
of a classic transistor power equipment exhibits a far wider circuits. The maker then overamplifier topology that millions of diversity of topologies and other trumpets the new topology as a
technique ( let's call it ' Ultra K
engineering features, than most
people continue to take for granted
coupling' ) while neglecting to take
`technical' consumer goods.
today, in countless formats. In 1956,
What is scarcely publicised is that up
any
other
consonant
HC Lin (no relation to the UK hi-fi
maker Linn) working at RCA's labs this is less true in ' lower-end solid- opportunities, and while applying it
in New York state, devised an elegant state equipment. In much the same in only one given manner, within
means of connecting transistors so way that people who buy fruit from their established mental frame. Sure,
they could drive a speaker directly supermarkets (bio-engineered to suit there may be five new models using
the new technique, but all will be
without either driver or output the supermarkets and the EC's
destruction policy) don't derivative.
transformers.
Lin's
output diversityA musical hardware analogy is to
transformerless (alias 'OIL') topology know — or can no longer recall —
didn't become widely used until about what traditional varieties taste like, imagine that the Hammond Organ
(or whatever) was developed by a
a decade later, when the necessary a great deal of some people's
experience of reproduced music is sect of low seaside performers, and
complementary bipolar transistors
was solely demonstrated by being
became more affordable and more
played by them in decaying seaside
widely available. Even today, Lin's
venues for three years in one style,
topology (endlessly refreshed, like
long jaded. As sales are few, they
British Ford's years-old ' Kent' light
soon decide not to make any more.
petrol engine) remains the pandemic
Years later, musicologists try to
species outside of the more advanced
comprehend why the amazing
or adventurous topologies found in
Hammond did not ' catch on' with
dedicated high-end domestic and also
the marl), fine musicians who must
professional power amplifiers.
have heard it. As for ' Ultra K
Coupling', the maker may not see
AMPUFYING A BOOK
their new topology sell well, either
In my forthcoming new book', the
at all, or after very long. If the effect
first for quarter of a century to be
of the improvement is in the least bit
exclusively and readably devoted to
subtle (that is, quite audible, but not
promoting a both broad and deep
General
output
arrangement
stage
of conventional pus
blatantly visible or tactile) the user
understanding of the ' whys and pull
may find it hard (before being able
whereabouts' of transistor power
out
amplifier technology in the service affected by asimilarly sanitised (or to relaxedly listen) to separateof quality music reproduction, the
compromised)
latter-day the fact that the ` new technology'
interpretation of the Lin circuit, often comes with many of the same
largest chapter (amounting to asmall
book in itself with over 60 drawings, hidden away in apower IC. Granted 'parasitic' old errors and problems,
80 pages and 90 references) has had that this once elegant but long such as tonal mismatches on vinyl
to be devoted to the history and archaic, asymmetric topology (which disc replay, silly volume and balance
engineering raison d'être of the myriad continues to dominate consumer- step sizes, or a noisy mains
transformer, and so on. The
ways of connecting transistors that grade IC power amplifiers, as well
have emerged and developed for as budget hi-fi) has some very deep inevitable outcome is that a useful,
driving speakers. The process of intrinsic limitations — such that it valid engineering topological variant
be
made
to
behave the new idea is not so much rejected,
placing the 25 or so principal cannot
topologies (let alone the twelve symmetrically on music signals2,then as lost in ' noise'. This might not
it is no wonder that the repute of have happened if it had been
operating classes, and control modes,
dispersed (by licensing, creative
solid-state power amplification is
such as NFB) into some logical
sequence — something not seen in diminished in the ears of some imitation, or use after patent
print elsewhere — threw up alot of listeners — who as a consequence cessation) across a spectrum of
questions. One of these was ' How have perhaps never bothered to listen makers. Occasionally this happens.
Lin's 40 year old topology is aprime
can you be so sure?' when a to the better solid-state designs.
particular topology was rejected. But Here, ironically, the absence of Lin- example, but is a case in reverse,
first, consider the opposite case — topology-limitations might have now long and widely demonstrated
is a popular topology necessarily a opened up their ears — and their to be fit only for burial.
Ben Duncan
expectations.
sign of quality ?
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Mail Order Accessory Specialists

AcousticArts

Audio Alchemy
HPA v1.0 Headphone Amp

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

pure class

11 you desire the same sound quality pmduced by ahigh herfermance,

". I separate power amplifier - then the IIPA t'!. (Jà for you. Because that's
riat ils what it is! The HPA v1.0 was designed to drive any pair ofheadphones
to realistic levels with incredible musicality. And with the Incomparable
HeadRoom® Audio Image Processor, the sonic presentation becomes even mote
incredibly natural and liplike. Rather than three disparate, rather disconnected
sound sources, music will appear as a natural and expansive continuum film
one side of your head to Ow other!
The musical excellence of the HPA v1.0 must really be heard to be appreciated.

ONLY £ 49.00

The new baby Concertino horn Sonic, Fatter
has all the Italian style and knowhow of its
bigger brothers with fabulous Soots Faber
sound at amini price of £ 98
The new Martin Logan SL3, the finest
electrostatic hybrid speaker we have
ever heard.

ANALOGUE CORNER
The following list of analogue accessories illy ill availahlc from us by mail order, but
more importantly they are all highly recommended and timid by ourselves!
Super Extatic Carbon finish
£8.95
For
Extatic Record Sleeves ( 25)
£9.95
all of
Discwasher 04 Cleaning System
tems
£ 18.181
these i
Discwa.sher SC2 Stylus Care System
please
Michell Record Clamp ( Black)
£20.95
add
Cardas De-Mag Record ( Unbelievable Value!)
£ 10.00
Stuniko
Shure Tracking
Blue Point
Force
Cartridge
Gauge ( The20.00£1.511
best available!)£
£ 16.95£
£99.99
Target Thy IWall Shelf
£65.00
Onofon Cartridge leads (ne Best!!)
£
29.99
Kontak Cleaning Fluid ( The Only contort cleaner Iroe.')

£14.95

MISSION QUITE POSSIBLE
Welcome Agent Audiophile
Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to contact .
and order the following item:MUSICAL FIDELITY X1 OD
This is avital piece of ally audiophiles
system.

Lites to short to be boring try some Danish Gold from Densen
reviewed Hi Fi News July 96

It is also the vert .latest technology from one of the UK's most innovative

mantifitcturen.

Connected between your ( I) player and amplifier, the X101) gises ‘011 ( hat ts.11111 but
detailed sound associated with ahigh end valve CD plater. I
li its .
:thear too sass It's
quite simple the unbelievably cheap XIOD contains the sail% laiesi in cake. ter hoology
Priced at only £99.99 + £2.50 P+P this is a true bargain.
F
or

mo r
e information

or an , • /4/,i4ei price list please give us

:
Icall

or drop us aline.

THIS ADVERT WILL SELF DISTRUCT IN 5SECONDS

TDL OWNERS!
Are you getting the most from your speakers?
Krell integrated amplifier KAV300i - this unit combines remote control, together
with the build standard arid sonic qualities so long admired in Krell products.
An amazing peice of equipment for less than £2500.00.
CALL US FOR A CHAT OR TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION AND DISCOVER
WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAVEL SO FAR TO BENEFIT FROM
OUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE, CARE AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS ON SELECTED LINES
4 demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything. anywhere. Home Theatre
MONTHLY LIST OF SECOND HAND ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB. AUDIO RESEARCH. AUDIOGRAM, B&W BEYER, BOSE. CASTLE.
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL,
LUMLEY, MARANTZ. MARTIN LOGAN, M.CHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE. P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS HIJARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock arade range of . ccessones. cablea, headphones and equtpment supports frcrn
AUDIO-TECHNIC& APOLLO. GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON. SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE, TARGET,
TRANSPARENT AUDIO FLAT JE

FIK71, 1

.
ilLTECH

OED AND MANY OTHERS

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road. Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

TDL Ultraflex
Recommended by TDL as the best speaker cable for your speakers!!
Available by MAIL ORDER Exclusively By
7&fteefeW0'4Afe-J
For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Price List call.
Other agencies include:XL), Target, Soundstyle, Beyer, Goldring, QED, Andioquest, Bib, Discwasher,
Grado, Maxell, Ortohm, Sound Organisation, MIT, Shure, Stanton, Pursonic,
Platform, Chord Co. Van den hid, Lyra, WBT, Audio Alchemy, Sennheiser,
Kudos, Michell, AK(;, affirm.. kris and nianv more!!

Tel/Fax: 01608 644954
1Dunthrop Farm Cottage, Heythrop, Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX7 5TJ
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ebates about the sound of
valve
amplifiers
have
intensified this past year in
response to the reincarnation of an
extinct species: output stages
employing a single- ended triode
(SET), whose revival strikes me as
an extraordinary triumph of fashion
over common sense. It is rather as
if someone had successfully marketed
a car featuring solid tyres and an
exposed 250cc single-cylinder engine.
But perhaps even here there would
be the odd customer who never
wishes to exceed 25mph and would
take pride in the vehicle's highly
polished air-cooled power source, or
be persuaded that on smooth
modern roads the lack of pneumatic
cushioning actually increases the joy
of motoring. Also, the design's quasiantique status might well justify the
high price for some, as could the
gold-plated steering wheel and ivory
inlaid dashboard.
Such was the wicked vision
conjured up by arecent sift through
some comments, claims and reports
concerning SET amps, several of
which reiterated the hoary old
argument that because the distortion
in Class-A valve circuits tends to be
characterised by inoffensive loworder harmonics, we should accept
it as some sort of bonus. Now this
might at least be understandable if
simple overtones constituted the sole
components of non-linear distortion,
but in reality they are joined by the
far less innocent products arising
from intermodulation (IM), afeature
which doesn't evaporate just because
an amplifier uses valves — especially
in the asymmetric single- ended
mode.
Feeling prompted to pursue this
topic, Iwas wondering how best to
introduce harmonic distortion's ugly
sister, when in the course of a
shopping expedition Icame across
an
inadvertent
practical
demonstration of the subject by a
street musician. He was playing an
instrument in the banjo family, aided
by amplification in amanner varying
from quite acceptable to absolutely
awful, which made me stop and
listen. The player was alternating
between a simple melody on one
string and the same tune supported
by various harmonies from the other
strings — in fact a sort of rondo.
Also, he conveniently kept the
loudness approximately constant by
plucking the lone melody with
greater vigour, to balance the
additional notes which partnered it
in chordal passages.
But, and this is the vital point,
although the straight tune sounded
pleasant enough, the episodes of
supposed harmony made me grit my
teeth.
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The mike/amp/speaker chain was
clearly being driven into severe
distortion, but despite the roughl
equal sound levels it had no serious
deleterious effect on the one-noteat- a- time melody, yet shifted the
clustered notes a good way along
the road from music to sheer noise.
This was a perfect example of
harmonic and intermodulation
distortion as two sides of a single
coin, for while anon-linear transfer
characteristic can do no more to a
single tone than add to or emphasize
its harmonics, an altogether different
process takes over when it has to
handle two or more simultaneous
tones of differing frequency. Then,
not only are harmonics added, but
a multitude
of
inharmonic
components also appear because
each tone ( and its multiples)
modulates and is modulated by its
fellows, producing acomplex tangle
of objectionable sum-and-difference
spuriae — IM distortion products.
Iapologize to readers for whom
this is all schoolboy stuff, but it is
worth spelling out because the IM
aspect of amplifier behaviour tends
to be ignored by commentators
semingly
more
intent
on
worshipping the thermionic past
than advancing the hi-fi future. It
was
intermodulation
which
degraded the sound of those
collectively plucked banjo strings,
and would do likewise with any
music having more than one strand
— which means most music for
most of the time.
The moral of this is that unless
one's tastes are confined to lone
singers or non- contrapuntal solo
instruments, there's absolutely no
excuse for tolerating ahigher-thanusual magnitude of low-order ( or
any other) harmonics in an amplifier.
A strengthened 2nd harmonic may
make a solo clarinet or soprano
sound more mellifluous, but it's
hardly a power amp's job to tinker
with
tone-colours,
while
the
important point is that increased
harmonic distortion of any profile is
an index of greater overall nonlinearity, and the unavoidable
concomitant of this is coarser allround reproduction due to IM.
However, returning to ' single
cylinder' devices with aRolls-Royce
price tag, it should in all fairness be
pointed out that provided one uses
loudspeakers untroubled by a high
source impedance, and which keep
distortion out of harm's way by
needing only a few watts to reach
the preferred maximum loudness
(more frequently the case than is
commonly realised), SETs should in
practice be the equal of many an
amplifier requiring less than atenth
of the outlay.
John Crabbe

compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing
(up to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD Figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.25 each • MID PRICE: £7.75 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical - Chopin ( Cholmondeley), Rudolf Kempe (
EMI)
£12.25
Classical reissues - Beethoven ( Guido), Mahler ( Solti)
£12.25
Rock/pop - Bryan Adams £ 12.75; Gloria Estevan £12.45;
Grange Deluxe £8.25;
Jazz - Arcana £14.25; Collective 4tet £9.95;
New Orleans/Chicago/New York £ 23.45
Keyboard jazz roundup - Ellington Indigos £7.95
Rock/pop reissues - The Beau Brummels £7.95;
Jasper, PJ Proby, Venus & The Razorblades £8.95;
The Very Best Of Doo-Wop £22.95

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ ( pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
• Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HEN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT- free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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Another special
'note' for
your diary...
The
High

Show

nudity 97

The north of England's
premier HI-FI show.
At the Holiday Inn,
Crowne Plaza,
Peter Street,
Manchester.
February
1812 1997.
Exclusively
Hill, Audio &
Home
Entertainments.

All the
Names,
All the Sounds.
For the first time in many years Manchester is
to be host to areal HIFI show. Sponsored by HIFI
News magazine, the exhibition will be designed to
appeal to everyone - from novice to enthusiast.
Admission will be just £5.
Exhibitors already confirmed include Naim, Bose,
Kef, Roark, Arcam & Audiolab
Advance tickets available October 1888
For more details call 01828 770884 or 770880
or write to: The WI Show, PO Box 1008,
Chester CH3 1GF
Organised by Top Events Ltd

HP-FI
NEWS

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.

(;ALAXIE CIRCULAR 11-LLEMENT
GAIN 15 9dB F to

B 33

7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services, including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 SAC)
Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon-Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK

"Re_ctl Hi- Fi iv%
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Micromega introduce two new Classics
With the all new Solo integrated CD player and the
Data/Dialog transport and converter, Micromega
redefine affordable 'state-of-the-art' digital replay.
At last, affordable Naim Speakers
Two new floor standing speakers, the Intro and the Credo,
offer great performance and for the first time the ability
to assemble an all Nairn system for around £2000.00
Naim NAC102 pre- amp
Fitting between the NAC72 and NAC82 models this
new remote control unit offers superb performance
for less than £1000.00. Clearly this is the pre-amp that
many Naim users have been waiting for.
0% Finance available subject to status
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Mn open
letter to
John Birt of
the BBC,
concerning
the future of
that cherished
organisation...

E-MAIL
John Nelson May
be contacted
via e-mail on
100014.636(a
compuserve.cvm
or john_nelson < 1
compuserve.com.
via Telecom
Gold on
83.INL601

broadcasting-led, journalistically-led
structures
that
made
good
programmes and satisfied huge
audiences against tough competition
at home and abroad'. He also
accused you of ' the biggest act of
bureaucratic vandalism' against the
World Service. Incidentally, he also
described the document in which
you set all this out as ' written in
management jargonocracy' and I
must say Iagree. Idon't know which
fashionable management consultancy
drew it up for you — but speaking
as apractising author and editor, let
me tell you that it could have done
with some heavy editing.
In an odd kind of way, the tone
ear John Bin, When Iwas a
small child, I thought my and content of your document neatly
summarise what has gone wrong at
parents were perfect and
the BBC. Clear and unequivocal
omniscient. When I was a little
English used to be what you did
older, Iconsidered that all grownups
were wise and sensible. In my best. Now you are all about
teenage years Ithought that most obfuscation, circumlocution and the
adults had absolutely no idea of what kind of English beloved of the
corporate middle manager who
life was all about.
thinks his reports and analyses
When Ijoined the BBC in the
early 1970s, Ifound an organisation should sound impressive but whose
containing an enormous number of grasp of the niceties of language is a
creative people — many of whom
trifle uncertain. Are you sending a
signal, or do you genuinely think that
were engineers, let me add, not just
programme
staff
of
various
persuasions — overburdened by a
chronically inefficient and inept
middle-management structure.
That I had no taste for being
managed by repressed authoritarians
with no discernible managerial skills
is one reason why Iam no longer on
your payroll. So Iwould be the first
to agree that, in some key areas, the
BBC was inefficient and wasteful,
and that some changes needed to be
made to meet the challenge of being
a public-service broadcaster in the
Murdoch era.
Your first Big Idea was ' Producer
Choice'. Let us face facts: this simply
hasn't worked. Reams and reams of
John Bin, Director General of the BBC
paper and newsprint have been
devoted to the nonsenses resulting
people use language in that way?
from Producer Choice, and there
seems little point in piling Tedium Who was your document written for?
And what in the name of heaven are
upon Ossian.
But as if that wasn't enough, you you doing to radio? Appointing
have now taken the management Matthew Bannister, latterly of Radio
1, as the new chief executive sends
equivalent of an oxy-acetylene
cutting torch to the BBC's existing avery clear message to everyone that
you don't really care about radio. It
structure to create six new divisions.
These include two, BBC Broadcast is like appointing the features editor
of Smash Hits to a new post as
and BBC Production, which will be
managing director of the Independent.
exceedingly large, and which will
May Iinvite you to be honest?
involve amongst other things the
virtually complete loss of au:onomy This is really all about privatising the
of the World Service. Let rne, if I BBC, is it not? In your view, the
BBC needs to enter the digital age
may, remind you of what Mr John
Tusa — yes, the man universally as afully competitive entity prepared
agreed to be the best Managing to go head- to-head against the
Director the External Services ever Murdochs and the Turners and the
had — said about this. He wrote rest. But it can't be done on the
'The BBC's mission to inform now basis of a licence fee. As your exWilliam
Rees-Mogg
looks more like amission to destroy governor
recently pointed out, BSkyB recently
all
those
programme-led,
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paid £670m for another four years
of FA Premier League football. All
the BBC could manage was a £73m
deal to preserve 'Match of the Day'.
The cost of the Sky deal represents
about 10% of your licence-fee
income. Multiply that by whatever
number of similar transactions you
think afully competitive BBC should
engage in and you have a circle
which cannot possibly be squared. I
imagine your desk must be piled
high with papers bearing headings
like ' co-production', ' pay per view',
`set-top box' and ' subscription'.
Instead of counting sheep, your
transition to peaceful sleep must be
continually interrupted by worries
about how to find an extra £ 3bn or
so. But Margaret Thatcher is no
longer in power, and anyway Iam
sure you would not want to go down
in history as the first of British
broadcasting's fat cats.
Isuppose that given problems of
this scale, displaying some awareness
of how broadcasting actually works
and how broadcasting people go
about the process of making
programmes cannot be very high on
your list of priorities. But Iam sure
you must be a busy man, so Iwill
finish now. Coming back to my first
paragraph, now Iam in late middle
age Iaccept that every single one of
us is fallible, and that we all make
mistakes. For those of us who are
not
Directors- General,
the
consequences of our mistakes
probably don't matter very much in
global terms. Ihave never met you,
and Ido not believe what some of
the more unkind commentators have
said about you. But Ido accuse you
of making several big mistakes, which
you have made because you do not
truly understand the business you
are engaged in.
Was it Dorothy L Sayers who
observed that one never makes
fundamental mistakes about the
thing one really wants to do? ' One
always makes surface errors, of
course. But afundamental error is a
sure sign of not caring,' were her
words, if I remember rightly. To
quote that turbulent priest John Tusa
again, `... making good programmes
is creative, unruly, wilful, untidy,
inspirational, unquantifiable and
inconvenient to the tidy-minded'.
Your mistake, Ithink, was in trying
to manage abroadcasting organisation
as though it were acar factory.
With that in mind, Iwould ask
you to reflect on whether you are
truly the man to take the BBC
forward into the digital age or
whether you should ask Sir
Christopher Bland to let you go. I'm
sure you will have no problems
finding employment elsewhere.
John Nelson
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interview MUSIC
member who thinks he is a star can
end up as lop-sided, and you can
forget the show. You all have an
input and you work, then it's up to
the producer, the conductor and the
theatre management to convince

A tenor equally at home in dramatic parts
by Berg, Birtwistle and Weill, liturgical
music by Mozart, Handel and Monteverdi
or songs by Britten, Schubert and Liszt
by

'Although I
have been
singing tenor
since 1961,
Istarted as
a violinist.
Itaught a bit,
played a bit,
but gradually
this voice
happened'

BILL

p

hilip Langridge was at
Maidstone Grammar School
when his voice started

changing and he asked the history
master if he would teach him to sing.
'When Ileft in 1958 he had
helped me enormously, then Iwent
to the Academy in London and
asked for lessons. For half an hour a
week with Bruce Boyce Idid
Delius's Sea Dtift, and Bruce said
"I'm sure you're a tenor! Come back
next week, and we'll do a few
exercises". Ijust started from there,
gradually worked my way through —
no prizes, just nose to the grindstone
— learning lots of different things.
My facility to read a score quickly
was an obvious advantage.
'When Istarted, Iwas green...
Ihadn't the faintest clue how to
behave. But Ilearnt the most from
being laughed at — ridicule is the
best teacher because it doesn't
completely deflate you. Mozart's
Bastien und Bastienne was the first
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opera Ihad ever done, to young
children in schools, and the baritone
who plays the Magician says "And
here comes our Shepherd!". The
lady producer putting the thing on
said " Philip, you come in from the
back, from the fields". Ithought,
well, I'm going to have to wander
about abit on the tiny stage. In my
mind Iwas coming from afar,
walking down glades and so on. The
children just laughed, and laughed.
They thought it was the funniest
thing they had ever seen!'
He quickly learnt that, in life, we
all act, and since then has
particularly enjoyed working with
people who have drawn out what he
has personally. But is it the
producer, more than the conductor
or the singers, who really makes
opera work?
'Obviously, you need singers that
can sing and play the roles properly,
but if you have acast that gets on as
a family, you've got a winner. Any

people that this is the way to do it,
or to pull the best out of each artist.
It's very important to stand back
and let it happen. You can't do it all
yourself.'
One day, Ibbs and Tillett rang
asking him for an audition for The
Rake's Progress. '
The piano was
brought on and avoice said "Wait a
minute! Scusi, Scusi!". There was
this chap descending on a rope and
gear — he did his bit and everyone
laughed and Ijust relaxed, sang, and
it was alright. Fine! Would Isign
the contract? Claudio Abbado came
in and Iheard from his secretary:
would Ibe interested in singing in
Boris?
'It's all a matter of luck, ability. If
you're ready when you are called
for, fine; if not then usually that's
the end. Then you can pick and
choose. Iusually decide what not to
do because Iam too busy and have
too much travelling; maybe Ihave
just done aheavy role. But when I
was young Iactually sang Radames
in concert without having performed
it. Ijust scanned the notes, and I
knew the story, having read it, but
had never heard the piece in my life.
Ihadn't seen the very first recitative,
either, thinking it just began with
"Celeste Aida", so Iread it in the
afternoon rehearsal and did it at the
evening concert.'
When did he decide which area of
singing to concentrate on? ' Ithink it
is decided for you. If Iwanted to
sing Puccini, nobody would employ
me. You are limited to your vocal
range, colours and quality. It is what
you are blessed with. And my voice
seems able to stretch around things,
and Iam able to do things in many
different styles. Fortunate, not
clever! Isang in the chorus with the
odd solo at weddings and funerals
and suddenly somebody from the
BBC says " Ilike the sound of your
voice. Have you passed the
audition?". You go along and they
say " thank you very much, we
would like to use you", " that's not
bad", or " that's rubbish", then a
conductor might suggest he uses
you, and suddenly, you're off! You
do the Monteverdi bit and people
say "he's an early music singer".
And then you meet somebody like
Harrison Birtwistle, John Aldiss,
Alexander Goehr... The Music
Theatre Ensemble, and you
amalgamate.
'I ended up by doing theatre as
well as straight singing. It slightly
aggravated me when people said to
me " Oh, don't touch modern music,
it ruins your voice". Look at the
Evangelist part in Bach's St John
77

"This was the best Hi Fi
representation of avibrating
reed and air issuing out of
the bell Ican remember."
Eric Brakhwaite Hi Fi News
July 1995
"Ifirmly believe that Trilogy
Audio Systems may be
offering some of the most
honest
this country has
ever produced."
Ken Kessler Hi Fi News
April 1993

interview MUSIC

'When you do
o rehearsal,
it's opera.
You can't
imagine
singing Liszt's
"Die Macht
der Musik" in
recital, you
wouldn't have
any voice left!
You can't go
round it,
hide or sing
sweetly.
You have to
deliver the
emotion:
sometimes
over the top'

Passion: hasn't that got a few high
intervals? Iwon't personally touch
the cut-glass merchants but Ilike
the more lyrical type of avant-garde
pieces. I've always done my share of
contemporary music and enjoyed it.
`Just now I'm preparing
Schoenberg's Moses and Aaron,
which Idid afew years ago. It
doesn't stick, and you have to
relearn it. When you perform a
brand-new piece, you don't have
somebody else's voice in your ear, or
even your audience's ear, because
that can work as adisadvantage.
From the audience's view, when you
sing Die Schbne Müllerin they have
[in mind] Fischer-Dieskau or Peter
Schreier, or some noted person who
they love. But that's not the same as
listening to you. Inow feel Ican
sing my own version to suit my
voice and personality without
changing the music. It's called
communication.'
What's the difference between
singing solo, ascena for tenor and
orchestra or taking part in opera?
'That's a hard one to answer. Lied
is a mini-opera all on its own, with
you standing there in evening dress
with the Bechstein behind you.
Somehow it creates the whole
picture in that song, whereas in
opera you tend to be telling a story
and playing a character.'
What about the dramatic song.
Take Erlkanig as an example?
'You're playing three or four
different parts, there. Apart from
Erlkünig himself, you've got the

'all still a dream'
•
' hen Djong Victorin
•:;»
Yu made his first
Philharmonia recording he
brought with him a copy of
the Karajan/EMI Pictures at
an Exhibition — it had been
his very first LP, and he
wanted the players to know
of his admiration for the
orchestra: 'To me the Philharmonia
and their leader Hugh Bean have
always been a legend'. (In turn,
Bean confessed he'd been on the
Karajan record.)
Even before he began playing
cello at seven, he'd seen Toscanini
on television, and had somehow
grasped the connection between the
man and the sound: he ' knew then'
that creating music was what he
wanted.
But his family opposed this. ' Do
anything in your life. But not
music.' His father was a statesman
(he had written the Constitution for
South Korea), who in the course of
a televised interview confessed he
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Boy, the Father, you probably have
the horse as well — all to play at the
same time from the standpoint of
the narrator, you!'

L

angridge's last two recordings
were of Liszt Lieder [UnicornKanchana] and Britten's Peter
Grimes [
Chandos]. Liszt first.
'John Constable and Ihad an
absolute ball and we are still talking
about it. The whole sessions took
three days and with anything galling,
like the wrong note, we just repeated
that section. We did complete takes
wherever possible, and got on so
well that when we made a mistake
we just looked at each other and
started laughing!
'Liszt was a naughty boy, but I
mustn't really say that because he
was an interesting character. In
"Jugend Glücke" you have this
fellow standing in the middle of the
glade looking for his beloved. The
moon is shining, everything's ready,
and no girl! The whole thing is just
aG-major chord, then silence, and
he comes in. Ridiculous actually, but
very funny! When she eventually
arrives - whom.!
'When you do a rehearsal, it's
opera. You can't imagine singing
"Die Macht der Musik" in recital,
you wouldn't have any voice left!
You can't go round it, hide or sing
sweetly. You have to deliver the
emotion: sometimes over the top.
"Wanderer's Nachtlied" is just out
of this world, quite extraordinary.
"Klinge Leise", " Ich Scheide"

couldn't cope with the uncertaintly
of knowing whether his son could
succeed in music. It brought
understanding between them.
Yu's career began when Kyung
Wha Chung introduced him to
Previn, who in turn wrote on Yu's
behalf to the Juilliard School. Yu
studied privately, met the emigré
conductor Vakhtang Jordania (who
had fled Russia with Mullova) who
taught him all he knew.
Later, Karajan allowed Yu to sit
in on rehearsals at the Berlin
Philharmonie — normally closed to
outsiders. Yu would jot in his scores
'Here, Karajan looked at me... here,
Karajan gave me a heart attack...
quite terrifying and quite wonderful'.
Yu's tireless enthusiasm registers
in his podium manner: with his

people haven't heard of any of these
songs. They say half a recital of
Liszt would empty the hall, but this
won't be true in the next few years.
Did he study other singers' Peter
Grimes? ` Idid at Covent Garden,
where the production was built
around Jon Vickers. Istudied videos
by both Pears and Vickers. Great:
they were so different! 1can do my
own without worrying! Iread all the
subject material, the poem, the
music and various books, put my
voice on tape and listened.
'Having learnt my part, Iwent
along to present myself to the cast,
conductor and producer of the
show. At Covent Garden it was a
revival, but at the ENO Tim Albery
and Iboth had our very special
ideas which would involve
everybody. Having tried everything,
you might find that you had done it
without any of the details you had
discussed: if you allow yourself to be
free. You can't go along, saying
"This is how Iam going to do it" —
it just doesn't work. You have to
learn not to communicate through
your own body, but using the words
and music of somebody else.
'With just six students at the
Royal College Iwork with no
audience. Iwant those kids to do it
just for them: that's the important
thing. You are allowed to let your
hair down and make as many
mistakes as you want. You are
allowed to fail: that's brilliant! It
doesn't matter — you're all in the
same boat.'

doesn't finish the piece. Many
musicians seem frightened to go
beyond the score and use their
imaginations. The problem today is
that the pace of life means young
conductors cannot give themselves
time to assimilate the repertoire.'
Yu feels most at home with the
Romantics through Impressionism to
today's composers. He draws the
line at 12-tone music ' simply
because the human ear cannot hear
it — it is impossible to recognize
"retrograde motion" and so on.
'I respect Schoenberg's work, but
whether Ilike him is another matter.
Then there's Stravinsky: Rite of
Spring is a fascinating piece and
totally original for the time he wrote
it. But personally, Idon't like it!
Miklos Rosza Iknew personally and

eager, intense look he seems little
more than aboy, yet has an
impressive track-record of work in

Ilove his orchestral stuff. He
captured the spirit of Hungarian
music and translated it successfully

Russia, Hungary, Japan and Korea.
Orchestras appreciate his clarity, his

to the Western idiom— now there
was agreat communicator.'
For Yu, everything has happened
very quickly, but to work with the
Philharmonia ` is all still adream'.
Bill Newman

unambiguous gestures.
'I always admit my mistakes,' says
Yu, yet ' Music is only partially
completed by the composer: he
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Clearly better..
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable sound that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or coloured' but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct 'low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

MusicLink Basic • Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network alow pass filter network that makes
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needs it own unique filter with precision a,
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses net ,tra' .

,.',"

sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of per for i
rldr
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality nrafetrao,
high standard of construction and geomet ,/
Transparent interconnecting cables from ti Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in r,tar,rja ,d
phono and balanced (XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available
It's time you he,r ti wilY Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better ConteJr Absolute Sounds • • price list and details
of Transparent Audio -1••

Absolute Sounds Ltd
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE
Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962
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classical REVIEWS
BEETHOVEN:
String Quartets - in D, Op.18:3 J in
B-flat, Op.130 Imovts.1-51 J Grosse
Fuge, Op.133
Emerson Qt

ADAMS:
Violin Concerto LI Shaker Loops
Gidon Kremer(v1n)ILSOI NaganolOrch St
Luke'slAdams
Nonesuch 7559 79360 2
Each

WM*

(
58m 36s)

Braudis Qt

string quartet, Wavemaker, and now exists in

Nimbus Records NI 5465

septet or string orchestra forms.
Adams used to live near a Shaker colony,

suggestions incorporated as well as those by
the original soloist, Joria Fleezanis; since
commissioned by the NY City Ballet, it is
both a dance piece and a concert work.
Adams says both compositions, the later
one post-Minimalist (or '
fin du siècle' as he
puts it) are ' about the act of playing a string
instrument' — which makes sense when you
listen! Certainly the concerto, with its
nervously energetic solo part running over a
backdrop ' like scenes on along Chinese
scroll', worrying, singing, leaping and racing
in (i)(iii), avoice for humanity in the lunar
Chaconne, or the exhilarating ' Shaking and
Trembling' (quite superbly done by the St
Luke's Orchestra), liberate astrong physical
sense of what it must be like to engage with
this writing. Quite simply, this is one of the
most important releases of 1996.
Christopher Breunig

A:1*

//s)

Op.130 & Grosse Fuge, Op.133

now-popular Shaker Loops began as awork for

and his piece reflects these 'pious and
industrious souls... caught up in the ecstatic
frenzy of dance': a dynamism at odds with
the minimalist principles governing the work.
(He admits the pun on ' shake' = tremolando,
and explains that 'loop' refers, of course, to
the endless figures achieved by tape
looping.)
Adams's recording dates back to 1988,
whereas the coupled Violin Concerto is a
1994 Abbey Road production, with postproduction mixing supervised by the
composer. Again, the work developed
through trial and error, with Gidon Kremer's

7(,n

DG 449 505-2

has a history of false starts. The

(61,n 12s)

Arguments over the choice of finale
for the Op.130 Quartet rumble on. I
will leave the subject to others and
content myself with stating which of

John Adams's
Violin
Concerto is
recorded by
Gidon Kremer,
with the LSO
under Kent
Nagano,
on ElektraNonesuch

these two CDs Iprefer.
The Brandis Quartet from
Germany are aby-product of the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Their
Beethoven — structurally admirable
though it is, within firm classical
traditions, and, in the truest sense of
the word, respectable — to my ears
falls into mid-position, surrounded
by other eminent groups like the
Amadeus and Alban Berg Quartets.
However, there is much to enjoy
(despite the occasional flat notes
from first-violin Thomas Brandis).
The Emerson Quartet from
America love technical perfection
and precision. Sometimes, however,
they show a distressing gap in their
stylistic sympathies (
cg in Dvorak)
that makes me prefer other groups,
and I'm afraid the sheer ease with
which they coast unconcernedly over
reefs of technical problems leaves me
cold. Tha: said, the early and late
Beethoven playing on their latest CD
(of what will eventually become a
complete opus) is absolutely
fabulous. Their attention to
dynamics, hair-pin turns, doublestopping, nuances and overall
stylistic conception hits the high
notes. How they play in tune at such
high speed is quite beyond me, while
Iwill admit that my old heart
melted at the beauties of the
Andante con moto, Alla tedesca and
Cavatina from Op.130.
Performances to die for. More,
please!
Bill Newman

A':1
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classical REVIEWS

BEETHOVEN:
Cello Sonatas Opp.69 & Op 102
Anssi Karttunen (v1c)ITuija Hakkila
(f-pno)
Finlandia 4509 93955 2

(
58m 18s)

This disc completes the series of
cello sonatas played on period
instruments, an English cello from
c.1770 and aGraf fortepiano of the
late 1820s; earlier volumes [4509
95584 2 and 97895 2] used a
reproduction of aWalter of 1795.
Karttunen avoids vibrato almost
entirely, to the tremendous benefit of
the music. Few worse clashes occur
in music than when astringed
instrument, lustily vibrated, joins a
piano that cannot be vibrated. It's
bad enough that the tone on one
can be sustained, on the other not,
but Karttunen is aware of this
problem too, and often allows his
tone to fade with the piano's.
These are strong performances,
impulsive, spontaneous and
sometimes unexpectedly violent. In
comparison, Fournier and Kempff
[DG], say, are over-refined, and to
tell the truth, hard on the ear
because of Fournier's vibrato. The
Finnish group must be very much
closer to the style of playing
Beethoven envisaged. Only
committed non-authenticists will
decide to reject these excellently
played performances, the two
instruments balanced as equals in a
drawing-room acoustic.
Robert Dearling

A:1 0

BOITO:
Mefistofeie
Ramey/Crider/la Scolaljankovicl
La Scala Orch & ChlMuti
RCA 09026 68284 2

(
2CDs, 140m 55s)

Assembled from three performances
at La Scala in March 1995, this live
recording of Boito's ambitious
treatment of Goethe suffers from
that theatre's curious acoustic, which
adds an unwelcome resonance to the
solo voices. But extraneous noise has
been kept to aminimum, and the
vast sonic scope of the Prologue —
with its massed ranks of choirs and
counter-choirs, and aquasiMahlerian use of offstage brass — is
RI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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well conveyed, certainly in
Muti's spacious reading.
Nevertheless, of all Italian
operas, this is the one most
likely to benefit from an
imaginative studio recording.
Muti also shapes the
phrases well and revels in the
idiosyncratic, occasionally
quirky and even bizarre
music with which Boito
depicts his elemental and
legendary characters.
Samuel Ramey's
Mefistofele remains a
remarkable achievement. In
fine voice, and with the grandeur of
tone appropriate to amajor player
on the cosmic scene, he creates a
humorous, fantastical and menacing
portrayal.
As Faust, Vincenzo La Scola
sounds older than his years (he's just
38), and with his dull tone and
some ungainly vocalisation proves an
indifferent interpreter of this most
thoughtful of Latin tenor roles.
American soprano Michâle Crider
is an exciting singer, and askilled
one. Her large-scale soprano
(perhaps too large for Margharita —
she also doubles here as Helen of
Troy, as Boito intended: strangely
from avocal viewpoint) suffers from
an inherent wobble, but her
dramatic thrust and considerable
technical know-how mark her as an
artist of great promise. Isuspect that
the bigger Verdi roles will turn out
to be her happiest hunting-ground.
A lack of meticulousness and a
slight blowsiness of tone (particularly
amongst the sopranos) mar the vital
choral contributions. All in all, not
really the Mefistofek one might have
hoped for.
George Hall

B- C: 1-3 J

BRAHMS:
Piano Trios Opp.8 & 87
Pires (pno)IDumay (v1n)IWang (vk)
DG 447 055-2

(
66m 45s)

Brahms was still somewhat bogged
down in orchestral textures when he
penned this couple of Trios. Their
successor, Op.101, manages to
adjust the balance more successfully
towards that of true chamber music,
but, that said, one cannot deny the
power and eloquence of these earlier
works.
Dumay and Pires are joined here
by the Shanghai cellist Jian Wang, a
protégé of Isaac Stern. Augustin
Dumay beautifully matches the
sweep of his bow and his tonal
projection — so important in the
first movement of Op.8 — but Pires
takes time to wake up. In fact, her
opening measures are so extremely
reticent that Iwas straining to hear
them. By the time the bolder
second-subject (with its reply motif)
arrives, she has grown slightly more

Fortepianist
Tuija Hakkila
and cellist
Anssi
Karttunen (left)
have
completed a
3CD cycle of
Beethoven's
sonatas and
variations for
Finlandia

assertive, only to sink back again.
Not the kind of performance one
finds on the Virgin Classics coupling
by the Grieg Trio [
HFNIRR July],
where the ensemble is finely
balanced throughout — though not
so well recorded as on DG.
Op.87 is better; the harmonic
weave is more open and freer in
style, so each player can express
his/her individuality more easily. It is
afar more mature work altogether,
the drama and poetry growing from
the opening measures and
blossoming gloriously.
The recording is fine, yet Pires's
introspective holding-back would
suggest she should have been
balanced further forward.

e

e
With Robert
leader, the

BRAHMS:
String Quintets Opp.88 & 111
Juilliard Qt/Walter Trampler (via)

Juilliard

Sony Classical CD 68476

Quartet has

Brahms follows Mozart's preference:
he too favours asecond viola. But
there the comparison ends. Brahms's
textures are denser, the themes and
their development are romantically
intense. Sony's balance underlines a
dark vibrancy, though the violins,
antiphonally separated, have amildly
metallic edge.
The Juilliard Quartet, 50 years old
and still led by Robert Mann,
remains an interpretative force to be
reckoned with. Signs of physical
fallibility are only consistently
noticeable in Op.88(iv): effortful,
ponderous and with many moments
of uncertain intonation. It's hardly
Allegro energico, and the heaviness of
the playing is emphasised by a
sound level higher than elsewhere.
At the other extreme is Op.111(iii),
where the musicians enter
wholeheartedly into the spirit of this
graceful, mostly softly-uttered Gminor movement that slips equally
gracefully into the tonic major
towards the end. It's an interlude
with atinge of resignation amidst
much that is resolute.

Mann still

recorded
Brahms's two
String Quintets
with Walter
Trampler

Nalen Anthoni

(
58m 50s)
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classical REVIEWS
BRAHMS:
21 Hungarian Dances ( arr. Joachim)/
JOACHIM: Andantino in a J Romance
in B-flat
Marat Bisengaliev (z.ln)john
Lenehan (pno)
Naxos 8.553026

It was practically ordained that
Joseph Joachim would arrange the
Hungarian Dances for violin and
piano; his versions were often heard
in Brahms's lifetime, less so since.
For they are fiendishly difficult: a
kind of gypsy ' Art of the Violin'.
Joachim freely ornamented the
melodic lines, and transposed some
dances into new and more brilliant
keys. (Naxos claim that this is the
first recording of these versions

Dance Symphony J Short Symphony J Organ Symphony
Simon Preston (org)ISt Louis SOI Slatkin
m 26s)

RCA 09026 68292 2
Symphonic Ode _IPiano Concerto __IAppalachian Spring - Suite
Lorin Hollander (pub) ¡Seattle SOI Schwarz
Delos DE 3154

(
62m 17s)

What is a symphony? ' Everything', claimed Mahler; ` Strict logic',
grunted Sibelius; ' Hard work', growled Bruckner; ` Melody', smiled
George Lloyd; Mead', scowled Steve Reich; ` Dunno', shrugged Scriabin;
'Pure entertainment', insisted Copland. And this convenient package
proves Copland right. It is also living evidence why the Organ Symphony
(1924), the Dance Symphony (1929) and the Short Symphony (1934)
make the big ' Common Man' symphony he wrote in 1946 ' number

exactly as written.)
The young Kazakh Marat
Bisengaliev, whose previous dises
include a stunning account of the
Havergal Brian Violin Concerto
[Marco Polo], intimately
understands this strain of East
European diablerie, as anyone who

three'. Who said composers couldn't count?
Given good recording and performances, this disc recommends itself.
And they are, apart from a slight low-level interference at the start
which Iwillingly ascribe to the organ's mechanism.
By turns cool and unemotional, then spirited to the point of frenzy,
Copland's symphonies are indeed entertainment music. They display no
real organic growth or thematic metamorphosis, but he had to call them
something. Icall them fun. And Slatkin finds plenty of fun in them,
inspiring his orchestra to huge bouts of enjoyment. Simon Preston's
organ is a subdued voice for much of the time. The orchestra's isn't, but
the nice perspective and clarity of sound contains Copland's quietest
parts and the naughty noises with very credible fidelity.

attended his astonishing \X'igmore
Hall debut earlier this year can
testify. His technique makes light
(and makes liquid poetry) of the
plethora of virtuoso effects and
challenges, and his intonation is
steady as a rock. With John Lenehan
a perceptive and spirited
accompanist these are enlivening,

The 20m Symphonic Ode is only partly a ` lengthy lyrical lofty poem',
for Copland leaves out the poem part and has little truck with ' lyrical'.
As an orchestral showpiece it is quite stunning, but hardly ' symphonic'
12 either. Fragmentary, brilliantly scored, jazzy and exciting — but no
more ' symphonic' than the Piano Concerto conforms to our narrow
eview of that genre. But why should it? It shows off the pianist as a
versatile artist, and Lorin Hollander evidently has it in his heart and

not to say intoxicating,
performances of familar music in a
new and yet brilliantly effective

soul. Koussevitzky told Copland, ' If you write a piano concerto you
can play it yourself.' Invitation or threat? Ifind its two movements
aincoherent.

The familiar Appalachian Spring suite, in
its full orchestral version, receives
an excellent performance.
(But its eight sections
should have been indexed
individually.) Gerard
Schwarz doesn't overplay the
music and
the players
evidently
enjoy this
relaxed
approach.
The recording
is reticent, or
reluctant to
over-state the
music's colours.
Well balanced,
then — the
reverse of Decca's
Phase-4 reissues.
But the power is
'le there in the Delos
sound where needed.
Robert Dearling
A:1

A:1

(66m 49s)

Aaron

guise.
Joachim was himself a composer
of substance, and while the Romance
is the expected kind of short
morceau. his Andantino is an
expansive [ 1lm 42s] and
sophisticated work, in roughly the
shape of a Liszt rhapsody, with a

'The Copland

scintillatingly fast finale. Bisengaliev
should be encouraged to record
more of Joachim's output, especially
the Concerto in the Hungarian
¡Vanner — not, so far, effectively

Collection',

committed to disc.

Copland's own
orchestral
recordings,

are on the

Calum MacDonald

A:1* A

Sony Classical
label

CHOPIN:
Piano Sonata 2 J Mazurkas
Op.24:1-4 J Ballade 2 J Nocturnes
Op.27:1 & 2 J Barcarolle
Rose Chohnondelu (pito)
Master Mix CHCDE 00113
(63in 23s) dist. Pinnacle
Rose Cholmondeley, Chairman and
Artistic Director of the Chopin
Society, is a pupil of Louis Kentner,
Angus Morrison and Sulamita
Aronovsky. She has performed
extensively, here, in Europe, and in
India, and is aregular recitalist at
Zelazowa Wola — Chopin's
birthplace.
It was abold decision to start her
debut recording with the Sonata, but
85
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classical REVIEWS
the approach is original, well
thought out and ultimately
persuasive. If (i) sounds alittle
compact less its all-important repeat,
and the momentum shows a
tendency to slacken in places, (ii) is
splendidly and deeply sonorous. In
the Funeral March, Cholmondeley
manages to restrain the pathos, not
by changing the dynamics at the
close, but by emphasising the
divided chord at the key-change to
correspond with the pp die-away. It's
beautifully done, and the tempo for
Chopin's impressionistic finale links
nicely.
Rhythm and colour in the four
Mazurkas are excellent. A more
consistent prominence for the simple
LH accompaniment would perhaps
have lent an even stronger
characterisation, especially in the Bflat-minor. Balancing improvisatory
freedom and classical restraint,
Cholmondeley is splendid in Ballade
2. The breadth of phrasing in the Csharp-minor Nocturne and the
singing clarity of those tiny halfnotes that make up the RH turns in
the D-flat are two further instances
of her skill and devotion to the
composer. Imust applaud, too, the
pace and delicacy of expression in
the Barcarolle.
Bill Newman

B:1-2 0

DVORAK:
Piano Quintett/SCHUMANN: Piano
Quintet'
'Rudolf Buchbinder, 'Philippe
Entremont (pno)IAlban Berg Qt
EMI CDC 555 5932

(
69m 08s)

The Dvorak Quintet has always
troubled me: Ilove this composer's
music but have never come to terms
with the finale of this work, which I
cannot hear without having avision
of agenteel tea-shop (older readers
might say ' the Palm Court of Grand

The Alban Berg Quartet
and ( inset)
Rudolf Buchbinder
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Hotel'). Buchbinder is outstanding
in this expressive, full-blooded
reading, especially in his dynamic
playing of the Scherzo, and he holds
the contours together brilliantly. It
helps that he is balanced as part of
an ensemble and never overpowers
the strings, who simply yield subtly
when the piano is featured. Iam
even persuaded to enjoy that finale a
little — something that, hitherto,

'Buchbinder is outstanding in this
expressive, full-blooded reading,
especially in his dynamic playing of
the Scherzo, and he holds
the contours together brilliantly'
only Schnabel's ancient recording
had done.
In the Schumann, Entremont is
balanced more forwardly. Iadmire
the rich phrasing of the final Allegro
ma non troppo, and throughout
derive pleasure from his broad,
arching phrases; but they often seem
too prominent, whereas the Dvorak
comes out as aquintet for equal
players.
These are public performances
recorded six years apart. Both have
noisy backgrounds, and Ido wish
the engineers had removed the
applause. The recordings are
adequate but they make
uncomfortable partners — venues
are Vienna and New York. Despite
the distinguished artists, this is not a
very special disc: my scepticism of
the value of transferring live
performances of the recent past
remains.

'Spring Tide' are both full of love,
sunshine and flowers.
The tang and nostalgia of the
Gypsy Songs find both Langridge
and Johnson at the height of
inspiration. ' My song is filled with
yearning whenever wandering Igo',
the first of seven numbers, is exactly
matched by the pianist when the
phrase is repeated. Throughout there
is amarvellous sense of singer and
pianist communing with one
another.
The late Beno Blachut's
performance of the Janacek cycle has
always been the yardstick for others.
Langridge shows he can sound just
as original in his conception. Here is
aconsummate ease in emphasis and
enunciation, with the closest
attention to dynamics, that make
him aworthy successor to the great
Czech. With the Gypsy Woman,
sensitively sung by Jean Rigby and
perfectly balanced with her party of
three background singers, literally
'taking over' the man's life as her
own, the tension created is quite
remarkable, Philip Langridge soaring
aloft in the final number without
strain. Indeed, aperformance full of
inspired maturity.
Fine sound throughout.
Ball Newman
OLIERE:
Symphony 2

As:1* n

Suite from The Red

Poppy
New Jersey SOIMacal
Delos DE 3178

(72m 50s)

Isuppose length prevents Glière's
symphonies from becoming really
popular, despite their wealth of
gorgeous melodies. Irecall
Stokowski's attempts to abbreviate
Antony Hodgson
B:1-2 0
the well-known 90m Third,
including a36m ' gems from' version
which he once broadcast (and which
DVORAK:
Icautiously admit Ienjoyed!). The
4 Melodies, Op.73 J 2 Melodies,
Second Symphony does not spread
Op.82 J Gypsy Songs, Op.55/
its romantic themes so indulgently
JANACEK: The diary of one who
and is atidily contoured large-scale
disappeared'
orchestral showpiece.
Philip Langridge (ten) /Graham
Billing this disc as a ' Virtual
Johnson (pno)Pjean Rigby (con)
reality'
recording, Delos have
Fortane UCD 16746
(
62m 58s)
certainly chosen ahuge palette of
aural colouring. The notes go into
Dvorak's Opp.73/82 are performed
detail about recording techniques,
less often than his slightly earlier
but what really matters is that they
Gypsy Songs, and they reflect the
have achieved an exciting and
simple, loving family man, proud of
realistic sound. It may seem an oldhis Czech heritage of folk-song and
fashioned comment, but Iam
concerned, in the main, with the
impressed by the wide stereo spread
fairer sex. ` Good night, love sleep
— much wider than usual — and
you well' and 'A maiden was afull-bodied tone is still retained in
mowing' reach back into aworld of
every orchestral department. [JMH
dreams and memories, whereas
'There's nothing, nothing here that I is currently campaigning for
everyone to listen in mono! Mus
would enjoy', with its word
Ed] Immediacy is given to all
repetitions, and ' My horse is aGrey'
instruments yet they remain in
are both symbols of cherished
accurate perspective: for example,
desii es for the tangible things of life.
the brass are often tremendously
The two songs from the later opus
forceful but their distancing from the
lean heavily on Schubert for their
front of the orchestra remains
piano parts. 'Iat the Brook' and
87
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properly represented. The Red Poppy,
though perhaps Glière's most
popular work, is far from being great
music, and the drama it represents is
banal. Edward Downes made a
recent Chandos version of it,
presented in softer focus but in an
excellent recording. Delos take the
opportunity to display the vivid,
sometimes bizarre, orchestration
strikingly. The NJ Symphony has a
rich, ' Philadelphia-like' quality which
suits Glière, and Zdenek Macal
imbues the music with firm impulse,
especially in the symphony's finale,
where he is ideally unrelenting.
Antony Hodgson

Ae-A:1

Hyperion CM 66860

OCTOBER 1918

(
75m 39s)

The front cover, and Emma Kirkby's
portrait, suggest a recital of arias,
but in fact this is a generous mix of
vocal and instrumental items,
illuminating the first half of Handel's
operatic career with pieces both
familiar and virtually unknown.

entirety, jungle Book is a central
pillar of Grainger's output: a cycle of
eleven Kipling settings composed
(1898-1947) as ' a protest against
civilization'. He believed passionately
in Kipling's verses, which take the
point of view of the wild animals
and indigenous ' savage' peoples of
the Earth. Grainger personally
identified with the wild boy Mowgli,
raised by wolves. Nearly a century
after it was first conceived, the work
seems astonishingly relevant in
sheerly ecological terms.
The range of harmonic invention
is very wide, from the icy beauty of
the 'very sad Seal National Anthem'
The Beaches of Lukannon to the
harshness of The Hunting Song of the

11991 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Emma Kirkby (sop)IBrandenburg
Consort/Goodman

The Three Ravens.
Never before recorded in its

through excerpts, would find hard to
fathom.
Well, it's a splendidly enjoyable
disc. The Brandenburg Consort's
playing is by turns pointed and
poignant, and they make afull and

rumbustious march from Scipione,
that opera's only familiar number,
the disc closes with ararity from the
same source, the brilliant ` Scoglio
d'immota fronte': here, Kirkby
makes the only rival version Iknow
(in Lisa Saffer's ` Arias for Cuzzoni'
collection on Harmonia Mundi)
sound pretty staid. On this showing,
even a complete Scipione (
which
Hicks describes as ahastily-written
stop-gap) should be worth having!
Calum MacDonald

A:1-1* 0

HANDEL:
6 Organ Concertos Op.4
Bob van Asperen (orgldir)10AE
Virgin Classics VC 545 1742

(
71m 13s)

Fastidious performances, cleanly
recorded at Air Studios. The organ is

photo: Mark HarrisonrEMI

number, The Only Son, written as
late as 1945-7, is surely one of
Grainger's masterpieces: aperfect
evocation of the fantasy of becoming
awolf- child, pure nature.
Though the remaining pieces
include some previously unrecorded
items, as well as a number of
arrangements or realizations of
Grainger's sketches by other hands
(Alan Gibbs's gorgeous reworking of
the Bridal Lullaby as Good-bye to
Love deserves special mention),
they're less stimulatingly varied than

lively sound in Hyperion's vivid
recording.
Kirkby is in top-notch form.
Deeply expressive in the lamenting
arias from Tamerlano and Rodelinda,
she throws off the fast, bravura stuff
as to the genre born. Her `Vo' far
guerra' from Rinaldo is a stunner,
with flamboyant harpsichord
obbligato from Alastair Ross.
Amadigi's glittering revenge aria
`Destero dall'empia Dite', Handel's
only operatic aria for soprano and
solo trumpet (here Robert Farley), is
another tour-de-force. After the

HANDEL:
Music from Almira, Rodrigo, Rinaldo,
Silla, Amadigi di Gaula, Giulio Cesare,
Temerlano, Rodelinda & Scipione

Percy Grainger viewed himself as
essentially avocal and choral
composer, and this aspect of his art
is finally receiving welcome
attention. The present disc usefully
complements Gardiner's Philips
collection [ September] — they share
only two items, Shallow Brown and

ukeleles, guitars, mandolas and
mandolins all feature in Polyphony's
scrupulous lineup). The longest

on the whole lack the final edge of
intensity this music demands. John
Mark Ainsley in The Power of Love,
Willow Willow and Lord Maxwell's
Night, and Libby Crabtree in The
Sprig of Thyme, hardly erase the
memory of Peter Pears singing those

Calum MacDonald

(
73m 57s)

Seonee Pack and the wolf-cries of
Red Dog; so too is the textural
resource, from a cappella voices to
choruses with large and unorthodox
ensembles (Grainger's preferred

their Handel almost exclusively

pieces in the two classic Decca LP
collections with the ECO. But this is
unquestionably an important and
relishable release.

GRAINGER:
Choral works
CrabtreelAinsley1Wilson-Johnson/
Polyphony Singers & OrchlLayton
Hyperion WA 66863

Gardiner's collection. Grainger's
genius, when it isn't bracing, is
deeply depressive, and many works
here strike aperhaps too similar vein
of melancholic elegy. Polphony's
performances, too, though
beautifully shaped and deeply felt,

Bob van
Asperen:
Handel's
Op.4 Organ
Concertos
with the
Orchestra of
the Age of
Enlightenment

Thus, bits of Giulio Cesare,
Tamerlano and Rodelinda rub
shoulders with arias from Amadigi di
Gaula and the Second Overture to
Almira (
whose authenticity has only
recently been confirmed). Anthony
Hicks's notes take an unnecessarily
apologetic tone, pleading that ' there
is still avalue in excerpts even
though Handel operas are often
given complete in live performances
or on record' — a state of affairs
which previous generations, who got

derived from 17th-century models;
winds and continuo are also copies,
but most of the OAE strings are
genuine period instruments. Ican't
for the life of me hear the
harpsichord listed for all but the
Sixth Concerto: the one more
familiar as aharp concerto, and
where recorders replace oboes to
delightful effect. Harpsichord is
almost intrusive in the Hurford
midprice set [Decca 430 569-2,
2CDs with Concertos 14 & 13,
'Cuckoo and the Nightingale', and
an early Sonata in D], which Iprefer
for its greater fluidity, for the charm
of the Papendrecht organ and the
acoustic character of the setting. Bob
van Asperen is broad with imposing
tuttis in the opening Larghetto of
No.5, for instance, yet Hurford's
stateliness seems more ' Handelian'
(contrast, too, the livelier allegro
which follows); he also slows his
opening phrase-endings rather
emphatically in No.6(i) [20s/23s] —
although everything he does is very
musical, and when the passage is
repeated [ 1m 33s] decoration is
added.
Christopher Breunig

A:1-2 0
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HANDEL:
Trio sonatas for recorder, violin and
continuo Op.2:1 & 4 J Sonatas for
recorder and harpsichord HWV360,
362, 369 & 377 J Sonatas for
recorder and continuo HWV365 &
367a J Sonatas for violin and
harpsichord HINV371, 359a & 361 J
Andante for violin and harpsichord
HWV412 J Allegro for violin and
harpsichord HWV408 J Sonata for
viola da gamba and harpsichord
HWV364
The Cambridge Musick
Globe GLO 6032

(
2CDs, 119m 22s)

Violinist Andrew Manze has a
bright, elegant tone and plays with
consistent liveliness; Mark Levy
approaches his one solo item for
viola da gamba with gravity and
confidence; but recorder player
Robert Erlich displays a more

HAYDN:
Symphonies 96, 102 & 103
Philharmonia OrchISlatkin
RCA 09026 68424-2

(76m 38s)

The violins are antiphonally divided,
the brass has a brazen edge, the
tempi are often right, Slatkin
encourages first-desk players to
embellish their solos. Some of the
concessions to historically informed
practice are observed. The
obligations to creative conducting
are not. Slatkin simply lets the notes
spin off the pages. Being the
Philharmonia, the spinning is
immensely skilful (John Anderson
has to be commended for some
lovely oboe playing in the trio of 96)
but it is no more than an instinctive
reaction to uninspired direction.
There is little to say about these
performances — well-balanced and
cleanly recorded, tubby timpani
notwithstanding — because Slatkin
has little to say about Haydn.
Compare him with Rattle in 102 to
know the difference between droning
and oratory, between running
nonchalantly through the text and
giving it a point, an expression and
articulation that reveal the depth
and inner vitality of the music. Like
Brendel, Brüggen, Harnoncourt, the
Lindsay and Mosaïques Quartets,
Rattle re-defines the interpretation of
Haydn and re-educates the listener's
perceptions. Slatkin does neither.

c.D

Nalen Anthoni
For RCA,
Leonard
Slatkin
is recording
Haydn's
London
Symphonies
with the
Philharmonia
Orchestra

flexible approach than his colleagues.
In Adagio movts this is to
considerable advantage, but his view
of dance rhythms is very individual
— cg, his very free alla Siciliana in
HWV369 shows little sign of the lilt
of such apiece. More rhythmic are
the Tempo di Gavotta of HWV365
and the menuet of 367a, but even
here he sometimes delays the
downbeats in order to accommodate
his decorations of the repeated
sections. The sparkling, lightly
rhythmic keyboard playing of
Richard Egarr is splendid: it seems
that the one performer who is given
no solos becomes the centre of the
musical cogency of the whole
collection.
In all, The Cambridge Musick
play Handel's smaller-scale
entertainment music stylishly. The
notes explain the scholarly basis
upon which choice was made as to
whether harpsichord alone or
continuo group should be used, and
the modesty of the decorations
seems very authentic.
The clear, uncluttered recording
made in Utrecht has aneutral
acoustic ideal for Handel's lean
lines, although the die-away,
especially that of the recorder, tends
to sound fractionally flat.
Antony Hodgson
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HAYDN:
Symphonies 101 & 103
RPOIGhwer
Tring International TRP 053

(
57m 37s)

To use a medium-sized orchestra
(40 strings) suits the ' London'
Symphonies; to have the music
played in so polished a manner is a
bonus. ( Inote that Hugh Bean is
guest leader — all seems well with
the world when this musician leads a
fine orchestra.) Jane Glover is a
stylish conductor of Haydn. Her
firmly-held, broad tempi are
probably closer to those of the great
Mogens Wifildike than most. Unlike
Wifildike, however, she obtains a
warm, blended sound: only
occasionally do instruments break
forth dramatically. The timpani are
not quite ' period' in tone (their
authentic, shallow timbres in the
solos of 103 do not typify the
warmer, more ' 19th-century' quality
elsewhere). The recording is
exceptionally well balanced: the ear
easily detects that Haydn uses
clarinets in 103 but not 101, and it
is a delight to hear the
differentiation between cellos and
basses. Glover obtains clear, strong
playing in 101 — notoriously
difficult for the strings in ( i), (iv) —
and somehow the leisurely tempo for

(iii) works where it has failed in
other hands.
Glover always lets the music flow
uninterrupted across double-bars;
even some of the ' authenticists' fail
to do that. This characteristic is a
big advantage in the extensive
variations of 103(ii). In this
movement, Haydn is ( unusually)
inconsistent in his repeat scheme;
Glover makes two carefully
calculated omissions to fashion a
logical pattern. Full marks, too, for
the exciting (iv), played in the
standard version where Haydn
removed 13 bars towards the close.
He was right to do so, but Ilove
hearing them!
Antony Hodgson

A:1 A

HAYDN:
String Quartets Op.33:2, 3 & 5
Mosaïques Qt
Auvidis E8569

(61m 04s)

Period instrument performances
remarkable for their carefully
organised ' spontaneity'. This leads to
some passagework being rushed —
not skimped, for all the notes are
there, but hurried so that they don't
all register. There is also some
rubato, in 3(iii) semiquavers are
snapped in the Scottish way, graces
are crushed — this is taken too far
in 3(ü), where quavers are shortened
to sound like gracenotes — and
dynamics in 2(iii) and (iv) are
carelessly observed or ignored. All
part of ' spontaneity'? What is less
understandable is the decision to
take every repeat except the second
in 5(i), and to turn trio sections into
independent intrusions within
minuets, the trio of No.2 made
embarrassingly precious with its
stressed downbeats.
One cannot condemn imaginative
spontaneity in chamber works, but
here it threatens to obscure Haydn
and that is not what one expects
from period groups. Recording good,
but Iwould have welcomed more
bite from the cello.
Robert Dearling

11:4

LISTh
A Faust Symphony
l'inson Cole (tett) Dresden
Staatskapelle & Op ChISinopoli
DC 449 137-2

(
67m 1Is)

There's some really beautiful playing
in this Faust Symphony: strings and
woodwind produce gloriously
resonant and delicate sounds, with
the result that the ' Gretchen' movt is
astonishingly sensuous, and rather
unexpectedly free from
sentimentality. But whenever
Sinopoli gives the Dresden brass
their head one scents the Bierkeller.
Liszt marks the trumpet solo in (i)
Fig.Gg ` Nobile', and there is indeed
OCTOBER 1996
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KOECHLIN:
The Seven ":
zSymphony CI Quatre
Interludes CI LAndalouse dans Barcelone
Deutsches SO Berlin/Judd
RCA 09026 68146 2

'None of the music here
quite touches the greatness of
Koechlin's Jungle Book cycle,

(
53m I3s)

Charles Koechlin's fascination with the
cinema and its possibilities, which extended
to the leading Hollywood stars as
contemporary icons (and a ' pash', as
Angela Brazil might say, on Lilian Harvey
in particular) produced very few actual
film scores. But he wrote scores to his own

timaginary scenarios, or to replace (at least
'in his drawer) the execrable music for
famous film sequences. One of his most
impressive creations in this genre is the
Seven Stars Symphony, the major work on
this fascinating release in RCA's
enterprising ' 100 Years of Film Music'

series.
It's not exactly a symphony, more a suite
of character-portraits: Douglas Fairbanks,
Lilian Harvey, Greta Garbo, Clara Bow,
Marlene Dietrich and Emil Jannings,
visualized in some of their most famous
roles, with an extended tone-poem on
Charlie Chaplin for finale. None of the
music here quite touches the greatness of
Koechlin's Jungle Book cycle, but it's full of
characteristic ideas sumptuously served.
The Fairbanks movement, after The Thief
of Baghdad', is ahallucinatory oriental
ostinato, like some movts from Koechlin's
Les heures Persanes. Jannings's character in

but it's full of characteristic
ideas sumptuously served'
'The Blue Angel' is mourned by a pier=
chorale; Garbo and Dietrich are the
swooning Adagios, the former etherealized
by an Ondes Martenot. The Chaplin movt
is no burlesque, concentrating on the
pathos and psychological insight; the Clara
Bow movt provides a dionysiac scherzo,
Koechlin's tribute to Roaring Twenties
California.
There was a 1983 LP version, Monte
Carlo Orch/Myrat [EMI], but balance
playing and recording are immeasurab
superior here. The fillers are minor but
interesting: the Interludes, composed when
Koechlin was 80, are witty but genuine 12
note studies, realized here from his draft
score. L'Andalouse dans Barcelone,
commissioned for an actual documentary
in 1953, was rejected before the film was
screened — it's the least personal work
here, but a delightful addition to a long
line of great Spanish dances composed by
MacDonald

A:1

akind of savage nobility in the sheer
'Soviet' coarseness of tone the player
produces here.
Pursuing detail, sometimes to
illuminating ends, Sinopoli simply
mislays the work's symphonic
nature. Some portions of the
work are moulded with rare
plasticity; elsewhere, rhythms
are occasionally so foursquare one recalls Beecham's
jibe about Toscanini being an
Italian bandmaster, and
wonders what he'd have
thought of this maestro. His
tempi in the fast movements
aren't particularly fast, but the
approach is hectic and
rhetorical. For all that, the ' Faust'
movt is entirely lacking in tension,
a quality one imagined Liszt had
composed irrevocably into the very
notes. And all Mephistopheles's
energetic activity generates only a
low electric charge — hear the
leaden thump of the so-called ' Pride'
motif, which ought to be snapping at
the music's heels. The concluding
Chorus Mysticus, therefore, though
impressively shaped and sung, seems
virtually unmotivated. DG's
recording is superb, but his isn't a
version Iimagine I'll return to very
often
Calum MacDonald
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On DG,
Liszt's Faust
Symphony
From Sinopoli:
in pursuit of
illuminating
detail, the
nature of
the work itself
becomes lost

MOZART:
Piano Concertos K466 & K503
Alicia de Laroccha (pno)IECOI
RCA 09026 68399 2

(
62m 28s)

Davis gets it right. The opening
ritornello of K466 is sombrely
dramatic. Laroccha gets it wrong.
Her prim, lack-lustre playing is
neither sombre nor dramatic. The

pattern is easy to follow. Davis and
the ECO ignite when they are able
to. Laroccha douses the fire — every
time. She is phlegmatic to the point
of prissiness, sailing through the
music with nary acare about
modulations or mood-swings. K503
is not treated any differently and
here even Davis seems to lose
interest. Perhaps he was fed-up of
being dragged down. The piano used
is afine instrument, the ECO is the
great ensemble it has always been
and RCA provide tonally truthful, if
over-separated, sound. A touch of
roughness towards the end is not
serious but, really, what awaste of
effort.
Nalen Anthoni
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MUSSORGSKY
(arr. Stokowski):
Night on Bare Mountain J Boris
Godunov — Symphonic Synthesis _I
Khovashchina — Entracte to Act IV J
Pictures at an Exhibition
BBC PhilharmoniclBamert
Chandos CHAN 9445

(69m 20s)

In his nineties, Stokowski was still
making recordings and demanding
that the die-away after final chords
should sound like it did in his
Philadelphia days. Of course, he
heard it clearly in his mind's ear:
those old recordings of the 1930s
could not fully reproduce it, but
J maybe this new one makes an
approximation to what he required.
It was made in Studio 7, New
Broadcasting House Manchester.
This may not seem like a gripping
venue, but the choice has resulted in
one of the most immediate-sounding
productions that Ihave heard from
Chandos. The acoustic is spacious
but at no time does it cloud detail.
Night on Bare Mountain is not in
the usual orchestration but must lie
in the subconscious of most musiclovers because of Fantasia. For me
the piece is never the same without
Stokowski's thrilling Wagnerian
closing section. When approaching
the Boris Godunov, try not to think
of the operatic sequence: Stokowski
has created a six-movt ' symphony',
and orchestrally it works. Ifind his
orchestration of Pictures very exciting
too. He never pretended that he had
not heard the Ravel transcription —
`Goldenburg & Schmuyle' has the
same clever snickering trumpet —
but elsewhere Stokowski's is bigger
and more voluptuous. Idon't object
to his decision to omit 'Tuileries'
and ' Limoges', find the ' Hut on
Fowl's Legs' brilliant and admire the
gradual build-up to the end of the
'Great Gate of Kiev' — an ideal
tour-de-force. This is awell planned
production, and the sound does
justice to Stokowski's imagination.
Antony Hodgson
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Apart from his Donizetti operas I
know little of his work, but his
overall grasp of style, tempi and
dynamics is exemplary with a real
show of imagination in his handling
of the end of Act 1that echoes the
famous EMI-de Sabata recording.
Listen, too, to the marvellous
pairings of boys, tenors and
sopranos at this point, acombined
success of both conductor and
recorded balance.
The whole atmosphere of the
scene in the Palazzo Farnese in Act

phow: Nigel LuckhursvChandos

II with Scarpia's and Tosca's key
arias and Cavaradossi's ' Victorious!'
ringing out splendidly is the next
highpoint in the action. Tosca's
'Love and Music' is changed to ' Life
has taught me singing and loving',
but Iwon't quibble! One yearns for
Gobbi's terror at being stabbed but
Yurisich is almost as good.
The final act appropriately sets
the seal on a fine production with its
fleeting changes of focus combined
with the singers' total commitment
to their parts. Ido wish we could

Chandos
sessions For

have had real rifle shots instead of a
pop gun when Cavaradossi is shot
dead. Wonderful entertainment
nevertheless.

PUCCINI:
Tosca

with the

Jane Eaglen (sop) 'Dennis O'Neill
(ten)IGregoryYurisich (bar) et al,
Peter Kay Children's Ch/Geoffrey
Mitchell ChlPhilharmonialParry

Peter Kay

Chandos CHAN 3000(2)

Tosca - sung
in English -

Children's
Choir,
the Geoffrey
Mitchell Choir
and the
Philharmonia,
conducted by
David Parry

(
2CDs, 118m 05s)

Following their pleasurable Barber of
Seville in English, Iwondered how
Chandos would cope with one of the
most performed and recorded of
Italian Grand Operas. Imust admit
some early disappointments with
productions at Blackheath Concert
Halls, but this latest venture is quite
superb in every respect, with a
spaciousness, range and clarity that
pinpoint and highlight the
perspective of the central nave of the
church with awesome reality, from
Scarpia's entry ' You make the
church a fairground' — through to
the end of Act 1.
Gregory Yurisich's portrayal is a
fusion of Granforte and Gobbi at
their finest. His insinuations to all
and sundry and his immediate
infatuation with the heroine, Tosca,
stunningly sung by Jane Eaglen, are
a joy to hear. Eaglen, without the
subtle, daring inflections of Callas at
her finest, has avoice and ahalf. I
am reminded of Rosa Ponselle and
Maria Zampieri in terms of rich
tones in the lower and middle
registers that swell upwards to
thrilling high notes, dead in tune
(although some of her diction suffers
as a result). Her partner Dennis
O'Neill still shows the mark of a
singing actor, with excellent diction
throughout, but a widening of vibrati
in the upper register.
The other hero of this magnificent
set is the conductor David Parry.
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Bill Newman

A*:I-2

RAVEL:
Violin Sonata U Tzigane J Sonate
posthume ( 1897) U Berceuse sur le
nom de Gabriel Fauré/POULENC:
Violin Sonata/DEBUSSY: Violin Sonata
ChoLiang Lin (vin) /Paul Crossley
(Pno)
Sony Classical CD 66839

(77m 04s)

A superior recital, as one would
expect from these two exceptionally
gifted artists. Ravel's sonata receives
distinguished advocacy here. As an
interpretation it's less sharply
characterized than some recent
accounts (
eg Tetzlaff/Andsnes on
Virgin Classics), but the playing has
both fastidious elegance and
enormous technical security to
commend it. There's no want of
intensity either — the central ' Blues'
is especially impressive in its
cumulative power.
Lin and Crossley bring a
thoughtful, easy virtuosity to
Tzigane, which is less barnstorming
than usual, while the Berceuse (
a
tribute to Ravel's teacher, Gabriel
Fauré) is a most haunting miniature,
exquisitely realized on this occasion.
The CD also offers us an
opportunity to hear an earlier,
discarded sonata, composed in 1897
when Ravel was a 22-year-old
student at the Paris Conservatory. It
is asweetly lyrical, single-movement
essay of some 14m duration, and
already the elegant resourcefulness
of the writing consistently shines
through.
The wartime Poulenc sonata

comes off magnificently; indeed, I
can't recall abetter performance.
How well, for instance, this team
charts the finale's unnerving
transformation from an angry,
venomous moto perpetuo (
marked,
unusually, Presto tragico) to its worldweary, bitterly resigned coda. In fact,
the only comparative disappointment
comes with the sublime Debussy
sonata, where these fine performers'
approach seems oddly cautious and
somehow too reverential — the
central ' Intermède' especially lacks
the essential fantasy and
improvisatory flair.
Exceptionally clear sound, though
Lin's tone is just a little shrilly
captured by the microphones in the
early Ravel sonata and the Debussy.
There are also some slightly
intrusive breaths and sniffs along the
way, which may prove bothersome
on repetition.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1-1 112

SAINT-SAENS:
Symphony 3 Li Carnival of the
Animals J Cypresses and Laurels
Nicholas Kynaston (org)I
PhilharmoniaiYu
Carlton Classics 30366 00012

(74m 28s)

At last, aperformance of SaintSaens's ' Organ Symphony' fit to
stand alongside those of Munch
(New York Philharmonic or Boston
SO), Paray and the Detroit
Symphony, or Toscanini with the
NBC. There are are no ' tricks' in the
performance. Under Djong Victorin
Yu [about whom the booklet says
nothing, even though more than a
page is given over to a history of the
Festival Hall organ — Mus Ed] the
work is played straight for all it is
worth, the exultant glories of
Nicholas Kynaston's organ playing
blending with the enviable and
immediately identifiable tonal sheen
that the Philharmonia has retained
right to its 50th year. For once the
ending of the work is not slowed
down for effect. And doesn't it
sound good!
Carnival of the Animals is
memorable on several counts: the
unanimity of ensemble between the
orchestra and the two remarkable
young pianists (Youngho and Jinho
Kim); the inclusion of aglass
harmonica (Alasdair Malloy) in
'Aquarium', giving the effect of an
underwater dreamworld; and the
majestic use of the whole doublebass section in ' Elephant'.
Cypresses and Laurels was
completed in 1919 and celebrates
the end of the Great War. The
Cypresses of the title feature in
ancient Roman funeral rites, as
described in the sombre first section
for organ, which is followed by a
plethora of catchy melodies in an
infectious celebration of victory.
OCTOBER 1998
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REVIEWS
The fabulous recording, made at
the RFH by Jonathan Wearn,
captures all the excitement and all
the colours with sparkling clarity
and immediacy. You can't get better
than this.
A*:1

Bill Newman

Carlo Maria
Giulini:
Schubert
symphonies
with the
Bavarian RSO.
He has also
recorded
the Mass in
EFlat, D950,
for Sony
SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 4 & 8
Bavarian RSOIGiulini

Classical
(to be

Sony Classical CD 66833
(64m 07s) live recordings
These 1993/95 Munich concert
performances, although some 5m
longer overall, differ hardly at all
from Giulini's 1978 Chicago SO
coupling for DG: the same very
deliberate tempi, the same textual
details brought out — although the
quirky charms of 4(iv) are better
realised here. But Inever quite
anticipate the austerity of Giulini's
symphonic conducting, the harsh
etching of horns in the Eighth, for
instance. Sony's recordings are a
little vague — the older DG was
clearer in definition and placement
(though much orchestral vibrato
sounded more like flutter). Although
Giulini's lofty intentions must be
respected, asense of stodginess is
never far away, and neither the old
nor the new Schubert recordings
convinces greatly. Bfihm's speeds in
the Fourth were not dissimilar, yet
by taking Schubert's score simply at
face value he secured more
ingratiating results.
Christopher Breunig

1:2-3

(
60m 45s)

A deeply searching, immensely
accomplished performance using
period instruments and instilling
expressivenes without impeding the
inner pulse of the music. Mozzafiato
& Archibudelli parallel the
outstanding, delightfully
straightforward Gaudier Ensemble
version [ASV] in terms of achieving
impetus throughout, but they also
manage to imbu the music with an
added, highly musical flexibility. For
example, the opening the the Allegro
section of (
i) incorporates the
1051 NEWS AI RECORD REVIEW

Below: the
Orpheus
Chamber
Orchestra

but rather that than the spiky sound
on so many chamber music
recordings.
Antony Hodgson

A:1*

SPURR:
Clarinet Concertos - 3 in fJ 4 in e
'Alruna' Variations J Potpourri on
Themes from ` Das unterbrochene
Operfest'
John Denman (ch)IRPOIBernhardt
Carlton Classics 30366 00082

(
73m 08s)

Two minutes into this disc the
superb artistry of John Denman
strikes one like abolt. His tonal
flexibility and smoothness join
absolutely assured technique and the
ability to float a melody to produce
truly great playing. Each of these
works is devoted to soloistic display
but they have musical value too,
especially the concertos. It is
difficult to believe they could be
better played than by Denman. He
deserves every one of his three
identical photos (one for each

language!) in the booklet.
Robert Bernhardt accompanies
well, yielding to the clarinet here,
taking the reins there; and the
recording is well balanced. It is a
1994 Watford Town Hall production
which comes out rather dully on my
set-up. Less bass and more treble
would have made the sound
unremarkable, which is what really
good sound should be. A fairly high
volume setting is recommended for
best results.
Robert Dearling

C:1*

R STRAUSS:
Sinfonia Domestica fart Singer)/
RAVEL: La Valse/DURAS: L'Apprenti
Sorcier (arr. Rabinovitch)
Martha ArgerichlAlexander
Rabinovitch (pnos)
Teldec 4509 96435 2

(
61m 36s)

Sinfonia Domestica on pianos? If
you've turned pale at•the thought,
you'll go red with anger when you
listen. Strauss's gorgeous orchestral
tone-poem is turned into aclattering
skeleton by apair of shallow
instruments that become tinny and
aggressive at forte and above.
Melodies, sweeping or tender, are
trivialised. The playing, per se, is on
a remarkably high level but the
result is still a travesty. Even Dukas's
little work is not immune. Ravel
escapes, only because La Valse was
originally conceived for piano; but
the instrumental timbre isn't entirely
convincing.
Orchestral pieces were once
rearranged with the best of
intentions: to popularise
compositions that would not
otherwise be heard regularly. We
don't need such piano reductions
today except for teaching purposes
or private fun. And why does so
consummate an artist as Argerich
bother with them when scores of
genuinely idiomatic music await her
attention?
Na/en Anthoni

B:?

SUR:
Serenade for strings/KODALY:
Hungarian Rondo J Summer Evening
Orpheus CO

SCHUBER'T:
Octet in F
Mozzafiato & Archibudelli
Sony Classical CD 66264

reviewed).

subtlest of emphasis on important
strong chords, and the subsequent
Adagio (
cool and flowing on ASV)
has ahint of ebb and flow, and a
touch of crescendo-diminuendo:
sensitive shaping at its best.
The comparison with the Gaudier
Ensemble is fascinating because of
the amazing closeness of timings in
most movts; only in the finale is
there anotable ( 2m) difference. The
Gaudiers are slow here, but impart a
delightful insouciance which makes
their playing a joy. Mozzafiato &
Archibudelli give the movt an
elegant swiftness, which means that
there are virtuoso moments,
especially for clarinet.
Iwas pleased to be reminded of
the excellence of the ASV; this new
Sony joins it as equal best of all the
versions Ihave heard. Ishould be
happy with either on adesert island,
but would prefer to have both! Sony
provide warm, beautiful recording —
the strings are a little gentle at times
(a characteristic of old instruments),

OCTOBER 191111

DG 447 109-2

(
51m 44s)

Orchestral playing of dazzling
precision and immaculate finish,
recorded with razor-sharp, upfront realism by the DG
engineers. In the gorgeous Suk
Serenade, these players adopt a
purposeful, unlingering approach,
with impulsive ardour very much
the order of the day (Suk was only
18 when he wrote the piece). The
new performance clocks in at 24m:
that's over five minutes brisker than
those of Talich, Pesek and
Belohlávek. Clean-cut and refreshing
93
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though it is, Ifound it all a touch
hard-driven for my own tastes. True,
they bring an exhilarating technical
panache to the finale, but elsewhere
chosen tempi are perhaps just too
swift to convey the full innocent
charm of Suk's youthful inspiration.
Of the two Kodály items, the
zestfully tangy Hungarian Rondo goes
with terrific dash and elan, whereas
that ravishing idyll Summer Evening
sounds alittle too beefy and wanting
in fragrant atmosphere. An attractive
programme, to be sure, but why are
we offered only 51 minutes of
music?
Andrew Achenbach

A:2 0

complement of ladies to keep the
gentlemen in order!)
Andrew Davis controls all this
music superbly. The Corelli 1:triations,
in their more fragmentary layout,
have a natural continuity that
smooths out the complicated
passages and makes sense of the
whole — something Ido not always
find, say, in Tippett's Third
Symphony. The ' Ritual Dances' are
now an established work of genius,
and this particular performance is
quite sensational. Iwould be willing
to forget the rest of the opera: but
that would really annoy Tippett
aficionados!
Bill Newman

A-B:1 0

ZAVATERI:
12 Concertos Op.1
Goltz ,Freiburg Baroque Orch
BMG OHM 05472 77352 2
(2CDs, 103in 18s)

TIPPETT:
Concerto for Double String Orchestra
_1 Fantasia Concertante on a Theme
of Corelli _IThe Midsummer
Marriage - Ritual Dances
BBC SO & Ch/Davis
Teldec 4509-94542-2

63m 35s)

There is alu .a, a nice atmosphere
between Davis, members of his
orchestra and the recording team at
sessions. St Augustine's Church,
London, ' that mammoth of austere
monstrosity' as some like to call it,
takes some getting used to but is
now firmly part and parcel of
Teldec's ' British Line' series, and a
challenge to the skill and integrity of
Producer James Mallinson and
Engineer Tony Faulkner.
Ican never quite eradicate
memories of that pioneer HMV
British Council recording of Concerto
far Double String Orchestra under the
direction of Walter Goehr. Apart
from sentimental associations, it
bore the aural trademark of the
young Philharmonia Orchestra's
sweet-sounding string section at
their finest; but the BBC
Symphony's strings under the highly
professional Michael Davis sound, if
anything, more powerful, and just as
beautiful. ( Remember, too, that like
their counterpart, they have ahigh
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A new name on the Baroque scene,
Lorenzo Gaetano Zavateri ( 16901764) composed only one set of
concertos. This is it, a mixture of
Vivaldi (but less wildly inspired),
Albinoni (but less thin), Locatelli
(but less virtuosic) and Manfredini
(rather similar). Published in 1735,
Zavateri's are contemporary with all
of them and in introducing contrast
within aset: five concertos for solo
violin, one for two (recalling Corelli
with its Pastorale), four solo-less
chamber concertos, and two
overtures suitable for operatic use.
Titled ' Storm at Sea', No. 12 has an
uncomfortably choppy tirst-movt,
the Freiburgers really taking the
descriptive element to heart here
and in the stormy finale. It isn't as
convincing as Vivaldi's Op.8:5 but
entertains with its unpredictable
progress. The solo-less works are
amongst the numerous fathers of the
chamber symphony and theatre
overture.
Zavateri was a man with plenty of
ideas worth hearing. Certainly in
these performances his minor genius
is given every chance, for the fire in
the playing is sometimes
breathtaking. The modest virtuoso
requirements are handled extremely
effectively by Gottfried von der
Goltz (joined in No.10 by Brigitte
Tâubl) and the period string tone
(4 4 22 1) has real brio as well as a
tender side in the slower sections.
Harpsichord supplies most of the
continuo, a lute standing in here and
there. Everything is balanced with
enormous care, and the recording
has asatisfying atmosphere of space
and truth. This is how such music
should be recorded. Baroque
enthusiasts, go ahead; others might
hear No 8: if it appeals the rest
certainly will.
Robert Dearling

A:1 0

BIZET: l'Arlésienne Suites 1 & 2/BRAHMS:
Symphony 2 _1Haydn Variations/MOZART: Sae
Kleine Nachtmusik/SCHUBERT: Symphany
8/SMETANA: Ma VIzst lexcpt)/WEBER: Euryauthe
Overture
Bamberg SO/Kempe
RCA 74321 32771 2

(
2CDs, 155m 24s) i1964

o

First issued here on Oriole and WRC labels, these
1963 Bamberg recordings — adequate as sound,
not more — exemplify Kempe's ability to draw
from a less than prestigious orchestra fine musical
results. ( In the course of a long appreciation by
Cordula Kempe, mention is made of his cheerful
adaptability to most circumstances — the
converted church in which the Bamberg SO
worked had pillars blocking sightlines to certain
players!) The Schubert ' Unfinished' is nothing
short of revelatory — the very opposite of soporific
in ( i) — and his two Brahms performances are
predictably satisfying. Less predictable are the
Bizet Suites, which put Beecham's in the shade, as
Euryanthe does Karajan's. For this is a model of
understanding, in timing, sensitivity to dynamics
and balance.
The booklet note mentions Kempe's concern for
transparency of sound; he preferred the Nikisch
layout for orchestras. Iwould add another special
attribute, about which I've written before: his
demand for clarity never allowed phrase-endings to
tail off into a blur, overrun by some new thematic
material. Listen to the Mozart: the strings are
numerous but no detail is lost. It is as if each
group felt they remained the prime focus of the
conductor's eye.
Interestingly (and excitingly), Kempe chose to
record ' From Bohemia's Woods and Fields', rarely
heard, not 'The Moldau'. You can hear more
Smetana in the EMI ' Artist Profile' compilation
ICZS 568 7362, 2CDs, 155m 43s 6,1957-621.
EMI's failure (twice) to provide a review copy
means alate notice here: Ibought a copy. The set
contains the one recording with which Kempe felt
completely satisfied, Lehar's Gold and Silver with
the VP0 — the transfer supersedes the poor one
on ` Laserlighe budget imports. Strauss's Don
Quixote with Tortelier and the BPO surpasses the
later Dresden one, and the earlier Till Eulenspiegel
is here too, whilst suites from The Bartered Bride
and ( arr. Kempe) Hansel und Gretel illustrate his
work with the RPO. In stereo for the first time in
Europe is Haydn's Symphony 104 with the
Philharmonia.
Christopher Brettnig

B-C: 1

A- B:1 *- 1
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and his Seventh is very good too.
The scherzo of the Fourth suggests
extensive preparation time to get the
details ' just so'; but, ignoring
Bruckner's '
quasi Allegretto', Walter
drags out the Andante [15m 37 vs.
13m 05s in Klemperer's Cologne
RSO version]; somehow he sustains
continuity and the structure is very
certain, yet the tempo is wrongheaded.
B:2(?)/ 1/ 1*
Otherwise straightforward, the
Schubert symphonies — in the
Romantic tradition, 8(i) is pleasing
— bring problems again with tooslow tempi: 8(ii) and 5(i). The
Leonora 3 filler is full of interesting
ideas, if — like the outer movts of

ffike r4 1'; t:r2rzn'
BRUCKNER
-

Only when the
'demands of
correctness'
had been met,
Walter asserted,
'can we make
music in
an unimpeded

MOZART
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yet inspired
manner'

BRUNO WALTER EDITION
Vol.4 - Symphonies by Bruckner
Dvorak, Haydn, Schubert, Schumann,
and other works
SerkinllstominINYPIGol SO/Walter
Sony Classical CD 66249
(9CDs, 586m 46,) part mono
CDs also available separately

R1942-63

Vol.4 is evidently the final set in this
series; it mostly comprises ' Indian
Summer' recordings made in
California, but for the historical
buff? Well, there's an absorbing
1941 NY Schumann ` Rhenish'
[CD 648488 — with Egmont/Leonora
2, 1954/60]; and Beethoven's
'Emperor' (Serkin/NY, 1941) with
Schumann's Piano Concerto
(Istomin, 1960) [
64489]. Mozart
and Haydn: four overtures, the
Masonic' Funeral Music, some
German Dances and other short
pieces are coupled with Symphony
96, all 1954, NY [
66486]. A
companion No.102 ( 1953) fills out
the 1961 Col.S0 Nos.88/100
'Military' pairing [64485]; and a
1954 NY Leonora 3 is added to
Schubert 5/8 stereo recordings
1644871.
This box also includes the three
Bruckner Symphonies from
1959-61, Nos.4, 7 & 9 [64481/2/3],
and Bruno Walter's last thoughts
(1959/61) on Dvorak's 'New
World' and Eighth Symphonies
[64484]: an enjoyable coupling; the
architecture is very clear and
phrasing attentively prepared.
B:1
Bruno Walter was a late convert
to Bruckner (but don't forget he
waited until 40 before conducting
Mozart's G-minor!). He perceived
American audiences as not won
over, and you can sense this concern
in the recordings. The Ninth is
undoubtedly a great performance,

the wartime ' Rhenish' — roughly
executed here and there. (The much
later Leonora 2 is cleaner in
execution.)
A-B:1-3
The Haydn and Mozart are
massive, warm, slightly clumsy in
phrasing — tempi, though, are
livelier than you might expect. I
especially enjoyed the ' Miracle'.
Presto finales to 88, 100 and 102 are
very lively, and the Adagio from 102
is given an elegant cantabile.
B-C: 1 -2
Who would guess the names on
this ' Emperor', brashly accompanied
and with little sensitivity from Serkin
in (ii)? But you need this disc for
the Istomin coupling: one of the
finest Schumann Concertos Ihave
heard. The Schumann Third

Symphony has remarkably good
mono sound; the reading is
purposeful, especially in the
'cathedral' movt.
C:3/1 C/B: 1-2
Vol.3 of the Edition [
Sony
Classical CD 66248, /0CDs, 730m
05s, part mono; recordings from
1949-63] includes Walter's
indispensable stereo recordings with
the Columbia Symphony of the four
Brahms symphonies [I'Haydn
Varus! Academic Ovr - 64470; 2 & 3
- 64471; 4/Tragic OvtISchiksalslied 64472]. A sequence of Mozart
symphonies is, unexpectedly, from
much earlier mono tapes with the
NYPO: 39/40/41 164477]; the
'Haffner' with 25/28/29 ( Col SO,
1954) [ 644731; the ' Prague' plus the
famous ' Linz' rehearsal and 1955
recording [64474, 2CDs].
The three remaining discs
[64478/79/80] couple Schubert's
'Great C major' Symphony ( Col
SO, 1959) with three Rosamunde
excerpts ( 1955); Brahms's Double
Concerto (
Francescatti/Fournier/Col
SO, 1959) and Beethoven's Triple
(Hendl/Corigliano/Rose
P, 1949);
and Mozart's Reqiiiei,i with
Bruckner's Te Delon, '
what the
birds sing every morning!' as Walter
once remarked so memoribk iii
interview (\Westminster
NY!' cr
al, 1956, ' 53).
B-C:1*- 3
Christopher Breunzg

just sanctimonious? The
hands logo for this
Salmost- praying
ointly or

edition is surely apt, and to be Fair,
Andreas Kluge's accompanying
essays don't shirk Walter's nastier, or
weaker side: Norman Lebrecht's cast
OZART
stones are as nothing compared with
the Vienna critics' scathing and antiSemitic notices - see de la Grange's
Gustav Mahler Vol.2 [
OUP]. Kluge
condemns Walter's envy of
Furtwéingler and 'belated vindication
of... political correctness'. Walter's
own Mahler study [ Hamish Hamilton
1958] underlined the devotion, but nowadays we don't view his Mahler
interpretations as definitive.
There is film of Bruno Walter which records his repugnance at jazz, and
there's something disagreeable about that clip; but then, his 1935 Vienna
lecture 'On the Moral Strengths of Music' stated his essential position. For
Bernstein, Walter was ' invariably surrounded by an aura of spiritualization
and sublimation.., people have only their own ways of dealing with the
devil inside them'. Walter even rehearsed always wearing ablack silk,
high-buttoned jacket like apriest's garment. The famous ' Linz' rehearsals
exude personal charm ( Icherish the bit where he says 'Please: accent after
the beat, gentlemen. In Vienna we call that "accent after the bear!), and
you wonder, could he always have been like that?
These CDs are an important legacy, but what were Walter's special
qualities as an interpreter which gives them relevance today? Not many
will have seen him conduct; he doesn't seem to share the evident
individualism of Szell, Klemperer, Karajan, Toscanini - let alone
Furtwéingler. Often, in these recordings, one senses afussiness: almost a
rose-tintedness about the work in question. Kluge ascribes this to a
constant anxiety that all of the emotional complexity had been sought and
found. Walter himself said he only encouraged players and singers 'to
obey their own inner urges'.
CB
1.140`eF,
OS 25 29 29. 35

.I.Frnit11•

SYM.F.C.1, OHCME51.
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BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas - in e, Op.13 ' Pathétique' J
in c- sharp, Op.27:2 ' Moonlight' J in C,
Op.53 ` Waldstein' J in f, Op.57
`Appassionata' J in F- sharp Op.78 J in A,
Op.101
Hans Richter-Haaser (pno)
Plies 442 747-2
(2CDs, 105m I9s) recorded 1955-58
Ihave looked in vain for EMI (or
Testament) to reissue the Diabelli Variations
and several sonatas recorded by RichterHaaser in stereo. At least Concertos 4 & 5
with the Philharmonia/Kertesz could be
found recently in the imported ' Royal
Classics' budget series, and Beethoven's
'Les Adieux' coupled with asuperb Brahms
B-flat Concerto, with BPO/Karajan, in a
very faithful and lucid transfer [ROY 6437].
Rehearsing that very work in 1980, RichterHaaser collapsed and died shortly after
from an embolism. Now, as always, he
remains undervalued: the Philips booklet
note refers to his ' delicacy and modesty... a
mediator of form, content to be first and
foremost arealist'. Earlier reviews of the
three popular sonatas Opp.13, 27:2 & 57
refer to his 'great seriousness and depth of
understanding... strong grip on the larger
aspects... restrained expression and
discernment' [
EMG Monthly Letter], but
performances 'lacking in dramatic weight...
pathos or brio' [
Records & Recording].
Richter-Haaser is, indeed, asober
interpreter: what he presents seems to me
incontrovertible, but such objectivity makes
the slow movts, especially of Op.101 or the
`Appassionata', soul-less and the Allegretto
from the ' Moonlight' much too formal —
the baby thrown out with the bath-water.
Performances, then, suited to one's more
severe moods.
The recordings all present avery central
image; Opp.53 & 101 are the most
evidently stereophonic, whilst Opp.13, 27:2
& 57 appear to be mono.

Piano Sonatas Opp.27:2, 28, 31:2, 53, 54,
57, 78 & 111
Friedrich Guida (pno)
Decca 443 012-2

(
2CDs, 147m 28s)
recordings from 1957/58 R

Assured, alive, these
sonata recordings
(which include the
'Moonlight',
'Tempest',
Waldstein' and
`Appassionata') were
first issued on six
'Eclipse' LPs in
1973, along with
Opp.22, 26, 31:1 &
3, 90, 101, 109 & 110. An incomplete
cycle which Ihave always held in high
regard, and afascinating complement to the
1968 Philips Pourfrone box of all 32. A
highly gifted and intelligent musician,
equally at home with jazz, Chopin and
Debussy, Guida has always been at odds
with convention: a 1984 Philips CD of
Beethoven's last sonata was paired with his
own 21m Wintermeditation (
a ' consummate
improvisation', he called it); and there's
some very peculiar live material on Sony.
Well before his rather plain Mozart
concerto recordings with Abbado, he
offered in the 1960s acontroversially
embellished K467/595 with Swarowsky;
with Harnoncourt conducting, he was
partnered by Chick Corea in K365
(coupling aCorea Fantasy and his own Ping
Pong!). Gulda's considerable technical
facility in Beethoven has drawn
comparisons with Backhaus, but he's
altogether different: suave rather than gruff,
sophisticated — his ' cleverness' might grate.
The sound is quite remarkable for the
period, full, close but never clangy:
preferable to many recent Decca piano
recordings.
8:1-1* C'
Christopher Breunig

BRUCKNER:
Symphonies 3, 4 & 8
Frankfurt RSOlInbal
Teldec 0630 14197 2, 14198 2á 14202 2
(65m 30s/68m 16s/75m 34s) ®1983
Inbal's 11CD Bruckner cycle — it
includes the `Nullte' and early Fminor Symphonies — is at budget
price [0630 14192 2], but these are
the important ingredients: the first
versions of his most radically revised
works. Regrettably, they come
without notes (as does the boxed
set), yet those for the former 4LP
album were less than helpful: dense
technical analysis where HansHubert Schônzeler in his Bruckner
study [Caldard & Boyars] more
simply explained that the ' Romantic'
has an entirely different scherzo, a
new finale and extensive changes
elsewhere, and the Eighth was later
cut, deleting astriking ' jubilant'
close to (i), and replacing the trio in
(ii). This makes Inbal's recordings
essential to any Brucknerian, and his
readings are impassioned, fulsome
even, and well-prepared. Revising
the Third (shown and proudly
dedicated to Wagner in 1873),
Bruckner took out the interwoven
Ring quotations, cutting 241 bars in
his 1877 revision: the version
recorded for Teldec by Harnoncourt
[4509 98405 2]. That
Concertgebouw CD is superior in
most respects to Inbal's; although
Harnoncourt admits interest in the
'very complex and rambling' original
score — perhaps, as with Schumann
4, he'll record the alternative.
Christopher Breunig

B:2/1 A

MAHLER:
Symphonies 1 & 2
Heather Harper (
sop)/Helen Watts
(con)ILSO & ChlSolti
Decca 448 921-2
(2CDs, 135m 235)101964, '
66

ANCORA!
SKEMPTON: Lento/MULDOWNEY:
Oboe Concerto/GUY: After the Rain
BBC SOIWigglesworthICarter (ób,.)/
LSOITilson ThomasICLSIHickox
NMC D032

(
62m 36s) ® 1993

Three NMC singles combined.
The Muldowney Concerto is a
thoughtfully restrained piece in eight
continuous sections, perhaps better
suited to the gramophone than to
the concert-hall, where one might
become fidgety. Skempton's slow
piece (to adegree relating to its
juxtaposed programming with
Wagner's Parsifal Prelude in aBBC
SO concert in 1991) is, as Calum
MacDonald put it in his Nov ' 93
review, ' once heard.., music you've
always known'. I'd put it as entirely
honest music ' you wish you'd known
before', but clearly we place a
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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similar value on it. It's arestrained
masterpiece set beside Barry Guy's
Arts Council funded commission for
the 20th anniversary of the CLS. I
reacted violently against his angrily
assertive After the Rain when the CD
single appeared, and feel much the
same now. The Pendereckilike
sliding of strings like motors winding
to ahalt, the quasi-Tippettian busyness, the harsh reiteration of
discordancy juxtaposed with wodges
of lush, oh-so-profound 'melody', all
add up to asort of composer's
colour-swatch fallen into the wrong
designer's hands.
Since the performances are
equally accomplished let me, for
once, rate the works instead.
Christopher Breunig
A:1(*) ;0:2-3

8:4 j

Inbal's
Bruckner:
the original
versions of
Symphonies
3, 4 & 8

The LPs were recut umpteen times;
not so the CDs — these reissues
bear the same stamper numbers as
the 'Ovation' set (and the notes by
David Matthews and Michael
Kennedy have been shortened). The
'Resurrection' was Decca's first
release where the tapes had been
Dolby processed: they were an audio
landmark — listen to the timps
echoing around Kingsway at the start
of 2(iii)! Icannot think of any Solti
recordings from his extensive
symphonic repertoire, Mahler 8apart
[HFNIRR August], more worth
hearing. The Chicago remakes
should be avoided, but for all the
contrivance of, say, the trio section
of 1(i) or 2(ü) — simple expression
doesn't come easily to Sir Georg —
these high-voltage 1960s readings are
durable still.
Christopher Breunig B/A-A*:1 0
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rock/pop REVIEWS
BRYAN ADAMS
18 711_ IDIE
WA 540 551

(
51m 51s)

Bryan has hit on a winning formula
and he's sticking with it, teaming
up again with co-writer and
producer Mutt Lange to deliver the
natural successor to the multiplatinum Waking Up The
Neighbours. There's the usual mix
of commercial rockers (`The Only
Thing That Looks Good On Me Is
You', and the title track) and
manly ballads (' Let's Make A
Night To Remember', ` I'll Always
Be Right There'). However, the
lyrical syrup and sauce are
sometimes ladled on with a heavy
hand (' Have You Ever Really
Loved A Woman?',
Wanna Be
Your Underwear'), provoking cries
of ' Oh, Bryan — N0000!'
Valerie Potter

A:2 •

Aii )111
mfocus
BLUE NILE
PEACE AT LAST
Warner Bros 9362-45848-2

(44m 55s)

MelanFholy, sparse: yes it's the same
formai, which is just what's needed. After
all this time, a surprise would be too much
to take. Something of a groove is struck for
the lyrically minimalistic ' Sentimental Man';
and ' God Bless You Kid' almost qualifies
for a beats-per-minute rating, but true
believers need not despair, because 'God
Bless You Kid' compensates by being as
earthy and touching as Gavin Bryars's
'Jesus' Blood Never Failed Me Yet', which
is about the most moving thing that Tom
Waits lind Ihave ever heard [eh? Mus Ed].
Fred Dellar

BLACK CROWES
THREE SNAKES AND ONE CHARM
American 7432 138484

(
48m 42s)

The Crowes' fourth outing is
perhaps not as immediate as before,
but it's astunner nevertheless. Coproduced, like its predecessor
America, by the band and Jack
Joseph Puig, the sound is so
dreamily thick and sludgy that
heavily scented smoke almost curls
out of the speakers. A satisfying
mix of blues and country rock,
there's also awhiff of ' 70s
progressive on tracks like ' Mirror'
and ' How Much For Your Wings?'.
Chris Robinson's wistful vocals on
ballads ' Good Friday' and
'Pawnshop Girl' would shatter the
hardest of hearts.
Valerie Potter

The former Linn darlings remain as
soporific as ever — but you know my antiLinn prejudices, so don't just take my word
for it. Mojo says ' Paul Buchanan is singing
better than ever before. It's blindingly
beautiful'. GQ, reckon it is ' more tender
and evocative than their previous albums.'
The Guardian made it record of the week,
with the comment that the music is
'sometimes breathtaking'. Nearer my
wavelength, The Sunday Times, however,
points out that ' for the first time they
sound either over-produced or recklessly
under-produced'. Plus ça change.
Ken Kessler

B:2
Man or

A: 1 •

robot? Blue
Nile's Paul

Ever s ce my heart ripped was out by their
first al urn, I've waited for the Blue Nile to
do it t me again. Hats didn't and neither
does
is. The reason is because nothing
much as changed. Lovely and emotionally
involving as the first one was, Isee no point
in treading the same ground over and
over. There's ahandful of good songs
here, 13it they could all have come
from
at first album, and to
remai so consistent for ten years
seems 'ghteningly unnatural. Is
Bucha an a man or a robot?
Johnny Black

Buchanan

A:2

A:1 •

DODGY
FREE PEACE SWEET
A & M 540 573-2

(
64m 29s)

Having been poised for several
years now to crack it really big, this
one could and should do it for
Dodgy, but, uh, don't hold your
breath. From the opening splat of
big chords, Keith Moon-like drum
rolls, and soaring Hollies-style
harmonies on ` In A Room' it's clear
that this is aband devoted to
shameless, brazen pop with its heart
on its sleeve. What impresses most
is the sheer coherence of their
musical vision, capable of taking in
a shelf-ful of influences without
sounding too derivative, and
without seeming at all dated.
Ironically, had they done precisely
this five years ago, it would have
been hopelessly old-fashioned.
Now, it's fresh and vital again.
jahmt

Black
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Destiny is
Este[an's
First
Englishlanguage
release for
nearly six
years

GLORIA ESTEFAN
DESTINY
Epic 483932.2

(
50m 58s)

Estefan's first English-language release
in nearly six years is, unsurprisingly,
filled with ballads that are kick-started
with aSpanish guitar then wind up
sounding like aPina Colada would, if
it possessed avoice. You'll be familiar
with ' Reach', of course, the first
winner of atrack event in this year's
Olympics. Apart from Diane Warren's
'Show Me The Way Back To Your
Heart', the two cuts that grab you
firmly by the wotsits are 'You'll Be
Mine' and ' Higher', which both salsa
their way to glory. Or Gloria.
Whichever you prefer.
Fred Dellar

A:1 •
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folly. The same joke repeated ad
nauseam does not an album make,
even if Flowers does employ abetter
arrangement of ' Please Release Me'
than Engelbert did. Potentially
interested parties are advised instead
to spend their lottery winnings on a
Bacharach album: any Bacharach
album.
Fred Dellar

A:2-3 •

LISA GERMANO
EXCERPTS FROM A LOVE CIRCUS
4AD CAD 6012 CD

Equation: a

EQUATION
RETURN TO ME
Blanco yNegro 0680 153422

hot little band
(
advance rape)

Now this one really does add up.
Alarm bells rang when Iheard that
three Equation members have
degrees in jazz; one is an All Ireland
Traditional Singing champion; and
another walked off with the Radio 2
Young Tradition Award.
Fortunately, despite this frightening
level of academic achievement,
they're also ahot little band who,
rather than striving to show off their
flashiest licks, deliver concise, folksy
rock songs that quickly lodge in the
brain. The singing of Kathryn
Roberts and Cara Dillon, in
particular, manages to achieve the
near-impossible balance of being
technically flawless yet achingly
human. A stunning debut.
Johnny Black

A:I •

MIKE FLOWERS POPS
A GROOVY PLACE
London 828 743.2 (
advance tape)
Flowers' easy-squeasy
rendition of Wonderwall'
was awondrous joke
and deservedly sold
during the season
of mistletoe and

despite their
three degrees
in jazz

(
50m 12s)

Like the truth in the X-files, Lisa
Germano is out there, and the trick
is getting to her. Every track on this
profoundly disturbing album is a
journey in itself. Her songs are
peopled by career-sadists and
psychos of the sort usually confined
to David Lynch movies, and her
music is appropriately unhinged,
making this the nearest thing to a
nightmare in sound I've ever heard.
From the second she launches, for
example, into the familiar La Bamba
riff of ' Baby On The Plane', to the
moment when you realise that the
song's aural landscape has turned to
sonic mush, it's impossible not to be
captivated by her skewed vision of
the world, delivered in avoice so
detached that it's as scary as it is
beautiful. Spooky and brilliant.
Johnny Black

NOA
CALLING

Born Achinoam Nini, Noa is an
Israeli singer-songwriter whose
Yemenite background infuses a
Middle Eastern flavour to material
which would work for Rory Block or
even Sheryl Crow. Producer Rupert
Hine has added agloss and
sophistication that perfectly suit the
complexity of the music, and songs
which at first listen seem as
ingenuous as early Janis Ian. Noa's
voice is warm and intense, the
musicianship is breathtaking, and
the lyrics (' God is out to lunch'
caught me unawares) never show a
trace of navel-contemplation. An
absolute treasure which Ihope
reaches the market it deserves. And
which deserves it.
Ken Kessler

'w«,*
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NERVOUS
SON OF THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Grapevine GFtACD 214

(
56m 43s)

This lot's faintly folksy, bluesy noise
is OK, but someone should point
out to vocalist Justin Travis that,
while his impersonation of Ivan
Morrison is realistic, there's
something doubly sad about
imitating awhite Irishman who
makes his living by impersonating
black Americans. A quick
Vanectomy might make Justin's
lyrics sound more convincing.
Then again, clichés about
meeting people with guns in
Memphis, about rainbows
shining through, being raped by
progress or lying in agarden of
tears are going to have ahard
time sounding interesting,
however you sing them.
Johnn

Black

Noo: the voice is
worm and
intense, the
musicianship is
breathtaking

A:3 •

Mike Flowers: the same joke...

ORANGE DELUXE
VODKA, DOUGHNUTS & DOLE
Dead Dead Good GOOD CD10

(
56m 24s)

When the term ' indie' appears
within the first four words of a
press-release, Ishudder: do Ireally
need another dose of miserable
third-rate grunge? Miraculously,
Orange Deluxe suffers none of the
usual band-on-a-small-British-label
ills, and instead understands what
was great about punchy, polished
rock. In aperiod when computer
skills or attitude are all that it takes
to rise to the top, welcome back
peerless musical ability, skilful tunecrafting and — horrors! — voices in
tune. Sound effects gimmicks aside,
this is amust if you thought sharpedged, weird-rhythm'd studio rock
died with the Cars.
Ken Kessler

100

(53m 08s)
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rock/pop REVIEWS
RICKY ROSS
WHAT YOU ARE
Epic EPC 483998-2

PAUL WESTERBERG
EVENTUALLY
(44m 55s)

The voice of Deacon Blue surfaces
with an album that has the
American market firmly in its sights.
Produced by the Robb Brothers (of
Lemonheads and Buffalo Tom
fame), and sporting an opening track
called 'Good Evening, Philadelphia',
Ross's solo debut sets him in MidWest indic land, where basically
pop-oriented songs come wrapped in
rusty wire. The likelihood is that few
will give him half ahearing in
homeland UK but, should Ross
succeed in becoming part of some
future British Invasion, he's unlikely
to lose much sleep.
Fred Dellar

B:1-2 •

TODD SNIDER
STEP RIGHT UP
MCA MCD11412

(58m 37s)

Good lord, what's this? A brandnew, non-Lyle Lovett country album
which doesn't make bile-with-thetaste-of-tabakity-juice rise up in your
throat! By the time you get to track
four, you'll believe that Snider
stopped listening to others' music

Reprise 9362 46251 2

around the time of the Byrds'
Sweetheart of the Rodeo, having
absorbed a load of rock'n'roll before
that. What we have here is abit of a
Time Lord stew, all Phil Ochs'
humour and early, pre-asshole
Springsteen storytelling skills and
plaintive guitar reminiscent of the
first two New Riders albums. This is
country rock sans the apologies,
without fear of upsetting the crackers
OR the rockers. Enjoy.
Ken Kessler

Ricky Ross:
his solo debut
looks 'Nest

(
48m 02s)

It wasn't all that long ago that we
were treated to 14 Songs, the solo
album which Replacements fans
knew PW had in him. This sequel is
much, much smoother, almost
poppy — hell, it even features
delicate love songs. While it isn't
quite as shocking as the
juxtaposition of a Raspberries album
and an Eric Carmen solo, it does
suggest that Westerberg is either
tired or in deep need of
respectability. So here the critic has
to decide whether he's reviewing for
himself or the readers. For you, the
above caveat. For me? Ilove it to
pieces. (Special note: the UK edition
has the extra track, for once, and it's
the most Replacements-like item in
the whole package.)
Ken Kessler

A:1-2 •
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under the covers...
You just can't keep agood song down — though some
might try. After the worrying success of the Mike Flowers
Pops' cover version of Oasis' Wonderwall' ( see Fred Dellar's
review) comes the equally irritating ' straight' rock-for- classical fans cover album by the Brit Pops Orchestra, It Must Be...
[President PCOM1146 I], in which Elastica, Blur, Oasis, New
Order and others get strung up. A genre unto itself is the
orchestration of Beatles music, this time the 20- track Sax Plays
Beatles [ Carlton 30360 00422 l]. Altogether more musically
rewarding are the 'proper artist' tributes. Byrd- brains should
seek out Tribute To Gram Parsons and Clarence White
[Magnum CDSD 08211, a live set from 1988 featuring a
latter-day Burrito, Bobby Bare and other C&W luminaries.
Tribute of the month? Connie Francis's With Love To Buddy
[Carlton 30360 0041 2IL It may seem like little more
than acollection of straightforward Buddy Holly
covers, but she can still sing up astorm and
attract the likes of former Cricket Sonny Curtis
(for verisimilitude), Larry Knechtel and the
Jordanaires. Don't laugh: it's agem.
former.
Ken Kessler

ZZ Top: it's
back- to- basics

Z Z TOP
RHYTHMEEN

again!

RCA 7432 139466 2

A continuation of the back-to-basics
direction indicated by their previous
album, Antenna; but this time they
dig deeper and deliver a robustly
confident record, reeking of dirty,
lowdown blues. Stand-out tracks
include 'Vincent Price Blues', ' She's
Just Killing Me' and ' Hummbucking
Pt 2', which demonstrate little of the
commercial gloss of past hits like
'Legs' or ' Sharp Dressed Man'. And
it's a fact that the overall spirit of
this album is more about playing
music for enjoyment's sake than
about honing it for chart success.
Valerie Potter
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DEFINITIVE AUDIO
IMPORT/EXPORT

Tel/Fax (00 44) (0) I15 9813562
Leads etc.

Sale

List

XLO PL 1000 Mains Various lengths

£61 perm

Sound Org ISound Style etc Various...
High end I/C cables. Various

£40 per m
LPOA
CP0A

Rare and Unusual Corner

Sale

Vitavox AK 157 (Alnico) IS horn bass units £550 each
Vitavox S2 (Alnico) mid range horn drivers £500 each
8xUSSR 684G triode valves
L15 each
Gauss 1502 High Frequency units
LISO each
Krell Reference 4 box fully balanced pre amp £3525
Tour Coach
CP0A

à. - e-lime
DEFINITIVE AUDIO
9U5
SETTING A HIGHER STANDARD
Selected products from :-

Sale Items

Sale

List

Impulse H2 oak, v. late pair. lmmac. Like new.
Rotel Michi RHQ I
0Phono pre
HORNING Agathon. Oak
HORNING Aristophane. Mahogany
MICROMEGA Stage 2ex dem

£1700
£490

£2250
£995

£3000
£1600
£400

MICROMEGA Stage 3ex dem
Border Patrol 3008 SE (Special)
-Metalic blue/chrome outboard PSU

£500

£3559
£2600
£750
£900

Innovations
Innovations
Innovations
Innovations
Innovations
Innovations

£ 000

£4500

S.500 integrated £450
S.700 line integrated £700
S.I 000 50w monos
£900
S.1000 SE Ex
£ 1500
L2 line pre
£500
P2 phono MM
£550

£1200
£1200
£1750

LIVING VOICE • VITAVOX • HORNING • LOWTHER • UNISON
AUDIO NOTE • BORDER PATROL • DALI • VOYD • WILSON BENESH
WADIA • TEAC • MONARCHY • LYRA • ORTOFON • EMT

Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

Introducing the LINING VOICE AunrroRit \I Loudspeaker System,
Cherry/Beech veneer, slim floor standing enclosure, 94 dB/W £ 1300

Monitor Audio MA 800 Gold. Rosewood. Giveaway £290
Apogee Centaur Minor. Immaculate. Givaway £400
Alphason Sonata/ Atlas NU/ HR1OOMCS £700

Francu.
MARSEILLE
Tel: 91-49 80 65
Fax: 91-49 76 03
Greece:
LOCATION
SOUND
ATHENS
Tel:
30-1-3646155
Fax:
30-1-3642983

£2500
£760
£760
£880
£1350
£1500

SVVITSERLAND:

DISTRIBUTORS:
HIFI-MEDIAX

£I3000

ARBELOS-BASEL

Introducing

Tel/Fax: 41-613616466

DES ..,,E( 1'„:Y,,y)CTORS
co

1" _..,\"
)
1"1.:1,'.--'1 ('

s

il
in 11 y

CONDUCTORS : PURE SILVER & GOLD
PRODUCTS

: INTERCONNECTS

U.K.
AUDIO
SYNTHESIS
ILKLEY

SPEAKER CONDUCTORS
:1100K-UP WIRES
TONE-ARM CABLES

Tel:
01943-600404
Fax:
01943-600383

South Africa:
LOWVELD AUDIO
WHITE RIVER
Tel: 27-1311-31485
Fax: 27-1311-50457

DESKADEL is supplying acomplete set of Hook-up
wires, Interconnects, Speaker Cables for both the
amateur and professional world. Conductor
materials used are silver and gold.
Insulation materials are PTFE
and FLOUROPOLYMERS

Belgium:
DESKADEL INTERNATIONAL BVBA
Tel: 03-899-04-11

INTERNATIONAL
TRADE
ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Fax: 03-889-32-07
1112
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Jazz REVIEWS
BEN WEBSTER
LIVE AT THE HAARLEMSE JAZZ CLUB
Limetree M0040 CD

(
53m 54s)

A club recording from 9 May 1972.
Sound is boxy, but Webster's tenor
springs forth in all its gnarled glory.
His lazy, behind-the-beat drawl hides
adeep sense of swing. In his lecture
at London's South Bank, saxophonist
Joe Manenipointed out that jazz has
always been microtonal; Webster's
tenor sound makes illuminating
listening after exposure to state-ofthe-art timbrai complexity by the likes
of Merzbow or James Dillon. The
interwoven harmonics and expressive
splinters are gobsmacking. In
ebulliant if crude support: Tete
Montoliu (piano), Rob Langereis
(bass) and Tony Inzalaco (drums).
Ben Watson

B:1 •

ARCANA
THE LAST WAVE
111W 903

(60m 26s)

You wouldn't recognise Tony
Williams here. Chicago-born, the
drummer started with Miles Davis,
went on to epochal Blue Note
recordings with Eric Dolphy and
Andrew Hill, then formed ajazz-rock
band, Lifetime, featuring John
McLaughlin. His drumming on The
Last Wave is still wildly impressive,
but the music has shifted, giving his
beats the abstract brutality of
hardcore. The pattering spaciousness
of his modal jazz days is gone. Bill
Laswell's bass defines the genre:
stubbed, New Wave funk. On `The
Rattle Of Bones' he reprises the tiff
from The B52s"Rock Lobster'.
Laswell's skillful mix creates solid
textures for the perverse cavorts of
Derek Bailey's guitar. By the end it is
Bailey's show. His eccentric intervals
splinter Laswell's harmonies with
brain-bursting persistence. Perhaps at
last the rockist hoi-polloi will deign to
listen to someone who has singlehandedly transformed guitar playing.
Ben Watson

A:1 • •

COLLECTIVE 4TET
THE ROPEDANCER
Leo Lab CD 021

(
55m 58s)

It is not afashionable point of view,
but the glimpse of agreat painting
by Willem De Kooning, Asgard Jorn
or Don Van Vliet can prompt a
heretical train of thought: perhaps
the source of all our contemporary
cultural woes was the advent of Pop
Art. Postmodernist ` collusion with
the culture industry' is just minor
talents rationalising the commercial
rewards of mediocrity; Warhol,
Hockney, Bowie, Eno, Nyman, none
of them is worth one abstract
expressionist canvas, one free-jazz
blow-out. Jeff Hoyer (trombone),
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Mark Hennen (piano), William
Parker (bass) and Heinz Geisser
(drums) think so, anyway. They are
unapologetic abstract expressionists,
disobedient aural artists, their every
lick imbued with jazz history. They
play some tense, entrancing blues
too. What did you think jazz was for
anyway — pleasing Mr Square?
Ben Watson

A:1 •

MICHAEL COBBS
ORCHESTRA
BIG MUSIC
ACT 9231

(
45m 10s)

This is Volume One in aseries
called The World Greatest Jazz
Orchestras but no, this is not
Ellington or Prime Time or the
David Murray Octet. It's a
commercial arranger (Joni Mitchell,
Peter Gabriel, Sister Sledge) leading
acrew of session hacks through TV
film-theme territory. Solos by Bill
Frisell, John Scofield and Chris
Hunter are overdubbed onto
programmed rhythm tracks. These
players can strut some stuff, but
gluing their expressive scrambles on
by-the-yard filmzak makes them
meaningless. The supposedly hardswinging groove of 'Watershed' is
like watching members of the
London Symphony try to `get
down'. Back in the 1970s, Tom
Scott's muso funk had attitude, now
it's just what Berklee clones babble
in their sleep. Jazz is about seizing
the moment, risk, the alchemy of
occasion and improvisation: Big
Music is about business as usual.
That this anodyne, academic
nonsense toured England courtesy of
an Arts Council grant is not just
misguided, it is downright sinister!
Ben Watson

A:3
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VARIOUS
NEW ORLEANS/CHICAGO/NEW YORK
CDS RECORDS RP3CD 612
(4CDs, 233m Ois)
Robert Parker's `jazz Classics in
Digital' have provoked much
controversy. Purists argue that the
posthumous rotundity he confers on
instruments originally recorded on 78s
is ersatz and unreal. However, like
computer-coloured `enhancements' of
black-and-white movies, it does make
art recorded with obsolete technology
accessible to anew generation.
Whether that's legitimate, or merely
pandering to fashion, depends on your
point of view (or age). Certainly it is
hard to fault Parker's selection, a
freshly-conceived guide to the wonders
of 1920s and 1930s jazz. As well as
stars like Jelly-Roll, Armstrong, Bechet
and Rainey, it includes many
wonderful undersung names.
Ben Watson

ISMS
For alesson in
what jazz piano
is all about, all
you need is the
opener from
Duke Ellington's
Ellington Indigos
[Columbia
COL472364 ]
Hesitant yet
decisive, his
notes float on the
swing current like magnolia petals on the
Mississippi: a set of tear- stained tone poems
from 1957, plus the unreleased ' Night and
Day'. Stunning. Three releases from Timeless
feature pianist Bill Evans. The Brilliant [
SJP 329
], Consecration I[
SJP 331] and Consecration
II [
SJP 332]. The trio ( Marc Johnson on bass,
Joe Labarbera on drums) were recorded in
residence at San Francisco's Keystone Corner in
1980, amere week before Evans's death. Evans
is something of acult, perhaps because of his
conservatory mollification of the rhythmic bite of
jazz. Here though, 'timeless' is the operative
word. Without the abstracted tension of the
classic trio with drummer Paul Motion, Evans is
reduced to noodling neo romantic soporifics into
the candlelit ambience. Disposable. Shirley
Scott's last two albums for Candid had some
fine piano playing. On Great Scott! [
Muse MCD
5434 ] she returns to the Hammond B3 with
which she made her name. Stops are churchy,
the tempos starchy; only ' Blues For Groove'
recalls the great album she recorded under the
same title in 1964. Seems like she's been away
from her sleazy roots too long, or maybe it's
just that tenorist Buck Hill is no Lockjaw or
Turrentine. Disappointing. Two solo piano
albums. Veryan Weston's Playing Alone [
Acta 9
)] is an avantgarde
reinterpretation of
ragtime, all nervy leaps
and spritely rhythms. At
times it sounds like an
improvised version of
Conlon Noncarrow's
fiendish player- piano
music. Weston ( right)
keeps order by
concentrating on a
restricted set of knott>,
figures. In contrast, Paul
Plim!ey's Everything in
Stages [
Songlines
SG1503 ] is over-ambitious: afine contributor
to free jazz ensembles, he he-eindulges
impressionist rhapsodies and weird 'effects' that
fail to convince. Always atemptation to the
vanities of romantic individualism, a jazz pianist
needs astrong sense of the bues: although his
figures are mind-blowingly complex, that is why
Weston scores over Plimley — and why Ellington
still sounds shockingly moderr.
Ben Watson

H:1* •
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW D

EILLIIIIL Le

MU:INTEGRATED AMP - yes, we've finally got it!! - product of the year 1996
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 POWER AMPLIFIER - Just in and oh so good
WILSON AUDIO - A new baby is coming - we saw it in New York - watch this
space!! - We're very excited
RCF PROJECTORS - We have just installed the new LS5001-WS widescreen
in our dem-room - view it now!!
KRELL FBP150 - The replacement for the 100s are due any day by all
accounts a massive improvement
SONUS FABER CONCERTO AND CONCERTINO - Devastatingly good!
MARTIN LOGAN - Hot news - a new aerious is here
* MAIL ORDER INTREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILBLE *
TRANSPARENT REFERENCE XL SPEAKER CABLE - So outrageously good
we just had to buy some - you owe it to yourself to try it!!
SILTECH HF8 - A new digital cable even better than HF6
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONO BLOCKS - Italian design at its best
with sound to match the looks
DON'T FORGET THE SIMPLY FOUR - At £ 1495 real value
MUSICAL FIDELITY X10 - A fascinating product - put it between CD and AMP
and just hear the improvement - available on sale or return of course
CABLE TALK AMPLIFIERS - Thats right - and very good they are too first
models now on dem at under £2000
TEAC VRDS25 -A new top end Teac one box player -extremely competitive at
£1300
* INTREST FREE CREDIT AVAILABLE - DETAILS ON REQUEST *
* WE ARE LICENSED CREDIT BROKERS *

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS

AMPLIFICATION
FOR
MUSIC

Briggs House, Helsington, Kendal. LA8 8AG
Phone/Fax : 01539-720721

ARAGON 24K PREAMPLIFIER - phono MC/MM &
abargain at this price

£595

SH

LINX POWER AMP - 75 watts per channel. £695 as acombo
£195

SR

KRELL KSA 50$ POWER AMPLIFIER - we always rated this amp

£2495

XD

PROAC TABLETTES twin bass drivers. walnut finish, vg condition

£195

SH

£1295

XD

£3995

SH

with the arogon

SONUS FABER ELECTAS EX OEM - abig rich sound,
afavourite of ours

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

KRELL KRC PREAMPLIFIER - only outclassed by the HR version.
upgradeable

Papworth
Audio Technology

MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS • our dem pair. light oak.
£1795

XD

KRELL KRC 2 - alot of preamp for the eney remote, line only

£2995

SH

RUARK EQUINOX WALNUT

£1395

XD

AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B

£1295

SH

£349

XD

KRELL KSAIOOS - real driving ability, also ademc model at £4295 £3495

SH

ARCAM XETA ONE - bargain at this price, in mint condition

£495

SH

LINN KABERS WALNUT - excellent value at this reduced price

£495

SH

ORELLE CD1OT - avery good transport

£495

XD

RUARK BROADSWORD BSTOCK NEW/BOXED

£595

XD

APOGEE CENTAUR

£995

SH

new version coming

DPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP

MICROMEGA STAGE PLAYERS TO CLEAR ring for details

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS.
Adeniiies

Air Iiiiigent. Apogee. Audio Aicrierny. Audio Own. Audio PescarLO Aura B&W. Buse.

Cable Talk. Castle, Classé, Copland. Denon. DPA, Goldring, Harmonix, Heybrook, Jadis. Koetsu, Krell, Lyra,
Mandrake. Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell. Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity. NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo,
Orelle. Ortonf on. Pink Triangle. Pioneer, Proceed. Projekt. PS Audio. QUAD. REL Subwoofers. Rogers.
Roksan. Ratel. Royd. Ruark. Sennheiser. SME. Sonus Faber. Spend«. Stax. Tannoy. Target. T.D.L., Teac.
Theta, Thorens, Transparent Cables, Tube Tecnnology. Unison Research. van den Hul, Wilson.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

Oxford Audio

Consultants

Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
7-

Reintroduced by popular demand! Built to the original
specification.
The relaunched TVA 10 is manufactured to the
uncompromising standards of Quality and Reliability
associated with the Papworth name.
The 50 Watt per channel output from the highly
developed McIntosh circuitry linked with nine section
output transformer, ensures bass control usually
associated with much larger amplifiers.
All U.K. sales enquiries to David Allen
Telephone ( 01223) 247837
Papworth Audio Technology
Papworth Everard. Cambridge • CI33 81«;
Tel: ( 01480) 830345 Fax: ( 01480) 830781

Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
OCTOBER 1996
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rock/pop
THE BEAU BRUMMELS
BEAU BRUMMELS 66
Warner Bros 7599-26885-2

(
30m)

TRIANGLE
Warner Bros 7599-26886-2 (
28m 48s)

A collector's item for the
faithful, asinger ' sponsored'
by Bolan in ' 73. Glam-soul,
way before Bowie and Lennon
got hip to it. If Bolan had
been born a black woman, this
is how he'd have sounded.

BRADLEY'S BARN

A- B:1-2 •

Warner Bros 7599-26887-2 (
32m 08s)
Once available only as nowdeleted, ultra-rare Japanese
imports, atrio of albums from
the first world-class San
Francisco act. The first, 66, is
an unfortunate (contractual?)
lapse consisting of cover
versions, but the other two
heralded country rock.
Featuring the voice of the
great Sal Valentino.
B:3

A-B:1

Ad* •

CARAVAN
BLIND DOG AT ST DUNSTAN'S
HID CD60

(46m 17s)

If the funk element worries
you, remember that this outfit
had its roots in soul music.
The Canterbury fixtures' 1976
album, asurprisingly tight,
punchy set devoid of the
characteristic airy-fairy pixie
dust.

THE IDLE RACE
BACK TO THE STORY
EMI 7243 838162 2
(2CDs, 147m 46s)
On two discs, the group's
entire body of work: three LPs
and all the non-album
material. One of the great
'lost' bands of British rock
history, featuring ayoung preMove Jeff Lynne and aural
evidence as to why he just had
to end up working with Roy
Wood. A magnificent, superbly
annotated mid-priced
anthology.
A:1- P •
JASPER
LIBERATION
See For Miles SEECD 438

fanatics through the Norman
Petty connection.
A- A•:1-2 •
PJ PROBY
THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD 440

In case there's anyone out
there who hasn't sampled one
of the best all-purpose voices
ever, here's a nice singledisc
set with 26 of Proby's finest
moments. He's currently
undergoing a career revival
impersonating Elvis: amusing,
as he used to perform demos
for the King.
A- B:1* •
T REX
PRECIOUS STAR - THE
ALTERNATE BOLAN'S ZIP GUN
Edsel EDCD 443

Ultra-obscure and very weird
progressive blues from 1969.

(
71m 14s)

UNCHAINED - UNRELEASED
RECORDINGS VOL 5: 1974
Edsel EDCD 444

(38m 05s)

(68m 48s)

(
65m I3s)

And still they find more.
Another pair of rarity-laden
CDs from the vaults, again of
consistently high quality and

A:1-2 •

BO DIDDLEY
LIVING LEGEND - THE
COLLECTION
Castle Communications CCS CD 417
(64m 32s)
A hot new studio album, aspot
on JooIs Holland's show: ' 96 is
Bo's comeback year. You can
stop looking now if you need
an intro, because this 22track
'best of' contains all the
essentials: ' I'm A Man', ' Pretty
Thing', 'Mona' and more.
A:1 - 1*-2
PAT HALL
MARC BOLAN PRESENTS
SISTER PAT HALL
Edsel EDCD 449

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
53m 2(h)

EMI 18 CD1

(
2CDs, 127m 28s)

Why did it take so long to fill
such ayawning gap? Thirty-six
tracks, superbly packaged and
annotated by the great Will
Birch, reminding us of the
greatness of the genre which was
victim to punk, great bands like
Brinsley Schwarz, Ducks Deluxe,
Dr Feelgood and others. listen,
mourn and curse Rotten & Co..
A- B:1 •
VARIOUS
THE VERY BEST OF DOO-WOP
MVTV MVTV 1CD

(
2CDs,

164m 41,)

An accurate title, for once, for
adouble-CD containing 40
classics by the Clovers, the Five
Satins, the Penguins, Dion &
the Belmonts, the Chords. This
is the vocal group collection to
buy if you'd rather not go all
anorak and sink abundle into
individual artist CDs.
A- B- C: 1 - 1* •
VENUS & THE
RAZORBLADES
SONGS FROM THE SUNSHINE
JUNGLE... PLUS
(
39m 33s)

Another of Kim Fowley's
oddball projects, this time a
girly, punky pop outfit in the
mid- 1970s which cynics might
brand Runaways Redux.
Imagine a nasty Kim Wilde —
if such a thing is possible —
and you've nailed the sound.

Appaloosa-Magnum AP 020-2
(47m 24s)

A- B:1 •

VARIOUS
NAUGHTY RHYTHMS - THE
BEST OF PUB ROCK

See For Miles SEECD 444

THE DELUXE BLUES
BAND
A STREET- CAR NAMED DELUXE

From the early 1980s, an
accidental R&B alliance with
its roots in Roogalator and
Savoy Brown. A low-key
AngloBritish blues operation,
but one to cherish.

FTTUDITi

Caravan: funky elements from 1976
Don't let the slow, pretentious
opening track keep you from
listening any further, because
there are treasures to unearth,
especially the druggy, sevenminute ' Baby Please Don't
Go'. File alongside early
Climax ( Chicago) Blues Band.
A:1-2 •
BUDDY KNOX, JIMMY
BOWEN & THE
RHYTHM ORCHIDS
THE COMPLETE ROULETTE
RECORDINGS
Sequel NEDCD 278 (
2CDs, 130m 57s)
Sixty-one tracks on two CDs,
early rock'n'roll and rockabilly
from worthy second-division
performers — solo, together
and with the Rhythm Orchids.
It features Knox's immortal
teen plea, ' Party Doll', and
there's added appeal for Holly

OCTOBER 1996

A- B:2 •

inventiveness. The fifth lot of
unreleased tracks is aperfect
mate for Precious Star, both
CDs expanding on the nearclassic Zip Gun. Bolan at his
flashiest, glammiest best.
A- B:1-2 •

JESSE COLIN YOUNG
LOVE ON THE WING
Edsel EDCD 477

(
36m 18s)

THE PERFECT STRANGER
Edsel EDCD 478

(
40m 27s)

THE HIGHWAY IS FOR HEROES
IRMA THOMAS
SWEET SOUL QUEEN OF NEW
ORLEANS
Razor & Tie RE2097-2
(60m) Dist. Koch
Wonderful Southern soul from
aperformer with immaculate
taste. Twenty-three tracks
including devastating takes of
'I Need Your Love So Bad'
and `Time Is On My Side', a
tasty package from arecord
company rapidly ascending the
reissue label heights.
A-11:1 •

Edsel EDCD 479

(
42m

19,)

Continuing the reappearance
in the UK of the former
Youngblood's back catalogue,
reissues respectively from
1977, 1982 and 1987, and
moving from lingering
hippiedom to yuppie polish to
music akin to Young's preYoungblood solo material.
The common thread, though,
is that gorgeous voice.
A- B:1-2

B:2

A:1-2 •

Ken Kessler
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GOLDEN DRAGON
leading valve technology into the 21 st Century

KT8 8Pewter, 7eteede
Specifications:
The KT88 is abeam tetrode. Its absolute maximum anode dissipation rating is 42
watts. Its original design brief was for ahigh quality output valve in an audio amplifier, or as aseries valve in astabilised power supply.

Maximum Ratings

Design

Anode voltage (DC)

800

Screen voltage (DC)
§Negative DC Grid Voltage

600
- 15

Absolute
800
600
- 50

DC cathode current (mA)

200

200

Anode dissipation (watts)

35

42

Screen dissipation (watts)

6

8

*Anode and screen dissipation

40

46

External grid-cathode resistor ( cathode bias)
pa+2≤ 35W

4701d1

pa+g2> 35W
270k11
External grid-cathode resistor ( fixed bias)
pa+gM 35W

220kS2

pa+g2> 35W

1001d2

`Triode or l'Itralinear operation
§'Normal' use, push-pull pair
The specifications above match exactly the original GEC/M0 valve, and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT88 Classic

The GEC KT88 was ahigher power version of the original KT66. Developed in the heyday of push-pull
working its relatively high output nade it ideal for driving difficult loads or current- hungry speakers.
Although it can be used in single-ended circuitry, its most common usage was in apush-pull pair where
its low screen current properties give it high power efficiency
By carefully researching performance characteristics and manufacturing processes, GoIde .
n Dragon has
now produced aKT88 which is very similai in shape to the original GEC/MO design, and which has
identical operating characteristics.
The Golden Dragon KT88 Classic is alandmark product and sets the standard for others to beat. Its
range of applications is wide, and many will find it sounds superior to other KT88s currently available at
ahighly competitive price.
SEE US
IN ROOMS

Golden Dragon
A division of P. M. Components

1055/1056

Springhead Entreprise Park
Springhead Road

at

Gravesend

THE HiFi
SHOW

Kent
DAM 8HD
Phone +44 1474 560521, or e-mail: 101650,2424@compuserve.com

SEE US
IN ROOMS
1055/1056
at
THE HiFi
SHOW

ACCESSORIES CLUB

SWE ET EXORCIST
With the currrent flood of ' demagnetising' CDs and the notion
that you should run a tape head demagnetiser over audio CDs
before playing, demagnetising phono cartridges is less afreak idea
than it was 15 years ago. The then-current wisdom was that
periodic demagnetising keeps your cartridge fine-tuned. As the
heart of most cartridges is amagnet or magnets, demagnetising
helps to focus the magnet's flux and remove unwanted magnetism
from the iron core or other metal parts. I've used one ever since
my now-deceased Zeta made its way into my tune-up box.
Gryphon, which gave us the Exorcist for demagnetising the
signal path in whole systems, has developed a cartridge
demagnetiser in the same case. Black Exorcist uses apure sinewave
sweep of decreasing amplitude to dispel the magnetic build-up
in a cartridge. To treat your cartridge to aform of transducer
colonic, connect the tonearm cables to the Black

r
IliF/V/RR 00/ Fluxdumper: The magic
;brick' in ablack-ash box
£22.95
!HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step'
up transformer: £ 9.951 1
•
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber Ii steel 11
line fixing kit, set of 8,
£ 10.25
;
H.F•W RR 006 Flutterbuster: 33'A & 45rpm
I
.
power supply, for most synchronous turnI
tables (specify type); black-ash case £81.95
•
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack! £8.95
HFX RR 009 Headcase: headphone
.
amp; 40mW Class A unit allows use of
I
headphones at line level; black-ash case;
;120/240V for only
£81.95 I1
(HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V
'mains filter, 5A rating £25.95
•
HI:N" RR 012 Software Storage System:
'satin black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
£5.001
LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£44.00
!CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£49.00
I
singles unit ( 200)
£86.00
•
4-high CD unit
£6.00
CD 4base unit
IHFNIRR 017 WallNut 11: wall mounting
.two-level turntable support complete
I
with two shelves; black finish £59.95
;HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,
!the very latest
£ 12.95 I
IHFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
.headphone output
£ 9.95 • ;
IHFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
;6in x6in x3mm
£ 12.95
!Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:
50, £. 95
100, £ 8.95111; 500 £ 6.95
•
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:

Exorcist and switch it on. That's it.
The LED stays illuminated for 812 seconds. When the light goes
out, you're ready to rock. Gryphon
reckons that heavy vinyl users
demag their cartridges once a
month, while casual LP listeners
should do it twice ayear. Another thing: Gryphon suggests that
the demagnetising process take place with the stylus resting on
the record. Not rotating, of course. For £ 4.9 5, it's a tonic, a
device which restores the magnetic properties of your cartridge
to anear-new state. Now, if only someone could come up with
a stylus restorer. Where'd Ileave my Flux Shunter? (Note:
Gryphon warns that you must not feed Black Exorcist's signal into
apre-amp input.)
Ken Kessler

Order Form

50, £ 19.95
100, £381 500, £ 18011
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £ 5 100, £9 - 500, £40 rl
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10):
standard, 5in complete £6.50 [-I
5in outer £5 slimline 5M £6.50
double jewel case, complete (each) £ 1.75
5M clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p
Slim Double: 5for £5.45
Kontak cleaning kit. new formula: £ 14.95
Tweek: contact enhancer £ 16.95
Books Good Sound: Laura Dearbom's
paperback, our own reference book £ 14.95
High Performance Loudspeakers
4th cd: Martin Colloms £33.95
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £ 6.95 each
GEC Amplifier Design £ 19.95
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £. 95

-1
-

1

Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £ 19.95
Search For Musical Ecstasy by
Harvey Rosenberg £24.95
Principles of Electron Tubes by
Herbert JReich
£29.95
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £24.95
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95 il
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1 £49.95 Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack
100 discs for £ 15.25 1200 discs £25.95 "

Mr .Mrs/MissiMs ( caps)
Address
Postcode

Tel: ..

Cheque postal order enclosed for L
.
:
Accessories Club
Please charge my Access Visa Diners Amex

(pounds sterling) made payable to HEN RR

LIIIIL.1111111111.

My card number is

Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3 £32.95 Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally' i
isolators; set of 3; small £5.95 Hi large £8.95 11
Art graphite dampers
set of 3 £54.951_1
1
set of 4 £69.95 H•
Insert Audio banana plugs (pair) £.95 -- I
Michell Banana plugs gold on
;
brass 4-way plugs; 2pairs £9.95 .
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small pair (4.5mm diameter max) £ 11.95 El ;
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 12.95 - !
Ringmat: 2mm £27.50 - 2.4mm £ 0.00
3mm Mk11 £40.00

Sovtek Valves:
ECC83 £4.35 111: I
EL84 £2.60 ii GZ34 £ 10.60
6L6 £4.50 7 ;
6550 £ 15.40 1KT66 equivalent £6.70 7 !
EL84M £. 50
6SN7GT £2.60 EF86 £. 60
ECC88 £. 35 •
Dividers: 25 at £ 11.25: LP
Cl)
Single _
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 4.95 Hi
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95 Ii
Recommended LP & CD titles:
Accessories Club library
please send for full free book list - I
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each .
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £. 00 each
I
Shure Stylus Balance:
£12.95 each _ ;
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £9.00 P!
The Tube Checker
£449 Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £ 199
ready built machine £369 - I
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)L269
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures)
£399
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299
I
Densen DeMagic CD
£10 •
£99
Decca London tone arm
£179.95
NVA transistor amp kit
£12.95 _ .
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
£12.95 -Decca Mk 3Brush
£49.95
Rockbase Plus CD-ROM
£14.95
CD Savers (pack of 10)
£24.95 1i
XLO/Reference Rec Test CD
£47.50 •
Ringmat
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95 -- I
£19.95 ;
Power Amp Projects

Expiry date
Signature
Please send orders to HF.V RR A,.•,..ories Club, PO Po, 200, Bedford, 511:.-10 11'11 Delivery subiect to avaibbduv. An
prices include postage. Non-L .K . ale, are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC sales are VA:I .-tree. Accessories Club
• Tel: ( 012 II) 7II 152 Fax: 1012 I1 7-12 1128. Phou,opies of this form are acceptable. Pica,
necessaly.
li&OE
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VISA

Radlett Audio'
1:,ST. I97S

Radlett i1udio Consultants
9Hol .men Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All WU

01727 855577

We stock tine equipment from:AVALON * ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * CREEK * DENON * EAR
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
*HEY BROOK FIARNIAN-KARDON
* IXOS,IBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK
* LFD * 1,VR.A MADRIGAL * MA RANTZ
* MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
* MIT MICRO:MEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOTTS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKANIICHI * ORTOFON
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUA RK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SPENDOR * STAX * SUMIKO
TARGET * TEAC * TRICHORD
* TUBETECHNOLOGY * wivr*uo
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
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Cardas
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1

"«. Pekes

FOR

LOVE of
music

1
11
)1)
1

To hear the true abilities ofyour system, your audio and

power cables come from Audiofreaks.
O
ele
l

e

If
ever there was an individual among high- end audio
creators who never thought of anything else but music, George
CARDAS must be the one.
An ancient mathematical principle called "Golden Section"
is applied in all CARDAS cables as "Golden Section Stranding"
This has suddenly allowed interconnect, loudspeaker, digital and
power cables to improve the sound of any audio system in a
natural and harmonically correct manner.
CARDAS cables for all applications and systems will bring
the music back to you.
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AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment
15, Link Way, Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT. Tel: 0181. 948 4153 Fax: 0181 948 4250.
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Welcome to The Good
Hi-Fi Guide, HiFi News
& Record Review's
selective directory to the
hi-fi products which in our
experience provide the best
performance and value for money.

he

h:0 the following pages you will find
technical details, review comments on
und quality and matching,

performance and value ratings and
supplier contact numbers for
more than 200 hi-fi separates priced
between £ 100 and £2000.

Turn over
to find
10 pages
of essential
hi-fi...

Va.

The CDA288 is the first CD
Player from Copland, Born in
Denmark and bred in Sweden.
See page 101
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GETTING THE BEST FROM THE GOOD HI-FI GUIDE
products in this guide meet at least a basic
standard of performance. Above average products
are given a rating with up to three stars for subjective
sound quality, without reference to price. This does not
take into account facilities, cosmetic appeal or
convenience. Ratings for better-than-average value are
also given up to three stars, in terms of sound quality
Each entry
in The Good
HiFi Guide
includes a
listing of
the main
technical
specifications
and facilities
where
appropriate,
as well as
a succinct
summary of
the sound
quality, based
on review
experience

Supplier details
are given
for the
manufacturer or
UK distributor
where
appropriate.
The supplier
of any product
should be able
to provide
any further
technical
information
and the
name of your
nearest dealer.
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

DAC type: ' 16', etc = proprietary 16bit DACs etc; BS = Bitstream
(Philips PDM); PWM = Pulse
Width Modulation (Matsushita); DS
= Delta Sigma ( Crystal); PEM =
Pulse Edge Modulation (JVC); AP
= Advanced Pulse ( Sony) RLS =
Realtime
Linear
Smoothing
(Harman). TDA = TDA1305T
(Rotel). Note that the CD audio
data is always 16-bit irrespective of
the use of different digital word
lengths in the conversion process.
Remote control: '
key' = numeric
keypad for direct entry of tracks.
Remote volume: almost invariably
actuated by apair of buttons for ` up'
and ' down'. (An exception is Quad's
rotary volume control.)
Separate transport: unit containing
the CD player mechanism and
giving digital signal output. A
separate DAC unit is needed to
convert these to an analogue audio
signal for amplification.
Separate DAC unit: unit providing
digital-to- analogue conversion for
signals from atransport unit. (Where
both are indicated, the entry refers
to a combination of two units: if
neither is indicated, the entry refers
to an ordinary ' single-box' player.)
Programmable: indicates ability to
play tracks in apre-arranged order
or combination. The programming
facilities will inevitably vary in scope
and complexity.
Memory: how many programmed
tracks can be stored in memory.
Phase reverse: indicates provision
of a switch to invert the polarity of
the output signal, which may give a
subtle improvement of sound on
some recordings.
Optical outputs: refers to Toslink or
other standard connection for optical
transmission of digital data.
Wired digital outputs: normally via
single RCA phono jacks, these
provide digital signals for conversion
by aseparate DAC unit.

AMPLIFIERS
Power output: figure given is manufacturer's spec for RMS output per
channel into an 8 ohm load, both
channels driven.
Line inputs: the number of inputs
available to accommodate CD player,
tape, tuner and other 'line level' sources.

versus price. Subjective sound quality is the over-riding
consideration. Where the product has been the subject
of a published review in HFN/RR, the relevant issue date
is given. Where no date is given, the sound quality
description and rating is based on evaluation by
HFWRR staff or contributors, though no review has
been published.

Phono m-m: LP disc or ' phono'
input for conventional ' movingmagnet' cartridges. Will also suit
'high-output moving-coil' models,
though matching may not be ideal.
Phono m-c: Input for normal (low
output) moving-coil cartridges.
Tape monitor: when recording via
the amp's ' record out' sockets, this
switch allows the user to listen to the
output from the tape itself, not just
to the source being recorded. ` Tape
monitor' can also be used to connect
other processing units between the
amp's input and output.
Pre-amp: indicates a separate preamplifier or control unit, for
connection to a separate power
amplifier which in turn can be
connected to the speakers.
Power-amp: a separate power
amplifier needs a pre-amplifier for
input switching and level (volume)
control. Where both are indicated,
the entry refers to a pre-/power
amplifier combination; where neither
is indicated, the entry refers to a
normal single-box ' integrated' amp.
Speaker outlets: the number of pairs
of speakers that may be connected
to the amplifier at once. (Note that
multiple
speakers
will
make
proportionately greater demands on
the amplifier's power capability.)
Tone controls: indicates presence of
bass/treble controls, often deemed
unnecessary by hi-fi enthusiasts.
Headphones: indicates the presence
of a headphone socket, usually a
standard 6.5mm ( 114in) stereo jack.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Drive units ( number): there may be
advantages in the use of three or
more units, but most hi-fi speakers
are two-way designs using a small
treble unit or ` tweeter' with alarger
cone unit for bass and midrange.
Bass unit size: bigger driver cones
should produce more powerful or
deeper bass, but the actual result is
dependent on the design as awhole.
Sensitivity: indicates how loud the
speaker will go for a given power
input. Unusually low sensitivity
means that alarge amplifier will be
necessary for good results.
Nominal impedance: load from the
speaker seen by the amp. Most amps
are designed for 8 ohms and may
possibly have trouble with 4 ohms.

Amplifier power ( max): normally the
safe maximum input the speaker will
stand continuously, but this need not
rule out the ( sensible) use of
amplifiers of higher rated power.
Recommended position: proximity
to walls (or other room boundaries)
will increase bass output. The bass
response of speakers which are
intended for ` wall' or ' free space'
mounting will have been designed to
account for this. ` NW' = near wall.
Finish: most speakers are built from
particle board veneered with real
wood ('wood') or a synthetic wrap
('vinyl'). MP = moulded plastic and
MR = moulded resin.
Dimensions: do not include stands
where these are separate items.

TUNERS
Number of presets: with even more
FM stations available, a decent
number of pre-sets is now becoming
more of anecessity than aluxury.
Pre-set scan: allows the user to
select a station quickly by scanning
through the pre-set frequencies
hearing afew seconds of each.
Wavebands: hi-fi tuners provide
VHF/FM reception (' F'), while
many offer medium wave AM (' M')
and some have long wave AM (' L').
Signal strength meter: indicates
whether the signal from the aerial is
strong enough for the tuner to
function properly. A useful facility,
if accurately calibrated.
Manual tuning: traditional rotary
control knob (K) or ` up' and ' down'
buttons (
B).
RDS facilities: options, based on data
transmitted, include labelling for
programme type (`PTY') and advanced
Enhanced Other Networks (EON).
Automatic tuning: finds stations by
scanning the band.
Remote control: usually provided
among the facilities on a ' system
remote', which will also operate
all the other components in a
manufacturer's system.
Mono button: manual over-ride of
the usual auto switching which
receives stereo broadcasts above a
certain signal strength threshold.
IF bandwidth: switching the IF
(Intermediate Frequency) bandwidth
inside the tuner to ' narrow' gives
better selectivity when required to
reject interfering adjacent stations.
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CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha One
£300

MR Cambridge

AtIR Cambridge

Smooth top end and an overall British 'rightness' of balance are combined
with better bass extension than the Alpha 5. May initially sound muffled
compared with 'bright' competitors, but comfortable and rewarding.

Audio Alchemy DAC in Box Path Premier

•

Key

Audio Alchemy Duman
Ç:150

Path Premier

Audio Alchemy DDE v3

Path Premier

**

•,

01494 441 736

Add-on DAG to upgrade abasic CD player as long as it has adigital output).
Based on Crystal's CS42330 DAC chip, it offers amusical sound which
'boogies'; alittle brash but not lacking in detail.

**

10/
95

01494 441 736

High levels of transparency give an open and detailed performance. Ideal
upgrade for many CD players. Absurdly good value for money. Anybody
upgrading abudget CD player should check it out.

•

Key

95

01494 441 736

The third incarnation of this popular DAC is not cheap but features HDCD.
Once warmed up and run in (and partnered with agood transport) it offered
afluid and precise presentation, combining analysis with natural ease.

Audio Innovations Alto
£450 chrome/£400 black

Richer Sounds

Audiolab 8000 DAC (' 93)
£800

Cambridge Systems Technology

Audio Note DAC 3

Audio Note Ltd

96

0500 101 112

Beautifully and unusual styling (to match the partnering amplifier) but the
sound quality doesn't quite match, proving lacklustre when used in
combination with other amps. Performed well with the Alto amp, however.

Key

•

96

01480 52521

•

True to the Audiolab house sound, refined and finely detailed. Redesigned
with DAC7 DM, gives sharply defined imagery and agreater feeling of clarity
than before, if slightly cool overall.

•

01273 220 511

Open, transparent, with alush midband and the euphony of atriode amplifier.
however, this is abulky design which has some quirks, notably a 100 ohm
electrical input impedance

Audio Synthesis DAX-2
£1995

Audio Synthesis

AVI S2000MCII
£800

AV International Ltd

Copland CDA288
£1800

Absolute Sound

Denon DCD 1015
£350

Hayden Laboratories

Denon DCD 825
£240

Hayden Laboratories

IPA Little Bit 3
£300

DPA Digital Ltd

94

0115 922 4138

Reference class DAC with HMO facilities. Very pure and transparent sounding
with very little grain and excellent stereo properties. Close to matching the
world's best. Firmly recommended.

5

•

**

01453 752 656

Little brother to the more expensive MC, using the same basics and aPhilips
COM9 transport, and with asimilar sound: esentially neutral and coherent.
Good stereo imagery, with atransparent 'out of speaker' sound.

Key

•

**

Key

•

**

0181 947 5047

Distinguished first CD player from the Scandinavian firm famed for its valve
amps. Provides realisticaly complex and subtly shaded music. The bass
avoids digital dryness and treble is free from glare. Features HDCD.

01753 888 447

**

Features ± 12% pitch control. With brightness countered by upperbass
warmth, at its best with rock and jazz. Produced foot-tapping rhythm, though
not very revealing on subtler material. Stereo image good but lacked depth.

01753 888 447

A 'giant killer', with that elusive 'open' quality rare in budget players: you
could listen through the equipment to become fully involved in the music.
Treble bright, but not fatiguingly so.

Key

•

•

•

•

01222 795 621

Excellent value and performance from this DAC which is capable of elevating
many budget priced players to new heights. Transparent, informative and
well worth auditioning.

DPA Enlightenment

DPA Digital Ltd

£725

Paired with the DX32 DAC this transport provided avery transparent and
analytical sound with tremendous bass clarity and clean, well-defined (if
slightly cold and exposed) treble.

DPA DX32 DAC
£825

OPA Digital Ltd

Goodmans Delta 800CD

Goodmans Industries

£100

One of the cheapest CD players available, this is midi width with no digital
output. A little coloured and over-sibilant, it still performed creditably in a
budget system. Some loss of resolution, but abold and outgoing sound.

Linn Mimik
£840

Linn Products Ltd

Marantz CD-17
£800

Marantz

Marantz CD63 SE
£350

Marantz 111-Fl Ltd

01222 795 621

Key

•

01222 795 621

Matches or possibly even beats the Audio Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine
v3, lacking only ashade of the DOE'S bass power. Used with the matching
Enlightenment transport it presents asuperb bass.

01705 673 763

Ltd

•

Key

•

•

Key

•

•

Key

•

•

**

Key

•

•

**

01753 680 868

Well built and attractively finished, the CD- 17 has abig smooth sound.
Enjoyable providing the music isn't too demanding. Ultimately somewhat
bland and lacking in drama and musical detail.

01753 680 868

Leaner and cleaner, with less bass warmth than the CD52, with an open
and musical midrange that really makes the listener sit up and take notice.
Best matched with warmth in amps or speakers, but aclass winner anyway.

01753 680 868

The Ken lshiwata signature edition of the 63 has special high grade
components. Bass is richer, midband warmer and stage depth greater. But
improvements are not necessarily worth the £150 this costs over the 63SE.

OCTOUR 19

Key

0141 644 5111

Descended from the Linn Karik, the Linn Mimik performed at its best in the
context of an all-Linn system. This one box player offered powerful, warm
bass.

Marantz CD-631I KI Signature ?
dorsals HiFi Ltd
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01223 861 550

£300

£500

Se

01223 861 550

A warm. full-bodied and natural 'British sound' quality, plus attention-grabbing
liveliness and coherence: but could 'close in' and harden on orchestral
crescendos or other complex material.

P-170

£1750

s
e
,e e e
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Arcam Alpha 5 Plus

£900

e

se
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CD PLAYERS
Meridian 500/563
£1200/800
Meridian 508
£1685
Micromega Minium CD
5350
Micromega Stage 4

Micromega Stage 5
150

e

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
A significant improvement on the Stage 1(indeed, it even surpasses the
Stage 2). Laid-back but elegant sound with plenty of clarity, detail and firm
bass. Better for classical than rock. A good performer in its category.
Micromega UK

NAD Marketing Ltd
0181 343 3240
Able to reproduce afine sense of depth, openness and space along with
good detail, asmooth treble and natural sounding vocals. Bass was deep.
clean and tight. Handles loud music of all types with ease.

Key

**

• 9
r

Key

•

20 •

•

Key

•

de •

20

•

•

•

Quad 77
£850 (£600)
Rotel RCD-970BX
£350
Sony CDP-561E
£200
Sony CDP-XE900E
£300

I12

9 **
96

*

5 **

Key

•

12
94

**

*

Key

•

10
95

**

***

7

*

**

96

Orelle Electronics
0181 810 9388
A very fine performer regardless of the type of music played. It needs
perhaps atouch more warmth and aslightly less sharp treble. Display can
turned off.

•

11 ***
95

**

•

8 **
96

*

8 **
96

*

0181 810 9388

Highly accomplished transport which, in combination with the XTC DAC-1.
had amusically analytical yet clean and smooth sound with plenty of warmth
and body. Bass was excellent.
Orelle Hi-fl
0181 810 9388
Although not quite providing the immediacy of the Audio Alchemy Digital
Decoding Engine v3, this XTC DAC scores by offering ahigher level of
refinement which is well worth the outlay
Pink Triangle
oui 703 5498
Pink Triangle finally went digital with aDAC allowing plug-in filters: 18, 20
or 22-bit. This gives various levels of performance and allows athreepronged approach to entice every potential customer.

Pioneer High Fidelity (08) Ltd

* *

94

Audio Club
0181 343 2082
An innovative and feature packed CO player which represents good value
for money. Offers Music File (equivalent to Favourite Track Selection) and
FCPS (similar to Legato Link) and abig bold sound.

Ore/le Hifl

**

96

•

2

94

* *

0171 703 5498

coloration, fuzz and grain.
Perhaps alittle squeaky clean. On the *proprietary 1bit DAC aselection of
hilero allow fine tuning (HDCD costs £370).

Pioneer PDS -904

**

e

01480 451 777

In Mission's half- width mag-alloy case, top loading but fairly easy to use.
Good rhythmic qualities seemed the result of its last', emphasised midrange.'
less well suited to classical music.

Pink Triangle Cardinal/DaCapoPink Triangle Projects
£885/£1274
Fine sounding transport and DAC strip away

£400

1 ***
94

ee

01480 451 777

Systemdependent, but when well-matched a wellprojected, detailed and
immediate sound. subject to some electronic hardness. Adding a PSX to
the DAC improves an otherwise average stereo focus and bass definition.

NAD 514

Pioneer PD- S703
£250

e

0181 502 1416

An unmistakable advance in sound quality over the Stage 5, associated with
lower noise and jitter thanks to the special system clock. Purer and cleaner
with more air and delicacy in the treble, clearer bass and superior image.

Mission Group

Pink Triangle Ordinal
£190

•

e e

0181 502 1416

Mission Cyrus DAD7
v900

Orelle DAC-1
11000

oe-

Slightly sharper focus, clearly improved stereo depth and greater detail than
the Stage 4. The differential DAC implementation gives superior stereo image
but possibly involved aslight loss in pace and rhythm.

Mission Group

Orelle XTC CDT-1LE
fl 250

ce

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
Neat, neutral, tidy sound from this musically enjoyable and involving CO
player. Combines balance and analysis with ahigh standard of replay. Offers
phase inversion, ahigh end feature at abudget price.

Mission Disc/Dacmaster
500

Orelle CD -100
5500

e,
48''

Meridian Audio Ltd
01480 434 334
New 20 bit version of the 508 with adeparture from Meridian's usual
signature sound. Exceptional performance for aone box CD player. Delivers
excellent tonal neutrality and transparency. Highly recommended.

Micromega UK

Onkyo DX- 7510
ç'350

es,

e

Meridian Audio Ltd
01480 434 334
Exceptional levels of musical detail are combined with rhythmic expression
in this combination. The 602/606 sounded sterile and rather less explicit in
companson.

Micromega Stage 6
Ç:950

c_3-10

„e t

e

•

6 **

**

96

01753 789 789

lb

Cut-down version of PD-5802 retains strong rhythmic bass (good on rock)
and 'different', shimmering treble (which can become too sharp): but lacks
the '802's good imagery and listener involvement
Pioneer High Fidelity (68) Ltd
01753 789 789
Stable platter mechanism using Legato Link circuitry. Warm and smooth
sound with afairly good, rounded acoustic But on more complex material
it could grow confused.

•

24

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd
01480 52561
Two versions available, the more expensive stand-alone unit and the £600
version which can only be used with the partnering Quad amp. A smooth
'easy listening' sound with great rhythm ideal partner for the 77 amp.

•

99

Gamepath Ltd
01908 317707
Very slimline in build and available at acompetitive price. Clean, smooth
treble with agood sense of ambience. But in the areas of bass and rhythmic
accuracy the 970 was less impressive.

•

20

Sony UK Ltd
01932 816 000
Totally unlike other Sonys, this one doesn't sound like abudget CO player
at all. Delivers plenty of musical enjoyment and seldom puts afoot wrong.
Lacking in detail at the frequency extremes but otherwise recommended.

524

Sony UK
01932 816 000
Exquisitely detailed, transparent and 'clean' sound, free of digital harshness,
if alittle understated. Features Sony's new lixed laser' transport mechanism
and atrack selector dial.

•

•

•

-
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94

11
95

• OP
95

*

**

* *

11

95

24

9'
95
•
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CD PLAYERS
TEAC P-700/D-700
£900/£600
TEAC T-1/0-T1

TEAC UK Ltd

* *

Key

01923 819 630

£550/£500

This two box player holds nothing back in terms of sound presentation,
every piece of music is attacked with enthusiasm and intensity. Offers great
transparency and apreicse stereo image.

TEAC VRDS-10SE

TEAC UK Ltd

6

Key

With none of the soft bass once typical of onebit players, the 105E has a
vital immediacy and freshness. Both transport and DAC are very good indeed
Highly recommended, though it may not suit bright. trebly systems.

Technics SL-PG570A

Panasonic UK

£170
Technics SL-PS770A

Panasonic UK

£250

Other than some weakness and lack of warmth in the bass this player scores
strongly on transparency and detail and compares well with the Marantz
CD63SE. A remarkable achievement in fidelity for alow cost player.

Thorens TCO2000

3

Key

Portfolio Marketing

5

Key

Trichord Genesis

Trichord Research

6

Key

Asuperb CD player which can also serve as an excellent transport. Based
on the Pioneer PD-S504, the Trichord Genesis is well worth the extra money
for the modifications. Something of ahigh-end bargain.

Yamaha CDX580

Yamaha Electronics UK

6

Key

9

Key

Ortolon UK

Strong on midrange, this amp worked for both rock and classical: transparent
enough to reveal shortcomings of some recordings, but not so analytical
as to make them un/is/enable. A good balance of strengths at the price.

Arcam Alpha 6 Plus

A&R Cambridge

**

e

o

Se

e

5

4

1

**

* * *

96

01753 889 949
5

9

1

95

01223 861 550

Upgrade of the Alpha 5Plus with slightly more power and remote volume
control. Has the warmth and grace of its predecessor but is perhaps alittle
more punchy and dynamic. ( Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

2

6

Audio Alchemy DLC/Oh1150 Path Premier
01494 441 736
£450/£1195
Digital specialists Audio Alchemy go analogue with this modular. upgradeable
combo. The remote controlled DLC pre- is detailed and big sounding. the
0M150 power amp natural and transparent, but lacks depth and ambience.

Audiolab 8000A

Cambridge Systems Technology

£500

Classic British integrated, refined over many years. The sound has areal
cleanliness and no lack of detail: ambience and stereo depth are very good.
Now has more rivals, though.

Audiolab 8000C/800OP

Cambridge Systems Technology

•

*11
95

01868 748 632

A revealing and musical integrated tube amp. Perhaps not afirst choice for
heavy metal or megabass freaks but heartily recommended to everyone else.
A version with aphono stage is available for about £200 more.

4

•

1

* *

***

4

•

1

* *

**

01480 52521
5

•

**

6

2

94

01480 52521

£550/£750

Leaning in the direction of euphony and HF sweetness, the power amp
mirrors the preamplifiers good detail, control and consistency tempered
with mild restraint. Good value.

Audiolab 8000S

Audiolab

2

•

11

**

**

84

01480 52521

£650

Well priced, lively and sophisticated integrated amp, complete with an
advanced and refined remote control Build quality is very good. The sound
is tautly focused and ruthlessly honest with atouch of solid-state leanness.

Audio Synthesis Passion 8S

Audio Synthesis

Improved version of the reference grade Passion 8passive pre-amp. with
remote volume control and one input (5remotely selected inputs are available
on the 8M for £ 00 more). Essentially transparent. Highly recommended.

Audio Synthesis Desire

Audio Synthesis

2

6

•

8

* *

96

0115 922 4138

£1295

1

•

* * *

0115 922 4138

Matching power amp for the Passion which has substantial virtues, but
doesn't quite measure up to that pre-amp, or to the Audio Synthesis DAX2in quality Excellent clarity and fairly good pace and rhythm.

OCTOBER 1996
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***

01753 889 949

Alchemist Nemesis

£1695

***

95

e‘z
e .42..
e,- e

Fine sense of rhythm, timing and musicianship from this budget integrated
which performs notably well with vinyl. Sounds and looks more expensive
than as £300 price tag.

£1200

***

96

es`e

£300

Arion Elektra

**

95

e

Arion Acoustics

**

10

Key

01923 233 166

Startlingly upfront and detailed this player has an uncompromising sound
which requires careful system matching. Could work well in combination
with agood amp and bookshelf speakers. Superior to many budget units.

*

95

01684 573 524

£550

£350

**

96

01494 890 277

Superb styling and excellent measurements, but disappointing sound from
Thorens' first digital product. A top loader with some unusual features
including aheadphone socket and headphone volume control

Ortolon UK

**

96

0990 357 357

£900

Althemist Maxim

**

0990 357 357

Noteworthy budget CD player with astripped-down. finely honed sound
quality, though somewhat lacking in euphony and passion. Poor tracking
on blemished discs but, over all, aveo( engaging player to listen to.

=U)

**

95

01923 819 630

£850

£230

,

01923 819 630

Elegant two-box combination. Rounded performance, mellow sound Handles
the most daunting of instruments well, giving bold earthy dynamics, but
soft on stereo focus.

TEAC UK Ltd

ese` q .\e

1

-5
1!6

* *

**

Alón Loudspeakers
Range from the Alon
Petite at £995 through
to the formidable
Alon V MkII at £4,800
and the flagship
Phalanx at £18,000.

Boulder Amplifiers
Range from the 102M at
£3,200 to the 500M at £5,000
with matching pre-amps
the L3AE at £2,100 to the
L5M at £3,800

HERE'S WHAT THE AMERICAN PRESS SAY ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS
Fl MAGAZINE
The Alon V MkIl proved to be an unusually realistic transducer.
...These speakers are all but impossible to audition.
Arthur SPfeffer
STEREOPHILE
The Alon (V MkII) provides the potential for sound that is very
near the state of the art. Russell Novak
STEREOPHILE
The Petites peform well out of their price class. They are
extraordinarily expressive. Not just articulate and precise,
which they are in spades, but sublimely capable of
communicating. Wes Philips

STEREOPHILE
The most natural amp I've used. D.A.S.
J.G.H. Feeling the boulder to be the most accurate amplifier
he's heard.
The highs are smooth but not sweet, the midrange was
nothing short of remarkable, the 500AE (M) has asuperbly
powerful well defined and extended base.
Highly recommended.
LL. SS. JGH. would argue for class A rating for the 500AE(M)

But please don't take their word for it call us for details of
your nearest dealer, listen and decide for yourselves.
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME. VISITORS TO THE HI-FI SHOW WE ARE IN GEORGE Ill

0-0'UND YMIC

£771)

52 Milton Road
London SW14 8JR
TEL: 0181 255 6868
FAX: 0181 255 6869

UK'S NEW HIGH- END DAC IS A TRUE WORLD CLASS PERFORMER
The DAX-2 is a milestone in
digital to analogue conversion.
Just listen and you'll appreciate its ease and stunning
transparency.

High frequencies that are so
often seriously compromised in
digital reproduction, benefit
from the overall transparency
of the DAX-2. You'll experience

Vocals are so true to life with
all the character and
emotion, that you'll sense
there is nothing between
you and the music. The
DAX-2 sets the stage
superbly with such

afull, open and uncurtailed
treble with no sudden limit
or sibilant edginess.
As standard, the DAX-2
comes complete with four
inputs - AES, SPDIP Coax,
Toslink optical and AT&T

precision and focus that
you'll feel you can
walk through the
performance. Bass
textures and tonal qualities

(ST) optical.
Options are available for
HDCEP decoding, and
digital domain fully
balanced XLR outputs.

are laid out in front of you,
and trying to distinguish between the many instruments in a recording no
longer requires any effort.

HOCE, and High Definition Compatible Digital
are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

Built to breathe life and space into every performance and dedicated to the joys of listening.
Demonstrated at: Sound Products, Hampshire. Tel: 01420 542060 • The Right Note, Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Lynden Audio, Birmingham. Tel: 0121 445 5057
Premier Audio, Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Peter McCullough, Ireland. Tel: 01960 372845 • M.A.F Audio, Burton-on-Trent. Tel: 01283 530550
Progressive Audio, Kent. Tel: 01634 389004 5 Armchair Audio, Nottinghamshire. Tel: 01909 479203 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester. Tel: 01257 473175
• The Sound Foundation, Scotland. Tel: 01563 574185 • Unique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals, Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866

AUDIO SYNTHESIS P.O. Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138 Fax: 0115 922 9701
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Aura VA100 Mk11
£350

88W Hakamichl

AVI S2000MP+P
£1000

AVI International

AVI S2000MI
£800

AVI International

Bryston BP-5/36 NRB

Professional Monitor Company

01453 765 682

0181 460 7299

High power delivery from this low profile unit based on adesign for the
pro market. The power and good finish might suggest arecommendation
but no better than average sound quality lets this amp down.

0181 948 4153

Exceptionally fine sound quality from this entry level high-end power amp.
Apentode valve design, it can be rewired to offer triode connected operation
at 25W. One of the world's finest for its price and power level.

Audiotreaks

0181 948 4153

Line-level tube pre-amp offering unbeatable combination of dynamic
expression, focus and clarity, rhythm and transparency, and open, natural
tonal balance. Strongly recommended.

Conrad -Johnson SC26/S4400 Audiotreaks

0181 948 4153

£995/£1395

Conrad-Johnson's 'budget' Sonographe combination features aremote for
the pre-amp and offers 200W per channel. Fast and dynamic. clean and
clear, with anice treble. Unusually good price.

Copland 301/504
£1250/£2000

Absoluto Sounds Ltd

Copland CSA14
£1000

Absoluto Sounds Ud

Creek P42/A42
£280/£280

Creek Audio

Cyrus 111
£500

Mission Group

Cyrus Pm-/Power
£650/£450

Mission Group

Denon PMA250 111
£160

Hayden Laboratories

Denon PM450SE
£280

Hayden Laboratories

Densen Beat B-100

Densen Audio Technology

•‘'l

* * *

r.-.
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0181 947 5047

Nicely-made valve pre-/power combination from Denmark. The pre-amp has
control and astounding detail, free of glare; the power-amp is beautifully
self-effacing. Less spine-tingling than some perhaps, but also less stressful.

5

**

0181 947 5047

Mid-priced valve/solid-state hybrid integrated from the Danish specialist.
Has Coped's traditional delicate, coherent and powerful sound, if restrained
and polite. Tends to 'soften' at high levels.

* *

**

* *

***

0181 361 4133

Modular pre-/power combination which allows upgrading to apre-amp/double
monoblock configuration with optional power supply, bridge module and
mm and m-cphono stages. Offers real music and extremely good value.

01480 451 777

Remote controlled, half- width, microprocessor governed amp. upgradeable
through addition of remote power supply. The dry, forward midband is reined
in by the PSX power supply which achieves abetter balance.

**

01480 451 777

These Cyrus separates are well designed. well engineered and meet exacting
specifications. The sound is crisp and well focused though lacking in rhythm,
depth and ambience. Both have lower than usual input impedances.

**

01753 888 447

UKtweaked integrated with great clarity and precision. It has deep bass
and is capable of reproducing every nuance though the midrange isn't up
there with the best..

01753 888 447

With an accentuated presence region, married to arich, fruity bass, the
sound was dynamic and exciting rather than accurate. Sometimes sharp in
the treble, but always lively and involving.

Densen Audio Technology

DPA Renaissance

DPA Digital

**

01582 561 227

Particular about the speakers it drives but capable of producing some of
the finest sounds you'll hear at this price. Doesn't allow tape monitoring
during recording. Phono stages available for £ 50 (m-m) and £300 (m-c).

Densen DM-10
£1300

**

01582 561 227

This amp makes abig sound with generous. powerful bass. Highly articulate
if slightly laid back through the rest of the audio range. An mm phono
board is available for one of the line stages; m-cmay be available later.

01222 795 6211

Outstanding clarity with precise image placement slightly let down by
overblown or lumpy bass. Limited current delivery means efficient speakers
are needed to get full dynamic range. Non-invasive' tone controls.

Exposure XV
£800

Exposure Electronics

Golden Tube Audio SE40

Audiotreaks

0181 948 4153

Gamepath

01908 317 707

HI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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01453 765 682

Audiotreaks

Harman Kardon HK620
£250

e

Delightfully transparent-sounding integrated offering acoherent performance
both in the midband and at frequency extremes. With extraordinary speakerdriving ablitiies, this is an affordable, high power unit of reference quality.

Conrad -Johnson MV -55

£995

e

01453 765 682

Michael Stevens & Partners

£600

S

Equipped with asuperb m-cphono stage (m-m too), this pre-amp seeks
to combine the best aspects of passive and active technology. Highly
transparent and neutral in the best sense. Motorised remote volume control.

Chameleon Ruby
£995

£600

e'Ç'

01903 750 750

Perhaps lacking in openness. this Canadian combo is very neutral and works
well with all kinds of music. Well crafted, both electronically and mechanically
these amps measure well and promise along, trouble-free service fife.

Conrad -Johnson PV10AL
£995

e

e

z. e
,

e

Reworked with better load tolerance; still excels in midrange speed, though
soloists could dominate too much at the expense of background subtleties.
Bass could sound lightweight with well-controlled speakers

£890/£1160

£2000

\>

e

01273 423 877

A gutsy and hard-driving sound with aforward rather spotlit mid and
astonishing dynamics: exciting and revealing. but it does impose some of
its own character on the music. Drives low impedances well.
Single ended tube power amp at an unusually low price. Delightfully natural,
fluid midband with good timing, lively transients and high transparency.
High sensitivity speakers are necessary to keep distortion at bay

**

**

The 620 manages to make all types of music interesting, lifting it above run
of the mill Japanese designs. Will show up deficiencies in less well recorded
material but still definitely one for the budget shortlist.
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FROM AUDIO
RESEARCH CORP ...
Good 'advice and the best equipment - get

FIC ENERGY
ANGSTROM
eAR( :AM
:
NI: DI( ) RESEARCH

A(

it together at The Listening Rooms. Ire are the
London specialists fir cisterns' building. Our
35 years of combined experience let us get the

details right- down to the last plug and cable.
Our iw ofi liti,equ ipp ed listening rooms
give you the chance to relax and listen to some

of .the

world's finest hi-fi equipment. We ofier

home installation, full export and credit
facilities and can design and install quality

MARTIN LOGAN
NI ERIDIAN + MICHELL

multi- room and home cinema surround systems.
In keeping with our polity

econstant

NI 1( : RONIEGA
MISSION
Mt 1NEFOR A1.1110
NAK‘Nuctit
NENt PETITE
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEFS 4. QUAD

evaluation and testing of new products, ive
have singled out this remarkable combination
that we would urge you to listen to.
;It Listening Rooms, we know how to help
you choose exactly the right system equipment

REI .
ROE;ERS e SME

-- whatever your budget. Because we only stock
the best - you only get the best.

SONCS FABER + STAN
TRH tu IRI) RESEARCH
T\NNOY + THETA
W ILSON AUDIO
1' \\ Iut‘

listenin
_
oI

•

161 ()kt lirompuni Itoacl 1.66(166

New pure valve designs for £4,300 the pair!
This is true high end performance with a sensible price tag,

01,1. ici 01 - 1-2# #

Mutuld,

0 Audio research LS7 line stage preamplifier and VT60 power amp.

(1192

Nan',

t

and enough power to drive all but the most inefficient speakers.

t•.tus

Phone soon to book your demonstration.

Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes

Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amp
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £6.95
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £6.95
12BH7A
£9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
6SN7GT/ECC33 £8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes

ifier Tubes

NEW: NEW: NEW
KT66R

£69.95 pr

KT88R
274B

Singles

£ 14.50 each

Per Matched
Pair
2A3 4 Pin
£22.50 £50.00
2A3 Octal
£22.50 £50.00
211
£28.50 £60.00
811A
£ 11.50 £25.00
845
£36.50 £75.00
805
£36.50 £75.00
Golden Dragon T300B Range
300E3 Super
£ 79.00
4.300B
£84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£69.95 pr

Per Matched
Quad
£ 100.00
£ 100.00
£ 120.00
£50.00
£ 150.00
£ 150.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon Special
E81CC-01 Gold Pins low
E82CC-01 Gold Pins low
E83CC-01 Gold Pins low
E88CC-01 Gold Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
EL34 Super
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
EL34M
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84) £ 12.50 £25.00 £50.00
EL 156 Octal
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
6L6WGB
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00
KT66
£25.95 £52.00 £ 104.00
KT66 Super
£65.00 £ 130.00 £260.00
KT88
£57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
KT88 Special (Gold Plated) £67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
KT90
£65.00 £ 130.00 £260.00
KT9OLX
£75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
350B
£29.95 £60.00 £ 120.00
6L6GC
£ 19.95 £40.00 £80.00
6550A
£42.95 £86.00 £ 172.00
6550A Special ( Gold Plated) £64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
50CA10
£84.95 £170.00 £340.00
807
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types.
An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K.
£4.00/57.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend,
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
116

£ 10.50
£ 10.50
£9.50
£ 14.50

Kent DAll 8HD
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£500/£500

LEO Audio
01255 422 533
This pre-/power combination's strength is its clarity and openness. It could
render musical instruments with great accuracy but the slightest hint of
brittleness in the source was heightened. Optional phono stages are available.

Linn Malik- I

Linn Products Ltd

Designed to match the Mimik CD player this performs well in an all-Linn
system (with Keilidh speakers), though with atendency towards marginally
hard upper midrange and spiky treble Phono stages are an extra £60.

Luxman A-312

Richer Sounds
0500 101 112
The Luxman more than held its own as a £200 amp (its original once), with
an open uncomplicated sound. Somewhat out of its depth with very densely
scored material it is nevertheless now abargain from Richer Sounds.

Meridian 551
£695

Michell Engineering Lid
0181 953 0771
Aesthetically stunning pre-/power featuring non-metal casework. upgradeable
pre-amp power supply and low-noise integrated circuitry. Its valvelike,
transparent midrange and treble blends with asolid, powerful bass.

Micromega Minium Amp
£350

Micromega
0181 502 1416
rransparefir, precise, uncoloured and very well controlled, this amp features
awide range of facilities which make it useful for everything from AV to
mvi replay (mm phono stage). Slightly cold sounding. however.

Micromega Tempo 1

Micromega UK
0181 502 1416
Notable transparency plus control that holds the speakers in avice-like grip.
Can be hard and bright at high volumes. Dynamics and bass can be alittle
restrained but the hear-through transparency is up with the best.

Moth 30 Series 60W
£550
Moth 30 Series 100W
£879
Musical Fidelity A1000
£1500

Musical Fidelity Ltd
0181 900 2866
Cut price versions of the E200/E300 the E20/E30 compare remarkably well
with them. Deliver enhanced presence and mid while retaining the valvelike treble. Features ahigh class dedicated headphone amp. Great value.

Myryad MI120/MA120

Mytyad Systems
01705 265 508
The MI120 is an integrated which can be bi-amped using the MA120 power
amp. Capable of delivering high listening levels without sounding stressed,
revelling in the dynamics. Add additional power amps for multi-room use.

NAD 314
£260
Naim Nait 3

NAD Marketing Lid
0181 343 3240
Excellent budget amplifier, best at lower listening levels. The bass warmth
is beguiling and the midrange forwardness exciting. Within its limitations
it offers very rewarding listening.
Naim Audio
•
01722 332 266
Encapsulates all the famous Naim qualities: vibrant, strong rhythmical and
adry and analytical bass. Less revealing of minute detail and not as precise
in imagery as some rivals.

NVA AP30

NVA

£370

Exceptional 'speed' and alifelike and exciting 'hear-through' transparency
throughout the range, given careful system matching: the 'brightly-lit' mid
will expose any source weaknesses. (With phono stage. £440)

NVA AP50

NVA

Onix 0A31

Onix Electronics
01273 517 358
Ideally suited to rock and jazz, this amplifier really swings and delivers the
emotional content of the performance. Its big warm sound isn't suited to
classical but makes the most of other music. Optional phono stages available.

Pro-ject Model 7
£260
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Orelle Electronics
0181 810 9388
Hear-through midband and good rhythm with a 'play-along' bass quality
make for exciting sound. With many CD players, treble could be sharp or
splashy as this amp did not filter the players unsuppressed RF.

95

Ortolon UK Ltd
01753 889 949
An amp which paints music in broad strokes. Adept at reproducing dynamics
and the richer tonal colours, it has astrong, vibrant lively sound. Features
both mm and m-cphono stages which makes it something of abargain.

95
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01763 272 707

The pre-amp section of this integrated amp is completely passive. Offers
three dimensional soundstaging with asilky overall smoothness to rival
valves. Phono stage available for an extra £70; headphone stage £20.

£370

(
z
e

01763 272 707

£520

Orelle SA100

pze 'pe

NAD Marketing Lid
0181 343 3240
With ahint of valve-like openness, perhaps thanks to its simple yet unusual
circuit design. the 310 will play more loudly than its 20W rating suggests
and will make alot of cost-conscious buyers happy.

£550

£470

e

Musical Fidelity Ltd
0181 900 2866
Abigger Al with more grunt and high-standard finish. Good imaging, focus,
depth and width. Transparency and detail very good. as was the bass which
had slam and articulation.

Musical Fidelity E20/E30
£400/£500

£150

cp`e
•

fee
e e,
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Moth Group
01234 741 152
Three box power amp (monoblocks plus power supply), elegantly styled in
keeping with the 60W version (above). Light and open but also very potent
and dynamic sounding One of the most musically capable amps around.

Musical Fidelity Ltd
0181 900 2866
The budget baby brother of the E100 (see below) this integrated is better
than average with an unfatiguing glare-free midrange, big soundstage and
fine detail. Dynamically lacks some punch.

NAD 310

e

e

Moth Group
01234 741 152
Two-box unit with astereo 60W power amplifier in one and apower supply
in the other. Slim and stylish like the 100W unit (see below) but less
*interesting' and atitile strained sounding. Tape connections via DIN sockets.

Musical Fidelity Elektra Ele
£300

£530/£450

e "'e

,ez ft§e

Meridian Audio Lid
01480 434 334
In an-all Meridian system (506 CD player, A500 speakers) this amp
contributed to afine spacious sense of musical detail, though somewhat
lacking in depth and warmth. ( Reviewed in our Systems Supplement.)

Michell Argo/Alecto
£730/£1990

£700

e

0141 644 5111

£580

£140

e e
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THE SEARCH
And so, with the HiFi Show at Ramada,
another season starts - another season of
searching for perfection. We can never reach
it, and it wouldn't be any fun if we could - but
we can always enjoy music, whatever our
budget, as long as it sounds convincing. And
remember that good sound isn't necessarily
good music, but bad sound never is.
At Pinewood, Brian Rivas is dedicated in
generating convincing sounds, whatever
your high end budget - but Pinewood never
stands still: the high end is a quest, and a
quest has no room for complacency.
Companies such as KRELL and WILSON
AUDIO are forever pushing back the
boundaries so that we can be ever-nearer that
elusive goal. Cable designers such as
TRANSPARENT and SILTECH, though their
approaches are so different, are aspiring to
the same far-off star.
If your demands are few and your
commitment low, then Pinewood is not for
you - but if you want to be at the cutting edge,
whether that be on the first rung of the ladder
or into the stratosphere, and you're prepared
for the demands that the high end makes on
your emotions, then Pinewood, as an
exclusive dealer for Absolute Sounds - and
the only dealer in the South-West - could be
for you. Telephone Mr Rivas for some
perceptive thoughts and advice

.e

AE
AtacEma
Aucholab
B&W
Cable Talk
Copland
Cyrus
HarmanKardon
JBL
KEF
Kenwood
Krell
Marantz
Martin-Logan

Qrk,,

fa
ag, eat pla,,ea,or...

•Widest choice in the area
•Independent advice
•Qualified staff
•Comfortable dem rooms
Superb showrooms
•Main road location
Major car parks nearby
Michell • Insurance estimates
Mission • Over 30yrs experience
Monitor Audio . Service Dept.
Musical-Fidelity
I
• Delivery & installation
Pickering
•Part Exchange
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
1• Open 10:30-530 6days
Quad
REL
Rogers
Up to 2 yrs
Ruark
Interest
SME
Sonus-Faber
Free Credit
Spendoi
ask for details
Systemdek
TannoY
TDL
Sand &Nee No I
Thorens
Net,on la heekeei
Yamaha
/you makiv W'ev,dd.
&lots more
besila book oveteLlee

The very best
in HiFi and
Home Cinema...

Alan>nLogan

Krell

YonitorAudi ,

24 Gillygate, York
Tel. 01904

629659

High Fidelity Specialists est.1967

RINGMAT
FOR RECORD LOVERS
First record support to be properly designed.

RINGMAT is the leading support for a record on a
turntable platter and the 330 MKII has been acclaimed
around the world for its outstanding performance and
cost-effectiveness. How does the new XLR version
compare?
"It was evident that the XLR

realised more low register and ambient

ing, the Andantino of Rossini's Second String Sonata begins with a very powerful tutti. With the XLR a whole layer of hazy near-congestion was removed.
the acoustic was clearer and support lines more apparent, such as quiet bass
accompaniment figures. You wanted to go on listening indefinitely; also you
could still listen comfortably at higher replay levels...An essential replacement
for the 12in felt or rubber mat for any critical listener, the Mk11 remains very satisfactory, but the XLR at £47.50 is even better". Christopher Breunig, HI-FI
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW, APRIL, 1996.
"With a Van Morrison album, recorded at Ronnie Scott's, vocals had a touch
more body to them, and seemed to be slightly better projected. The saxo-

6viv/eep7

Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

phone had a more natural timbre and, again, seemed better separated from
the rest of the mix. There was also an improvement in the decay of cymbals.
The scale of the music was heightened, helped by a more focused bass line...
in my opinion the Ringmat is still the best turntable accessory under £50."
Dominic Todd HI- F1 WORLD, AUGUST, 1996.
RINGMATS can be obtained through good hi-fi retailers.
There is an exchange scheme for earlier RINGMATS.
For more information on this or on RINGMAT generally,

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointaient only
Please telephone

118

infor-

mation (thus the increased focus within textures).... On the ASM/Argo record-

or for mail order ( including VISA/Mastercard), contact:
RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS
PO BOX

200 BRENTWOOD ESSEX CM15 8QG
UNITED KINGDOM

Tel: 01277 200 210

Fax: 01277 201 225

(Mail order p&p: £ 2.50 UK: £ 5.50 outside UK)
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Quad 77

Quad Electroacoustics

£595

Conveys music well with expressive dynamics and accurate stereo, though
on critical listening it seemed that some very low-level detail was lost. Not
intended for big/loud systems. Best used with Quad remote control.

Rega Hal/Exon
£1000/£1200

Rega Research

Rogers E- 20a

Rogers

£1100

Ratel RA970BX

Gamepath Ltd

£300

Lively and invigorating amp which works equally well with all types of music.
Controlled and analytical but not as accurate as it might be. Benefits from
long warm-up. Optional phono stage available for £130.

Shearne Phase U

Sheame Audio

FTM Marketing

Two of the inputs on this integrated are run straight to the volume control
in passive fashion. Transparency is of ahigh order, with excellent three
dimensional depth.

Sony TA-F246

Sony UK Ltd

In abudget group this UK designed, Japanese built amp led the others by
aolear margin, working exceptionally well with the budget CO players and
speakers tested.

Sony TA-F446E

Sony UK Ltd
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Acoustic Energy Ltd

These bookshelf speakers deliver hard hitting and dynamic music. The build
quality is nothing short of remarkable, comparable to much more expensive
models. However, colorations cause the 100s to lose out to the competition.

Apogee Ribbon Monitor

Path Premier

Ribbon hybrid with asquare tweeter which can be rotated and repositioned
depending on the siting of the speaker. Sounds like amuch larger speaker
Deep and controlled bass but not absolutely transparent.

ATC SCM10

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd

s>ç)
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295x180x250

Both

410x240x290

**

8 300 Both

380x180x255

***

8

166

6

125

75

E
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Free

110

01285 760 561

Small but heavy true 'mini-monitor' that offers natural balance, good
integration and atruly three-dimensional image. Needs hefty amplification
but responds with awide dynamic range.

OCIONIt /998

,

01494 441 736

£1000
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LOUDSPEAKERS
KcirmileEnergy AE100

4
96

0181 856 2499

Well stocked with quality components. In combination with Trilogy's 958
monoblocks it was beyond reproach in its delivery of clear-cut sounds.
Offers great detail. Optional mcphono stage is £400 extra.

1

95

0181 856 2499

When used with the partnering power amps the Trilogy tube pre-amp has
aglorious, tactile three-dimensional midband and treble. The bass is just
dry enough to sound well-balanced on most modera recordings.

•

•

0181 856 2499

Affordable all tube pre-amp from this quality British manufacturer. Silky but
not soft and dynamic without any hint of aggression, it sounds as if it should
cost more. Its high gain m-m phono stage will handle some mccartridges.

Trilogy Audio Systems

£1595

4

01494 890 277

Essentially uncoloured,
lucid and transparent; offers plenty of resolving power on all kinds of music.
even if it lacks the vivid 'being there' quality of valve amps.

Trilogy 902

1

0990 357 357

With thunderous bass and beautifully smooth treble, the warm 'easy listening*
sound did tend to veil the finest detail rather than sounding transparent.
But its lush sound makes it asale bet

Trilogy Audio Systems

•

0990 357 357

Technics' virlual battery' technology, which combines
use of mains and battery power, and handsome matching power amp. Too
much deviation from neutrality mars this combination.

Trilogy 901
£750

4

01932 816 000

Posseses both mm and m-cinputs, unusual at any price level these days.
This amp is nice to listen to and provides afair degree of enjoyment but
fails to excite.

Trilogy Audio Systems

**

01932 816 000

£200

£500

1

•

01372 468 676

£580

Trilogy 900

o'e'

01438 740 953

Sonneteer Campion

Thorens TTP2000/TTA2000 Perifollo Marketing
£500/£550
This is the one with the key operated mains power.

•

7

01908 317 707

Same marble front, redesigned inside with better power supply: retains its
original rich sonic flavour, more musically satisfying and detailed than before.
Bass warmth is adeparture from neutrality, but alikeable one.

Panasonic UK

.'
er

0181 683 2101

Like the E-20a, an Audio Note valve design for Rogers. Frequently superior
to that amp in terms of dynamics. bass and depth. Musical and full of
character. Good partner for the LS3/5A plus AB1 subwoofer.

£590

£400

ee
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1

0181 683 2101

Rogers returns to valve amp manufacture with this model and the E-40a
(below). Good value for money and often more refined, controlled and
sweeter than the 40. Works extremely well with the LS3/54 speaker.

Rogers

Technics SUA900 Mkli

ce •\.e. e

fee, „
e e

4

01702 333 071

Rega's simplified, straight-line topology gives avery immediate, punchy
and dynamically realistic sound. Not the most uncoloured or spacioussounding of amps but has an essential synergy with the Rega Xel speakers.

Technics SE-A1000/SU-C1000 Panasonic UK
£400/£350
Budget pre-amp using

as •Ie

,

01480 52561

Rogers E-40a
£1900

£250

ee
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LOUDSPEAKERS
ATC SCM2OT
£2000
Audio Physic Spark
11 (
-19
Audio Physic Step
£1300
Audio Physic Tempo
£2000
• AVI Neutron
£500
Boston Acoutics CR7
£200

s ,

e

ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd
01285 760 561
Exceptionally analytical midband and overall neutral balance allied to stunning
dynamics and remarkably well controlled bass Needs medium to large room
for aspacious and convincing sonic picture.
Aanvil Audio
01359 240 687
Slim, slanted floorstanding version of the Audio Physic Step. A great
loudspeaker, full of detail and energy. Worth checking that its upper mid
emphasis doesn't react adversely with your electronics.
Aanvil Audio
01359 240 687
Non-resonant design and rigid stands help give asurprising bass attack for
the size and convincing stereo image (if less crisp and airy than the BBC
LS5/12A). and music flows in an unstressed way.
Aanvil Audio
01359 240 687
Designed to work with adigital equaliser: even without it the Tempo sounded
very smooth and well integrated with aseamless blend frdm mid to treble.
The sound was spacious and detailed: more suited to classical than rock.

c

g,

e"es eeeee

8

Free

1023x239x333

8 ***
93

980x145x220

6
96

7
96

Portfolio Marketing
01494 890 277
Outstandingly well voiced, particularly in the bass and midband. the Boston
has unusually fine resolution of tonal colours focused on the lowest octaves.
Also offers extraordinary vivid imagery and notable depth.

311x191x232

10
95

340x210x220

B&W LoudspeakerS Ltd
01903 750 750
A welcome addition to the range of budget floorstanders and adelight to
the ear. Generous bass, big soundstage, bright treble and clear midband,
though coloured in the lower mid. Highly recommended at its price.

850x236x306

B&W P4

il&W Loudspeakers

Ltd
01903 750 750
Impressively neutral, detailed and transparent, with good stereo image laid
out behind the plane of the speakers. Midrange is dry and rather recessed
for rock: bass lacks ultimate precision but is forceful and extended

B&W P6

B&W Loudspeakers

810 200x240

Canon Audio

£150

Hi-fi speaker from Canon with its enclosure fashioned from ABS plastic
moulding. Magnetically shielded for use in AV systems. Provides good stereo
over awide area and images well. Clean sounding and easy on the ear.

Castle Chester

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
With quarter-wave bass loading, this large speaker could sound airy. detailed,
dynamic and agile, but if this is to be achieved it needs careful set-up and
choice of ancillaries.

915x230x250

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
Better balanced than the Castle Howard S2, the Harlech puts many
comparable floorstanders to shame with its natural unforced clarity. Midrange
detail is outstanding in adeep, high soundstage. Special finishes £ 150 extra.

940x200x320

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
This quarter- wave design's indiosyncracies prevent the Howard from
achieving true transparency but it has agenuinely likeable character which
may appeal. A large room is necessary to get the best from it.

1030x240x475

Castle Isis
£230

Castle Acoustics Ltd
01756 795 333
Engaging and tonally accurate enough to suit all types of music. Occasional
colourations reduce the Isis's transparency but the real wood veneer and
matched pair appearance lend this speaker considerable appeal.

350x170x195

Castle Severn

Castle Acoustics Lid
01756 795 333
Beautifully finished, this speaker has agood midrange and aslightly bright
treble Better for classical music than rock, its performance is about average
for the price. The Castle Howard (see above) is well worth the extra money.

770x200x200

Celestion International Ltd
01473 322 222
Unbelievably good sound from atiny speaker with plausible bass extension
and alarge soundstage. Less impresive on jazz and rock, the Celestion lOs
produced good results on classical music.

310x190x205

Celestion International Ltd
01473 322 222
Succeeds over awider range of music than the Impact 10, being refined
enough for classical music yet lively and dynamic on rock and jazz. Gives
awide, high soundstage.

470x272x290

Celestion Impact 30
01473 322 222
Overemphatic bass but classic, enchantingly clear midrange performance.
Good depth of soundstage and the speakers perform well away from walls
and corners, but the upper bas 'thrum' is always evident

820x236x245

Epos Acoustics
01705 407 722
Very low coloration and toprate clarity and dynamics from aclass- beating
midrange. joined seamlessly to asmooth, sweet treble. Bass can be alittle
soft and slow but has sufficient power.

375x200x250

Castle Howard S2
£1100

£500
Celestion Impact 10
£130
Celestion Impact 20
£280
Celestion Impact 30

Epos ES11
£445
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Canon S-25

£800

5

**

96

Ltd
01903 750 750
Fine transparency and stereo depth from this slim floorstander. Agenerally
clear, clean and uncomplicated sound is marred by response deviations in
the midrange. Well made but lacking in excitement.

Castle Harlech

*

96

£1000

£700

*

96

£500

£600

**

95

320x183x200

B&W DM603

**

1100x220x465 10

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
Features B&W's 'Prism' baffle. Mid and treble are excellent and transparency
is very good, but positioning is problematical, encouraging resonance in
the !
Myer bass Well worth considering if it works in your room.

£130

**

330x140x230 11
94

254x135x195

with surprisingly realistic bass and outstanding midband. Stereo imagery
and resolution of detail are excellent. Fun to look at and listen to.

e

n--ergffie
165

AVI International
01453 765 682
Highly recommended miniature speaker which brings all the detail and life
of the performance into your living room. Inevitable losses in bass extension
and power are balanced by stunning midrange detail and clarity

B&W Blue Room Minipod am Loudspeakers Ltd
01903 750 750
£400
This moulded plastic speaker combines superb and highly unusual styling
B&W DM302

e
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1000x200x300 * *

01256 841 300

325x210x220
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Epos ES14
£675

e <e>„<"

Epos Acoustics
01705 407 722
The original Epos model. which (perhaps deservedly) has become almosi
acult product, produces natural sound through simple, thoughtful design.

Epos ES22

Epos Acoustics

£1185

Showing none of the problems common among speakers with low crossover
rates. the 22 has some of the coherence of apanel design. Works well with
all types of music. Admirably transparent.

Gale Reference Monitors
£100

Richer Sounds

GIL lmagio IC100
£170

Goodmans Loudspeakers
01705 492 777
Reflex-loaded bookshelf speaker using the ICT (Inductive Coupling
Technology) two-way coincidentsource system. It is capable well beyond
its price and should be included in any shortlist of speakers under £200.

GLL Imaglo IC110
£300

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd

Harbeth BBC LS3/5A
£700
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200

8

Free

488x226x290

**

150

6

5 NW

873x202x250

**

130

8

Wall

275x185x220

160

8

Wall

342x222x234

160

6

Free

723x223x290

130

8

Free

300x190x170

**

260

8

Wall

470x290x230

**

01705 407 722

0171 407 5525

Designed by Pink Triangle and built by JPVV this is athoroughly enjoyable
little loudspeaker, with asurprisingly generous sound. Bass and midband
are well voiced. A little brash in the treble, it needs careful positioning.

01705 492 777

Grown up version of the compact !magi° IC100, using aclose related ICT
coincident source driver. Considerable finesse, subtlety and good
soundstaging. Excellent all rounder and good value for money
Harbeth Acoustics
01444 440 955
Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Cheaper from KEF or Spendor.

Heybrook HB1 Series 3
£270

Heybrook HiFi Ltd

Heybrook Solo
£200

Heybrook HIFi Ltd
01579 342 866
High resolution and coherent midband offering unusually clear insights into
dense and complex musical events. Treble is not ideally smooth or sweet
and bass needs close wall-mounting and good stands.

150

6

Wall

360x230x230

Impulse Loudspeakers
0181 766 0474
A successor to Impulse's H6, this is ahorn hybrid but by horn standards
sounds remarkably uncoloured. The midrange is seamless with aparticular
strength in reproducing vocals. Need alarge room.

160

8 100 Free

990x245x360

Impulse Lali
£1600

Gamepath

JPIV Sonata
£120
KEF Coda 7
£130
KEF Coda 8
£180

01579 342 866

Particularly well balanced bass and midband which offers space, depth and
excellent resolution. Pitch and timing are of high order; treble can be slightly
brittle. Needs dedicated stands.

JBL TI2000
£2000

Very clean at high listening levels with alean and dry bass that has excellent
tunefulness and timing. Open and vital midrange with exquisite detail
partnered by transparent and sweet treble.

95
230

6

Free

1050x460x350 !8,
1
93

JPW Loudspeakers
01752 607 000
The freeflowing midrange is afeature of a'soft' but natural presentation.
Stereo image is airy and open, portraying good depth and height. Classical
music flows well.

140

8

Wall

320x230x215 !12
93

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Neither coloured nor resonant, this speaker can rock with almost any halfdecent amplifier, no matter how low in power. Trades some loss of finer
ambient and harmonic detail for transparency and afuller bass. Great value.

130

6

Both

300x180x245

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
One of the best speakers in its price range. Not quite as clean as the Coda
7s when pushed but their overall balance is more suitable to budget
electronics as well as being easier on the ear. Thoroughly recommended.

140

6

Free

325x200x280

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
This two-way coaxial model sounded positive and outgoing, with astrong,
well-defined bass and smooth clear treble. Stereo image explicit and stable.
but the sound needed more solidity to give the real presence.

160 91

4

100 Free

KEF Audio
01622 672 261
Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Also made by Harbert, Rogers. Spendor.

130

8

Free

300x190x170

380

8

Both

902x603x622

310

8

Free

900x420x310

470

4

Free

1200x460x48

4

Free

1270x482x52

Midland Radio Supplies

Magnepan SMGb
£890
Magneplanar MG -0.6 SE
£1370
Micromega MS- 1
£300

122

* *

140

6

Free

835x200x295

!11
95

832x190x301 11

0121 430 7817

A three-way horn-loaded system, the La Scala plays with asense of ease,
composure and grandeur. Highly placementsensitive with very good overall
build quality. Sounds large, open and effortless. Recommended.
0121 430 7817

Horn loading provides 35Hz from adesign dating back to 1947. High
efficiency provides ear-splitting levels. Mid and treble are smooth and clear
but some colorations. Exciting, powerful, dynamic on rock.
Audionord UK
01865 883 890
Ouasi-ribbon tweeter gives crisp, articulate upper mid and anatural, full
balance to lively and dynamic midrange. Bass is compromised by panel
size and lacks extension. Big stereo spread and depth.
Audionord UK

11
95

KEF 050
£530

Klipsch Forte
£1480

* *

01622 672 261

Floorstander whose top section is effectively aCoda 8. Speed is the essence
of the 9s, providing afast and detailed presentation. These speakers were
at their best with jazz and rock.

Midland Radio Supplies

Ï11

**

95

KEF Audio

Klipsch La Scala
£2000

**

01908 317 707

KEF Coda 9
£300

KEF LS3/5A
£650

**

**

01865 883 890

Unlike many panel speakers, capable of operating successfully with everyday
power amplifiers. Reasonably sensitive with limited output at both frequency
extremes. Bold and outgoing quality with neutrality throughout the midband.
Micromega
0181 502 1416
Designed to go with the Minium system, these little speakers sound very
good indeed, with well extended bass for their size and excellent clarity
They perform better with awarmer amplifier than the Minium Amp.

**

95
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8
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Mission 7311E
£150

Mission Group

Mission 752
£500

Mission Group

Mission 753
£700

Mission Group

`›'bre

Monitor Audio Studio 2SE Monitor Audio Ltd
£600
Superbly finished top

01223 242 898

Monitor Audio R700 PMC Monitor Audio Ltd
£500
Given quality equipment

01223 242 898

class miniature. Not as accurate as an LS3/5A, it
nonetheless has excellent transient response, very good integration and
notable levels of detail, smoothness and transparency.
these speakers respond magnificently, making a
wide range of music come alive. Don't even consider other £500 speakers
without including them in your listening tests.

Monitor Audio Studio 6
£900

Monitor Audio Ltd

Mordaunt Short MS20i
£200

Mordaunt Short Ltd

Mordaunt Short 860
£1695

Mordaunt Short Ltd

Musical
£400

Musical Technology

.
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315x175x200

10
95

170

8

Wall

840x200x255

3
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**

**

130

6

Wall

875x208x315

9
92

* *

**

130

8

Free

265x165x200

9
95

* *

165

8

Free

350x215x260

Polk RT8

Polk Audio

**

10
94

165

8

NW

305x185x211

4
96

170

6

Free

860x260x350

7
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* **
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150

6

NW

800x254x230

2
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2 210

6.5

Wal

885x266x270

7
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Free

575x220x325

132

01727 827 311

This floorstander has adeep and full sound but is also crisp and finely
detailed. Consistently appeared more sensitive than the quoted numbers
suggest.

Rega Research

**

895x220x274

0181 689 4444

'Digital' active loudspeaker displaying fine tonal balance and low coloration,
but with arelatively weak, dynamically false bass and alack of musical drive
and rhythm. The overall effect is bland and mildly compressed.

Rega Xel
£1040

***

Free

01722 332 266

Rega Research

**

8

01494 793 137

Exceptionally good at leading edge definition and bass and treble
transparency. Some cone type vocal coloration. Active version brings
tremendous clarity and precision with superb dynamics.

Rega Ela
£500

**

170

01705 492 777

Cheap way of buying yourself metal diaphragm technology, which works
superbly well. Low levels of coloration plus good detail retrieval and awell
balanced response. Slightly warm bass and brightness of brass sounds.

Philips Consumer Electronics

e ,

8

01705 492 777

Built using aspecial cast-resin potymer, this is asurprising find at the price.
Bass, mid and treble were in good proportion with no undue emphasis or
exaggeration. Fine dynamics. excellent focus and deep stereo image.

Philips OSS 930
£1300

e

e

\
O
ge

130

01223 242 898

The findicates improvement over the original designs and changes include
an anodised aluminium gold dome treble. But the MS20i sounds dull and
uninspiring and only really qualifies as being suitable for upbeat pop music.

Haim Audio

0

96

With the same metalcone bass unit as the larger Studio 10. the 6has a
drier, more neutral bass. Generally sweet and easy on the ear despite alittle
sibilance Other finishes include rosewood (E1000) and piano lacquer (£1200).

Haim SBL
£1692

£380

e „.esees

01480 451 777

Neutral and well balanced with clean, sharply defined transients and striking
dynamic presentation. Good bass extension and 'wallopi Crisp, lightweight
mid and treble with mild hardness.

Harrier

eDe

01480 451 777

Stunning mid presence, plus bright treble and warm bass (best 30cm from
wall) works very well on rock and vocal music generally. if less good on
classical piano. for example. Will go very loud.

Technology

"
e

4-

01480 451 777

Limited Edition' variation on the 731 which features better components and
build (including arevised crossover and bi-wiring facilities) for £20 more.
Gives a heightened' presentation but is sensitive to room placement.
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800x200x300
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6
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980x210x290
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01702 333 071

Light and airy, but the 'spotlit' bright and forward treble needs careful
matching (suits vinyl better than CD): some paper-cone colorations, but
good dynamics. Floorstanding, place close to wall for good bass

01702 333 071

Designed to produce high levels with plenty of bass, and successful at this.
Can sound hollow and lacking definition with non-Rega electronics. Note:
It is Regis policy not to quote sensitivity or recommended amplifier power.

HORN

**

*
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SOUND FORESIGHT

IMMORTAL

Hear KLIPSCH for yourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272 686005. Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 895194.
Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London ( W1) 0171 486 8262. ( NW3) 0171 431 7423. ( NW6) 0171 794 7848. Middx 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
Northants 01604 37871. Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon 01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978
364500/01745 343060. W. Mids 0121 429 2811/455 01667/742 01254/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817
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Revolver Purdey

RAM UK Ltd

£250

Immediately likeable budget floorstander with alively and warm rather than
neutral personality. Bass is limited in extension, but full enough to shake
the floor and tight enough to play along with the mid

RMS Revelation II

Reference Music Systems Lid

£1887

Steel cabinet speaker with integrated stands and wooden trim. Musically
very enganging with no trace of boxiness. Sufficiently revealing to need high
quality amps and source equipment.

Rogers LS1

Rogers International

£149

Provides awonderfully coherent performace throughout the sonic spectrum.
Can't quite shake off the boxy bass of budget speakers but has upper bass
clarity and good timing. Highly musical. Recommended with enthusiasm.

Rogers LS3/5A

Rogers International

£700

Classic BBC mini-monitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Cheaper from KEF or Spendor.

Rogers Studio 5

Rogers International

£700

Refined and smooth, the Studio 5's strongest suit is its imaging. While bass
was well extended, it was less forceful than others. Unobtrusive in size,
build and character, should suit many systems.

Rogers Studio 7
£900

Rogers International

Ruark Equinox
£1850

Ruark Acoustics Ltd

Ruark Talisman Il
£750

Ruark Acoustics Lid

Ruark Templar
£500

Ruark Acoustics Lid

SD Acoustics SD3R
£400

SD Acoustics

Sequence 400
£330

May Audio Marketing

Shabinian Arc
£1675

Pear Audio

Silverado 1
£1995

Silverado

Sonus Faber Concertino
£590

Absolute Sounds

Sony SS-86
£100

Sony UK Ltd

Spendor 2030
£600

Spendor Audio Systems

Spendor BBC LS3/5A

Spendor Audio Systems Lid
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01359 268 282
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0181 683 2101
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130

8

Free

3001

170
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Free

475 (245) 252

5
94

210

8

Free

635 K305) 305

6
93

165

6

Free

88

* **

0181 683 2101

0181 683 2101

0181 683 2101

Delightfully smooth mid and treble with free and spacious stereo image.
Very transparent and 'open' with low coloration throughout mid and treble.
Bass firmness depends on stand choice.

**

**

01702 601 410

First in anew range of stylish speakers. Fell into set-and-forget category.
Real high end at asensible price from aBritish company. Sounds warm.
cuddly, natural and life-like while being smooth, and sweet.

250

* *

94

01702 601 410

Good looking floorstander with wellcontrolled bass and above average build
quality. Let down by an upper midrange that lacks musical excitement and
projection though clean and detailed elsewhere. Need careful cable matching.
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165

8 . 100 Free

84

165

8 1100 Free
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**

130

6

Free
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8

Wall
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6
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165

8

Free
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8
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130

6
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320

240

190

8

Free

86C

> 260

130

8

Free

300x190x170

210

8

Free

545

170

4

Free

71 ',-37x219

125

6

Fre

34 h(194x157

185

4

Fre

77

320

01702 601 410

This floorstander sounded superbly open, natural sound and (unlike some
competitors) sounding right at both normal and high volume levels. String
and woodwind tones had anear-electrostatic purity.

0181 399 6308

Ribbon tweeter and rigid PBM resin cabinet help give stunning mid clarity
and clean if bright treble, but needs careful placement. Rather weak bass.
not so 'free' as mid, was improved when placed nearer to back wall.

01535 632 700

Designed to hang on the wall or sit on aspecial tripod floor stand. Elegant
looks and asmooth, open, natural sound. A tendency towards bass and
upper mid excess requires care with amplifier matching.

***

1 1 11

01665 830 862

Semi-omni dispersion gives believable images over wide listening area.
Seductive sound comes from asolid architectural bass which is matched
to an open, dynamic mid/top.

0181 567 0260

Further up the frequency range the transparency of this speaker is stunning,
and combined with such an accurate and open soundstage there is much
to recommend here. Finish is lacquered MDF.

0181 947 5047

Besides the LS3/5A, no other mini monitor offers such balance and
competence at the price. Has aslightly forward top end. Ideally suited to
medium-powereed or vintage valve amps.

**

01932 816 000

Good bass for abudget bookshelf speaker. but where the SS86 really excels
is in the midband. which is crisp, lively and uncoloured. The box has
smoothly rounded anti-diffraction edges. Exceptional value for money

01323 843 474

This is arock (or at least non-classical music) lover's speaker. The Mission
752 or Ruark Templar are more even-handed. But with the right kind of
material, the Spendor has exceptional bite, warmth and panache.

Spendor SP2/3

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

50

01323 843 474

£930

Evolved from the SP2, and thereby from the famed BC1. Spendor's new
version of classic BBC construction has improved on the articulacy of the
SP2, with excellently integrated treble A big-sounding monitor.

Tannoy 636
£420

Tannoy Ltd

Tannoy 631
£150

Tannoy Ltd

TOI Studio 1M
£900

TDL Electronics Ltd

9

*

1111-1111--

01323 843 474

Classic BBC minimonitor functions well as home miniature with highly
realistic vocal articulation and fine upper bass balance. Needs expensive
amplification to avoid treble 'sizzle'. Also made by Harbeth, KEF Rogers.

0

12

**

**

***

**

**

**

01236 420 199

Coherent both in terms of imagery and across the frequency, this dual
concentric design (with an extra bass unit) is well balanced for all types of
music, though bass can be heavy and ponderous.

01236 420199

Small speaker with agreat singing voice. The sound has aslightly 'cupped'
quality and they need to be listened to onaxis and at fairly close quarters
(2m listening distance) for best results.

01494 441191

Power-hungry transmission line offering transparency and air with bass
performance exceptional for the price. Higherefficiency polyprop version
is £700.
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THE CHOICE IS TRULY YOURS

Hi-fi Specialists

We carry the finest range of HiFi in London, you can also be
sure that any of the products you see advertised here are on display and
available for audition. Our helpful experienced staff are always on hand
to help explore the possibilities open to you. This month, wicked savings
on featured systems and buy any two components for £600+ and we will give
you a Chord Siren interconnect worth £65 absolutely FREE! or 9
months Interest Free Credit - (call or write for details) - a devil of a deal! - :,i,

CD PLAYERS
Arcam Alpha 7( NEW)

N.
Arrival

TUNERS

£319.00

Arcam Alpha 7(NEW)

£479.00
Arcan Alpha 5 Plus (F/L)
Arcam Alpha 6(NEW)
£499.00
Arcam Alpha 8(NEW)
£519.00
Arcam Alpha 9(NEW)
T.B.A
Arcam Delta 270
£599.00
Arcam Black Box 50
£479.00
Bang & Olufsen Full range on dom? - YES
Denon DCD 825
£269.00

(F/L = FREE CHORD COMPANY
INTERCONNECT WORTH £25.00
Linn Mimik CD Player £875.00
Linn Full range available on dem? - YES!
Marantz CD67 (
NEW)
£269.00
Marantz CD63se
£349.00
Marantz CD63 Sig (F/L)
£499.00
NAD 501 (NEW)
£199.00
NAD 512 (F/L)
£249.00

Linn Kudos Tuner
NAD 412 Tuner
NAD 414RDS Tuner

Rotel RT930AX (NEW)
£159.00
Rotel RT 940AX (Remote) £ 199.00

OPEN: 10AM - 6.30PM M ON - SAT (CLOSED THURS)

K.E.F CODA 7SPEAKERS

TURNTABLES

..onwide

Planar 3available in choice of 6colo.. ,

NAD 613 (NEW)
Nakamichi DR3

B&W 601 SPEAKER S
or KEF coda 8or Mission 732

V66A1

ARCAM ALPHA

5 plus

B&W 601
B&W 602
B&W CDM2

sizzling savings on this çystent

KEF Coda 9
£299.00
Linn Full range stocked & on Dem?
YES!
Mission 731i
£ 129.00
Mission 751 (Free C.T.3) £299.00

AR CAM DE LTA 290 AMP

Mission 752 (Free C.T.3) £499.00
Mission 753 (Free C.T. Biwire) £699.00
ProAc Response One
£999.00

B&W 602 SPEAKERS
Save (23(/ - ( limited stock)

ProAc Tablette 50
Rogers LS1

Can ¡ put my own system together in alistening room? - YES!
Marantz PM66se (NEW)
NAD 310 Amplifier
NAD 312 Amplifier
NAIM Nait 3 Integrated
Jane stocked?

£299.00
£99.00
£ 199.00
£549

(
11.111

You choose - The Deposit - Time & Amount

al a
Naim NAC 92 Preamp

£447.00

Nairn NAP 90/3 Power Amp
Naim FlatCap Supply
Naim 72 Preamp

£427.00
£326.00
£690.00

Naim 140 Power Amp
Naim 180 Power Amp
11%11

HEST

YOU CHOOSE THE DEPOSIT & PERI
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS
Quad 77 Intergrated £595.00
Rega Brio Amplifier £229.00
Rega Eles Amplifier £398.00
Rotel RA 930AX/2 (NEW)
£ 149.00
Rotel RA 930BX
£ 199.00
Rotel RA 970BX
£299.00

ERMESI
IF YOU DORT WANT 0% APR

£599.00
£ 149.00

Rega Kyle (Blk or Wall
£ 198.00
Rega Ela (Black)
£498.00
Tannoy 631se Speakers £ 169.00
Tenney 632 (Free C.T.3)
Tannoy 633

£199.00
£299.00

MULTI MEDIA
AN AMPLIFIERS
Arcam Xeta One

Eia

£999.00

Arcam Xeta Two
£649.00
Yamaha DSP580
£449.00
RECORDABLE CD & DAT PLAYERS

£722.00
£ 1016.00

FREE CREDIT - ()%

£ 199.00
£299.00
£400.00

B&W P4
£675.00
Heybrook HB1 (Few Only) £ 129.00
KEF Coda 7
£ 129.00

CD

or KEE Coda 9or Mission 733

LOUDSPEAKERS

(FREE C.T.3) = FREE CABLETALK 3.
B&W 302 ( NEW)
£ 129.00

tant Interest Free Available for Shop Callers? - Y

Arcam Alpha 7( NEW)
£249.00
Arcam Alpha 8( NEW)
£349.00
Arcam Alpha 9( NEW)
£499.00
Arcam Alpha 9P ( NEW)
£399.00
Linn Majik (line)
f650.00
uno Wakonda (line)
£ 750.00
Linn LK100 P/Amp
£650.00

£229.00
£449.00

Nakamichi Dragon
£2350.00
Yamaha KX390 (NEW)
£149.00
Yamaha KX490 (NEW)
£199.00
Yamaha KX580 ( F/L)
£249.00

delivery for most items? - Y

MARANTZ PM66se AMP

£ 159.00
£209.00

Denon DRM 650's ( NEW)
£229.00
Denon DRM 740 (UT)
£269.00
Denon DRW 580 ( Double) £ 199.00

Save over ( 100 on this system

MAHANTZ DD 63se/2 CD

£249.00

Denon DRM 550 ( F/T)
Denon DRS 640 ( F/T)

N.A.D. 310 AMP LIFIER
or It&W 302 or Mission 731

Rotel RT 950BX (F/L)

CASSETTE

:33(11D YIALIJa

Rotel RCD 930AX
£ 179.00
Rotel RCD 970BX (F/L)
£349

AMPLIFIERS

Rega Radio AM/FM Tuner (F/L) £229.00

Email : sales@billyvee.demon.co.uk

MARANTZ CD 63/2 PLAYER

£775.00
£ 179.00
£249.00

Naim NAT 03 Tuner (F/L) £566.00
Nairn NATO2 Tuner
£ 1028.00

248 LEE HIGH RD, LONDON, SE13 5PL
0181-318 5755/852 1321 FAX: 318 0909

Naim CD3 (FIL)
£977.00
Naim CD2
£ 1997.00
Naim Full range available on dom? - YES!
Quad 77 CD Player
£595.00

egtrriertar inc
Rega Planar 3 Inc RB300
£260.00
Linn LP12 / Basik' £1050.00
Linn LP12 Lingo'
£1750.00
Tree local installation for the above

£229.1:10

Arcam Alpha 8(NEW)
£279.00
Denon Tu 260L Tuner
£ 119.00
Denon Tu 380 RDS Tuner £ 199.00

MIN LOAN £350 - MIN DEP 10% PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS
GOODS PRICE

£1000

GOODS PRICE

£2500

GOODS PRICE

£5000

DEPOSIT

£100

DEPOSIT

£500

DEPOSIT

£1400

£900

BALANCE

£2000

BALANCE

£3600

20 MTHS @

£100

24 MTHS @

£150

BALANCE

12 MTHS @

£75

(F/L = FREE CHORD CHRYSALI S INTER CO NNECTLEAD (0.75 MTR)
(FRE E/
C.T.3) = FREE5MTR CABLETALK LEAD - (PK) = TERMINATED
(FIT) = FREE TDK SA OR SAX90 (MIN 5 TAPES)CALLFO R DETAILS

Pioneer PDR-05 Rec/CD £ 1299.00
Pioneer DC88 DAT Player £ 1999.00
Pioneer D-05 DAT Recorder £899.00
TDK CDRXG-60 Blank CD
£9.99
BANG & OLUFSEN
Full range TV & Video available? - YES
Room Link demonstration area now open
SURROUND - SPEAKER SYSTEMS
B&W CC6 CENTRE ( NEW)
£199.00
KEF 90 (Centre)
£259.00
KEF 30B - 80C - 60S Systems £999.00
Mission 73C (Centre)
Mission 73S (Surround)

£ 149.00
£99.00

Tannoy 622 (Centre) £ 179.00
Tannoy 628 Surround £ 149.00
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF PRESS E&C/E

coming

EXT MONT

British designer Tom Evans, the
electronics wizard behind the Trichord
range. Will the Evans- designed Pioneer
A30OR Precision sweep all before it?
We'll be covering British speakers
too, with agroup test of affordable
floorstanders from Acoustic Energy,
November's exclusive cover story unveils Revolver and Tannoy. LP isers will turn
straight to acomparison review of two
the much-vaunted Rogers '
secret
project' dbl 01 speaker. But the biggest Ortofon moving- coil cartridges.
test report in November will be Paul
The high end hasn't been forgotten,
Miller's in-depth comparison test on
either. A feature review for November
under-£ 500 CD players, with
'blind' panel listening tests as well as full covers what might currently be the
technical analysis on brand-new models best- sounding line- level pre-amplifier
there is, and we also investigate the
from Arcam, Cambridge, Kenwood,
sound of Theta's latest DAC with and
Marantz, Philips, NAD, Rotel, Sony,
(controversially) without I-IDCD.
Technics and Yamaha. Another scoop
review for November examines the first November's regulars include Reviewers
Recommend, afully- updated guide to the
fruit of anew collaboration between
products our reviewers like most, and the
Pioneer and top
ones they use themselves. And
finally, there's achance to
WIN apair of monitor
speakers worth more than
£2000 in November's free
entry competition.
Don't miss HiFi News,
November issue, on sale
Friday, 4 October.

November is our special Awards issue,
revealing the winners of the HiFi News
Anniversary Awards. It's an issue packed
with hi-fi tests, but it's aspecial issue for
music lovers too, with abumper Record
Review section in full colour.

I. .
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views too
as Leak and Quad; it had aflat
frequency response from about 20
Hz to 20 kHz (referred to then as
c/s), distortion less than 0.3 % and
signal/noise ratio better than 80 dB.
But also — joy of joys — it had
negligible phase shift throughout

'One day, we
received a
phone call
from Harold
1Leak
inviting us
to visit his
South
London
plant to
demonstrate
our
amplifier'

Editor's note:
Professor Dinsdale's
letter followed
(promptly) on a
ieference we made in
the August '95 issue to
his having designed the
Stereo 30 amplifier for
Leak (acommon
misunderstanding). At
last the story can be
told!

HI-FI NEWS &RECORD REVIEW

THE TOBEY-DINSDALE AMPLIFIER
(B. 1961)
Dear Sir, In 1959 Dick Tobey and I
were working with the Guided
Weapons division of Elliott
Brothers (London) Ltd at
Borehamwood (which later became
part of GEC-Marconi), developing
circuitry for inertial navigation
systems using discrete germanium
transistors (this was pre-silicon and
pre-ICs). Searching one day for a
10W wideband power amplifier
circuit, we came across an article by
Lin' [see also ' Black Box' in this
issue — Ed.] in Electronics which
described the now well-known
'quasi-complementary' output
configuration. Since germanium
npn power transistors were
unobtainable, we took Lin's basic
idea and developed apractical
circuit using two pnp output
transistors with complementary
drivers. Like many young engineers
at that time, we were both very
keen on hi-fi. In the late 1950s, all
top-end amplifiers used valves;
some designs for transistor power
amplifiers had been published, but
these all required output
transformers, sometimes inter-stage
transformers as well, and the
inevitable phase shifts prevented
the application of sufficient
feedback to compensate for
nonlinearities and other distortion
products inherent in transistor
circuits of the day. There were a
number of good power amplifiers
on the market, but the longestablished leaders were generally
held to be the Leak ' Point One'
and the Acoustical ' Quad 22'. I
recall that my own equipment
consisted then of aGarrard 301
turntable, SME 3009 arm, Decca
ffss Mk 1pickup, Williamson
amplifiers built by myself five years
before while still at school and
Goodmans dual-concentric
loudspeakers mounted on large
sand-filled 'infinite baffles'.
Our new transformerless
amplifier wasn't in the same league

OCTOBER 1996

requiring either information on
suppliers of the npn transistor or a
free fault-finding service, and we

were also approached by Henry's
Radio of Edgware Road, the doyen
of electronic hobby kit and
component suppliers, asking us to
check and approve their home
and beyond the audible frequency
construction kit which became
range because it had no
known is the `Tobey-Dinsdale
transformers. Substituting the
Amplifier'. We negotiated with
prototype into either of our hi-fi
Sylvania Thorn to make available to
systems provided asound quality
hobbyists acheap npn transistor,
which was certainly comparable
the SYL1750, equivalent to the mil.
with that of up-market valve
spec. 2N388A we had used in the
amplifiers and very much better
prototype, which was after all
than any of the transistor amplifiers
then available. We then developed a strictly for adefence application.
Years later, Ilearned 4 that Thorn
simple 2-stage stereo pre-amplifier
sold 484,000 of these transistors,
with all the usual facilities, and
either in ones and twos to hobbyists
again, the overall performance
or in larger quantities to companies
seemed as good as anything we had
for making up into kits. Ialso
heard.
learned that our circuit had made
We decided to write up our
redundant many suppliers of output
designs for publication, choosing
transformers, among them one Max
the journal Wireless World both for
Townshend who had been
its reputation and for its generous
augmenting his grant as astudent
rates of payment. This last point
in Australia by winding
was doubly relevant for us because
transformers after lectures. Imet
in return for appropriate
Max in the late 1970s and we
acknowledgement, Elliott Brothers
became firm friends in spite of my
generously paid authors of papers
earlier attempt to cripple his
in professional journals abonus to
education prospects.
match the publisher's fee. We also
One day, we received aphone
decided, before publication, to
call from Harold JLeak inviting us
apply for provisional patent cover
to visit his South London plant to
on one aspect of the pre-amplifier:
demonstrate our amplifier. On the.
by applying the low-pass filter
appointed evening we drove there
around the same stage as the
in Tobey's Mini-Cooper
Baxandall-type tone controls, the
(remember them?) to be received
filter slope was modified by the
by avery affable HJL in person.
tone controls, increasing with treble
Most of his employees had finished
boost and thus reducing the
work for the day, but we met afew
tendency for treble boost to
senior staff who had stayed on
increase background hiss. Ialso
specially for us. After aconducted
thought at the time that we should
tour of the factory we were treated
have filed afurther specification
to agourmet dinner, and Irecall
covering our use of agermanium
being impressed by the sound of
diode between the bases of the
the company's new ' sandwich'
complementary driver transistors to
loudspeakers. While HJL was out of
control the quiescent current in the
the room we inspected the
output stage; by mounting this
equipment more closely and
diode on the same heat sink as the
discovered that each channel was
output transistors, the thermal
driven by four of his valve
characteristic of the diode
amplifiers, which said something
automatically lowered the quiescent
about the efficiency of the
current if the heat sink got too hot,
loudspeakers. Before we left, HJL
thus reducing the chance of thermal
complimented us both on our
runaway. Elliott Brothers not only
achievement and said that his
encouraged staff to publish; they
company's transistor amplifier was
also allowed staff free use of the
under development. He was also
company's patent agent to help
most insistent that we left the
draft specifications. And so, with
prototype with him ' for afew days'
free professional help we filed our
so that he could carry out some
patent application. This point is
measurements. We emphasised that
relevant to what happened later.
the cases were not to be opened up,
Our articles describing the
pointing out that we had taken the
transformerless audio power
precaution of sealing all the screws
amplifier and the stereo prewith the official ' tamper-proof red
amplifier were published by Wireless
lacquer used at Elliott Brothers by
World in November and December
MoD inspectors. HJL assured us
1961 2,3 ,and as expected they
caused quite astir. We received 64
that the cases would remain
unsullied, and we returned home
letters from readers, the majority
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views too
well after midnight basking in the
gjow of amemorable evening. Two
weeks later the prototype amplifier
had still not been returned, and it
took several phone calls to the
company before it reappeared with
all of the screws loosened, some
missing. Our complaint to HJL was
dismissed with avague apology that
his staff 'hadn't followed
instructions'.
Some time later Iread in the
audio press that Leak were
planning to launch atransistor hi-fi
amplifier at the forthcoming Audio
Fair, to be held in the Russell
Hotel. One evening Ireceived a
phone call at home from adealer I
knew.
`Have you seen Leak's new
Stereo 30 amplifier?'
'No, not yet — I'm hoping to
hear it at the Audio Fair.'
'It's almost exactly your design
— resistor values, everything! The
transistors have funny numbers,
but they'll be cheap equivalents.'
'How do you know all this?'
`I'm going to stock them in the
shop, and they've sent me the
servicing booklet. I'll make you a
photocopy.'
The copy duly arrived, and it was
indeed almost identical to the
Tobey-Dinsdale circuit. Now this
was naughty. We realised that once
the circuit had been published
anyone could use it, but we didn't
see why Leak should make money
at our expense, especially after
looking inside without our
agreement. And he clearly didn't
know about the patent application!
My friends at Wireless World were
only too happy to send me aPress
pass for the Audio Fair, and Icrept
into the back of avery crowded
Leak room to hear HJL in full flow
describing and demonstrating the
Stereo 30. After the demo. Ijoined
the enthusiastic crowd around HJL
and when Icould get aword in I
started to complain that he was
using our design without
acknowledgement. HJL didn't want
to listen, until Iadded: ' Isuppose
you know that the circuit is
patented'.
Immediately, his attitude
changed. Disentangling himself
from the crowd of dealers and
reviewers he led me into aside
room.
'I'm going to tell you atrue
story', he said. 'When Iwas about
your age, Iwas interested in
condenser microphones. Idid some
development work and came up
with what Ithought was anew
idea. Iwanted to find out whether
my idea was original, so Ispent
several afternoons at the Patents
Office library in Chancery Lane
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investigating patents on condenser
microphones. One day, aman
approached me and asked what I
was doing, and Isaid that Ihad an
idea for anew type of microphone.
The man then said "Iam from
Westinghouse, and we are currently
the principal world supplier of
condenser microphones. If you do
anything to rock our boat, we will
break you financially; we have far
more money than you".'
HJL then looked me straight in
the eye and added ' Ihave far more
money than you, and if you rock
my boat Iwill destroy you.'
Iwas totally devastated by this
outburst, and left the room in
confusion. Later on, Tobey and I
decided that there was probably
little we could do without spending
quite alot of time and money, and
risking much more, so sadly we
dropped the matter. With
hindsight, Irealise that Ishould
have replied to HJL, with some
degree of truth,
'But Mr Leak, the amplifier
patent was prepared by Elliott
Brothers, and Ifancy that they
probably have more money even
than you!'
But one only thinks of these
things later.
Wireless World published updated
circuits in January and February
1965 , including working drawings
(prepared by myself) showing
printed circuits, metal cases and
wiring details, which brought me a
further postbag of 90 readers'
letters. Iwas disappointed when
amplifiers based on the design were
marketed (without
acknowledgement) by Goodmans
and Truvox, but heartened when
the US company Daystrom,
famous for its range of `Heathkits',
paid me to check and approve their
professional kit based on my
circuit.
Ihave already explained that the
amplifier was originally designed
for the defence
industry, and it
performed as well
for the military as
for the hi-fi
community. The
most memorable
application was in the
mid 1960s, when it was used
to control the early experiments
with the VTOL engine, which
resulted in the Harrier jump-jet
aircraft.
There were anumber of amusing
incidents. On one occasion, the
Government Chief Scientist paid
an official visit to Elliott Brothers.
After the usual tour of the plant he
demanded to speak with myself.
The company directors had no idea

'HA then
looked me
straight in
the eye and
added " I
have far
more money
than you,
and if you
rock my
boat twill
destroy
you."

5

Leak's Stereo 30
amplifier

what this was all about, but Iwas
hurriedly summoned from my
development bench and told to
clean myself up. Iarrived at the
directors' conference room to find
that this illustrious visitor was
building my circuit in his spare
time and needed some advice! We
continued to correspond and,
needless to say, he was delighted
with his amplifier. Many engineers
in industry used their companies'
facilities unofficially to manufacture
my amplifiers. In one such
commie — ahousehold name — a
small êrror on their version of the
printed .circuit resulted in several
hundred output transistors being
written off. Rather than throw the
corpses away, they were linked
together to make a `Dinsdale belt',
which was presented to me when I
visited the area to speak at a
meeting of the IEE.
In conclusion, it can fairly be
said 35 years after its inception that
the performance of the TobeyDinsdale amplifier, while
representing abreak-through at the
time, was no match for the
excellent circuit designs which were
to follow. Nevertheless, this early
work is significant because not only,
did it draw attention to Lin's
important but largely unrecognised
work of five years before, but it also
demonstrated to apublic, largely
disenchanted with the poor
performance of contemporary
transistor amplifiers using output
transformers, that sound quality
approaching that from valve
amplifiers was possible from these
devices. Hence this work
stimulated aserious reappraisal of
the merits of transistors in high
quality audio applications, and also
paved the way for subsequent work
by Bailey, Linsley Hood, Self and
many more. Today, 35 years later, I
occasionally meet someone who
proudly tells me that they used to
own aTobey-Dinsdale amplifier.
Some even claim that
it still works, although
Isuspect that the
electrolytics will be
rather dry by now.
Jack Dinsdale,
Dundee
REFERENCES

1. Lin, NC: Quasi-Complementaly Transistor
Amplifier, Electronics, Sept. 1956
2. Tobey, R and Dinsdale, I: Transistor Audio
Amplifier, Wireless World, Nov. 1961
3. Tobey, R and Dinsdale, j: High Fidelity
Pre-amplifier, Wireless World, Dec. 1961
4. Dinsdale, I: A Design in Retrospect, Wireless World,
Nov. 1969
S. Dinsdale, j: Transistor High Quality Audio
Ampleer, Wireless World, Jan/Feb. 1965
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QUALITY HI-FI
AT ITS VERY BEST

AUDIO COUNSEL

Arcatn. Audiol.ah. Beyer. B&W,
Celestion, Exposure, Kef.
Meridian. Michell. Nakamichi.
Philips. Quad. Regis. Roksan.
Rotel. Roy& Sennheiser. S. M. E. ,
Sony, Siax. Yamaha

LINN...Naim...Rega...Arcam...Rotel...Royd
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CENTRE
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READING HI-FI
CENTRE
4QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL
READING RG I7QF
TEL: (01734) 585463

HI-Fl SPECIALISTS

Shahinian...Dynavector...Mission...Marantz
Nakamichi...Celestion...Denon...Micromega
Scree et te crow, 6e4/
14 Shaw Rd ( 0161 6332602)
(near MUMPS station)

OLDHAM
&

14 Stockport Rd ( 0161 428 7887)
(at the end of the High Street)

CHEADLE

Tuesday- Saturday

10-5.30 (8.00 Thursday)

GREATER LONDON

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
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ALCHEMIST AURA
ARION DENON DPA
EXPOSURE MARANTZ

0

MICROMEGA MOTH
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY NAD

HI-FI / AUDIOVISUAL
SPECIALISTS & REPAIRS

NAKAMICHI NEAT PROAC ROSE
ROTEL TEAC THORENS WOODSIDE
Open: 10am. - 6pm. Monday to Saturday
98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks HP201BA

B & W, CABLE TALK, CASTLE, CELESTION, EPOS, HARBETH,
HEYBROOK, KEF, KLIPSCH, MICHELL, MONITOR AUDIO, REL,
ROYD, RUARK, TANNOY, TUBE TECHNOLOGY.

27 BOND STREET, EAUNG WS
tr 0181-567 8703
AUDIO LAB, AURA, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CANON,
CASTLE, CHORD CO., DENON, DUAL, EPOS, EVOLUTION,
HARMON 1(ARDON, JPW, KEF, MARANTZ, MICROMEGA,
MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NAKAMICHI, ONIX, ONKYO,
QUAD, REL, REVOLVER, ROGERS, ROTEL, SOUNDS1YLE, TARGET,
THORENS. VAN DEN HUL, YAMAHA & OTHERS
Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

PHONE: 01296 28790
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sound advice
01509 218254
duke street, loughborough, le 11 1ed

30 years of Excellence
55 Main Street,
Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (
01) 2889449/2888477

•

O
C/1

the best systems deserve the best advice

00

Audioquest •

Nairn • Castle • Epos

•

Open: Tues Sat 10am to 6pm.
ThurEn I
Dam to 9prri

Classé •

Meridian •

OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA
BANG 8,

rsbad

EAST MIDLANDS

EIRE

•

difference...

17 Hoole Road CHESTER CH2 3NH

Tues. Sat. 9.00am-5.30pm
Closed Monday

11.1
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

111.1 - I

Listen to the

•

To Advertise
in this section
contact Duncan on
0181 686 2599
Ext. 444

nil INSTANT 0%
d e
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
,
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE
Now in our

second

fruitful year

0171-924 2040
61 /63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
OCTOBER 1996
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Grahams HiFi
Grahams is the hest place to buy quality
hi-11 equipment in London ( te £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record- cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

..**(''RUS CENTRE****
A.T.0

Audiolab. Audion, B&W. Castle.

Celeidion. Denon. b‘pomIre. Kel. Marantt. Michi.
%1Kromega.
Musical Technology. N.A D.
Nakdinicht. Pink Ti langle. Pioneer. Rel. Rote'. Ruark.

"One of the five l'est
Hi -Fi shops in the world"

A

Graham HI-F1 Ltd. Canonbury Yard
190a New North Road London NI 7BS
Tel 0171 226 5500 Fu 0171 359 7620
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I)ept

Chantry Audio

Mon-Sat9.30-5.30
NN 11110.151,

Road.

Iloi:lied

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

01143213551151
A

fresh approach to the world of Specialist Hi -Fi

3 Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Analog Audio

Krell, Ibert". Epos, Copeland, Hi O, Pink à, And. Research, Micromega
SME, Meridian, Andina, CR Developments. Akhernist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,

(HiFi Specialists)
5149 fligh Road. London N12

hl

11181 44 -1i21.7

T_TNILET

NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
'dm kist of full range of speakers and
t
rom( sfor all major manufa( tururs
Please phone for detail.

Sound & Vision

*
*
*
*

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Three demonstration rooms
Allleading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities

Ruark, Martin Gagas, Monitor Audio, liD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,
Sonus Faber, Denor , Cekstion, dpa Jamiv, Ortolan, Rose vmuch more

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

NORFOLK

UNILET SOUND & VISION

The Old School

24-26 UNION STREET.
MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

studio

School Road. Braeon Ash
Near Norwich, Nortblk

HI-FI & TV

8

LANCASHIRE

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

IARPENDENLID

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM. ATC. AUDIOLAB. AURA, AVI, BU). BOSE,
CASTLE. DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY. NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, QUAD. SENNHEISER.
TAC PLITGATIE rl
501.ND AIEVIEL
TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO. TDL, ETC

Épecteer
MONITOR
SOUND

Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam. Audio Alchemy. Nakamichi, Naim,
Denon, Creek. Epos, AudioLab. TDL. Heybrook,
Rotel, Soundstyle, Micromega. Royd. Chord Co,
Cable Talk, Talk Electronics, R.E.L..
T.D.L. Reference and others

▪ TECHNICS U SONY U PIONEER

SCOTLAND

▪ PANASONIC UKEN WOOD UOUA!
▪ AIWA U CASTLE U QUAD a B&W

▪ MARANTZ U SPENDORIITHORENS U ARCAMU ROTE:

Music Mill

▪ WHARFEDALE U DENON U YAMAHA U TANNO'

Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft,
Sugden, Thorens, Pentachord Speakers
and Nottingham Analogue.
plus cartridge re- tipping service

0181-688 6565

•PPIUPS COU CELEST1ON U ROGERS U MORDAUNT SHORT

Specialist hl fl and advice

• IfJNITOR AUDIO U JPWU TOLU AND MANY MORE

INCLUDING P.O./1C • ABSOLUTE

BIG DISCOUNT • TWO YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI
EXCELLENT COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
PRIVATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

MORLEY (01257) 271935
54 Chapel

Street, Chorley

Edo e cellence
WHERE THE MUSIC MATTERS

131, Fnagate, Preston
Lancashire PR1 2EE
(0772) 253057
Tues - Sat 9.00am-5.30pin
Closed Monday

ESSEX
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CARDON • MARANTZ • MORDAUNT-SHORT • NAD •

NAKAMICHI• • PIONEER • QUAD* • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
•Fpping and Salfron Walden ( mit
148 FIIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • TEL: 40I992: 374242
26 KING STREET • SALERON 11ALDEN • ESSEX • TEL:

m799, 323728

SOL'TH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS • TEL: 012 -9,656401

Demeure. il,

M6!

• ^,erinctdthgcncs

01257 473175

DPA •

MARANTZ •

NAINI

AVI •

AUDIO •

Road

Edinburgh aIls 55G
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SOUTH COAST

Ç
Choose front
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•Hi Fi
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•TV & Video
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FREE PARKING

16- 18A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr, Newark, Notts NG22 OLF,
Telephone 1017771 870372 Focsmile 1017771 870437

BRIGHTON

e 'il'
res

o9 Loidon Rd.

(
01273) 609431

EASTBOURNE Green
PORTSMOUTH
29 London
St. 1013231
Rd (
017051
731336
663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
\.1..a..te night Wednesdhy - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays • Free

Parkin!../
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BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus, Roksan, Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab, Raga,
Arcarr, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rote), ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

hi-fl for grown-ups
tel/fax
mobil

ipswich
e

0

8 0

OPEN NEON - S.VF 10 sot

01473
2

622866

1 7 6
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-

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

28 QUEENSWAY HORSHAM 1% le:ST SUSSEX

Telephone 01273 775978

TEL/FAX: ( 014031 251587 OR ( 0831) 418619

1 9

HUMBERSIDE
YORKSHIRE

WORCESTERSHIRE
ARCAM
AUDIOLAB

Audio Reflections

AUDIO INNOVATION ,,
AUDION
ALCHEMIST

PROBABLY

ROW
I

BOSTON

BARNT GREEN
tNear Birmingham)
ExCluSive Midlands Audio Synthesis Consultants
The Fabulous -Electrocompanier Range
Aarkel Audio • Full range inc. Audio Physic speakers
I. FD Amplification • SACS • Cables Essex Audio
Sequence Design Wall Speakers.
Audio Alchemy, Proceed. Polk. Van-den- hut
Specialist Engineering Dept .Upgrade ,.
Consultancy, Custom Desiqn

THE

CABLE TALK
THE CHORD CO

SELECTION

DE NON
E.A.R.

OF

EPOS
EXPOSURE

QUALITY

HEYBROOK
IMPULSE

HI-FI

KAS
MICHELL

Generous Part ELonange and Second Hand

ON

MICROMEGA
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAD

Peachy Balanced Sound

EAST

ONIX
PIONEER

6
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COAST'

BEL
ROTEL

MUSIC

Equipment avadable

spendor c
e,

TEAC®

THE

MYRIAD SYSTEMS

WEST MIDLANDS

Oct permanent demonstration exclusively in Yorkshire and the North
East of England—ATC: SCIA10, SCM20, SCM20 Tower, SCM50A and
SCM100A, ATC, AV International, Brystor Amplifiers Castle York. Chester&
Howard. Decadent, Chameleon Amps, Chord SPM Power Amplifiers,
Equinox, Harbeth Acousbcs. JPW. Sequence Loudspeakers. Marcela, Sumo
Gyrodec. ItIchl. Ortolon promet range. SME. Spender, Target, TEAC.
Townshent Seismic Sink. QE D. van den Hul. The First 2. The Second Cables
DemonseCions by arrangement in LEEDS, or in your own home without
obligation For further details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phone/Fax
Leeds (0113) 2528850 (evening calls welcome)

BEST

SENSOR

Telephone: 01527 - 873766 Daytime
Telefax: 0121 - 445 - 5057 Eves

DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY

ROYD

ACOUSTiC ENGINEERS

'''''' ne"1

RUARK
SHEARNE AUDIO

MATTERSAre

SUGDEN

kes

ri e

SPENDOR

ZEN AUDIO

SONIC LINK
TEAC

35 GEORGE STREET

TDL
TUBE TECHNOLOGY

HULL

AND MANY MORE

TEL: 01482 587397

W ould you like to hear more)
SOUTH WEST & WALES

LATEST ARRIVALS

CHORD SPA3200 8 SPM12008 PRE- POWER, MERIDIAN
DSP6000 SPEAKER SYSTEM, 565AC-3 SURROUND

PROCES-

SOR, 557 POWER AMP, 518 DIGITAL PROCESSOR AND 566 20BIT DAC.,
ALCHEMIST MAXIM, NEMESIS AND FORSETI AMPLIFIERS,
DYNAUDIO RANGE OF SPEAKERS, EPOS E522, SPENDOR
PRO-AC SPEAKERS, ROYD SQUIRE& DOUBLET

AND

.45

audio eXcellence
WHERE

SPEAKERS,

QUAD 77 RANGE
CLEARANCE & SECOND
HAND SALE
OUR VERY SUCCESSFUL SALE NOW
MEANS WE HAVE A NEW LIST.
PLEASE SEND AN S.A.E. FOR AN UPDATE

PROJ ECTS

HE.C.INIPLIEV
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THE MUSIC MATTERS

Bristol

Cardiff

65 Park Street
Bristol BSI 5PB

134,6 Crwys Road

1011791 264975

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

Cardin CF2 4NR
01222) 228565

Gloucester

Swansea

58 Brislot Road
Gloucester GL1 5SD
101452) 300346

Swansea SA1 ILE
101792t 474608

9Huh Slreel

MDI

RUARK. ALCHEMIST. AUDIO ALCHEMY. ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS.
EXPOSURE
I(OTO HOLE), TEAL. IMPULSE HORNS. APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOOR"
RESEARCH. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO. HARBETH. KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS. MICHELL ENGINEERING IFULL RANGE). SME. UNISON
VALVES.1TAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. CR DEVELOPMENTS ( VALVES). ART AUDIO
(VALVES ROL ( ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS PROJECT. NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE ORTFON
BEER. : (
RADO. YAMAHA. & KLIPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO- LOGIC DEMONSTRATIOl'iS

SUNNYFIELP, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387

OF THE NEW BARGAINS
AVAILABLE.

Open Tue Thur 10-8 Fri 8 Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW OPENING TIMES
Tt • ESDAY TO SATURDAY I
Wm TII.I. 5.30pin.
LATE NIGHT TFIURSDAY TILL 7pm

Branches at:
3

Birmingham :

363 Hagley Road.

Edghaston. Tel: 0121 429 2811
a Solihull : 93-95 Hobs Moat Road.
Tel: 0121 742 0254
a Stourbridge : 156/157 Lower.
High Street. Tel: 01384 444184
—Demonstralions By Appoinintent—
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STEVE

HANNAH
AUDIO
11/

WALSALL

neat

sugden
ukd-opera
unison research
slate audio
sterntoort
m lab

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARAM, ARC, AUDIOQUEST, AUDIO TECHNIC& MI, BUYER, CABLE TALK,
Wit CHORD, (RD ( VALVE), DENON, DUAL, KLIPS01, MICHELL, 16%010),
ORTOFON, QED, QUAD, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN, S.M.E.,
SPENDOR, TARGET, TDK, IDI, THORENS, TRIOLOGY (
VALVE) etc., Keith Monks
Record Owing Machine

FIVE WAYS HI.FIDELITY LTD

(
Est. 1912)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGIASTON, BIRMINGHAM 1151LD.
01 21-455 0667

(( LOSE°

hours)

01922 640300
OCTOBER 1996
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Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
SPA
EPOS
QUAD ROSS.
RODEOS

•3liiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
.11,"" • Inhouse Service Department
Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written deuils on request)

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

`sharing thy ASDA Carparli
vi it!, ample free parking.
off Ifigh Sccccc , Bloawich,
Wialaall, West Midlands

CHORD
NAIM KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH ALSO:APOLLO
A.T
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO GUEST
MY
BOSE
BEYER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE KEF REFERENCE
KENVI000 MARANTZ
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOF06
PROJECT
HOTEL
SENNHEISER
SONY
SUMIKO SYSTEMDEK TARGET TDL TUBE TECHNOLOGY
VAN DEN HUL YAMAHA

Open

6 Days, Sans

6prn

Idte nigh, Friday

(ram

SURREY

SPALDINGS

"P\

3 DEM ROOMS A. V.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK

Sound & Vision

THE SOUTH EAST'S LEADING 1-11-F1 COMPANY

MON TO SAT 9.00 to 600. TUE 9.00 to 800

SERVICE DEPT
352-354 LOWER ADD1SCOMBE ROAD. CROYDON. SURREY CRO 7AF
Telephone 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimile: 0181 655 3922

UNMET
*

*
*
*
*

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

UNILET SOUND & VISION

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

URREY HIFI
"Home Cinema On Demonstration"
ARCAM
ATACAMA STANDS
MUSICAL FIDELITY
AUDIOLAB
YAMAHA
TU. TANNOY
M25
KEF. ° EDON
ROGERS
REL
DORKING
OUDOS
PARTINGTON STANDS
THEIRENS
TARGET
MARANTZ
MICHELL
SENNHEISER
BEYER HEADPHONES
JPV/. CABLE TALK.
VAN DEN HULL. NOSE

BANSTEAD
J8

CRAWLEY

GODSTONE 01883 744755

45 High Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Apogee Centaur minor ribbon hybrid panel
speakers and dedicated stands, boxed, cost
£1,500 sell £ 525; Sumo Polaris power amplifier 100 WPC £250; Teac VRDS20 with warranty rrp £ 1,300 sell £800; Tel: 0181 942
6241
Audio Research LS2, Wadia 6, Proac
Supertowers MKII Siltech 456/480 interconnects all with original boxes and manuals, little
used, mint condition, serious offers, Tel: 0181
595 2606 (eves) (H0187)
Audio Innovations Series 500 integrated
amp, Triode-coupled, new output valves, perfect, boxed £450; Audionote A N B speaker
cable, 6m pair £95; 4m pair £65; Audioquest
Lapis interconnect £ 175 Tel: 0181 747 1968
(H0225)
Lyra Clavis cartridge, two years old, but light
use, boxed, can check condition, £ 325ono Tel:
0181 670 6411 (H0224)
Roksan Attessa integrated CD, mint boxed,
cost £ 1,495 sell £795; Revox A77 reel/reel half
track, high speed, vgc, £275; Sony E570ES
RDS tuner, mint, boxed £99 Tel: 01279
724804 (Hens) (H0223)
Powersound/600HD
D.A.C,
only two
months old, four inputs, XLR in and out,
excellent spec and sound £ 1,150 Tel: 01208
872316 ( Cornwall) (H0226)
New, unused, Castle Chesters wood finish,
£529; Heybrook Quartets £ 359; Proac
Response Is, three weeks old, £750; Audio
Synthesis DSM DAC, £349; Objective audio,
Tel: 01279 426647 or 0973 452368 (H0222)
Thorens TD I65B SME 3009/11, Decca
London blue cartridge, offers? (buyer collects);
Quad 606 MK1 £ 330; Quad FM4 (original
box, with manual) £ 230, Box No. 0782
(H0228)
McIntosh C22 Commemorative edition
stereo pre-amplifier £ 2,000; McIntosh 275
commemorative edition power amplifier
£1,000, 12 months old, mint condition,
boxed, Tel: 01872 260021 ( Cornwall)
(H0229)
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Classe DR! 0 power-amp (£2,300) near mint
£950ono delivered; Compatible Passion passive preamp £295ono; Naim Hi-Cap (old
style) £295ono; Two 12' Midnight speaker
cable terminated £ 125; Tel: 00 3531 4591432
(Dublin) (H0230)
Sonus Faber Electa, vgc, £950; Apogee Stage
speakers, boxed, manuals, anthreite, £ 1,395
(£4,000); Audioquest cobalt hyperlitz 2.5m
pair £70 (£ 200); 18" Foundation designer
stands, £ 100 (£ 300) Tel: 0161 873 5020
(work) 01613 307912 (home) (H0232)
Roksan DP 1/DA1 transport and DAC £750;
Naim 72/140/Hi-cap pre-power £ 1,350; Linn
Keilidh c/w ceramic stands £ 500; Linn K20
4x5m bi-wired speaker cable £ 50; All equipment boxed and in excellent condition, Tel:
01293 883730 ( H0231)
Quad 34 FM4, 405-2, Quad serviced, MC
and MM modules, interconnects, manuals,
boxes. Super condition, sell complete with
pedestal stand at realistic price, £425 Tel:
Hayman, 0171 928 7667 (0), 0171 372 5506
(H) (H0233)
Audioquest
Diamond
2 interconnect,
phonos, half metre pair, £ 170 Tel: 0181 871
2345 eves (H0241)
TDL Studio 3transmission line speakers, plus
TDL stands, reluctant sale for £45 or serious
offer. (Current price over £ 1,000) can demonstrate, boxed. Tel: 01386 423957 eves
(Evesham) (H0240)
Quad II mono power amplifier, control unit,
FM tuner with manuals, also two KT66, A231
and EF86 valves £400; Sugden Conoisseur
turntable with arm £80 Tel: 01609 772343
(North Yorkshire) ( H0239)
Audio Synthesis Dax, burr-brown, single
coax input, multi frequency option, perfect
condition and sound, £800 or offer, reason for
sale - upgrading ( again!) Tel: 01603 593185
daytime; email, s.clegg(guea.ac.uk ( H0238)
Trilogy Audio 918 valve pre-amplifier, chrome,
one year old in mint condition (boxed) £ 1,600
(£2,750 new) Tel: 0181 291 1744 (H0237)

Amplifiers: Onix 0A22 £85; Arcam Alpha
£75; Turntable: Linn AXIS £ 195; Tel: S.
Meeklah, 01293 887702 ( H0236)
Krell KSA 300S only £6,900, great value, not
yet run in, genuine reason for sale, ultimate
upgrade, only genuine inquirers are welcome,
new with packaging, owner's manual, remote,
don't miss this chance Tel/Fax: Darren, 0131
668 3389 (day/night) (H0235)
Quad 66 pre-amp and remote, £450ono; Quad
306 power amp, boxed, £200ono Tel: 01375
676197 (H0234)
Meridian TPT and DAC 600 series, new
£3,200, sell £ 1,100 including remote Tel:
Trevor, 0181 429 1788 (H0242)
TDL Monitors (46" high). huge sound, deep
bass (£2,500) £ 1,150; Rotel RT-990BX tuner,
remote, superb reception (£ 500) £ 300;
Proceed (Mark Levinson stable) PDP2, high
end DAC bargain (£ 1,700) £695; KEF 104/2
bargain (£ 1,600) £695; All mint, manuals, Tel:
01225 874728 (H0243)
Audio Note Silver cable: 21/2m, bi-wire set
(10m total) ANSPX Speaker cable £ 1,950
(£3,800); lm ANVX Interconnect, silver plugs
£250 (£430); 3/4m as above, £ 185; lm ANV
interconnect £95; Tel:
01932
349314
(H0254)
Pro-Ac Response three speakers, mahogany,
boxed, mint condition, £ 1,790ono delivered,
Tel: 00 3531 4591432 (Dublin) ( H0253)
Marantz CD 12 L.E CD player, little use,
boxed, pristine condition, offers?; Linn Lingo
power supply £375; Kiesiki purple heart cartridge 200 hours as new £ 395; Linn Troika
boxed, £250 Tel:
295 4076 (Dublin)
(H0252)
Quad FM4, excellent condition, £225; Quad
34/306, good condition, £ 395 Tel: 01535
273461 (Keighley, West Yorks) (H0251)
XL0 Type 1reference interconnect RCA 4m
pair £650; Silver Sounds mains cable 2m pair
£50 each Tel: 01487 831558 (H0250)
Continued on Page 141
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Mail Order Suppliers Of Quality Hi-11 Accessories
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AUDIO CABLES:
Van Den Hul. Soniclink. Dnm Reson. Chord Company. XL0
AudioQuest. Kimber. Nordost. QED. lxos. Kontak. LAI International
Silver Sounds and Cardas.

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Lyra. Sumiko. Dnm. VDH. Ortoton. Goldring. Moth. SME

H EADPHONES:
Stax. Sennheiser. Beyer. Jecklin. Grado

VAN DEN H UL FIRST AND SECOND

SOLATION SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT & I

These wonder) .ul carbon interconnects are as

for

home trial

Black Diamond Racing. Target. Soundst le. Townshend. Stand Unique

AND M ANY M ORE I
NC:

THE BLACK DIAMOND RACING

Audio Alchemy. Shun Mook. Kontak. Ixos. WBT

SHELF AND PYRAMID CONES

Mobile Fidelity. Bedini. QED. Michell

This unique isolation platform is
constructed using a ultra dense

WE OFFER A HOME TRIAL SERVICE

,

ON A SELECTED RANGE OF CABLES

'

weave of carbon fibre and is one
of the most exciting products that I
have personally encountered.

AND ACCESSORIES

Place under any main source
component for a huge sonic
improvement.

Major credit cards accepted.
Please telephone or fax for our full product and price list

Please tel for more information.

Mon-Fri 9.30am to 8.00pm ( Sat to 1.00pm)
52 Green Lane, Great Sutton, South Wirral, Cheshire, L66 4LE
e-mail. sounconnec@aol.com.

Conrad Johnson Prem 8A monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research V140 monoblocks
mint s/h
Krell KMA 100 monoblocks
mint s/h
Audio Research D125 ( balanced)
mint s/h
Meridian 605 monoblocks
mint s/h
Krell KSA 100 S
mint s/h
Krell KSA 50 S
mint s/h
Gryphon S 100
mint sill
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
mint s/h
Exposure 18/19 pre/pwr
mint s/h
Krell KSA 250
mint s/h
Nestorovic Alpha1 monoblocks
mint s/h
Trilogy 958 monoblocks
mint s/h
Quad 306
mint s/h
LFD PAI/LSI pre/pwr
mint s/h
Jadis JP80 monoblocks
mint eh
Audio Innovations S500
mint s/h
Yves Cochet AL3 (valve 75 wpc)
mint s/h
Linn Kaber Active Cards
mint s/h
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
mint s/h
Krell KSA 200S
mint s/h
Mark Levinson ML2 monoblocks
mint s/h
Krell KST 100 Mkt'
mint s/h
Audio Innovations 1st Audio ECC 82/6B4G mint s/h
Nairn NAP 135 oldcase
mint s/h
Linn Kairn phono pre-amp
mint s/h
Jadis JP 80 mc
mint s/h
Tube Technology Prophet
mint s/h
Gryphon Bel Canto
mint s/h
Michell Argo/Hera
mint s/h
Audio Innovations 12
mint s/h
Krell KRC2
mint s/h
Mark Levinson No 38
mint s/h
McCormack ALD-I Line/phono
as new
McCormack Micro
as new
Audio Research SP8
mint s/h
Exposure 14 + 9
mint s/h
Heybrook Signature
mint s/h
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
mint s/h
Burmester 808
mint s/h
Exposure 11 + 12
mint s/h
Tesserac Tala
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity Chronos pre-amp
mint s/h
Musical Fidelity MVX
mint s/h
McCormack TLC- 1
as new
Audio Research BL1
mint s/h
Audiolab 8000 Mk11
Audio Innovations Li pre
mint s/h
Jeff Rowland Consumate + phono
mint s/h
Apogee Mini Grand
mint s/h
B+W Silver Signatures + Stands
mint s/h
Martin Logan CLS II z/Arccici
mint s/h
Kinergetic Sub-Woofer
mint s/h
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2 + Paws
mint s/h
Alon V
mint s/h
Sonus Faber Amator
as new
KEF 103.4
mint s/h
Sonus Faber Extrema + stds
mint s/h
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£7995
£4495
£1895
£1995
£1295
£3495
£2250
£3200
£8995
£995
£3250
£1495
£1795
£245
£895
£4995
£495
£1295
£450
£1395
£4995
£2495
£1895
£795
£1295
£995
£5995
£795
£2250
£595
£495
£2495
£2200
£995
£395
£795
£1495
£295
£6500
£1795
£795
£795
£1495
£995
£795
£450
£350
£175
£4500
£3995
£2995
£2995
£2750
£5995
£2995
£2250
£695
£4395

Neat Critique
Pink Triangle Ventrical
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
TIfieICS 1.2
Alon 0.5
Sonus Faber Minima Amator
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Meridian M1
Rel Stentor Active Sub
Sonus Faber Concertino
Duntech Crown Prince
Linn Kabers
Martin Logan Aerius
Ensemble PA1 ref
Castle Howard rosewood
Heybrook Heystack
SD Acoustics SD1E
Mark Levinson No 36/37
Theta Data
Mark Levinson No 30/31
Denon DASI/DPSI
Micromega Stage 3
EAD T7WO/D7000 transp/dac
Accuphase DP80 transport
Wadia 22/26
Teac URDS10
Micromega Micro Drive/DAC
Meridian308 MkIll
Meridian 506 Mid
Orelle DA180
P.S. Audio Ultralink
Denon DCD Si
McCormack DAC-I
Kenwood DP-X9010 transport
Mark Levinson No 30.5/31
Copeland CDSA288 c.d. player
Theta Data 11/Gen Ill AT+T balanced
Linn Karik/Numerik
Wadia 23
Linn LP12/Ekos/Cirkus/Lingo
Piere Lume JI/SL5
VPI TNT Mk11/Triplanar Ill
Koetsu red Kmg
Lyra Lydian
Monster Sigma Genesis 2000
Ortofon MC10 supreme
Tesserac Taha phono mm/mc
Jadis JPP200 head amp
Expresive Technology head amp
Lynx Tuner
Accuphase T108 tuner
Linn Lingo
Stax SR Gamma + SRD
Oracle Delphi MKII/Zeta
Audio Innovations P1 phono stage
Voyd, Ref bearing, platter, split pitase
psu SME VArm

The shelf and cones are available
on our home trial service.

mint s/h £225
as new £595
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £750
as new £ 1095
mint s/h £4495
mint s/h £595
mint s/h £ 1095
as new £450
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £ 1095
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £ 1795
mint eh
£795
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £ 1395
as new £5995
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £9995
as new £9995
mint eh
£650
mint eh £2250
mint s/h £2250
as new £3650
mint s/h £350
mint s/h £995
as new £ 1295
as new £695
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £2995
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £ 13,995
as new £1295
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £ 1695
as new £ 1995
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £ 195
mint s/h £ 150
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £ 175
mint s/h

more

CHOICE
We are delighted to announce our
success in obtaining the following
carefully selected agencies
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, SME, VPI,
ROCKPORT, GAMMA, TRILOGY,
Van den Hul, XLO, STRAIGHT WIRE,
SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

CHOICE
10am to 8pm

7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

£ 1895
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HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
010 Pro interconnect (3.mtr. seti

Please phone 0141-339 2.132 (
Glasgow). The following
equipment is available cash ‘Sl; carry

7195

AUDIO RESEARCH BL1 balanced line driver . £395

£3750

TRILOGY Mono power amps model 958..£1795

PROAC Studio 3speakers

£995

NAKAMICHI CR2 cassette deck

SOLSTICE &AD speakers with stands

£650

CAT SL1 Reference pre-amp

STUDER A807 Pro tape recorder MINT

.

SEOUERRA FM1 Reference tuner

£195
£1795

HAFLER XL600 power amplifier... ..... ............ ..... £995

£4000

MARANTZ Ouadradial 4receiver

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2A pre-amp with phono

£295

£250

£995

NAKAMICHI 600 Cassette deck (serviced) £395

AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre-amp (£14.650) ..... ..... £5995

LUXMAN CL32 pre-amp with phono ........ ............... £595

REVOX A700 Tape Recorder (semi pro) ..

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295

McINTOSH C28 Pre-amp MINT

LINN Karma MC cartridge

£495

LUXMAN MB 3045 (T88 mono-blocks

r195

£1995

£495

REATO 536 tape recorder (ex cond.)

£395

CAMBRIDGE P50 integrated amp

£50

MERIDIAN 203 DAC ( mint/boxed)

LINS Arkiv MC cartridge

DEMON TU 5501 Tuner

£295

£125

AUDIOLAB 8000A Integrated amplifier £275

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 15 st

pair £1595

OLIAD 34 pre-amp (boxed)

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 1mIr

pair £1295

ODAD 405 MKII power-amp ( boxed)

£150
£195

TRANSPARENT Ultra bi-wire sp. cable 12' set £2195

OUAD FM4 tuner ( boxed)

TRANSPARENT Phono cable 2.5 mtrs

MARK LE PINSON ML6b dual mono pre-amp, rare £2495

ACCUPHASE E203 Integrated Amp

£395

..£595

GENESIS •• ... del 111 speakers. MINT

£2495

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT
STEREO KT88 40 watt valve amp

£3695

.

£750

AUDIO RESEARCH C. ,assic 30 amplifier £1295
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1

£995

ORACLE Alexandria turntable
MICROMEGA DUO BS 2DAC

£750
£
295

CREO. KSA 50S (ex demo)

£2495

SUGDEN AU51 Power amplifier... ........ .............. £650
PRO-AC Response One'S' (ex-dem)
PRO-AC Tableo 50 ( rosewood)

.£995
£615

NAIM SOL speakers ( boxed) ........... ....... ........... £995
LINN .

limA LVIII/Armageddon £995

LENTEK XMonitor speakers

£225

MARK LE PINSON ML3 300 wan stereo amp

£3195

SPECIAL OFFER
QUAD 34 pre/306 power
BRAND NEW SEALED BOX

£499.99

QUAD FM4 TUNER
BRAND NEW SEALED BOX

jack Lawson, founder of The Nlusic Room ( 1979), offers
perceptive advice on system synergy and room acoustics.

£229.99

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!
For an-up-to-the-minute list:
hhtp://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm
All used cartridges are checked under a
microscope before being offered for sale.

£295

E63

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
VISA
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e.madileatherdaleaol.com
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288 AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001 FAX 01903 872234

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH
CLASS AUDIO
Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990

Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity
wired phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of
electronics to come onto the market for adecade. Also our
World Wide Web site should be fully constructed by the time
this magazine reaches the news stands. Product information
and general HiFi fact sheets. E-mail enquiries welcome.
Telephone for addresses.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products
lorn ta ble service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Input Design, JBE.
Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.
Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.
CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

of

delivered and installed.

Audio Innovations Series -00 integrated amp. Special triode configuration. Price
includes anew
GroovTube full set. giving amind-expanding sound
£800
Audio Innovations FIRST Triode power amp. revalved

£750

KEF Reference 102 I(lack Ash w kube. pristine
£155
Koetsu Rosewood refurbished and ritipped. * Ei malty superior to modem rivals if a
tad veiled. but much more enjoyable
£595
ProAc Response Three Loudspeakers. Suit low triodes or high current amplifiers.
Black Ash but very slight dents scuffs hence price reduced
Proceed PIYEi Cl) Transport and PDP3 la rteessor. A close

£1,500

to the finest
Cl) player money can buy - the Madrigal Labs Mark Levinson series.
approach

£2,500

Ex-review sample

Quad El valve Iln'llobl°eks While mnne

(£6.
(
n )ior the reissue Yin' can have an
original pair refurbished by ASC with modern audiophile components for
£500
Rappaport PRE IA with separate psu. Probably the finest sample in the UK.
pay

Unmarked and quiet. recently valued by former UK importer at .1.1.000 and still
outperforms all the latest valve pre- amps. Its value much exceeds my price 1450
Roksan Xerxes in walnut. Latest spec with NIk3 psi ( leading directly to the new
Model Xt. With Roksan's Tabriz-zi tonearm. both in mint condition

£695

If you're still searching for a lifelike loudspeaker you haven't heard our
re engineered Infinity RSIb's. One day they'll be acult. but for now we can si urce.
import, modilV and install apair in the IK or less than £6.500. \XL. recommend two
low powered stereo amps for mid and treble, and one transistor or s
ah ehigh
current with coherent earth amplifier for woofer towers ( all three amps can cost less
than ..).-1.00() I. You've probably never helaxl such realism. Inlormation sheet on
request.
('nique selection of fine audiophile cables. many boxed at half-price. including Audio
Research interconnect (
9metre pair) and their lily speaker cable (
2pairs of 2metre
sets remaining). Gryphon Guideline silver phono or XI.R, in various lengths. Gryphon
PSC Iplanar speaker cable (
212111 pair). Phone for details and advice.

Phone Jack Lawson on 0141-339 2432
or fax on 0141-339 9762.

Hi-End Audio in the
Heart of East Anglia
Pink Triangle
Monitor Audio
DaCapo DAC now with HDCD
from the diminutive Studio 2SE to
filter sounds better
the Studio 50
Conrad Johnson
than ever
LFD DAC 3
PVIOA and MV55
Audio Alchemy
the best UK DAC availthis excellent
from the budget DAC-inable . . . probably
marque is now
the-Box upwards, they
Stax
more affordable
always offer exceptional
the best electrostatic headvalue for money
Melos -Sha Gold
phones . . . definitely
valve pre - amp with
Proceed
Sound Lab
balanced outputs, remote
CD transport,
Quantum hybrid electrocontrol
and
a
unique,
DAC & amplifiers
static loudspeakers. See
highly transparent
of true pedigree
review
in HFN March 96
volume control
Mark Levinson
impeccable engineering with a
reputation to match

Pro-Ac
full range, including the remarkable
Response 2.5

0% and low rate finance, subject to status
opening hours 9.30 - 5.30 Monday - Saturday

SEVENOAKS Sound & Vision
47 Churchgate Street
Bury St Edmunds
Suffolk IP33 1RG
Tel 01284 753776
Fax 01284 724337

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
So what os new , 1,10111 we have moved to much lugger p.n.s to accommodate Ille coosederable tome. In business led we have ...aced over lee past 2years One
otilo men cornplamts that are leced a0050sl our Sale lb that we do not one, In. facaldy roe you lo see them so by the tone you lead Mrs we sell nave an
demo
room In Irte new factory plus aden.00m m Manchester Semis let 0161 707 4823 where you can see and Mar the AUDIO NOTE range ot lots we One strIl not sell the Pts
m an assembled form but up to now we have also been tenable to demonstrate them Stobrect to arm arrangement you wal be able to sen and hear the rapolly eeoanwng
range of krts on cormunaton wth our en.. Cable sonar., d converter and amp,tler program to those or vou who have expenenced delays In your orders
or. to
thank you for your ahem,

By Me hme you read thp SOUND PRACT10ES0sue 10.11 be HERE. so Ms saould keep you o•t lee street over the ned couple of weekends ,Buy acopy la 500 postage
lot self addressed envelope ivolh order If you five Il the UK, contatns the lollowona artecles. CES Report .11 aMee turn your table about turntable motors hvo metes on
pre.arnalwrs one of Much rs output transformer coupled. State of Art 19351 Mauleo Lowther horn budding protect To Be or Not To Be Lew Tom Nodoson on output
transformers Causal Oeaollots0 1 0elblclole11 05srnuc lmoldl Albs good and ' Mom.. ieachn0 as usual Alen I500 • an Ail sae stamped self addressed envelope if
you I've rn the UK or USS 10 00 and aself addressee envelope ayou hve abroad

In order to acne, um, re., ... pans,cr el tee o program strengthen and mprove our technrcal adesory senoce m general and to get underway aset of tecnnoal valve ano
ave crcurtry apploafion noNs on hae engaged And, ore, trIment ot NM Worm fame to mcrease our cam'', to ' Mopm you anIs ewe you Me best wrylon poscole
have worked seth Andy before and he
one o?tnennolratcornsgnoclelno.looals,lrnrs much maloned and rn.sunderstood feed You can expect great Moos horn our co-

VACUUM TUNE VALLEY

The encrease . n' merest m
um. engle-ended espectally the mode non-leedback vanely,s now so great Mat even the menstrearn valve manulacturers are about to follow
sun so It you are loolung for astmt.- ended moduct beware of lee false prophet who speaks of M.ngs he does not behme m ontrl et becomes ', runway expedent or down
ught necessary lo have asmote- ended arnMder en the program So whether you are bolding asingle ended amyl.' yourself no loolung to buy amanufactured smote-ended
• product please remember Mat owas AU010 NOTE. orlio In the face ol the usual @Moen, hype about con.. 'poogress'. brought Mrs technology lo the attn.° on press.
put. and general cohorndustry akke not because.1 .uld fend aquack buck to Me purse. but because we lonely alien that It Is asuper°, way of amoldying any mustc
canal and teeretore cleurves to be restore. as Me preter.tehnology for anyone who want Me geom....5 and beauty of real muss reproduced In therf home
Now that we stand on Me boundary of Mrs the brave new world of 1920 scocurtry. we note vote mterest t1re10rr15e101 manufacturers who have manufactured valve arm».
tees for many years but oto only now nase doscovered the vabe et the smgle.ended stage and who en tee past have been tee strongest proponents or the Mgra power
•
hgn guafity va,e amplMer ea. them as they now for commercai ga11e110r5te11e001150r1191 loudspeaker effoency and sngle ended node arnpfificabon and teen
draw your own 00101001 010 about then s.ncenty and competence In overall...dug< of the technology of Aucho AUDIO NOTE were lost and reruns Inc last word In sono
Warty et you a...ate muso Pre., reProOen
As expected land predoted m Me above paragraphs, we are now seerng ahood of engle.ended amplrhers appearmg on Me maMet sorne are good many are not' It p' moorhen, to remember Mal Me hardest tog to acneve es sonploOv man es acomploafing berng trust Mok at our tax system.Y1 and sonce World war Two we nave been red to
Whew mal complIcalron equals technology not true espectaeo not In mos. reprOduchon «torment tete slmollonly p aoksbnct venue Sendeended ampl.ficahon regores
an underslandong of the neceschr for emplorty Mat Is very rare another
common Meaty rs that 11.SE power supply needs to have very large caper.me or storage also not correct you want as fast and response. an SI newer supply as you can
gel so asmall agile power sm., soumOs much better lean alog slow one valve rechlocaloon p amust chokes ale good but not mandatory d cost 15 aproblem alarge
resplor sell do It Is most Important to remember Mat In ano•feedbact, Ongle ended wafter the count and power supPly must lave the same hme constants to ...on
corregy oc ample and smears 'assentor.
Another interestpng aspect of the SE.revolehon P Me attempt to mcorporate tenets of current technolog.cal dogma and abets Into Me SE performance envelope we are
already seeng low rhstorhon SF selloancell.ng SE tranststor SO soon to be toned by l'ogh current SE and Ma power SE don tbe duped by these slogans clams Mat
you can get 55 walls SE Class A from one VT 40 211 are utter nonsense lOmese 15 wans from asnare 3008 these P. or power speoficatrons are no good unless they
are accompamed by acsslortron figure at tee rated power To gron you an alustraton of Ms at 55 watts Class A SE a211 has about 50, harmono obstorton one has to
0.tron the some guerly of any canal at that drstort.on level It onty tee magapnes spent as much hme end env, on expos. me Coanatens whose unototubleclauns are
Pressed.. an unsuspechng put. as they do try. to en,. the benefits of DCC and....lever other.. nonsense technology's beng pressed rntO secce as amuso
came Ole would have acleaner and more lust mallet Mere berg correct and truthful omuld nol se amaMefing drsadvanlage
Back to the subrect matter all I. talk abou1 merce and correctness would be vandy dnot backed by achon so in order to enhance your am. to des. a. manutacture
your own spec., vercon of any of the stnale.encled olrcorts beng ofiscussed whether old or nevr we van contra. to expand on weal p already the most extens. range or
Ora togh poultry components Mal Me ...ernlng dolt- yours. valve ampléher enteuseasl can use to cone., any smegle-ended or ( shame on you.) push pull ampere,
whether Mode or pentode boll Ihme parts are used In canoes models of the manure.ed fine of Me AUMO NOTE agelefrers These components Include mostly specully
made derns lobe peamlo valve bases woh ether sayer or gold plated tuns. paper m Ill elommturnrolcgarn oapa0010lo COPP. & slNer lot cOnd onecdars Mach vate
graphoe electrolyto capamtors acol•corrocv.ree slyer solder copper and clver wrred audo output transformers. nonarnagnerc tarnalum reststors non- magneto RCA and
speaker termnars aye,. man, olnur ff sec 04, alt pares It, ed.., old or constroceng next aye ant.ere
telproes are ea
.
' "uf
.
" stly tne EEC UK Vat MI be added to your slrolgsealertneasdltponor505raçeano p.a. costs
Wougssurgt$A Mastercard Assess. Ornery and Amex - ll,rlrc way ne tutl nee0 your address card no woe cart and expey dates yOu can also Pay by bankers matt
-69 dal, tor some ',ems 1110101101 at the lone or order
,•-• to the stet of Ault Destan et se100 would be useol to share *Oh others
, other bds postnee) to anybody who se. us aboss whech
useul
• • o.a
P025 s 0030s ADIS or any of lee old In.s.1011 be happy to buy or swap
al a
m.,e
oucoa o upoo ea. tu I. ,.. d• oot Itape 1,1110110 51LEDER TELEFUNKEN or AMPERES el Me eke. record c.f. plating proceseng as
pressing egu.prnent. or have crolacllrloropnrpaplonaboor tuld.ng...hones record. Robb liamenulacture. Mend we all be gratelulty received AUDIO NOTE has
the Merton over the next 2 3years to set up recordng and record manulacture and weilst we already have gude alot a onformabon much more p needed
CIRCUITS- VAILVEDATO & OASIC TECHNICAL INECHIMATION
11 you would uke some suggest., nn.ah to lase afuture protect around teen we shall be happy to PrOca now. aCO.. Pock coommIng goce lltoolll fike ONGAKU
OISON KASSA, 511150 Gull ON ou, see, orne cc ner ampuher crews and the M7 Tube ore amplMer * noels the best pre.ampldrer [ null we have come across
assa urn aata m oe 0 sed eddressee ha's , onab. together wrtn 600 Pounds en Small denornrnabon 014 stamps otll000lloe ° owe tee UK USS 15 00 m bans wm do
please do noi send flamers Malts IlUSS Internahonal Response Coupons or Internetnal money orders al they lb more to cash than ther value
We have aLarge number of requests tor the Coss. of the AUDIO NOTE eon. amplOrers hke 070 Phone SE Mt Phone 001501 SORO etc and some we runless Inc
memory cl our talented compebtorsl do not have any secrets In Ihes department and are only too pleased to help extend loe envelope or knowledge m this much meowed
feed vie shall be .0or to se. You or arty enema Or PrOSPechve compeller, One Or more count Ougrams.they 0010015 00 each or you can boy tor «ample all phenol
Integrated empire/3,o. for £ 30 00 IS 50 001 or all lmeontegrated amplifiers for f25 00 all pre-antehers 5, 120 00 IS 35 00). or empty acomplete oreull pass tor E50 013
15 80 001 AP can be pad ether by tread card CaSh. bankers dean of bequest.. on aUK bank. Ihe cost occludes postage
We can also supply asel of data sheels tor the most commonly used valves. EOM ECC88/6922. 12407/6012/1 7025/12AXEWNECC83. 65147 3000. 211 NT4C. 845.
EL34.0CA7. 20.3 604 5U4G 6134/5A114. El841805. 6V6G1. 61.60. 5881/61.6946C.1(160 Again send astamped sell addressed A4 envelope together oath£ 400 on small
denommahon stamps or if outs. the UN another US$ 15 00 will suffoce
Some noteIng realty musts werch gwes areasonable background to the same, of value male' enc. desigo Guy Adams and Ihave wonen all assembled anumber or
artfcleS and extracts from Md books whon loe sorne background to the same do not meets Worm' an onstant met 00111 wdl sene as auseful reference. for Me
beaver as well as me more .anced we nave expanded Mrs tnla pack to Include even more useut reform.. so.1 you nave already bona, the old paCk heel Send£2 00
Or 055 500 for tee lull pack+ smak charge ta regurred Ills hme E 700 In small denomtnahon stamps onIl astamped sed addressed envelope or outs. the UK ease
send USO 25 00
We do accept aUK cheque or bankerS Watt fl Pound Sterna for tee above Charges aS well tuft < Omer, the US$ amounts to Slellllgslbl 70 lo the Pound after you nave
rounded up lo nearest 0500
SOUND PRACTICES
II you are seriously Interested In the sulact of valve amt.es des. cahoot 'he usual preconcereed °Moons ml weal . 90P0' Madre design and lehnOlegy (the traddron.
véew e.c“as brought us the Mess.. of Ile lanséslor amt.., has obviously dupedled dull mule mounsentaly.). Men SOUND PRACTICES d loe maganne to
lead here you vet find Moles about des. parameters DIY arecles lot amplters and speakers. rewerws ol new and old rn °Met words the mry seems that none ol the
selfsemang. advertfOing red traddronar press WI.. as they do not enhance the sabeos of bell normal adverlosers You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at ES 00 per
copy there are currently 5, ssues avarlable or by subsophon horn SOUND PRACTICES P O box 180562 Aus. TO 78718 USA A regular modern world bardan and
there are practcally none or thou 0 Ateho today Mtr. enough sobsomphon suppon SOUND PRACTICES may mot bring abut the sound practoes tnalrl,nrllln000lly has
abandoned for so long Sc get asubsurphon' IOur hand Joe Roberts p now able to take VISA ago MC so convemence Is at halo at long last' Call Joe on 512 330 6229 eat
your card no dyou wan, aare, subscrfatoon

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO DUALITY OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
GrouP A
Single- ended Outputs
Panneemed
30082A3,684G
60 ,AVT62/845
300112A16546

Ms 0 Ahem
15 Hans
20 watts
20 wens

NNW..
21(S • 4/8 Ohms
6m 4/8 Ohms
1K25 . 4/8 Ohms

11001 Del you nave never beard a Ms one before but demon..olp the strength of Me reeval In merelng that has to do vole vanes whether swore ended push-pull or
loI ole and ged Veuran 70.Valley 6 aonao.or 0 On Osskty VIM and red. each Issue focuses on aUS brand of yesteg • year IS the correct issue t
Issue 2Volume 0.1
Seethe w dealt 00 emensrvely There Is along arlecle by Ito Barbour about the EL34 inol aMow. Ot mow any longer but avery popular valve nonetheless and an
Intereerna 01,noreso Il evadaMe and enlarge types The Audo Test Bench Maw al tools and epumment tor DIY ampfiloahon Pullen, very Pont. ,and used Cathode Mas.
agreat uncle eau, hose to bus the W528 and bundle and lubeide in general. Tube malCong valve matching to us flodsli and much more I1 os owe to see amaganne 1101
lakes aluslorecal perspechve Well worth aread. evadable Irons us at I 50 acopy a erectly from WV 1095.E Duane Ave Sale 106. Sunnyvale CA 94086, USA, S35 00 for
lamp subscnbers
POSITIVE FEEDIACK
Thfs is one type of feedback that we are net entfrety agaInst 1 Poch. Feedback Is the club mayor. tor Me Oregon 7n. Smey was MOM.50 toweada goenness not
unhke t. great underground rneannes of the 970 s ltloa000melly pad callon at zany controverce commentary by m,ouse setters neaten as svell aS 'Maeda
ndustn, dooens on Ile subtects of mucc audlc technology and the numt for musrcel sestachon Ifor one Modal P an expellerl read and pumas agood allernebve mew
to most or me est.'s., press wbh tenas lO oleo the world In the eontext ot what new projets sasolable opt now wohout goang much perspeave backwards We
nave several back psues evadable of Posrfive feedback and the latest Issue Is rust off,. press Ind all are avanable ar f 700 per Issue Yours truly os aregular contributor to
Pb what bener reason to sauna?
LISTENER MAGAZINE
N. 0 Is areama, base mtgs. and Mai mad.nc the Iealte frelOY Miami ilogetteg web fr and Audio Adventurer ythe music renews are amongst Ow very best in the buso
ness. the eouninfent 'mews not lar Delund 15s0s verlhwtele and mane added, Ix the ava NOW ennons on must and equipment and N only I400 peg copy agood
Investment The Intoner Is apocket seen quarterly pubhcabon. 4Issues are evadable al the merle°,
COMPLETE KITS
At Me current moment the following P. ale under development and should be ever.. dump 1994 tee sequence of rntroducbon may be alerent from the number we
have Ile al? THREE avallable tor emment now
KIT
can
KIT
Ktt
KIT

TWO 6550 Ongle ,ended 15 vies Class A on astereo < nano expected cost 1593 00 ,ncl Vat Dewey currently unknown due to unavadabety of SovIM 055000 we
one awallow vaives for 0570 00
TNREE 3000 peranel sotte.ended mono chess's 16 17 wens Class A cost 1450 03.. Val
1000 606 push pull 10 wens Class A stern [ hasp expected losrO 199 00 lncl Vat. de., °debar 1995
110E211 mngiewnoen 15 .vans Class A. mono chasms. expected cost 2.250 001.I Vat (enemy Dec 1995 We hope'

KIT SIX 30® mngle ,ended 7.6 Watts ClasS A stereo chases expected cost 1499 00 oroluang valves and cal ths 011 be our "entrypoont or (tideway to somle-ended tn.
ode bliss or rock and roll rt you prefer Expected evadable January 1996
you are rn doubt as lo whether aPt protean su.b. 10 You we suggeSt Veu Spend t10 00 od buyea the Instruchons for Me KIT ONE. single 3008 amvltloar tolOmlOglla
you agoon Idea whether aka protect Is tor you 4you decide to buy aNI Men the 10 00 011 be refunded agernst the cost of the Yet As the other kits become evadable Iheor
rnstruchon manuals sell also be avarlable at 0t0 00 each We have the Ka One I0olluollonsasal/aOlelnlngllscandllaloan
AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
We are In the process of . 11.0 up four separate ranges of Audto Note output Pans! [ernes m ortler to offer Ile best bible Outputs at deferent pficepoonts they .11 fall
rnto lour categores
Il Economy range where the pnceduallty lessons ,. Is Carefully cammated to ensure holm qualas in acompact Damage rnitially we volt only be ofteong 3staple ended
oolobllt8nolstmolsln?noslange PssIcall outputs are under development but do not mom, to see any on th,S be of August 1995
I/Ardor.. range Much are the output transformers already on offer we have mabea couPre 0 =awns to Ms range Snce thetas , het
C Hfpn 01.14 repe1510X11184 arange ol double C core outputs for stngleended CrCurts exclucvely nO Pubpull output, .1be offered. unwss demand regimes
Agen 3chumps neatly
./ Sopor Nth 0. 1.7 mat. all-saaer gamed OM.. ot Me eesa POSS ,bry comae, Mien Iuy best possrple 1do not mean to say ter these eveg outputs wal be as good as
Me solver output transformers handwound by Nee Note In Japan they wont. Ou? then earn they do not carry the pr. tag WNW
0

The oratory artegia log group Aage 20111 to 20101. • 1lo . 15dB they are 1E cored wah sMon sleet lanunatons and are netted velh frames and solder tags '0011011 Also
good sturao Quaky at the cost The mall cost sweep beam Me use Of asmaller core speared to lee exact power level restored rather than overspecrlyng by 50 or 100%. as
we do on 61000V the voncfing qualm and copper wee Is Me same
Group 8are tyocalh 2010 to 40.1 nnus 15dB If cored •011 hugh catty stIrtn steel larnmabons 00110 voth onyeen.free copper vore and supple voth erther bell ends
or frames alwayS
Ilpng lees
Group C are typcally 12no to 70.7 mmus 1530 strbounl lobe C.cores mute horn Inc best evadable ckcon steel farbstoOn these man . 1compare more than
tavourby with the test avelable bras from days gone by and from other curter' sou, as Ice Pan.ge Tango Tamura elc
Gram 0 use Am. Note sayer mre need Ise, more?
PP.
4
efee4*.
Push Pull PPP Parallel Pool Pull SE . S.ngle.ended PSI oSIngle-ende Pardo ut sonOes 43% ultralmear laps as agenerai rule we clo not condone the use of
UL taps as we consater these dement to sou. <merry • • Dynaco replacement
All whey Impedances am calculated for Class A operation. vnth the man concolerabun gran to maxmorn dynamo power trans.. »M ho and mumIm clostomon, gather
than memengless steady slate sme• or squareiveve conditioes
All gor mefeended me 11 naostrameos are Mgapped and the maximum standing dunlnl allowed term saturate és shown on who. 5
All our output translormers are Neel to onsulatron Mers at bums. 3000 volts all 211.845 oath. are Insulated to 50v flash every transformer os tested to Mrs level of
Insulation
We generally oversaw', out transformers by 50, power In Push.Pull 1.. meona Mat atrausformer stated as 25 vies volt allow about 35.38 wan peaks our ongle'
ended outputs are generally over specified by 100 5. .1111 means that they . 11 0stantane0.ty 11111 peaks of dote tee men maemen power Omen unchstorted 10.01s
necessary due to the boner there beamour of the single- ended stage
We do not geve any I
InItIe leohlleal ... non on our output transformers as we do not 00 to take pan In >Canoe compelOons our products are design«, to prow.
are end *tube understood once they are bee. to .
In arldhon to Me output transformers offered bet. we otter adestn servwe where we can supply almost any regurrernent for wweband transformers ivnetner tor nucrophones mowng lot canrolges kne lout phase splater Interstages drover or preeer output we demon and manufacture prototypes ' ohm.. the cost Mr the paper design rs
200 00 prototype cost Is calculate on aper case lams We can also produce Product. gent.«
Saes are Owen as WerlthdleghbDepth where depth os Ile dealt or the poll dull and «Oh @sI. length of the ere

We also have amenstranStemenchoke lotto' the 00091 power mallas as shown en Sound Prepuceo. this
combined yeah our bole-ended output translormer. 011 36000 weary Impedance. vall make avery lone
replica el rhos clew amplrber teal cost£420 e per sel
SMIONN
80x67x61.0

lb Per
900A SE
1000A SE
150mA PSE

Peons ate
44 50
73 50
84 50

We now also have the laatiO to make any males transformer le your speakalion as Ong as you order
minanuon 2pos. they can be epplwd wah soldertags. Ityrng leads frames or bell-ends Ask la quote
On amore Oenerel DDle 11 10 mellOnant to understand the specolned nature of the (lemon and Manufacture
of transformers for and. «moment In most mclustral appficatrons the mall cotena are cost wept or
longeety an audi0 mcns transformer also have to have good regulation under load must run Cool and

Group

generate no mecnanrcal nose Or v.bratton produce no excessive stray magnefic fields MC MC

bleerœlel be
Ifs 0 Sewer
EllatECI.866V6
20 seals
30013,2A3/684G
25 wens
E1.34/6CA7
30 watts
2A3,6846
30 wafts
588IMT66
30 wets
22INTIC
30 watts
221 VTIC 845
50 watts
30913
50 watts
845
50 watts
211 VT4C
75 watts
1034 6550 KT80
20 vans
300112A3.6946
25 watts
6166
30 wans
NEW SE ProoNol
655016188
60 vans
timmo 1Peeleell Melts
01341816005880
25 walls
203/6840/3008
30 wahs
KT88/6550
SO mans
EL3eKT66/51181
50 suns
845
50 suns
01866550
60 vans
01806100
100 watts
Osseo CSleileEireod Oeer
30082A316940
25 wets
211A/14•6,145
50 wans
5000
50 mann
KT88/6550
100 watts
Greg 0 P. SIM« Wield OMpses
30013/203884G
25 watts
211/6T4-0/815
50 walls

Hoke No
206 . 4,8 Ohms
21(5 • 4/8 Ohms
105 - « Ohms
11(25 • 4/8 Ohms
251 - 816 01000
10K all Ohms
MK • 4/8 Ohms
1025 • 4,8 Ohms
205 48Onno
5K • 48 Ohms
3K • 48Onms
205 • 4,610 Osos
30 - 4,8 Ohms
263

WINO
117.98.90mm
117.96.90mm
It5.98.95mm
5800259515m
115.98.95mm
117.98.100mm
112.134.1550m
1350151125mm
t37.11413Ormn
137.1151145mm
7.98.92mm
117.98.900m
111e9019100

Ole
110mA PSI
90mA SE
180mA PSE
1300A PSE
14000 PSE
150mA SE
15000 PSI
18(010 PSI
180mA PSI
24000 161
1300A SE
90mA SE
140mA SE

6616 Ohms

Path SIMI
87 00
91 00
11300
113 00
106 00
114 00
124 00
151 00
172 00
237 00
104 00
102 00
107 00

110mA PSI

123 ®

65 - all Ohms
50 • 4/8 Ohms
Vol - all Ohms
3K . 48Ohms
058 . 48Ohms
OKI 4176 Oerns
212. 48.16 Ohms

811.73.80mm
88e75e10500
t(18.1.90mm
98x81013mm
108x9tdOrern
125x TONI 130m
15.147x1180m

PP
PP
PP
ppp
PP
UL PP
a PP PPP

59 00
63 00
73 00
74 00
114 00
Ill 00
134 00

2K5 •
10K
1025
282 ,

t65.148.14000
1015110003801m
150.147.118mm

90mA SE
1501nA SE
180mA PSE
UL PP/PPP

36000
410 00
396 00
13400

117.98.90mm
112.134.150mm

9OrnA SE
15000 SE

4816 Ohms
6116 Ohms
- 4616 Ohms
4,616 Ohm

255 - 48 Ohms
IN( • 68 Oluns

1645 00
1975 00

the AUDIO NOTE Silver bed outputS hated here are designed and made en Me UK. we can sopat Il
AUDIO NOTE Japan manuractured outputs for the ONGAKU 636641 GAKU-ON or the KEGON. but they at
excephonally expenswe as you would expect frOm dens that take upwards from 100 hours each to make
tor example an Output transformer for an ONGAKU COS.( 18 500 00
AUDIO MOTE CHOKIS 8 INDICATORS
Vale.
oSH/400mA
301006000
311/25000 Own ONGAKINCog
511/150greA
516400mA
1016125mA
100130000
2011 ,50Ala

Pelee b. WINN
1806
1490
24 00
21 00
31 00
26 00
33 00
24 00

6307476r.
98.65•83r.
69.56.58.1

Other values can be sulthed to mar aSk ter cluOte
AUDIO NOTE MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
T. ranee relates to our Inshed products mans translormers are nolormusly ofillicull items lo Om as Me
number of permulabons of HT and Meat, voltages are almost endless We have added soles transformers
lot maim°, repeat of the CASSAI and ONGANU. as Mae has been consoderable call ker these. lokewsse we
ge prepenng mains Iganslormers for Use WE91 descr,bed on Sound Prachses Issue 1. we shall contrnue to
expand Me range as opportuntes and our expeoence oath your reourrements mmove
Pomme 119991•9
Seeendory HT WIelloos
Os 100s 110s t20v Ov 2300 at 35OrnA
Ov 220.23. 2400
12.110,00y. Ov 2300 at 04Moo
Doit ObI, Ills ,I20v
120v/110000w0y 000-0e 300v at 000110
100010v/120v

SesteMou Hulot W1•1199.
01 12 6oat Amp
315v ' Sateen.
Ov - 12 6v at IA
315v • 315y al 4Amp
1265•13vall SA
3v • loalo080005

Ov/1006110v/120v
56110011 100110m
0610(toriltOvil20v
EN/1013.1110vil2Ov
t2Ovi 110w10(6 ,0v
ON100,
611002(6
120-vil10.•100wIN
06,00v.tifh•120v
120v/110a100w0v

O2As-loalllle
loo -A3. at 300010
315v • Ov 315v al 45Arne
12 6o al IS Amp
0gtOv NS Amp. Ov - 630 a
1SA Ov . 5v at 25A
Ills Ov . 315y at 1Amp 70
at » 75 at 311 5v at 2A
315v Ov , 315v at 2SA

Ov - 290v elan Amp
310v - 2445 - 05 . 244c •
3000 al 320011
-920v at 160101
150v . 150v at 5OrnA
390v - Ov , 390 al 2000/1
170v at 50mA
4250 Ov - 4250 at 2201nA

100v/1106120v

120v/1106100v.Or
1001/11000120v

390v - 0,
.. 390nal2005eA

120./110w10006
100.11100120.

0800 - Go 3&h,at 2000A

700.0vat 2A 70v.Ova120
Ov • IN at 3A
315v - Ov - ' Scat, 2A
170 0-• al 000A. 70v • Ov al
3A. 70 - Oval 3A.51 Oval
20
3t50 00 • 315v al I24
150v - deal 1500A. 10v - Ov
0210 Inv Ov at 325A
Su- 00113055 Ov at 3A
5v Oir at 3A 5,, • Ch,at 3A
630 060vat 125A

Price Ea le vet
34 00
41 00
46 00
tor 6171/.
Poe,ol v.501
cholte .0.11:%
2
72 50
98 00
86 70
95 60
tor KIT ONE 0 KIT
THREE MONO channel
102 00
for CASSAI 'eau
137 00
for ONGAKU retake

aolnllo loll

order wee, one conceders teat the Cost also has to be reannable So no maher where you order ', OW
malls transformer remember that It should conform to the above Crane so seedy Ms when yOu order
As a general rule we do not recommend poled transformers, as ab loslenIng tests have shown these to
sound less clear. Oleo Imported egurvalents.
AU010 NOTE PAPER IN 011. SIGNAL CAPACITORS
hese handmade canal capacitors are sonrcally supefior to any of Inc piastre or other paper types ive have
come across It you heve never ssperrenced the Offence that areally go. papery. capacdor can make . n
a valve ampfilter then you realty Should try Our specolly made paper Ill caps have ade colour lack of
harshness and evenness 01 dynamic behecour across the frequency range we. ts guaranteed to brIghten
p your day , Recommended as replacements In old and new valve amarbers able land even . n the odd
ransrstor Moldier] and eSSentral for OP/ protects In kne sIll envIronrnentat standards, all AUDIO NOTE
paper on 001 capacdors conlam one, non... brodegradable vegetable oil Ile paper ls a specially treated
and Impregnated by amethod that enhances Amway and sound qualrO, to ensure outman performance
all round As you will ue. kve are slowly Incorporating so® 99 99% pure saver befouls on Ills range ol
paper on od capacdors as well. on common oath the coPper and Sauer fOol types There age several new vales unavaolable oncludong the 2201/50 volt caps made for speaker crossovets and Ile 0101111/200008
interne tor sold slate amps we have also added some values salable for RIAA equaliting networks. and
the odd feedback loop ,
Valet
2 2mf
0 Imf
056mf
000101
00028.
00082.
001.
0Ot 5mf
0022mf
0033m1
004701
008201
0lmn
012m1
015rd
0 18nd
022mf
033.
033onf
0470F
06801
Imf
Idonf
003018m1
00004mf
000082rd
000110F
0004701
0012m1
0Ot5mf
0022.
0033mf
003001.0
0047rd
005001
005801
0060.
0C65rni
0071.
00720f
00730f
0074.
007$01
0078m1
0082m1
0 Ind
0 15nd
0 Illmf
02201
021reff
027m1
033nd
03601
039mf
04701
068rd
101
0018mF
022m1
039rnf
068m1
12rnf
022mf
0018m1
0Ind

6161/09169.
50 at
200 volt
200 vet
400 volt Myer leaclOultuffes
400 volt silver leadoutwores
400 volt elver leadouheres
400 volt ever leadoutwIres
400 volt
400 volt cher leadoutwoes
400 volt saver leadoutwdes
400 volt swim waaoutwires
400 volt
400 volt ever eadoutimres
400 ven
400 von saver leadoutimres
400 von mOer leadoutvides
400 von Solver leadoutweres
400 0011
400 volt char leadoutweres
400 volt silver readouteges
400 ve saver leadoutwee,
400 volt elver lead...,
400 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 von
630 von
630 ve
610 von
630 volt
630 volt saver leadouheres
630 volt
630011
630 volt
630 volt
030 von
630 von
630 volt
630 volt
630 vOlt
630 en
630 volt
650 volt
630 von
630 ve
63001
830 volt saver leaden...,
630 val
630 volt
630 volt saver leadou.res
610 011
630 volt
630 von
630 vett
630 volt elver leadoutseres
630 von saver leadoutweres
630 von saver leadadwroes
1000 01
100001
100000
10(10 volt
1000 volt
1000 von
2000 volt
4000 volt

Site
11.9mm
32.11 mm
251300m
21.9m0
21.9mm
21.90m
21.905m
21.90m
35.100m
32.1100
33.14mm
33.140m
33.14rnm
340600
32.16mm
35.18omn
415180m
43.18norn
36.2500

Feu E. Acose
65
65
45
45
45
45
45
25
45
95
15
25
25
75
65
15

53.24mm
704400
17.9mm
20.900
20.900
17.9min
20.9mm
2tatImm
21.11m0
20.101n0
325110m
32.11m0
33.14mm
335150m
33.14mm
33.14nen
33.160m
33.1600
33,6m0
33.16mm
33.160m
33.1600
53e 1650m
33.10mm
34.16eum
42.16mm
43.18mon
51.190m
52.19mm
53.22mm
52.220rn
43.250m
52.26mm
52.26rnm
70.30mm
32.110m
56x28mm
61.2600
12132010
72.4000
00.250m
70.20mm
Square can ivan puce.
insulators 45615.1080m fugh

95
95
15
I 65
I 95
95
95
95
95
95

75
95
85
25
25
25
25
35
35
35
35
35
35
55
65
75
5
25
5
15
25
45
95

55
95
65
85
75
65
55
75

Ad AUDIO NOTE paper on 01 mgnal capaaters age mewl type We age prepanng a range of very small ace',grad valuepaper on ail capacdors at Ifse moment In additron to the above The range 0100010 NOTE PaPer
on rat smnal Capaatcrs is steadily copando/O, so ask fro values Mal 000 do not see
AU010 NOTE PAPER IN OIL COPPER 13 SHAER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS
We are currently develop no a twi further ranges of paper In ort capaCdors where rnstead ol us.ng
aluehmum loll as In the above paper GPI In Me first range we use an oxygen free cOOPer Ma 00 99 99° .
pure sold bye, teal oot wires. RIM cOpperfofl paper sfgrtal Capa.tOrs are consrderabry bener than the
standard offerings $econdly II

-Or

doe - the awequarry gap between the MOre standard paperma caps

and the Japanese nandmade Solver fool signal Capaators. we 011 he °Hemp our Own 9999% pure solver tool
smnal capacdogs. winch are pretty Maggenng 05 qualay. even dIhave to say tre nosed the sever led caps
also have selni solve lead•re wires To Marl 010 there volt be afew values/voltages el each avertable and
we shall expend as last as we can to cover all the popular values
Veen
000105
0002801
0008201
00101
0022mf
0047m1
0 Irre
015mi
022mf
033rnf
047mf
Imf

DC Vellage
630.11
630 volt
610 con
530 ran
030 vat
630 von
630 voll
630 volt
630 0111
630 081
630 valt
630 von

Oln
23.9mm
25.9010
23.9rnm
23.9mm
301911m
28.160m
33.22mm
35.22mm
55.25mm
35.30mm
65.440m
65.4400

AUDIO NOTE COPPER FOIL PAPER IN OIL CAPACITORS
0017,11
0ImF
015.
02201
04701
Imi

630
530
630
630
630
630

cot
volt
. 11
volt
vel
von

14.460m
16.460m
211000m
19.460m
25.46mm
0884000

41 CO
74 00
101 OD
135 00
196 00
486 65

AUDIO NOTE SILVER FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS.
Best signal weeders avarkble qua ety really speaks lot Ibell. used on annohers loke ONGAKU. KEGON.
GAKUgON and M7 Tube Solver, handmade In very tufted dames at Aud. Notes ladIllo m Tokyo. Japan
These capacitors use aOne mmer 111m &Neon,0. and are manufactured usrng consalereW tension oo the
fort and Male. 10 gve Me best posstle mechan.1 contact and me least scope for Mental resonanCe
here
01mf
002 mi
005m/
0ImF
020011

OC DIIIMIN
500 MI
500 vat
SOO won
500 volt
500 vol

Mu 69.6109g
177 00
211 75
346 75
645 75
995 75

AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL RESERVOIR CAPACITORS.
Manly for use In fncluutor power subtel sut have Other oses
blue
2m,
201
POsO
4mF
410
IMO
12m1
12mi

DC Vottag•
400 oot
6300.
1000 elt
1600 110
1000 v111
2500 0010
IMO volt
1000 von
1600,111
20000,11

3054015500
35.45/72.1
45.517200
5017017200
450451120mm
7.20/4120mm
7.10.100mm
7.100020mm
10.100,20mm
1000001220r.

Price el. UN Vol
26 75
33 65
41 75
45 95
49 95
265 75
96 75
109 95
136 75
159 75

AUDIO NOTE ACID M CHLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLDER.
The best 001301 vde have been able to tend does not contammate . macho, volfich over hme mouses
tunctron remstance Used on all our arnofiters from OTO to the GAKU•ON

6
1)Iga rânx: sorabri
ti l9zter
,

l

I lw o ,p
. .., e

100 &meter

19 95
210 65

AUDIO NOTE CARES It WIRES.
We are OfOod 10 offer the At 010 NOTE range of Ifigh qua1110 copper and saver coax speaker and wrrIng
cables whoh ape.10 on the (Nee once of the protect war do tustme to any., system regardless of
pr
SOW 99 99% Pure AUDIO NOTE StIver Woe
005rnm
020rn
03500
0600
0801.0
Ignm

Poryucemane
Polyurethane
MI.
1AL
Mt.
Mt

16
22
24
27
31
36

75
75
95
95
75
75

The above SOlId selver woes are stutable for low level oterstage transformers. output transtormes power
supply chaeS. endelors tor speaker crOsSovers. both actrve and passIve or for nternal wrong rn toneems
amplders etc A wider range et gauges Is stOcked so enoture about requtred gauge .1may wet be stock
Senous trade dssOunte avertable on larger queues

AUDIO NOTE 15 Stren0 S NIelo. 99.(19% Silves MIN Mo.
lIs Io the m'op recommended lor all hardwire topleht projets. the same vore o use In the AN•V Inter:mea and as segr•ai entre var, on all Mr Kendos amplifiera and Memel.. everlable fl red. Mote.
.jreen end black We vall sell as elle as 25cm of each colou1. so buy aele and see IT dmakes addlerence
cool amplder aperd place no start o on the Phono or CD end
Cos, per runnmg meler £22 50

under real workIng conddons to parements somewhat more sInngent nul es °Menou done No, they do
not sound ante as good as onmat WE 300BS or STC 13005S, nor do they carry the same premium proce
please couder the 'autan unless you have esOltely tons ot money or you happen to have the, In
your ano dO not consider original 300135 rt.5 m most cases lar better to ouest Me =t'eV In more Perm.
nent fealures cl the amener protect lIke boner output transformera muer signal CaPs or remit'. Or the
Ide valves wear out. boner ouate passive components last A per of oroorial INE 3008S cost at least

AUDIO MOTE 1.041 Tauern Me. Mn,
'ne nonne verre for revenu your Meer, made front 3 indivolually Insulated attends of 0IISmm Audm
Note 99 99•.olver vade. tho IS not rus, the best souncling internat vote. II ro also the test flambe so
not upgrade The sonrcpertormance of your tonearm dmsbully with arem?
Are. Note ON- Al per meter £34 00

1.200 00 on agood day. ! lek in terms of an overall once compromise you un get some fabulous soundmg passives rol the Mt.noe on cost behveen aper o, Chinese 300BS and Me ocipul MES and o many
cases the Improvement in sound gale IS greater than the INE 3000S wdl contribute. AND Me contredite

the 6SN7WG14. 6072A. 5487 and 7044 are probably the best sounding small signal
Cadennes.
symrnetrecal 6N copte , 1.2 ares
syrnmetroal Of NC coppa te cOax
symnerical 99 99 ..saxe, le coax
sonmercal 99 99°. saver Id, cool
symmoroal 99 99`. baver le coa.

Tme/Coldor cale
AN, yellow
AN- Clod
ANS Ion grey vre yellow werng
411-0 ever grey
Ahlex salve, grey

Pace mdlom ber Fa LN e
15 32
29 79
81 25
152 35
382 98

Meyer valves made.

Ile prices are not onde/ Me alISe moment, so now is the lime to lry

Construction

Momal.liMerb W M

ongle coeoctor AN capo. , seeker meg
double strand screened 6N speaker vole
double strand screened ON le Cothe aPeeer me
ongle core 15 strand 99 99..hm ever speaker dore
saver Vele [ ore 20 strand 99 99% le olver sen. , mry

685
12 34
25 11
106 33
382 98

ler whde and redehrte. they cost C I60 per meceTleae000loul

'moere the best avadable volume controls and switches you can use o your preemphhe Me attenant
s48 steps and wan saverahodourn plated contacts/brushes made von an array of Tantalum film resistOrS
The natales feature s'Ive plated contacts and sell cleeng action
Type
Stereo Polentrometer
Slow Potentrometer
Stereo Potentrometer
Stereo Polentrommer
Stem Potenhometer
2Channel selon
4Channel end

P. Ex. UK Vat
221 75
221 75
237 75
282 55
267 45
98 75
124 75

Velue
101(0ens
50KOnms
1OOKOtes
250KCens
NEW
500KOnms
NEW •
6 • way etuatehe
6 - val adustable

Anenuator
Anenutor
Menu.
Anenuator
Anenuator

AUDIO NOTE HIGH DUALITY CIRAI. VALVE BASES.
All of our valve bases are of the Monet posoble quale, made from steede and using the best 'Pelat part
trom alloys M'oh relaie the sale tension vend the vahre pin for longer They are recommended as
upgrades to mosl old valve amplifiera and Should be an essenhal pan of any DIY projet
Type
Opm UX4 Tel 30037431014
4-pin UX4 ton 30013.243.8014
4- ale 054 WC type lor 3008/A3/801A
4-prn UX4 WE-tyle OTO eyonet rouerie
4pon Jumbo 4for 211 V1441.5
5-ten UY5 for 807
7po Crylor 6X4 0012
7pon 137 for 604 042
7pon 117 for 604 052
7-pm 87 for 604 052
13pon 0M for 61.34 6550 5010
GZ3a 61.6G. etc
8ton IJIX for E1.34 6550 5040
6234 616G em
9pon 69 for ECC83 ECC88. 5687.6350 etc
9pon B9 for FCC83. ECC88. 5687 6359 etc
9pon B95 for ECC83. ECC88.
5687. 6350 etc es
9- pin BEIA TOI ECC83. ECU&
5687. 6350 etc etc
9-pen 890 for ECC83. ECC138.
5687. 6350 etc. etc
Mon BOA lot ECC83 CLUB.
5687 6350 etc. etc
TOIMAIM
Tom.

Idemalm
Chase
Chase
Chase
Chase
Cluse watt bayer.
Chase
PCB
PCB
Chase Iran ebove
Chase from above

Plethi
Frémis M.
Gold
825
Nokel
725
Seo
14 75
Saver
48 95
S'Iwo/Chrome
159 95
Goe
975
S'Imr
615
Ge]
785
Saver
675
Gad
795

Cesse

Seer

565

Cluse
PBC
PBC

Gold
Sever
Gold

865
385
575

Chaos bosh above

Seo

445

Chase Irom New

Goa

675

Chasse foom Mime

Saver

495

Chase Iran above

Gold

715

boer

For 807 pentode

975

You may went to stan your promt ernh M Sokerell cos,. and ton n'a Pulpose we un offer the tollowin
ryndusual grade' cerarnm volve bams.
POSOS. UK Ve.
145
185

Memem
Chasms wen bracket
Chams roto shroud

Tme
8pon for 7134 6550. 0166.81.6G
9pon for ECC83.
5687. 6350

pende' and separaled. salery and neatly Irom the chas., thos esPecmlry ePPIM when M'affin amPltimm
using the really MO voltage (1.09 heated Modes Ide 211 011-C. 815, 819. 30471 00100 etc Men
planning deswn like This. Ills important to Incorporate mtable layout from The staff, and the AUDIO NOTE
stand-ono should be more or less mandatory in 11141 conlext They are screw- In type WITS steame Insulator
and mher awrep-round turned " head" on the mngle way verser, or separate solder *da On the munlimY
mutons

M-422
AN423
AN-424 NEW'
AN-425 NEW .
511-426 NEW'
M1-427 NEW.
AN 452
AN-453
AN-454 NEW ,
AN-455
04558
.460
AN-472 NEW ,
M-473 NEW ,
AN-475 NEW ,
MI476
M-479
M-481 NEW.

el lem
25 5mm
17 4mrn
22 Eanm
21 Omm
12mm
23 amm
17rnrn
Admette 17mm
Muslable 24mm
Mutable. 31rnrn
boutade. 32rnm
Adustable. 185m
O
Adnotable 72mrn
Fixe 8mm
Free. lene
Fu. 8mm
25mm,45mm
25mm/66mm
fixed. Bmm

S
elée Cemedlee
Wrap-rounr1
Wrapround
$cade mot
Wrapround
Wrapround
Wrap-coked
Wreparound
Solder mots
Solder sets
Seo slots
Soldes slots
Solder sels
Solder dols
Solder slow
Solder sets
Solder slots
Solder s'ors
Solder stols
Solder stols

Dues 11sm
Screw-in bon
Scremin bon
Solee ln
Screrr-in
Sam,.
Somme bort
Screer bon
DM Pott screwm
Dual bolt scremin
Duel boll scremln
Ctual bon screw-on
Dual boit som-on
Oual boll screwm
Duel screele
Duel screw-en
Dual screw-on
Screw-In bons
Screwm trolls
Duel screw- in

PM Er. MI WI
III
I41
141
151
171
184
171
242
305
413
4.91
579
731
3.07
339
491
535
753
921

and rare mos19 NOS I
riew Old Stock) valves whocn are no longer in produchon We hase

complied

eSPe -

mat let of the NOS dents. vech Is avartable agenst astomped sell addressed envetope 3you love m'Iule
the UK. send USS 200 You should be aware that the vahes on thes el are 5107 cheap, but we have stock
al ongonal GE. RCA and Unded Electronns 211. both standard tremens and Memel anode tyPe for tne
US efforce. 845 Westonghoum. VS25/10101. VT621801A. W630013 STC4300A. Mollard G234,C01377.
Tungsca 5U4G ( best sounding 511.1G Ihave ever 'mardi I. Chatham 5R4WGY and many 015019
Mondant Met Ma
Type Na.
EIMCG1251(7WA/7025
EMCC Super/125)MM
EIGGC01,12111(73M6T
60724,12AY7

EMCC,6922,60J8M7308
798602672729
ECC112,12407-5814a
6SNIGT Russun
4897WOTA Sylvand
651. 7U7
6350WA
5687153 Made USO
E182CC,1044
General (lettre USA
ECL82.881.18
EL/14,6805
EL8461/6805WA
6V6GT
6160
5881MT66MLBVIGC
5881WXT
6CA7fEL34 FM Bat
ELMG
3090
01211
M6845
6633
6/1557 ,60110
243 4.ow Or 8pon for Audro
Aude Innovabons Second
MM Moldau
5040 Russmn
50307 Russaan
5Y3GS Sylvand
504221
GZ34,5AR4 Rusman
G234,611377 Mollard
02371CV378 UK made
5R4WGB Cenon USO
1304
805

double Mode
mgh grain super low nase
super low morse. low moropnony audit, versron of WA
double mode low gram ECC53 type muera.nal
soundng used
ONGAKU. 07708e Saver ( ICON
Probabry bes1 soundong ECC83
double n'ode
pentode
double Mode mil spec
double triode. 050 base
double troode orignal US- mode lOO moroPhoe
suer sandre
double !mode UBX base
doude Mode
double mode pOwertur One use rn
090560 KEGON etc
double mode very peule are
pn-egurvalent ot 5687WB
crode -entods
smell power pentode
small power centOve m,l Sped verson
small power 'M'ode
medrum power pentode
'none power tende
medium power tenon standard base
ewer letrode
power entre.
power Mode. Audo Note branded and
tested to our specthcabon
Mer Mode Audo Nole brande and
tested to our speatefion
Power tee Arec Note brande teste and Med
Crower regulator ' narrent, neated mode
strong tegulator marectly heated hoode
erectly healed amen power mode

41-remder
“Teectater
47-reader
NTeeceer
MT- reefer
HT-mbleer
Ofl-T.05lbecsquloalenllc 0202,04 but better sounding
del,Merle liTeechher 2500 von at 100mAr
17-rectfer very good for Pm -amPl ,,, e,s 7- Pm basa
HT-rectder, for preamehers and power amplaer
front-ends. 080

PH» Ex IJK HIS
95
395
285
945

395
645
595
275

56 45
29 45
33 45
14 65
645
17 95

325
225
395
225
875
44 65
955
24 55
65
265

63ve
h3volt
6Ivoll
63von
levoll

flype
F-Type
F- Type
f - Type
19Type

usea rn our producton of fanhed oroducts Mere 0111 generally be stock avadable wen 1weeks
Ileysehleg.
We ber three aryle levels of resestor duale all are 1*00, sterling wah rue Beyselag metal 111m, varron
are sehtly magne. (as are the vast majorrty 01 other makes of meut lam resistorst but nonetheless very

220Ornf
100ne
22m1

63.011
100von
50001

FK•Type
FK-Type
CType

up to and onclUdong qualdy Level 3. the

4 imf

50000

Eleyschlag Iwall. I% rentes up Io 5004011m. TOIT, above 500KOhm f013 each

6 @MF

500011

HOLCO
Bette sound mahly can be acheved voth the 42. 1watt 1 % nonmagneto reostoes, wheh we regard as

IWO
22mf
47re
047mf
220m0
1001111
4751111
4700e
ImF
4Imf
113mf
47mf
100010
1000e

50041
evolt
50041
504011
63volt
16041
layon
35von
50,011
50vOrt
50volt
Men
00000
50081

2200mf

1000000

llagad, and tedum carelul handhno do non bend loe legs too close to the body. they may become noisy
HOLCO oesostors Me H2 5OPPIA cost.E3 06 «ch trom 1RO to 5F10. I089 each from 561 lo 19F19 TODO
each trom 200hm te 230500m. f0Al each from 2310011m to 1MOhm. fI02 euh ?rom 11111 to 2M0.
124 each Nom 201 to 4M0 and TOOT each from 1511 to 5110.
SHINKOH %daim Fill ResIslors.
Tho IS deletery The best sounfing reostors evadee lorget the VISHAY. wnoCh maybe 00 11,911 feed 2m1k
tresser ampeers but o Our inee dune unCOmPlmentary to the dm.Ws Ob mal Audlo ompllloarlon
Ir e doue/ heated Pode ampeers running feedback free in ongleended Class AI

Ills IS ente you mIll

need the tantalum tam monta te tu test resulta
The 1,2watt S'Ieoh lantalum resistors are non-megnebc and costI2 26 eaCh
Some values am avadabk In 1wan Nom Shmkoh at DI 60 each

ot stock m'attable

18 95
41 23
III
122
156
2Il
476
715

25volt
25von
50von
505011
050011

good soundong as used on all sur UK- made amphtiers

92 65
75 35
195 35
159 85
tel 65
151 74
181 95

As above
As abord
As above
As ebove
Uhre low ( SR veston
comparable lo tam celds
Urne low FMI veston
arme.. to lam cato

10)111
220e
10001e
1000mf
2200e

C Tle
&polar
hanta
flopOlar
&polar
MM. Type
BG-Ns Type
MM Type
EIGM Type
IIGN Type
FIG 9 Type
6G N Type
(iGe Type
8GN Type
5G -N The
EMS Type
60-6 Type

13 71
19 95
14
21
15
58
55

As eove use anywhere
As aboye USe !M'UMM
For oree mth DC
otalenne dinerence
for naos with OC
pOlental dnIerence
For roudspeaker
crossover networks
As above
AS M'Ove
As above
Cor PSU deCOulnrmil
for super low nase PSIS
for super lev, noise PSUs
As above
As aboye
As ove
As above
As above
As above
M +ben
As abory

28
43
71
71
Il

101 43
32 85
207
335
12 65
16 BS
23 95
36 95
12 35
11 85
24 65
28 95
210 45
545
665
755
13 75
20 35
99 95

AS abOve

423 35

nour component lost you volt lind alistong 0 all avertable Black Gale values, together ther sites, best usag
etc LaStly we can supply arange of more modestly pnced components. Mal 900d made but more Indus

PAI010 NOTE I/O WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS.
Wh our In Couse usage of tantalum reostors Increaong ah loe tee. and Slekoh becoming less and less

Hal grade. 11 you loke.

able to supply, we have bond d necessary TO second- source the 1,2 wan value In adthlon to the 1wan
already oftered. Ile AN Tant are nonenegnefic and share all other aspects of the Shinkoh, except the colour.

CENON( Powdered Cleomls Eledredelle Cambre.
We have al long lest secured a relmble source for these fine power suple WIN ulmcdas , amuM In all

They wIll be avadable by the nme you read Ills on the following valuesIOR, 1211 I6R, 18R, 22R, 27R, 336
3911. 170. 5611. 660. 820, 916. 100R, 1206. 150R, 180R. 2206, 27013, 330R. 390R, 4700, 5000, 600R.
68011 820R. 910R, 1KO, 151. 11(2. 1K24, 11(33. I1(5, 158, 2KO, 2K2, 257. 363. Q(9. 457. 556. 6K8. 8112.

srngleended project ot NOTE , We wIll starl wah two values at 350 and 500 volt 100 • 100rd each, as

951 10K 12K. 1511 181(, 22K 2711 3311 39K, 175, 56K. 620. 6811 755, 82K 9IK 1001(, 1205, 15010.
1785 113011 18211 2205. 25011 27011 33011 3905.170K. 5101(. 560K. 620K 680K 82010

or substaule tor mammy electrolytms, and al the poses offeredlhat should be wllh,n mosl budgets

The 112 watt Md. Note tantalum resrstors cost Cl 99 each
AUDIO NOTE 1WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS.
Up to now the lantalum Ire relatas have been extremery Mun to get however der mue persuasion
and edams,

ohneum J'ante guarantee 110m Audro Note UK the manufacturers han amed to woden

tne range ol 112 waff and rontroduce Me 1watt range vine bennes an exclusive range for AUDIONOTE,
an consoler Ms ta be major breasthrough once wrthout areasonable range of values at the 1wart rend 11
IS preny dercull to gel Me very bee out of the bel cimes The Iwan MM Note tante', he resotors
are avarlable in the same values as the 12 watt. 0110100 addmon 011he IMO

these cover 'SUU Gates where the onces for the Ens are proleileve We have meesed the long. Ob
Cerabnes we stock culte recenlry and strongly recommend all Me Cerahnes as afar superm replacement

Velee
MO • 10011
100 • 10Orre
220000 NEW.
470Orte NEW.
1301111 NEW ,
1005e NEW ,
220.0 NEW
220rd NEW.
470mF NEW.
22m1 NEW.

herpled Use
Power mety ,ffung
Pmer suPPly tMermg
Power super Mtermg
Heater home
Bmass nodere
'brodas anywhere
Bypass arroser.
BypaSs anywhere
Amure
Anywnere

l
'
50ten
500050
100yon
63v0t
1Odolt
50vott
10001,
50volt
50,011
500011

Mire h. UA Vat
19 95
2995
34 95
495
295
195
895
295
695
115

The AUDIO NOTE Itun 1°, tantalum reostor values are £370 each

We shall conbnue Io expand Me range of Cerahne electrolytecs over Me next few months. so keep an eye on

We shall 000 be worying on gerng 2and 3Watt tantalum restes made evadable as mil. and who knows
mens we wal be able to bred amplaiers ' nayear tee that have all tantalum remets 11 111 parts of Inc

thos space .

camt

POTENTIOMETERS .
Best evadoble rom sound qualay • mu "mode made by Noble on Japan 'Ieoh quality conductove plastic

AUDIO NOIE PRECISION CARBONFILM RESISTOR0.
In adarbon lo the nonenagnetic tanner reetcrs. we are gang to stock a range ol prectsion goldplated

odm

carboelm moisera, In many cases the carbonfilm resnIor os 'refera» d you are Pudding an ampfifier
based on an old nant, le! lot exemple the WE91 or another circuit of onlar veage We shall be stoclung

Volume Conlrols.

values m'able for Mens Ide the WE91 on Tr? and 1wan values. Mue resistors are made eSPeCrellY TOT
by amator Manufacturer
They coaltar the 1.2 wan £330 each

1watt £485.n

2mn £689 euh

Crwelreellee

lowedenee
10000111 Slereo
100400m Stereo

Male, UK

FremeNle PCBrnounted
E.Pautated type PC21 mounted

495
18 65

A bene, alternative s Ile KO-04 volume controls whocn are used on memeurs like the M7Tube 517Line
ALLEN gRADLEY 1Welt 5% CarboollIm Melon.
Due to popular demand and a general lack ot °the sources. we have started stocking a range of Allen
Bradeys carbonfie '
nota, many expenenced DlYers twe my troend Herb Reohert, corlarder these the
very best sounchng lor many applmations
143 each

and rn a mono version on Me input on the NE1110

«OSAI KEGON and 00000- ON these are very good

sounchng pots by any standard
Ceedireelloo
EnUPStaated
Large encesollam
Lep eurdpaulated lagn oualny

lowelence
rowDern Mereo
100401m 0010
100405m Stereo

32 25
70 65
107 45

MON WATTAGE W1REWOUND RESISTORS.
M anew item we shall stary °erre arange 01 2• 15 vrylt varewound reseors we shed be s'en weth a
small range and expaeng das we do along. al the moment Me lollovong Is notable, all these resotors are
5% tolerance and gland
aatlala
6watt
6wan
6van
6Win
6watt
6watt
6wah
9watt
9watt
9wen

Ulm
47R
100n
470R
1KO

Teleroree
5%
5%
5%
5%

15K
200
1000
1K5
1K8

5%
5%
5%
5%

202

P0055 00 d0606
086
086
086
056
086
132
131
124
124
124

More values 0111 lx one over Inc non 6months together +eh some non•Inductwe vorewounds1

Relance Conlrols,
Frame type PCB mounted
Encopsuuted type PCB mounled

1OOKOhm Stmeo
100600m Mme°

545

KO-AN also makes avery good qualay 1001(0111 balance control ormlar to the encapsulaled 100K pot this
costs £32 25
STANDARD TYPE SWITCHES.
De ente rs adjustable
.

wey,c has golf, plated contacts and astermess steel ball for 01St POSSible

corr000n protecton and contact. pnboees UK Val £560
Agen KO-ON (
Mers avery nice duale seed swach 6way 2channel al C90 65 each
STANDARD ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS.
Good
timbrer Industriel types.

SLACK GATE ELECT1ION TRANSFER. HIgh M'Imam«. Greeelle log "mitas.
WON. Ienatt he to calegorically Ste Met any rumours about Black Gate caneton Ming unevelable or
docontinued are taleth/ mopurded mahcous and merrect. AUDIO NOTE IS camer', the sole source In
Europe na' holds any siondlcant range of values in stock, we use Iderally 1030S on productm, as we were
Me but company lo male. Inc tremendous benele that Bled, Gale upacdors offer, and we are lo date the
only hogh-end audoo compeny ln the world lo mooporale SUU Gale capecaors conmstently Il our hnished
producls
There are very lew audo pads that promue aguaranteed Improvement when replacary prachully any olher
where In the cirant ol an amplifier or on the crossover ot aspeaker MI greatly melon sound Quale We
are worlung on soma gurdenes as Io where ne and whrch Types of filme Gales ro use In different ar•
cary the first such technrcal guldens IS available now and IS called -Improving your CD•Player" and can
be obtatned by sendong astamped addressed muette< to as requestonp this leattet 91180010 NOTE Leve ,2
Sognature products use 81. (MM (lettre. Murer in annal signeupower SuPPN menons
Ills very Importent to nOte 'net all RACK GATE capacdors take tee lo charge- op clstes,1ac 'n'en t st
put In arcue dependre on type and apploation 11115 " maturing hme un Ce between 100 and 300 hours
Black Gate cati Ms the bildling process" see enclosed lot of avaUble values We teel. however Mal tho

Vehme
100ne
10(Ine
220mF
220mF
100mF
4701MF
2200xd
1010
22m0
22mF
47mF
56m;
68m1
100ne
220m1
200351
22001
470mF

0400
'Stemm oral 1147mm redut
15emm axe
Italkem redut
13x1Ornm tal
13000011m roda'
3051015m redut
35418mm rad'al 4151511m axial
15.10rom redut
255120m radial
415161m axial
25.21mm radial
3002111m rectal
30122mm radar
30.25mrn rade
52•30mm radtal can
40x30mrn rebat can
t12x35mrn radral screw mure.
50.35en rado un

Voltage
10-, on
16volt
113volt
000011
630011
16voll
10101
160voll
350000
850000
185volt
400von
Atevolt
400von
385000
450v01
550volt
085001

Prim Ex. DRY«.
023
029
031
042
DA?
082
087
056
145
199
246
287
298
376
545
65.5
27 65
556

process taies longes ho Mer
We are about to stock the entire range of values on the enclosed he so aseparate onces, IS attached to

AGA. EINC, BANANA, PLUGS, RCA SOCKETS

the lISt ol Black Gale propre, belette Ask us to send you this lot as rt o lao long lor an advenisement or
lo Incorporate n oui standard component lost. vonere ,ore ot Is not Included In lull Agen, as always, 00

SPADES

appeemate asumped self addressed envelope II greally Influences Me expedency Inis end
The Ieoh voilage power supply capacitors type S1U have been replaced by an even bene version. Me MO-

RCA Mess,

Type, unlortunately the prme lus Increased substenlialty as well, tee have purchased alarge back-up stock
01 the SKis fin tact most cl Mat Black Gale on Japan had AS In slockll. so Iam leawng the SKIType on
the onces' une we cul out of stock ot each Slry otem Meentane we have rntroduced the Cerafine Ifigh volt-

SPEAKER 8 GROUND TERMINALS 61OUDSPEAKER

I55
365
851
25 53

Standard Gold plue
Mi Cgold plug
AN-GP 00000 NOTE gord Plug
ANPAl10101MTE Sryer plug IcTIOl insulated nonm‘agne111

age capacers as acheaper ahanera
IMPORIMMAIMICE!
PLEASE NOTE, THE PRICELIST FOR BLACK GATE CAPACITORS IS A GUIDE LINE ONLY, DUE TO THE CON-

595
325
675

265
155
4Sr
245
275
451
555
885
645

22mf
100mf
21000
2200050
47m0

0H-TypeUltra low ( SR veroon
compare. to fie caps
9K- Type
As ebove
FK•Type
As atroue
ft(•Type
As M'ove
FK•Type
As above use anmynere
FK-Type
As aboyer use arme.

TINUOUS STRENGTHENING OF THE JAPANESE 1511. 1T 1S IMPOSSIBLE TO PRINT UP-TO-DATE PRICES

875
14 75

VI- Type
F-Type

FK•lype

palo . but thos IS what the SLACK GATE Genets actually do Exchengte any electrolec feeder anyAUDIO NOTE SELECTED AUDIO VALVES.
Our valves are selected trom the best avartable sources and are tested to the same strongent standards chal
we apply o the production of our ovin m'IMM. they tall Into Iwo calegores standard ProdacloOnotems

350008
50.11

Mye

Avarlable or Me El2 range ol values. the 1watt Cost
AUDIO MOTE CERAMIC STAND-OFFS.
In test herdwrred valve per. amplifiers II IS frequentry dancultto gel the HT and heater rads properly sus-

150111
047m0

PSU taler cathode
PSU taler cama.
PSU en capacaor
PSU fater [nana
PSI Mer sapas.
PSU lev capaator
PSU later tapacilor
Decogen el
taler erourrw
P50 fillet capaator
1. 000 (SR low engeance
use env...

Ifivoll

Me best rindustoul grade' rneulfilm remstors ay.. They nave one small drawback. as hey are ourle

AUDIO MOTE HIGH QUALITY STEPPED ATTENENUATORS & SWITCHES
These handmade anenuators and svolches are menulactured by ahend ot Mr Sondo of OMM MITE and

Slry•type
SKoType
WKI -TYPe
Mry-Type
WIU-Tyce
6517
Ty0
WIQType
00- Type

10651

very tees, ohrhic values verre are extremely costly as arule vee clo not stock values bel. 10 Ohms or
above 3/33 Whast we always try to have every ongle (12 value In stOck thrs cannot be guaranteed, della.

MEISHU/173/P4 3008 no feedback troode empirera
PTE( Mule. Slher Palud Cppppp WH«.
We can also prowde less expensrve vend dores lor hard donng ends. these PTFE Insulated seer plated
copper m'es are 19 attend of 0 15 ne wtre and come In brown. black, blue, pre. red. green. orange, mo-

350vel - 4000 surge
350005 - 400v mue
500908 - 550vSurge
500volt • 5500 surge
Mon - 550v surge
35056,' 4000 Mage
350voh • 400v surge
350141

220mf

Roesti«
lbe endeavour lo stock the enbre ( 12 ange of allthe &Ment makes ol rearstors Mal we slOck.except che

ery especully on Me delcos and tantalum 111m rearstors can be ore long mdeed neemec. stme most am

AUDIO NOTE Som. WIrim Cobles

2211m0 . 220rd
10Orn0 • 10000
100 . 100m1
47. 47m0
100,51
100. tee
220 • 220e
22e

lo sound is permanent, consoler that Wren you pbn your project
We have made sonde very conoderable percluses al valves al Me US-government ambons and types hke

AUDIO NOTE Cou Intettonnect Gables.

Me/Celmor mie
AN- Dgreen or rad
MI- 11 blue white weng
the Mack vade,
AN-SP saver
MiSPA

Please note. our 30013's are manufactured In Ch. by Gold Dragon/Shugueng. but are lested Irt•house

MONTHLY, SO AU FOR PRICE WHEN YOU ORDER

Mue
47mf
33m0
047mF
1mi
22m0
33mf
47mf
lOmf
22mF
22mF
33mf
47mf
330e
lOrnf
47mf
100151
100mf
220mf
1001
22mf
47mF
100ne
220ne
1000mf
1000001
220m0
470m1
2200ne
10.000m0
4700mf
47mf . 4701
100rd . 100101
100rd

Muge
25. on
311111
50.ort
$0.111
501011
50.011
500011
evolt
500111
160011
16volt
16von
16von
evon
500011
100011
50001
50von
100041
100001,
1950011
100vott
100von
150011
5CNolt
16von
160011
Mvon
000011
16volt
500voll - 5500 surge
500vole - 550v surge
500vott - 5500 surge

BG-Type
,
,
Px
PK
PS
PK
PS
PS
PS
PO
Slandard
Standard
Standard
Slaeard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Stemm
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
SKI- Type
SKolype
SIN-Tyle

Sewlested Use
An,vhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywnere
Anywnere
Anyvehere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Arywhere
Anyeere
Anywhere
Anovnere
Any'vhere
Anywhere
Andehere
Ammere
Anehere
Amer,.
Anmyhere
Anywhere
Anehere
Anywhere
Anywnere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
PSU smoollung
Anywhere
PSU huer capacaor
PSU tille capacaor
PSUI4ler capa.,

Peee El. UK VM.
175
105
112
123
138
1.68
1.87
2139
182
3.12
1.11
618
297
441
473
517
10 41
371
631
854
775
22 18
822
24 55
435
635
13 45
234 65
14 /5
8.5 85
101 95
71 75

RCA Sockote.
Tue
RCA saket nockel plated
RU Sahel colt, plated
ANCS AMIN) NOTE non
soclmt pont plated

veto tenon insumed

Chasso mounted
Cnass's mente',
Cbassm mounten

PH« Es. LM MI
041
065
365

INC Plues 40005005.
Prise Es 85 Vat
345
205

Twe
Mandant ( NC duc
BNCSolver plated socket ChaSSiS Mounted

hune Plugs. lods, ..... Colle Seules. Chaule

eeeeeee Termlnel

Tee
AUDIO MME Banana plug gold plaryo sprrng loaded lensron
AUDIO man loespeaker Gable Spade saver plate non magne>,
AL/010 NOTE AN ST Speaker Termrnal chaSsis mounts non dialed red or ma.
AUDIO NOTE 54-07.0 Speaker Terminal Chassm mountd gord plate red or 0110
AU010 NOM AN- 570 Speaker Terenal chas. noue roll, gold oryted
nonmenelo rot or black
Ground Terminal nase moud, and nekel plate

PrIee Ex, UK HM.
245
465
185
275
475
145

Our range ot components Is constantly expandong 95 we I,nd neo or boner supplers so gay in tOen
reading our adverts in Nd World and eh News
FERRITE RINGS.
ln many systems especully ones k5110 transistor based amplecaton there is otten aproblem of recerng
RF mono 'nt° the feedback toop, aspeewr fr.m connected CD players clampre atorde nngs around Ille
Gable bene. Ile CD- transport and Me OAC or the output of Me DAC or CDplayer and the preryperter
input velds surproing results
A sel dl« Fume rongs oasis£8 50

classed
AUDIO ND r1 Momng Coil CO Ime 8Inpul MaltMng Transformers.
•
.• as,dang transformers and snme toe already
a. amudit ated I
I. une. Item lo' general sale Common to all of Ihese small
rmane , nemore', screen,op can Ulloa meaded 50.101e Arab anut for

arm

HIGH END AUDIO

Colour code Purnary Sect., InmeetMes Mad,Use
"
m
117690
117691

Green

117692

Aloe

017693
117694
IIT695
11117696

Vmlet
While
614,0

Price Eutlu UK Val
5,
51 50
r
a., & roorm aks & • ukonm
adea kne matcrung
51 50
IS 120., 10000111 come ,mi. Inc Mad>.
08 10
158 6130.1 10060., centre tapped
78 20
tripper seed Mon Oval., MC-match,n0
150 IL 60001. 265 10601. ¡ pee ,wned
78 20
Mph Ouakly line male,
158 10001. 166 cop, aided High Owe; kne
78 20
150 81500bm copper mred Mph ()ably ile, inatchng
101 50
1500 150011e saver wired 111011 Thal'', Me mechIng
318 60
30 10001. 206 copper wed High Ouality, ¡lee malchIng
378 60

the mown, coil matching If ansformers are suitable for all man. coa carinages Ihe low Impedance ver
mons am suilable Ing carlrulges like Me Audio Note lolly most better °Melon the Goldb0g 610eS, sand
some Noel.% ¡ he high vesions are meant for WW1. Ero'cas most Oenons Clemardles Van den Hill
cartndges the Ikeda and aMx' higher ouput Koetsus
The line meld., Iransformers call be used ar anumber of applIcations inIer•component motabon and
RIAILmog ( as we recommend between CD Paye rand pre ammarers to separate earTh planes and Rf trans
ten as pre amp.. Apo or output Transformers or eamver else you can Mark ot
We shall expand Ms range to mclude more t
voes as we go
AUDIO NOTE Chose, Sele.
We have dec'ded to offer foe sale me two standard 104359 Mat
use tor 0100,1101 of the
OTO SORO OAC range ot 06-1,143e AUDIO NOTE products Chess, sere notonousl, 0,1.1 to get 0114
one on bas's so here you are We 0•0 ma, tell Ile Cm, Inal we nave re moled for product.on due to
now leaves in ,
he fm's0 Me. shl, look autet bid are not 5,911, of afIaw1ess fin•sned product dual,
Two
Wee
Chassts 1Aluntnum
Chess's 1Alumni.
194,396x12Envn
Chasms 1Greer
43,396.12Ernm
Chasms 1Copper
/94.3%.125rnm
KH ONE 011 WEE Chasms mad steel Oleo pa.
400.300.50,7r0
KIT 0E4E101 THREE Chem, mad steel poke. chrome 400.316650mm

Price h. UN Val
84 50
69 50
198 50
165 00
78 90
116 70

You have to speoly when auu order whether arm warn chasms 2for pre amp der or .001 ampla•er use
the pm amplrber has amufs nn the sale trl II, lop r
ove, the power, amplder has many more venfilabon
holes lop and ¡ Ide If 00,1 gam aPCB ,
.
v.111 the 1001 sockets mcludec
Inc pre amp. er cover add
£19 75 to Ihe rust 01 Ihe chassanold remembet lo specrly Ms when vo, order Please nole Mat no come,
pre amplaree III marently evadable lot Chasms 2
From lime lo hme we well have more damaged cu watched chassis s. ayou ate not botheed abr. Ille
hmsh or genetal appeamme ot you blend lo mine Me chassis anyway you can have one ol these lor
50% ol the above pnces 05111101061 you should know so ominte th's 9of 'Metes,
AUDIO NOTE COMPLETE NITS
As rnenhoned earlier we are developato arange of complete kds to upoe hose 01 you who have Ihe abd,
1. but do not have Ihe tane to develop aerupt, 111,111 the ground so to speak Inorder lo be able to olfer
•da hest perssarle 10,01a, one relartunsn'a the Ints vie offer 0,11 be 9000 bamc woods tolr, no•frdls powet
• a • •., . • • a,los have mput volume control to allow use of asrngIe Source hke CD- May

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

OXFORD CRYSTAL REFERENCE 50_L MOUNT VARPOUSARMBOARDS

•

3008 et«, heatedlnode we see r
, 1 • "
Htroducton to real Audo
mporlant aSpects of dew •mcess • T-ded NoYeedbacL Class

•11110 he one 3000 , hannel rum., a, 420 aolts ea•
a . ear,
•
11 Power YOu wal ever hear Ile mputstage conmsrs Il 1.1
-nlngln SRPP The powersuPON 9a0050130,01NQ Lap.,
•
ears are
A heated Component qua., 9sdnaar lo our Level 2tabsted p• • •. '
macdots Beyschlag 1watt 1 meladom res.stors goon duallty r • ' •
ll rru,e411140115e stereo chass9 In grey pamtwork Protecfing co.e• • • . 1 V- • • . • • ,
amde kds
i.aaable for Kt One ask for deeds
CE 1-e [ 799 00 1101 Vat yethch mcludes an valves 1
aes also the 2o3%6 neeCledr but not postage pact.;
r101 1 UK customers Is £ 12 00 topcover lo £99 00 extra 161 One 94151 evadable 001,apolished chtome
, • oal hromed transformer bell ends Ms maxes toe All One areel stunner' Add £200 00 to 10141
'de 611 One 15 evade,* now
' •
oIles ter ently been awaaded the fille The Greatest Ate. Bangle of the Twenbeth Century by
• . • sher re. Stereophae, 10 arevreve on the Interne, no bad'
The AUDIO NOTE KIT TWO.
Kr! Two leatures mngle 6550 telf ode running in Slagle-Ended mode crelOng some 17 wads of pule Class
A valve redder, HT tor the output filage Memo cuss's and 650761 trod and 5814aECC82 SEIPP dove,
slage cornpmentry and chess's as Ka One 611 Two is morently only evadable vélthoul valves for 0570 00
'net LIK Vat It used volh 01,11,010 665001,0 clans lot fangs In poceersupP0 00 011 9
9110 .1
5
1
0111.15 99 be
accepted.'
Price f
599 00 met Val oncludes velvet bul no1 postage packrog cover Is eon at C3900 Wan poloshed
chrome chasms and chromed bell-ends on the ttanslormers £ 799 00
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE
611 Three features 2 • 300(3 per channel run., In 51.1e-ended parallel crelchng 16,17 watts in pure Class
A Ms 511 9on two mono chasms wan valve rechfied HT sillehek nO 515 ,1 0I MAOhM 6 ilusos o6557 61
double 'node as ' neat valve and apaa ot 5687 double modes ',inn', 'nSAPP as dovers The KIT THREE
IS essenhall, amono vets'lllr III rhe KIT ONE .1111 doutae the power the same tOmponent chmces and on
two chess's • nmead nf r,ne
The KIT THREE coms £ 1550 00 and 9evadable nee Cover.5 £99 00 ex ra per chess's 1E198 00 for two•
polIshed nrornP, ness,41,1 soil- cods 9also evadable at £400 00 extra Severà upgrade krts am evadable
lot K•t Three as we, am. tor rules
The AUDIO NOTE NIT POUR
The KIT FOUR,s really our munduct.on It valve amplMer rut InnIchng 0
,
1.11400 power suppIa mounted on
One angle ono ,. cccad nnard w111 two OTO type puso pua output Haas, orders all mourned 91 aWall
PISE type chasms ao.avongeaer,mr, so nObOdy e..11 be able ro see Pm, ou nave succumb to the lure ot
Me ¿aloe amp., vecn 9 sweep04 the world loe caw cons•515 or two EV6GT tetrodes ronmr, In
Posh- Pull CIesS O yeIchng about 10 loans drrven by 6SN7GT and aECC83 mad stage Faso 10 burld even
for the begone,
The KIT FOUR r
osts 0249 00 as of Match 1 1996
The AUDIO NOTE The-ArnplIllet ell
A61 loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube pre ampl,ber cannt 9now evalable onIt'ally 0eotler n
vetsmos voth Ihe OasIc verxner Vermorr One I
ormsttng ol only the Ins Hitt,. manual the trackless PC
boards for hardwreng the r
Mc rums aanslormer end the choke costing £99 00 Inctrarve 01 06041
The trackless PC Boards am evadable at £ 49 95
Veusron Two mcludes version one ve,10 Me adrlohon ol aset of basv components Beyschlag temslors
Roederstern Polyester mane, aps standard elm lrolyhts Mandan] valve bases but no valves Noble Imme
volume and balance conlrols wah PCB Input sockels well PCB 04100160050550,111030 Sul no chess's
al acost of f199 00
Verse. Three adds the valves ra oECC83 12,18/40(1 Do 06082 and 1060401000160 chess's and
upgrades the volume and balance pots to Noble encapsulated Nees Acomplele pre•amphher lol 01 the
h,ghest qualny al £ 299 00 oncluswe ol UK Val al 17 5,1
VersIons offer,ng more sopturshcated components 09 be ' ntrodoced 1,00, are have enotrOb Part , m1
1
01k
to support them the 01051 obwous upgrade would be 6, replace the Roerldrste•a oodettar ;1.11 Audio Note
paper-m..1 .p, edher alumna. loa or copper 1E9 arm cornb•ne the ,s neck, Note
tors Aodle Nem c.i ty/ wa.ng wIff change
R1AA valves to 6072A I2A , s
0Shr . 1
fldhamsECGI • nstead of the ECC82 sIplease note Ma, woo need aOaf e•ent 11e board ro• nds turttlFr
anprovemenls can be rnhoduced wan Cerahnes DI Black Gates saver sgral caps 100001 1000510 eIL
Wfitt le.
AUDIO NOTE MI Ltd Unit CPeacock Industnal Estate Lyon Close 125-127 Daypdor Road Hove 803
1SG East Sussex England Telephone 01273 22E15,1,6 lams, lao 01273 731498 Chrecl doe to sales 01273
770778
RUSSWI Federabon please cornet ESOTERICA Ltd Tel 095 917 485 lax 095 917 8762
HUNGARY please contact Medie hullo. 54 U Radar fur 2 1,1092 Budapest HUNGARY Tel Fax 01
215-2612
HOLLAND please contact de Jew C111111161141e, Langdonkenstraal 11 N. • 5605 LV Endhoyen Holland
Tel 040 257 4744 Fax 040 257 4980
USA please contact itegMa hutment, 10830 Gran. Road Sane 309 Annecohs.lunchon MD 20701
Tel 301 725 0451 Fan 301 725 8823
ITALY please corder tAUDIO NO* ITALIA Srl 7AVa FCase, 20014 Nervano MII tel 0331 415 430
Fax 0331 587 661
FRANCE please run., ITdotle Cie 23 05 Boulesa, de I
Vser F . 75017 Pans lel 14574 6930 Fax
I •1574 6940
BELGIUM please monad Tube AWN Philosophy MA. Kontéchsestenwery 101 2630 Aarlselaar
Belgium Tel 03458 4848 Fax 03 451 8520
P001 03 1996

UST
shand 02.500
shy, 14 400
5hand £500
Oland PHONE
ex demo £875
stand £650
net £799
Oland £8000
shed £2409
slued 04500
shand £ 11.500
stand 06.000
stand £5290
Oland 05.000
shard £4480
Oland £8.500
sham/ £2700
5hand 2
£ 195
ex clemc t3 200
50407 02 WE
shard £4WE
nen £. 1495
en 3e ,-.1 02 075
ex demc £2700

SNELL A.3 SPEAKERS WALNUT MINT
04 495 stand £6095
GENESIS 9300 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK & GRANITE STANDS £ 995 ex demo 01 895
SUMO ARIA PANLEL SPEAKERS OAK VGC
£ 795
she'd 03000
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS & STAND MINT
01 695 50and 03 454
HEP 102 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD KUBE & KUDOS STANDS
0595
51.1ark 01 158
.1 HARFDALE OPTION 14 WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY dWHITE 1OF
£ 1995 Oland PHONE
ONLY 5SPARES MADWE SUPERB VCG
CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
0895
shand 02.300
HALES SIGNATURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
10.090 600400 16 KO
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT 1CD TRANSPORT MINT
£ 1995 s•hane 03.290
PIERRE LURNE , IMK2 -L.RNTABLE & SUS ARM MINT
£ 1.995 531302 03930
ORACLE Dr-I
0.. 1,1 -1
RNTABLE SUANKO MDC800 MINT
01/95 simnel L3 400
FORSELL ,,, E.; ' EEEE*.EI LTD EDMON TURNTABLE & ARM AIR BEARINGS
SUPERB III, E .1
-11 ,1•11:iE OTC keg
£
5995 stand £ 13262
ACCURHASE : r
,' : ;'...AYER MUNGER. MINT
£
2250 Shand £6.000
MUSICAL ,: r. '. 1.
1.. MK.? PREM." MINT
01095 eland £2500
PASSION FA .
:
,
-- . E : 1-r4V.P MINT
£
395
shand £620
BALANCED PREAMP MINT
£3.995
AUDIO RE., s:. .. • h ... K2 VALVE AMP MINT
01.250
PINAR E _ ' : = - ., . 1 'AEANIP 60410 OI 202 MONS-0 SE AMPS
ALL IN S'-‘ '. :
W
..-E.E.E.E :
'' '.. .1- - -. c5cc : 55:0 - 2.E.,

The 80010 5010 KI1 0111

SALE

VERY RARE BLACK ASH MINT
£ 1495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
£ 1095
SONY 33' 050 CD PLAYER MINT
0299
CAMBRIDGE COI PLAYER HEAVILY MODIFIED MINT
01.250
MERIDIAN 505 CD PLAYER MINI
£680
CITATION 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL SOC
£ 195
RESTELL CHALLENGER INTEGRATED AMP MINT
£ 799
GRYPHON LTD EDITION PREAMP BALANCED MINT
£ 3995
MARK LEVINSON 06125 PREAMP & PLSI24 SUPPLY
0995
FINK TRIANGLE PIP 002 PREAMP VISHAY 3BOX. MINT
£1.795
KRELL KRS8P PREMIUM BALANCED. MINT
£4995
CAT SU SIGNATURE VALVE PREAJAP MINT
£2995
JADIS DEFY 7MK3 VALVE POWER AMP MINT
£3.495
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£ 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 VALVE AMP BALANCED MINT
02 495
MARK LEVINSON !OLD DUAL MON POWER AMPS MINT
03 995
MARK LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP MINT
£995
TANDBERG TPA3009A MK2 MONO POWER AMPS &PINT
01 095
LUMLEY REFERENCE M128 VALVE MONO AMPS MINT
£ 1795
ADCOM GFA 565 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT
01.250
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT MINT
£ 1995
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
£995
ACOUSTIC ENERGY SES SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK MINT
0995
CABOSSE IROISE MC SPEAKERS CHERRYWOOD MINT
01 895
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•All Major Credit cads
Accepted
Mail Order
•Export facilities

OODLES OF HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE.

EX DEMONSTRATION

err Cerc0
5114010
s,land
sham/
ex demo
511010
50
417
Shead
Puri
05 0512
ex>,
s0a07

02995
CM
06890
010300

SHand
Melt £450
E. Demo £ 165
Ex Demo £250
Ex Demo
f315
Ex Demo £ 1.595
Ex Demo £ 395
SHand
Mot £850
SHand
Ago £295
&Hand
As New £350
New 121 £ 175

H (jff

RING FOR DETAILS
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995
995
495
.5
595
395
495
595
b.

NEW PRODUCTS
PANASONIC POTENTIOMETERS
The world's best potentiometer

"BLUE LIGHT' DIGITAL INTERCONNECT
A true 75 ohm cable & connectors

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

REGA CONVERSION KIT

01438 714038

Transform the Arm

AUDIO-LINKS
7 Iamnion(

Crescent, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire. DN16 tEL

Tel/Fax. 01724 870432
140

Is.
SALE
1495
7.
7.
395
1795
9O5

= LINKS

ALL ITEMS GUARANTEED

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS
WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

11,1
2500
990
ttal0
•-•
3.5

700
1•111t 119,,I L9111 W11111116
91.6 W1'111110 dy6S MI 011191,11 «
1.1 1-10GIL
11 O O \ OM Hal 0
446
',UTTER ATM,. 1101 VIII I ( 11
805
TELEPHONE/FAX 01403 2R1R87 OR 0831 41961.

AUDIO

ilgoo

0600
01095
0500C
€2796
03065
£ 5000
02062

and
SECONDHAND BARGAIN ,

LS313 Lme %arm £2200
Ex Demo
- _57 %arm 111 600,
SHand
Mrd
10 Clamp 516009 le,. fd 01 sraed,rd r
crn r
at,, e ,p
raerros
•-.
angre etct
Neo
075
•Arnold. , E1 4001
& Hand
Mot £850
.
SHand
111101
f795
rowel kroner if600,
SHand
Med
f475
Ex Demo £850
Ampule? 70w i£1 3001
.^ HDCO 02 000
Ex Der. £ 1595

01200C

5:11and
0995
5:11ana £900
shard £ 1250
NEW £2050
NEW £2300
stand 11400

'

R61011'01, 1 ),... r1 oy. IALM ( 4 iI,I.
Tel:

NEW IN THIS MONTH

CONRAD JOHNSON PV10AL VALVE LINE. MINT
£595
PS AUDIO 4PREAMP 6SUPPLY VGC
0295
MOTEL 80990 B% PREAMP & RB 9900X POWER AMP WITH REMOTE MINT £695
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE AMP BLACK MINT
01495
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE AMP CHROME. MINT
£ 1695
MERIDIAN 020 ACTIVE SPEAKERS BLACK STANDS
£ 795
MERIDIAN MOB ACTIVE SPEAKERS VARIOUS WOOD FINISHES MINT
D,GITAL INPuT & ANA,DG
11495
A.ON IV SPEAKERS BLACK MINT
01895
50111S FABER EXTREMA SPEAKERS àSTANDS MINT
£3995
ENSEMBLE PRIMA DONNA SPEAKERS MINT
03995
mEal DIAN 605 MONO POWER AMPS BAL MINT
11495
'ANNOY 538 PROFILE SPEAKERS BLACK MINT
0396
aSCOUSTAT I. SPEAKERS ELECTROSTATIC HYBRID
0A95
MERT.Er LOGAN CLS 22 BLACK NEW PANELS & ARCICI STANDS MINT
02 ,95
,1,.; 842 53 mA•R oSPEAKERS BLACK MIN'
01495
-R:A1 PESRCNSE I:' B.A , 1MN'
01995
£3995
.0395

11

.1/ttihniivr .fhon.. Ian 1I:111'1mm Ilili. - 51111 I1111.

01 595 ex demo £ 1
•:..
LEI95
s,ano II • :i.
£575 ex de,a 0675
0595 ex demo £695

51410

guarani, r

Y " 1.1 1111, ` l
>11. -." - 0 11 '
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'Ill 1,11'11-nn1--nr "sil 1-1T-E
. resicu ,.ado IL L.. 11rr rt 11111a, `,.ri, . m . p1 -1, 11 ,1
h

rn.• km, •
1,, o •9•.. tu:d'o, 1ss. .. 1x•
I ' pi 51101100111

Oland BUNDLES
sband £995
Oland £ 1700
stand £895
eland 05650
stand £2895

tin.

......, . 1
,11x- r. L. ,1g .111 11.111. T1 / 1,. NI., \ r-11. 11 511 . .555, Iull

r 5C0 0534111 013 PAC

STAX CAC . rJALVE CAC BALANCE BE QUICK RARE CHANCE MINT
02995
ACCUPHASE 80 , 81L TRANSPORT & DAL DIGI VOLUME
ANOTHER RARE BEAST. MINT
13995
PARASOUND DAC 20 BIT AT&T MINT
£495
KOETSU RED SIGNATURE CARTRIDGE MINT
£695
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT 101 TUNER. MINT
£495
AUDIO RESEARCH SPII MICO PREMIO BLACK. MINT
£ 1995
AUDIO RESEARCH PH2 BALANCED PHOTO MINT
01995

11,11 ,,,•tgunl

' CS ,. 1..111gx-.IT. ‘ 1111tx•runt

simnel £ I.500
Oland £. 200

MARIDAN 555 POV.ER .1
.I. , 1."."
£550 ex demo 0650
MARK LEVINSON NO 235 MONO AMPS Bk. MINT
05995 Shand 012 500
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
f195
sband £ 1750
PAT t
OE LINE & PET 10 PHONO BALANCED MINT £2.495 Oland £4020
AUDIO
D, RESEARCH 914 PREAIAP MINT
C1.595 shand 03.296
STAB LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES & ARDO PRO SUPPLY MINT
C450 shama C750
ENSEMBLE PAI SPEAKERS TEAK MINT
01795 sband 02.950
PROAC RESPONSE 2SPEAKERS VARIOUS WOODS MINT
0995 mien* £ 1.650
AERIAL 10T SPEAKERS & STANDS BLACK MINT
L3.500 «demo £6300
ACCLPHASE 0955 MMB CO PLAYER DIGO VOLUME BAL
£3.995 stand £6.800
MISSION DAD 5CD PLAYER & DAC 5MINT
0025 sband 0600
APOGEE DA% ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER MINT
01.495 shawl 04480
CALTEMPEST 2VALVE CD PLAYER MINT
£ 1.500 Oland £3.900
MARK LEVINSON ML1OAPREAMP MINT
£1250 stand 03.000
ROWLAND MODEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED. SOC
02600 stand 05 250
MARL LEVINSON 60020 REFERENCE MONO MAPS BAL
£4995 50a07 £ 11 000
APOGEE CENTAUR LINOR SPEAKERS ANTHRACITE MINT
0750 slob 01 345
AROGEE MINI GRANO GE SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK & SUBS MINT
04 500 s0a ,d f
8598
MERCIAN 602 MU 606 klu 1TRANSPORT & DAC. MINT
01 495 sbaPe L3 3AJO
MERIDIAN E03 NIL 2PREANIP DAC REMOTE MINT
0'195 exor o 01 150
.ENDE"A SCP2C PHONO 1000E BR JOHN CURL UGC
:1995 she,: 11850
-HRESHOLD PET IC LINE & PHONO ESUPPLIES MINT
£ 1895 S^and £4250
A...DC RESEARCH 508MK2 VALUE PPEAMP MINT
£995
sham £2000
PRMAPE 526 SERIES PREAMPS & MONO AMPS MINT
£ 3995 sha ,7 09750
MARK LEV ,NSON AlL9 POWER AMP MINT
01995 s191-.. 03800
MAGNEPLANAR 25RSPEAKERS FOUNDATION STANDS MINT £995
s0ana 02209
110 SCM 534 ACTIVE SPEAKERS & STANDS WALNUT MINT£.2-95 sh.e.7 14191
DE,..1; S'RINGS 00 - METRE LENGHTS TRIWIRE SPEAKER CABLE
3000 SS, , NG £ 00 AMATI OR STRATA OR OTHER
LISCC SAIl 0700C

101 -l•

Gr;ili.,,H . Mi di . 1,1001 0•1, sv i,r,

'Ilss' 1,1 )LIITsk. d.)r-l). NIVI

THHAAI'REALRFAS:s1- .
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MERIDA% 5Ué V,C.:
MERIDIAN 500 TRANSPORT 563 DA1 EA_
c mAj
AUDIO RE SEARD. SR", 10 0001 E . FR

Tel: 01283 702875
9am-9pin
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HI-FI NEWS S. RECORD REVIEW

classified
Music Mill

;
:&
WANTED
SALE.
FOR.
.
.

:EARLY VINTAGEIVALVE HIFI :
1TO INCLUDE:
:

Careless cable choices can strangle
your excellent system. The Cable
Company database, based on feedback from thousands of US home cable
trials, can tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

M/VOOP
,e,7,44reefaaafe,44ref

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES.
PERM() LANE. HOLMER
GREEN. BUCKS HP15 6XR
(01494) 714058.5 FAX

BANDOR DRIVERS
•All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES

• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers leds ol musical spectrum
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( AMR)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP

REV

ED LVER

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for high profile, well reviewed
•British loudspeaker range.
For further details. contact David O'Malley.
REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505
Fax 0044 161 905 1965

SALE OF EX DEMO P/E EQUIPMENT
•THRESHOLD SME 100W CLASS APOWER AMP PLUS SET 10
8PRE . PET 10 PHONO STAGE ( 012K NEW) .
TRILOGY 902 PRE . 958 100W MONOBLOCKS 104 611,
•KINSHAW PERCEPTION PRE-AMP ( 2BOX)
•KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC ( 2130X1
ROKSAN VERSES 8SME 3009 . 1042 ¡ ROSEWOOD,
•JAMO SW 600 ACTIVE SUR WOOFER
TOI STUDIO 05 SPEAKERS ( BLACK)
NAIM IBL ( BLACK) SPEAKERS
SNELL TYPE Ns ( MAHOGANY) rSTANDS
SPICA TC50 ( BLACK) ( NEW)
*TRIANGLE COMPETE SPEAKERS ¡ BLACK,
°PA 505 POWER AMP
MICROMEGA STAGE 31TRICHORD CLOCKED • PS,
TENON 6600 MONOBLOCKS
ATC SCM 20'S ( ORIGINAL VERSION- BLACK, • STANDS
•OPERA CALLAS ( LIGHT ASH iAS NEW i
• RUARK CRUSADER ( WALNUTi . ...
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO 2BOX VALVE PRE ( SUPERB)
•TRICHORD PULSAR- 1DAC ( AS NEW)
•CHORD 800 POWER AMP ( 150 ,CH

AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

f5500
£
1500
£400
£400
£550
£350
f250
f450
f400
£350
£300
£400
£
£500
600
£900
£650
£1100
£1700
£1200
£1400

II
I LEAK"
QUAD RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
i
II
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
I
ALSO *ANTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
o
i
i
MULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.
i
CLASSIQUE SOUNDS
o
1 CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,
I
LEICESTER LE2 80E TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821
I
OR 0802 213740 MOBILE- ANYTIME
I

I
o
I

o
1
o
1

o
o
I

:
I
o

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

01 31• 555 3963
DPA 200 Pre/Pwr. Ex dem
f1,000
CHORD SPM/1200 Piano Black
£2,200
ESL 63
£1,300
MICROMEGA CD 2.1
f1,800
AUDIO INNO 1000 Monos. Ex dem
f1,000
M/LEVINSON No 27 Pwr amp
£1,800
APOGEE Mini Grands and DAX
f3,000
MF F22 Pre
f500
MERIDIAN 601+602 incl. Remote
£1,800
Minuetto Sonus Faber. Ex dem
£ 65
ONIX 0A21 + Soap Pwr/supply
f290
10am - 6pm

MON - SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 SQG

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE
Monitor Audio 20SE rosewood with Plinths,
3 months old, £ 1,600ono Tel: 01932 858701
eves ( H0249)
Nairn 82 pre-amp with remote control, 16
months old, boxed £ 1,250 mint; Hi-Cap power
supply £ 350 ( old style case); J.B.L loud speakers latest spec, £ 325 black, Tel: 01825 712960
(East Sussex) ( H0248)
Musical Design DAC 1 HDCD US $990
accept £495; Marantz CD94 Covent Garden
upgrade £795; Chase Technology RLC-1 preamp upgrades any stereo system to remote control £ 115; LFD passive £495 Tel: 0181 905
6331 ( H0247)
Roksan System: L2.5 preamp, two S1.5 power
amps, DS1.5 power supply, silver finish, boxed,
Tel: 01245 356325 ( Essex) for further details,
also, Teac VFtD5-T1 Transport, Cambridge
Dacmagk MK2 (improved version) (H0246)
Spendor S100 speakers, cost £2,200 sell for
£1,100ono; ATC 10 speakers, as new £ 1,100
sell for £ 545ono Tel: 01225 404431 ( H0244)
Technics SL- PA 10 reference CD Transport,
champagne finish, optical output, boxed, as
new, superb build quality and sound, £ 175,
Tel: 01788 544889 (Rugby) (H0256)
Monitor Audio 1200, gold speakers, rosewood finish, excellent condition, reluctant sale,
cost £ 1,050, sell £ 500ono, must sell, Tel:
01684 275832 (daytime) 01684 292093 (eves)
(H0255)
Mission Cyrus 11 PSX amp Denon DC910
CD and DR/V112HR tape creek TS40 tuner
Mordaunt short MS45i or Musical fidelity
MC2 speakers both with stands, £695 Tel:
01252
513847 ( Farnborough,
Hams)
(H0259)
Linn LP12 turntable, black ash, Lingo power
supply, Ekos arm, Troika cartridge, trampolin
suspension, little used, £ 1,700 Tel: 01278
722993 ( H0258)
Magneplanar SMGA's re-varnished oak,
mint, superb sound, £ 350; STD 305, 774,
Shure, quality combination, £ 155; John
Shearne Phase II integrated, valvey sound,
£350; Various vintage equipment, details ring
Paul, 01895 446713 (H0269)
Celestion 3speakers £45; KEF Coda 7speakers £ 70; Celestion LS24 stands sand filled
spiked £25; Marantz, PM4 amp quite rare,
£185; Tel: 01634 363374 (Kent) ( H0267)
Linn System Pair of Keltik speakers 4 LK1Ods
Kairn pre-amp, Karik CD new merik DAC
Kremlin toner Klout power amp, pair of
Tukans K400 cables, cost new 17,500 all mint,
£8,000 may split, Tel: Jerry, 01702 353777
(H0266)
ICEF Reference Model 4 loudspeakers, Rosetta
finish, only three months old and absolutely mint,
cost £3,300 will accept £2,950, serious enquiries
only please, Tel: 01968 682321 (H0265)

Krell KSA 250 power amp, £ 2,850; Krell KBL
fully balance pre-amp £ 1,950; Krell CD DSP
balanced CD player, £ 2,450; All equipment
mint, boxed with manuals and warranties;
Symo LSX5 speaker cable: two 2m stereo pairs,
mint, £ 500 both pairs Tel: 01968 682321
(H0264)
Pink Triangle - Anniversary - T/table with
separate P.S.U, black ash, latest spec, mint condition, with Rega RB250 T/arm and AT OCJ
Stylus, selling due to going over to CD DASEO
Pink Triangle system, cost new, £ 2,000, will
accept, £ 1,400ono, serious callers only please,
Tel: Eves, 0181 554 5410, 0956 677670 days
(H0260)
Jordan System 1.1: JX53 alloy cone drivers,
professionally built, black ash cabinets, biwired,
high grade crossovers, £450 (commercial version currently £ 1,700) selling to build System
4.2! Tel: 015394 42052 ( Cumbria) ( H0263)
Audio Synthesis Silverblue low-cap interconnect 4x6 metres, solid silver with Teflon insulation with 3 pairs WBT phonos for Biamping,
£400ono; 4x1 metre cogan hall speaker cable
£175ono Tel: 01424 220462 (H0262)
Audio l'hysic Tempo speakers with Essex
equaliser, prize Ican't use (needs separate CD
Transport/DAC) hence selling for £2,000 ono
(value £ 3,000) for quick sale, Tel: 0181 660
1148 (H0268)

TRADE
Quad ESL's black, £400; Alon 1 speakers
£750 (£ 1,600); Lumley 120 monoblocks
£1,500; Metakas Ikarus integrated £ 500
(£1,350); Rock Turntable £ 300; Croft super
micro £ 195 (black); Lumley Valve preamp
£300; Armstrong A10 valves £ 350 part
exchange welcome Tel: 0121 784 8765 (T)
(H0261)
Castle Chesters MKII unused, from £499;
Proac response 2.5s ex-display stunning
£2,099; Quad System 77 integrated 77 remote
77 CD player, ex-display, new save £400,
£1,299; Tel: 01279 426647 (H0257) (T)

WANTED
Meridian 604 Tuner wanted to complete system, Tel: + 49 69 6697 1340 (Germany)
(H0227)
Wanted, Pair Meridian DSP5000 digital active
speakers and one DSP5000C digital active
speaker, will pay up to £ 3,000 Please Tel:
01423 528256 ( Harrogate) (H0245)

• EX. DEMO

V' Audio Fax/Tel: 01179 686005

141

classified
SOLID SILVER

Buy-Sell-Trade

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated

Clean, Tested, Guaranteed

0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2 per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

Éliee Analogue
1. Productions;
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab:
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
S
Three Hiind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo ( Classic Records); DMP: Delos:
Decca Original 8 Reissues; CMP; M & K.
Bainbridge, Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion:
Ryko, American Gramaphone; European Pressings:
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note: Audioquest; Cardas, OGG,
Clarity, Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space;
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Super
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics: Vital; Wilson; Alligator:
BIS: Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan; ECM; Elektra; EMI;
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In 8 Out; Island; London; Linn;
Lynta; Mapleshade: MCA; North Star Records; Polygram;
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet: GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo;
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History Of
Recorded Sound: Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko; Gift Horse;
Catalogue
Kernel; Rhino; Rounder - •
Information/ Order:

e.

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS

(913) 82 5-8609
Fax: (913) 825-0156
Box 2043. Salina, KS 67402-2043, U.S.A.

ei

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

Tisisisfar

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS

Caller.% tie/i 'oine by appointment

Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472 =}
Fax: +
4410) 181-207 5283

M ADISO UND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

_

MY /1\I, -I../el•UP11

2"
.

seas

Sulen Inductors
Chateaurouicpoly

r
ee

ECLIRSE"

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

Manuals, Parts - Since 1979

Cary, Classe, conrad-johnson, Counterpoint,
Crown, dbx, Dahiquist, Denon, Dunlavy, Duntech,
Dynaco, Fairchild, Fisher, Golden Tube, HK,
Hafler, Heath, Infinity, JBL, Jensen, Joseph
Audio, KEF, Klipsch, Krell, Levinson, Lexicon,
Magnepan,
Magnum-Dynalab,
Marantz,
Martin- Logan, McIntosh, Mesa, Perreaux, Phase
Linear, Platinum, PS Audio, Proac, Proceed,
Quad, Rote), Rowland, Sequerra, Spectral,
SOTA, Soundcraftsman, Sound- Lab, Stax:
Sunfire, Tandberg, Tannoy, Theta, Thiel, VAC,
VIL, VPI, Vandersteen, Velodyne, Wadia,
Wilson &
many
more.
Western- Electric,
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• Service & Repairs
.Valve & transistor
amplifiers
• Vintage Valve
radios

LEATHERHEAD •

HiFi VCR's

01372 456921 .

Valves tested

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds quaht it'd engineers can now rep.) Ir,
modify or re-align any high-end equipment Us) tan
undertake rebuilds with selected titidiophile grade
components and can also offer a vi Itt'
matching service. Expect only the best

Absolute Sounds
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THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
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Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

Valve Amplifier Kits

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR, PHONE WITH THE
PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CANMAKE YOU AN OFFER.
ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED.

Transit inner sets. IX: Chokes and finished chasms
- Sties:lb in cd ..(1.00 construction manuals
199 l:atal) pie SLEDGEHAMMER

St1161

in

AS envelope and 1st class postage

F & STransformers, Head Office. 31 Brooks Road,

Russ
Andrews

Sutton Cokllield, West Midlands, B72 1HP.
United Kingdom. Tel/Fax

morer

LEFIF!
2n-spEBIC

(+44) 0121 321-3357

NEW CD PLAYER UPGRADE

terless

S END $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

I
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425.00
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495.00
600.181
16110.01)
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7-11 Park Lane, Catehead
Tyne & Wear NE8 3,1W
0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

1'),st Office liox 1- 6 III'N.

atv

IV \I1 \ I) SPECIAL OFFERS

Arcam Delia IIS Pre- amp Inc DAC.
Aram Delta 90 Amplifier
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
Audiolab 801XIT Tuner
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands
Acoustic Energy Aegis 2Loudspeaker
Creek CAS4040/2 Amplifier
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
Gram P100/0100MC/GIOOPV Valve Amps
Infinity Emit K Speakers inc Stands ( white)
Krell KSTIO0 Power Amplifier
Linn LP12 Black/Wok Toneann
Linn Sara Speaken/Stands
Lumley Ref LV IPre- Amplifier
Lumley Re( PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
Lumley Ref ST70 Power Amplifier
Meridian 501 Pre- Amplifier
Meridian 605 Mono Power Amplifiers
Meridian 201 Pre- Amp ( Inc Remote)
Meridian 203 DAC Cons MOT
Meridian 204 Tuner
Meridian 206 CD Player ( MI-Chord Mod)
Mark Levinson ML 11. Power Amplifier
Micronnega Stage One CD Player
Micromega Stage Two CD Player
Micromega Stage Three CD Player
Naim Nuit 3Amplifier
Naim 32/90 Pre- Power Amplifier
Maim Aro Tonearm
Quantum Minsiel Amplifier
Quad 34 Pre- Amplifier
Quad EM4 Tuner
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
Technics Z1000 Trans/DAC CD Player

www.audioclassics.com

ATV SERVICES

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 I
WE

I.A.1•11,1.1r.

Equipment,

Featuring products from: Accuphase, Accurus,
AR, Adcom, Air Tight, Altec, Apogee, Aragon,
Audio Alchemy, Audio Control, AudioQuest, Audio
Research, B&K, B&W, CAL, Cardas, Carver,

\\ di. ai

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

n

High End & Vintage Audio

Lintone Audio
SEI.ECTED USED EQI

SPEAKER COMPONENTS

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.

TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundeitis.com
Web Page: http:/vnwLitiecom/madisound

e

From the developer of the acclaimed series of CD
player modifications formerly sold by Covent Garden
Records. This new modification involves fitting a
socket to the rear of the CO player in order to connect
the TDS state of the art power supply designed to run
the decoder, digital filter and master clock generator,
eliminating jitter and greatly improving sound by
upgrading the performance of the entire transport
section. Upgrade package consists of the TOS, the
necessary connectors and the modifiaction. A
supplied shorting plug enables immediate before/after
comparison. All of this for just £2501

For more details contact:

TAURUS SYSTEMS

Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh
Kendal, Westmorland.
LAS 9AS, ENGLAND
Freephone: 0800 373467 (UK only)

Shocked Whow eosin osa4 pod

equiptitet

The Russ Andrews Solution
Don't change it - update it!
By improving the quality of crucial components
and wiring in your equipment you can achieve
results that will astound you...and for a fraction
of the cost cost of buying a new model.
Our Catologue contains the definitive selection
of the worlds best components.
Our

Upgrade Guides and kits provide step by
step instructions on how to carry out a
vast range of upgrades.

Our Unique after-sales technical support
ensures you have access to our expertise
should you have any queries.

44 Boultwood Road, London E6 400

We think you'll be pleasantly surprised!

0171 473 5502

To reoeve your copy of our I996 catologue and

E-mail. tsys@globalnet.co.uk.

upgrade info just mail, phone or fax the address above

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND®
The best speaker supports in

the

world.

State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.

44

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi-F1
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: M UUUU Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE , I(7I)10 GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with athoroughbred
you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear .11r. Soper,
Dianks for sending nu,the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas abit
sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after
Ibought it, without the possibility of
listening to it first. Rut the reSIIIIS Iget are really unbelievable. There is no rumbling,
instead deep, deep bass and an authority. Inever heard before from my records. : Ind
believe me. Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn 1.1'
Roksan Xerxes).
Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace my order for it. I
will do so without being abit sceptical. Minks again for amarvellous piece of art.

MI? TEI

NGER -

STRIA

1I
etite4te de:ere/4 edee a dicuffleed

THE GLASSMAT®
The finest platter mat in the world.
The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE (HI? G,IRMIRD 3011401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SI 'PPLY

Poosr sow 1:01?

. 1HOME TR 1.11, OF THE BEST'!'! 'RNTIBLE DRIVE SIS'TEM EVER

THE GREEN MONSTER SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® FOR THE THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME/GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE
GOLD PHONOS ( PAIR) • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) • SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6"x6")
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • SME GOLD PHONO TO PHONO CONVERSION KIT 3009 ETC
11T OFFER

MO:VEY RICK GI TAR.INIT I.: IF NOT COMPLETE I.) .DELIGHTED

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL: 01525 384174 or 0421 624429

Recommendations

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL
Audiophile International Ltd. the UKs leading special pressings and domestic vinyl
stockiest. P.O. Box 303, Chobham, Surrey, GU24 8RX.
Our large yearly catalogue and our latest sales lists are FREE
this summer, you will also join our world wide data base, keeping you informed of the latest developments. Simply send us
your name and address and we will forward you all the information you will ever need!

To Order Call: 01276 855578 / 855530
24 Hour Fax:

01276 855580

Visit us at this years Hi -Fi Show in;
Rooms 1006 & 1008 - for the best selection
QUEEN - A Day At The Races
'A Day At The Races was the follow-up hit to ' A Night At The
Opera'. All of Queens glam/art
rock, majestic sound is captured
on this fantastic MFSL reworking
of the 70s classic. Recorded 1976
in England between July and
November this album features
the two 70's hit singles " Tie Your
Mother Down" and "Somebody
To Love" amongst others. £25

All 180gm LP and 24kt Gold CD reissues have one thing in
common, painstaking dedication to detail. Not only from sourcing the original master tapes for transfer. but custom made
state of the art mastering labs, original artwork, and pressing
quality that alows the listener an insight into the recording.

The Latest Mobile Fidelity

LORI LIEBERMAN LIVE

Mobile Fidelity the first company to pioneer the use of
24kt Gold in its fine reissues launched their 200gm
Anadisq range of LPs 2 years ago. Now over 50 titles
are available, here are a few available on both 24kt
Gold CD and 200gm LP!

Super high quality 24kt Gold CDs. PopeMusic have
created the 'DYNAMIC FIDELITY' process to be the

ALBERT COLLINS - Cold Snap
JOAN BAEZ - Diamonds & Rust
CAT STEVENS - Teaser & The Firecat
BOSTON - Boston
THE MOODY BLUES - To Our Childrens...
NIRVANA - Nevermind
SONIC YOUTH - Goo
BING CROSBY - Bing Sings Whilst Bergman..

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

Lou Reed on 180gm Vinyl
LOU REED. Set The Twilight Reeling.

LORI LIEBERMAN - PLAYING LIVE Mill
Lori Lieberman originally wrote a
poem about Don McLean, this she
later turned into a song called
"Killing Me Softly With His Song".
Roberta Flack, after hearing Lori's
song reissued it, the result was a
huge hit and the biggest selling single in her career. Recently The
Fugee's have taken " Killing Me
Softly" to number one again.
This year at The Hi Fi Show at
Heathrow's Ramada hotel hear Lori
play live in her the first concert since
the 70s. This is going to be THE performance of this year. In the mean
time listen to Lori's wonderful
melodies on two killer albums by
Pope Music, available exclusively
through Audiophile International.

Accessories
MOBILE FIDELITY GEO-DISC
The high-fiaelity pleasures of Original Master
Recordings, even conventional recordings cannot be completely realized if your phonographic
pickup apparatus (stylus / catridge) is not accurately aligned. The Geo-Disc is the answer. It
features an easy to use, three-dimensional visual alignment system for rapid, uncomplicated
cartridge alignment. In just minutes you can
achieve critical alignment to within . 003 of an
inch.
Precise alignment has never been easier using
the Geo-Disc. It can literally result in sonic
improvement as significant as the addition of a
new hi-fi component at a fraction of the price.
£25

In acareer that has spanned three decades, Lou Reed
has been many things. From raw beginnings this punk
rock superstars socially aware narrative lyrics crawled
out like something he was reluctant to part with. It is
hard to find a logical conclusion for this latest incantation, but this is the best Lou Reed album for sometime.
Lou has not lost his demons. There is still acertain raw
power, but the overall mood is of someone who is
more in control. His lyrics no longer toy with drug
addiction or violent sex, but behold, in most instances,
honour and emotion . This album possesses all the
qualities of his early work, but with a refinement that
doesn't bleach the overall picture. Mastered by Bob
Ludwig at Gateway Mastering and pressed onto 180
grammes of virgin vinyl by Warner.Recommended.
Limited supply
£25

New Classic Records
Classic Records 180gm HQ LPs - our recommended
selection from the vast range covered in our catalogues.
JENNIFER WARNES - Famous Blue Raincoat
ART DAVIS - A Time Remembered
DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out
CHARLIE MINGUS - Ah Um
SONNY ROLLINS - Now's The Time

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

best canvas and brushes any artist could ask for, to
provide the ultimate in expression: to evoke both the
subtlety and strength of the entire range of human
emotions.
"At last a female vocalist whose CDs deserve gilding."
Ken Kessler
PM 2001 LORI LIEBERMAN: A 1000 DREAMS.
This new gold CD release heralds the triumphant
return of an original singer/songwriter with a voice of
gold.Having co- wrote the number 1 Grammy Award
winning hit, "Killing Me Softly With His Song", Lori adds
13 more "Sonos For The Asking", weaving amultitude
of moods into an album you will fall in love with. A thousand dreams is an all acoustic recording engineered
by audiophile legend Mark Levinson using only two
microphones. In the words of Joseph Cali, executive
producen "Lie o'own, Sit down or put your car in drive.
She will take you to the places in your heart that only
Loris music can find."'GOLDEN NOTE NOMINATION'
HO 24kt Gold CO
£25
Aluminium CD
£ 13
PM 2005 LORI LIEBERMAN: HOME OFW HISF'ERS
A classic follow up album. with Lori at her most personal. Her voice has never been more captwating or
the arrangements been richer. Lori just keeps getting
better and better; you will not be left unmoved!
HQ 24kt Gold CD
£25
Aluminium CD
£ 13

New Domestic Vinyl
A very small vinyl selection:
CROWDED HOUSE - The Very Best Of ( 2LP)
Includes such classics as ' Weather With You'. 'Don't
Dream Its Over'. Instinct' and many others £ 13
CURE - Wild Mood Swings ( 2LP US Import) £ 15
EAGLES - Hell Freezes Over (2LP Import)
Most requested hi-Ii dem record last year
£17.75
GEORGE MICHAEL - Older
£ 10
JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT - No Quarter £ 17
(2LP US Import)
JOHN SCOFIELD - Hand Jive ( US Import) £ 12
NEIL YOUNG - Deadman (2LP US Import ) £ 12

XL0 REFERENCE RECORDINGS TEST & BURN- IN 24kt GOLD CD.
Just playing this CD will make your system sound better! It's true! The
all new XLO/Reference Recording Test & Burn- In CD really will make
the difference. XL0 technical tracks will burn- in new stereo and
home theater/AV components and demagnetize existing ones, to

AUD:OPHILE RECORD & LASER
DISC SLEEVES.
If you think you've done everything to
protect your favourite recordings - think
again. We are very proud to introduce

ensure peak performance and freedom from electronic glare. Detailed
liner notes and the actual voices of XL0's Roger Skoff and Reference
Recordings guru Keith Johnson will guide you in quickly and easily
getting the most from your system and your acoustical environment -

Audiophile International Ltd's very own;
anti- static and anti-abrasive 3- ply rice
paper LP/Laser disc sleeves. Superior
to all paper-only, plastic- lined paper and
heavy plastic album sleeves Audiophile
International Sleeves will offer the protection needed for your most prized
recordings. Each pack contains 30 high
quakty sleeves, and is packaged in a
deluxe box for protection. £ 14.95

including verifiable proof that you have got it right! Once your system
is dialed- in, six sensational Reference Recordings music tracks
will put your system through its paces so you can experience the
amazing realism of your system.This State-of-the-art audiophile 24kt
gold pressing is also HDCD and surround-sound compatible, and is
a essential tool for as long as you have your system.
Recommended Retail £29.95, Audiophile International Price £25

classified
Loricroft Audio

SERIOUS KIT NORTH

JJ

Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SNIE
See us at Ramada Show - Room 1045 showing

DEMONSTRATING
ALL AUDIO NOTE PRODUCTS

our

new

Transcription

Stroboscope Pistol.
Garrard

Turntable.

Precision

Plus our range of Restored

301/401. Thoren's TD 124. Turntables

mounted

in

Loricraft

Plinths,

Electronic

PSU II

power supplies. PRCII record cleaning machine

MEISHU/CONOUEST/OTO
OUEST/DAC 1, 2 & 3

New 1996 catalogue available. Fax/Ansaphone:

01488 72267
RING NOW TO BOOK YOUR
ENTRY TO HI-FIDELITY HEAVEN

A&R CAMBRIDGE

PHILIP DONALDSON
PROPRIETOR
APPOINTED AGENT
FOR SUGDEN,

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

OPEN
10AM - 9PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
PHONE
0161 793 6742
0402 367843

PROAC, HARBETH,
AUDIO NOTE,
TARGET, TRICHORD,
ETC ETC

THE LISTENING ROOMS LTD
Arcam Alpha 5+ amplitier(D)
Arcam Alpha 6+ amplifier(D)
Arcam Alpha One cd(D)
Arcam Delta 290 amplifier(D)
Arcam Delta 270 cd(D)
Cyrus Disc/Dacmaster combo(D)
Cyrus Power amp(D)
Cyrus PSX-R(D)
Cyrus FM7 tuner(D)
Linn Tukan speakers(D)
Linn Keilidh speakers(D)
Linn Kaber speakers(D)
Linn Klout power amps(D) x4
Linn Kaim preamp(D)
Linn Numerik D-to-A(D)
Micromega Stage 1cd(D)
Micromega Stage 2cd(D)
Micromega Stage 3cd(D)
Tannoy 631 speakers(D)
Tannoy 632 speakers(N)
Tannoy 636 speakers(D)
Tannoy 637 speakers(D)
Quad 77 cd bus version(D)
Quad 77 amplifier(D)
(D) - demo
(N) - new

C=J

ADVERTISERS
INDEX

£190
L280
t240
£400
£600
£1200
£350
£240
£320
£300
£400
£1,100
£1,500 each
£1,001 1
L4 I()
£560
£720
£100
£160
£320
£400
£47:3
£520

listening

161 Old Brompton Road, London SW5 OU.
Tel: 0171 244 7750/59 Fax: 0171 370 0192
Monday-Saturday loam-6pm. Nearest Tube: South Kensington or Gloucester Road
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finale
Mingus's own resistance to racist
stereotypes made him apowerful cultural
force in the 1950s and 1960s. His
classical training allowed him to grasp the
mechanics of Ellington's charts, while his
gospel experience gave him a strong feel
for improvisation, call- and- response
spontaneity and vocalised instrumental
technique. Because the piano gives a

As Atlantic Jazz reissues
Charles Mingus's classic album
Pithecanthropus Erectus,
we assess the legendary bass
player

B

orn into an army family in 1922,
and growing up in Watts, Los
Angeles, Charles Mingus was a
product of contradiction. His stepmother
Mamie encouraged an interest in classical
music and had his older sisters Grace and
Vivian learning violin and piano. She was
also a member of the local Holiness
Church. Whereas Mingus's father
belonged to the buttoned-down African
Methodist Episcopal Chapel, whose ethos
was Protestant and inhibited, Mamie took
Mingus Junior to services where the
Holy Rollers would moan and cry,
shout responses to the preacher, and
work themselves into a trance.
Singing was wild and emotional,
with full- throat vibrato and
improvised melismas. Blues was
banned at home, so gospel was
Mingus's connection to Africa:
traditional ritual honed into a
modern format by Christianity,
slavery and urbanisation. Hearing
Duke Ellington's ` East St Louis
Toodle-oo' on the radio, Mingus
was ecstatic. Duke's ebullient
negotiation between Europe and
Africa became alifelong inspiration.
At high school, he made friends
with
Britt
Woodman,
the
trombonist who played for Ellington
throughout the 1950s. Mingus
developed a passion for the
instrument. Woodman politely
pointed out that he wasn't much of
abrass player, and suggested he take
up the cello. Its range was trombone-like,
while Grace's expertise on the violin could
help in mastering a string instrument.
Mingus played cello in the Los Angeles
Junior Philharmonic, and learned to
appreciate Richard Strauss, Debussy,
Bach
and
Beethoven.
However,
saxophonist Buddy Collette advised him
to learn string-bass, a staple of R&B and
jazz, because that way he was sure to get
the employment no white orchestra would
ever provide (ever active on the race issue,
it was Buddy Collette who later helped to
bring down the colour bar in the LA
musicians union).
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harmonic overview of the orchestra,
arrangers and composers are usually
pianists. Mingus learned piano to
compose, even recording a decent piano
album in 1963 [
Mingus Plays Piano,
Mobile Fidelity, MFCD783], but abassplaying leader could give an ensemble a
special kick. Like a gospel congregation
erupting in song, Mingus conveys the
sensation that new, more heated rhythms
are emerging from the body of the music.
Pithecanthropus Erectus [
Atlantic 756781456] was released in 1956. By then,
Mingus had established himself as one of
the pre-eminent bassists in jazz. He had
toured with Louis Armstrong, recorded
with Miles and Bird and even Duke.
However, this album presented him as a
composer: devoting 37 minutes to just
four compositions was considered
revolutionary. The title was taken from
fossils recently discovered at Olduvai
Gorge in Kenya. The Latin words also
conveyed a boast about the upright

the horns: he talked about deploying JR
Monterose's Rollins-like tenor and Jackie
McLean's Bird-like alto as ' familiar lines'
that could help the listener make sense of
his 'way out' compositional ideas.
The results are electrifying. Evidently
inspired by the leader's clarity of concept,
Willie Jones (drums) and Mal Waldron
(piano) play with punch and a superb
sense of direction. Mingus's mastery of
extended tension is that of a romantic
composer. Soloists are spurred by sharp
jabs from drum and horn which hit like
the riffs of a crack swing orchestra. You
can hear the germ of the compositional
approach that later produced the
masterpieces The Black Saint & . The
Sinner Lady [
Impulse/MCA IMP! 1742]
and
Mingus
Mingus
Mingus
[Impulse/MCA IMP11702]: the ensemble
seethes under the soloists, exploding in
caterwauling climaxes that bring a new,
febrile quality into jazz.
Mingus warns us that we may find ' A
Foggy Day (In San Francisco)' funny, but
adds: ` a good, healthy laugh never hurt
anyone'. The Gershwins' ode to London
Town has been relocated to the streets and
wharves of Frisco. McLean and
Monterose are given irrational intervals to
play, interrupting the music like car horns
in a traffic jam, and you can hear a siren
and apolicemen's whistle. A sonic portrait
of a fog-blind city recalls the aural
documentary Weekend [
Metamkine
MKCD010], a collage of Berlin
sounds made by dadaist Walter
Ruttmann in 1930 — in the absence
of a tape- recorder, he used the
optical soundtrack of ablank-screen
film. Urban documentary opens the
door to `noise composition' and the
sonic abstractions of the avantgarde.
Mingus's conceit also sheds new
light
on bebop.
When
the
avantgarde composer Edgar Varèse
attended the premiere of his
`Hyperprism', he noticed that a
certain piercing note drew ' nervous

Charles Mingus

posture of the double-bass player — and
surely adeclaration of sexual potency too
(with Mingus, aFreudian interpretation is
rarely otiose).
Mingus provided his own sleeve-notes.
He complained that composer workshops
he'd attended with Teddy Charles and
Teo Macero frowned on any trace of
improvisation. Here, his ' compositions'
were not written on score paper, but
outlined to the musicians aurally: abackto-roots reaction against the ` cool' school.
However, as acomposer working in what
was deemed ' the rhythm section', Mingus
also took pains to shift the spotlight from

laughter' from the audience. He
later discovered that he had
unconsciously reproduced a siren
from the Hudson River, asound he
had been hearing during the six
months he had spent composing the
piece. Rather than ' inaccessible'
high-brow arcana, Mingus lets us
hear the extended harmonies of
bebop as mimicry of the startling aural
juxtapositions of the modern city.
Mingus's ` Foggy Day' was prescient.
The car horns and sirens anticipate the
intervals played in 1961 by Omette
Coleman and Eric Dolphy on Free Jazz,
the album that launched a highly
controversial genre. It also predicts the
Cage-ian use of 'chance' street sounds on
Anthony Braxton's This Time in 1969.
Maybe urban realism — and acartoonlike
sense of humour — contribute more to
the avantgarde than its reputation for high
seriousness would have you believe.
Ben Watson
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